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Název práce:    Řízení virtuálních lidí 

Autor:    Mgr. Jakub Gemrot 

Katedra / Ústav:   Katedra software a výuky informatiky 

Vedoucí rigorózní práce:  Mgr. Cyril Brom, PhD., Kabinet software a výuky 

informatiky 

Abstrakt:    V této práci předkládáme výpočetní formalizaci 

reaktivního plánování jako paradigmatu pro modelování rozhodování inteligentních 

virtuálních agentů a nehráčských postav z počítačových her. V práci formalizujeme 

rozhodování agentů jako rozhodování vybírající akce, které tělo agenta bude 

vykonávat v následujícím cyklu simulace. Rozhodování oddělíme od usuzování, 

které slouží agentovi pro výpočet faktů, která jsou pro rozhodování nutná. Ukážeme, 

že imperativní programovací jazyky nejsou vhodné pro specifikaci rozhodování 

agentů a vysvětlíme proč. Následně vytvoříme nový výpočetní model, který 

použijeme jako základ pro definici Behavior Design Language (BDL). Ukážeme, že 

BDL dokáže modelovat rozhodování specifikované pomocí skriptovacích 

programovacích jazyků, hierarchických konečných automatů, stromů chování a 

jazyků AgentSpeak(L), GOAL, SPOSH. Navíc ukážeme, že BDL dokáže tyto jazyky 

modelovat ekonomicky vzhledem k počtu primitiv nutných k tvorbě rozhodování 

v tom kterém formalismu. Hlavní výhody BDL jsou: všestrannost (jazyk umožňuje 

používat rozhodovací vzory různých jazyků), rozšiřitelnost (je jednoduché vytvářet 

nová primitiva jazyka) a obecnost (jazyk umožňuje abstrakci libovolné vyčíslitelné 

funkce). Na závěr navrhneme využití kontrolovaných srovnávacích experiment pro 

zjištění silných a slabých stránek rozhodovacích mechanismů agentů v praxi. 

Popíšeme několik experimentů, které jsme provedli, a shrneme metodu jejich návrhu 

a provedení. 

Klíčová slova:   inteligentní virtuální agenti, systém pro výběr akcí, 

reaktivní plánování, produktivita, komparativní kontrolované experiment 
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Abstract:  In this thesis, we provide a computational formalization of reactive 

planning as a paradigm for decision making of intelligent virtual agents and 

videogame non-player characters. We formalize agent decision-making (ADM) as a 

process of deciding on which body actions to execute next and differentiate it from 

agent reasoning as a process of computing facts needed for decision making. We 

show that imperative programming languages are not suitable for ADM specification 

and explain why they are not suitable. Thereafter, we create a new computational 

model that we use as the basis for the definition of Behavior Design Language 

(BDL). We show that BDL can model decision-making specified by scripting, 

hierarchical finite-state machines, AgentSpeak(L), GOAL, SPOSH and Behavior 

trees. Importantly, BDL can model these approaches economically in terms of the 

number of behavior primitives. The key strengths of the BDL language are: 

versatility (it can mix decision making patterns of multiple languages together), 

extensibility (it allows developers to devise new language primitives as they see fit), 

and generality (it can abstract any computable function). In conclusion, we propose 

to use controlled comparative experiments for determining practical strengths and 

weaknesses of agent action-selection mechanisms. We describe a few experiments 

we have conducted and summarize the method for designing and running this kind of 

experiments. 

Keywords:  intelligent virtual agents, action-selection mechanisms, reactive 
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Introduction 

This thesis explores the topic of design and implementation of intelligent virtual 

agents‘ (IVA) behaviors. Its main concern is the action-selection problem and the 

effect of the choice of a behavior language on a ratio of behavior code 

expressivity/development cost (behavior language productivity). This is done in two 

parts. 

First, the problem is discussed from the perspective of software engineering 

where we pinpoint why conventional programming languages as well as many agent-

oriented languages are not the silver bullet for IVA behavior implementation. To 

tackle this problem, we provide an interpretation of the action-selection problem as 

something that requires interleaving of reasoning (as a computation of new facts) 

with decision-making (as a reactive search for next action to execute). We provide 

formalization of these terms based on the notion of agent explicit decision space 

(AEDS) that abstracts any computation in general and that allows us to separate 

those two. This separation allows us to reify existing action-selection mechanisms by 

dissecting their decision-making parts into multiple decision-making patterns that we 

wrap as primitives of new Behavior Design Language (BDL) we create. BDL is 

based on new computational model called ExTENSIBLE Tree-like Reactive EnginE 

(xTREE) developed in this thesis we use to implement IVA decision-making with. 

Specifically, we show that BDL with xTREE is able to model several IVA decision-

makers that are based on reactive planning paradigm. 

Second, we describe a method for conducting experiments with human subjects 

on productivity comparison of action-selection systems for the IVA behaviors 

implementation. The method is about conducting controlled experiments that 

estimate productivity of particular action-selection systems for IVA behavior design 

as well as to gain feedback about its hard corners. 

The work draws inspiration from video game domains featuring 3D open-worlds 

where IVAs are referred to as non-player characters (NPCs). These domains 

emphasize NPC behavior believability and graphical fidelity, which brings technical 

challenges affecting decision-making architectures. 
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Context 

Intelligent virtual agents (IVAs) are usually conceived as a specific type of an agent 

in the terms of Wooldridge (M. Wooldridge, 2009). They are human or animal like 

entities fully embodied within a complex 3D virtual world where they pro-actively 

pursue goals set by their designer (Brom, 2006). Conceptually, an IVA is typically 

modeled as having two components; a mind (or a brain) and a body. The body is 

bound by virtual world rules that are implemented by a world simulator. The 

simulator provides the mind with a fixed body interface in the form of effectors that 

can trigger actions the body can perform and sensors the mind can use to gather 

information about the simulation state, i.e., to obtain data about its body and 

surrounding environment. The mind is responsible for performing action-selection 

(AS) repeatedly; it has to instruct the body "what to do next" as the simulation 

proceeds, i.e., to be solving an action-selection problem (ASP). To do so, the mind 

periodically observes the simulation state through sensors and invokes body actions 

through effectors, which are referred to as an action-selection process. Algorithms 

that implement action-selection are referred to as action-selection mechanisms 

(ASMs). An ASM is typically formed of two parts: a decision-maker and a reasoner 

(or at least an interface for a reasoner). A decision-maker is an interpreter of a 

behavior plan that is formulated using some proprietary language ASM recognizes; 

such a language is sometimes referred to as a behavioral language. The reasoner is 

responsible for querying and updating agent memory providing the decision-maker 

with facts, upon which it decides what action(s) to execute next. 

In the context of video games, IVAs are known as non-player characters (NPCs), 

i.e., characters that are not controlled by a human player. Contemporary video games 

simulate tens to hundreds of NPC behaviors using 10-15% CPU time budget. NPCs‘ 

behaviors contribute to the believability of a gaming world; they provide a 

suspension of disbelief (Mateas & Stern, 2003) to the player. Therefore, NPCs that 

are visible to the player must not appear clumsy; they have to be simulated with (so-

called) high-fidelity. As a result, characters in the vicinity of the player have to 

execute their action-selection about ten times per second. If a game allows a player to 

observe 100 NPCs at once, than one evaluation of an action-selection mechanism of 
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single NPC must not exceed 0.1-0.15 milliseconds
1
. This severe time constraint leads 

to utilization of the reactive planning paradigm for their behavior implementation. 

Technically, reactive planners are either implemented by hierarchical finite state 

machines (hFSMs) (Fu & Houlette, 2004) or scripted with ad-hoc if-then rule 

systems or utilizing Behavior trees (Rabin, 2013, Ch. 6). There are some games that 

utilize formal planners using goal-oriented action planning (GOAP), e.g., (Orkin, 

2006), or hierarchical task networks (HTNs), e.g., (―The AI in Killzone 2‘s Bots: 

Architecture and HTN Planning‖, 2009). 

Practically, an NPC behavior implementation is an iterative process as the 

behavior must always be tested by observing an NPC within an environment to 

confirm it meets designer‘s goals. The behavior implementation thus consists of 

series of develop, observe and debug steps that alternate. To speed up the 

implementation, the action-selection mechanism is complemented with software 

tools (libraries, development environments, debuggers, etc.) that help with the 

behavior implementation. We will refer to those tools as action-selection tools 

(ASTs). Concrete action-selection mechanism, its behavioral language and 

corresponding tools form an action-selection system (ASY). 

The question underlying the thesis is: What action-selection system should we 

use for developing intelligent virtual agents for a given project? We approach this 

question by discussing how decisions leading to action executions are being 

expressed in action-selection mechanisms used in practice and by defining a method 

for comparison of productivity of action-selection systems. 

Motivation 

The beginning of presented work can be traced back to 2005, the last year of my 

bachelor studies, when I applied for a bachelor thesis with a generic title Agents for 

Unreal Tournament. Back in 2005, the Unreal Tournament (UT) (Epic, 1999) was 

one of a few virtual environments that researchers could use ―easily‖ for experiments 

concerning intelligent virtual agents‘ behaviors. We quote the word easily, because 

agents in the game were controlled via TCP/IP based text protocol, implemented by 

an UT modification called GameBots (Adobbati et al., 2001), using a rather crude 

                                                 
1
 150 (CPU time budget per second in milliseconds) / 100 (number of NPCs) / 10 (number of 

ASM interations per second per NPC) = 0.15ms. 
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Python library (Kwong, 2003). After a few days of playing with the modified UT and 

the library, I realized that it would need quite a lot of infrastructure work to make 

IVA behaviors development if not simple then at least feasible. Through the next 

years, my colleagues and me have rewritten GameBots modification (Bída et al., 

2012) for a newer version of UT, Unreal Tournament 2004 (UT2k4) (Epic, 2004), 

and developed the Pogamut platform
2
 (Kadlec, Gemrot & Brom, 2009) that now 

provides a developer with complete (Java) API to control UT2k4 agents. We always 

strived for the simplicity of behavior implementation during the development. Our 

phrase we use to promote the Pogamut platform states: “You need only single line of 

Java code to create a ‟following‟ behavior.” Meaning that our ―Hello world!‖ 

Pogamut example, truly contains only single line of code that makes the bot to follow 

the nearest visible player in the game (Fig. 1).  

 

Fig. 1. The FollowBot in action as observed from eyes of a player who is walking backwards. 

We considered this to be a major achievement, as the complexity of answering the 

environment query "Do I see any player?" together with the complex action 

                                                 
2
 Awarded with Bolzano prize in 2008 as the best student contribution to the computer 

science on the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University. 
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response "Navigate to player" fit into single line of Java code (Code 1). That 

was in the year 2007. 

01: if (players.canSeePlayers()) 

   navigation.navigate(players.getNearestVisiblePlayer()); 

Code 1. Implementation of the FollowBot behavior for UT2k4 environment using the 

Java language as an action-selection mechanism and the Pogamut 3 platform. 

For next two years, we used the platform at the faculty
3
 during Human-like Artificial 

Agents workshops (Brom, 2009; Brom, Gemrot, Burkert, Kadlec & Bída, 2008) to 

teach about practical IVA behaviors development. We taught students how to create 

IVA behaviors for various game modes UT2k4 offers using if-then-rules as an 

action-selection mechanism, which helped to debug and polish the platform. The 

Pogamut platform was also picked up by university students and professors around 

the world. The greatest success was the BotPrize competition organized by Dr. Philip 

Hingston (Australia), that was built around the Pogamut platform technically and that 

had international participation (Hingston, 2014). The competition was held six times 

throughout years 2008-2014. Finally, there were many bachelor and master theses 

completed as an extension of the platform or on top of it (Černý, 2013; Havlíček, 

2013; Holaň, 2013; Macháč, 2014; Píbil, 2011) and many papers have cited the use 

of the platform (Elsevier, 2017).  

Having experiences with teaching the IVA behavior design during Human-like 

Artificial Agents workshops, we realized that there are decision-making patterns that 

are often encountered and cumbersome to express in the Java language; for instance 

action sequences. Hitting the limit with the Java language as a tool for the 

specification of behavior reactive plans, we started to look for an appropriate 

replacement that would once again simplified and speed up the behavior 

development. Being somewhat aware of the multi-agent research we believed that an 

action-selection is a solved problem and it is just a matter of time to find a correct 

shelf and pick up a better solution. We could not have been less wrong. 

We found ourselves in a niche as we have not found many clues, which action-

selection mechanism should suit the development of IVA behaviors better than Java. 

Even though there are many agent programming languages like 2-APL (Dastani, 

                                                 
3
 Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic 

(http://www.mff.cuni.cz/) 
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2008), GOAL (de Boer, Hindriks, van der Hoek, & Meyer, 2002), JADEX (Pokahr, 

Braubach, & Lamersdorf, 2005), Jason (Bordini, H bner, & Wooldridge, 2007), 

Jazzyk (Novák, 2009), Soar (Laird, 2012), POSH (J. J. Bryson, 2001), ABL (Mateas 

& Stern, 2004) and others that have favorable features like being declarative, 

following belief-desire-intention paradigm (Bratman, 1999) or supporting message 

passing between agents, they are not accompanied with usability studies. Typically, 

materials regarding these languages describe how to code agent behaviors but they 

omit the question, why it should be more productive than coding it in standard 

programming language like C++ or Java or report on their hard corners. For instance, 

these languages typically ignore the need for durative actions that requires steering 

(periodic monitoring and adjustments over several simulation frames) or the need to 

perform additional inferences about environmental facts required for the action-

selection frequently. These insufficiencies result in the need to use the Java language 

for such scenarios still. 

Whereas the behavior design simplification was apparent after the Pogamut 

platform development took place, the same could not have been said about the 

utilization of third-party languages. To illustrate this intricacy, let us discuss the role 

of the Pogamut platform for the UT2k4 bot behavior development in greater detail 

first. 

Conceptually, the Pogamut platform forms a bridge between an agent body that 

resides within the UT2k4 and an agent mind running in Java. Technically, it gives a 

developer a complete agent body interface in the form of Java methods. Therefore 

the platform spares a developer of implementation details involving communication 

with the environment (receiving, parsing, interpretation and persisting of 

environment information and propagating effectors calls back to the UT2k4 and their 

execution within the environment) so they can focus on the coding of behaviors only. 

In other words, the platform makes possible to code IVA behaviors in the Java 

language itself, making it a natural choice as a behavioral language
4
. Moreover, this 

choice is not bad.  

                                                 

4
 The UT2k4 agent body interface is implemented as a Java library, therefore the Java language can 

be used out of the box without additional effort from the designer that would have to be invested 

otherwise if they would opt for using different language instead, e.g. Lua (Lua, 2017). 
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By choosing Java, a developer is free to code complex percept inference methods, 

compose parameterizable actions, monitor executed durative actions and use if-then 

rules or develop ad-hoc action-selection mechanisms as they see fit. Additionally, 

they can utilize one of professional Java IDEs, e.g. Eclipse (Eclipse, 2017), NetBeans 

(Oracle, 2017), Intellij Idea (JetBrains, 2017) as a behavior development tool to 

speed the behavior coding, having syntax-highlighting, code-inspection, debugger 

and many usability features like code refactoring or code templates at their 

fingerprints. 

By switching to a different behavioral language, the behavior designer will have 

to take care of the bridge that will need to exist between the Pogamut platform and 

the interpreter of a new language, which they will have to even extend and maintain 

during the behavior development. They will probably lose the expressivity and 

modularity of the Java language and almost certainly will have to use a worse IDE, if 

not a text editor only. 

Many questions arose. Will the introduction of new behavior language actually 

speed up the behavior development? How to integrate these languages with gaming 

environments so it would benefit behavior developers? What tooling support do these 

integrations need? For what new language features we should look for? What kind of 

IDE do we need for the language? Do we actually need specialized language 

whatsoever or we would do better with a library that has a meaningful API? There 

are no rigorous data that would answer these questions and related academic papers 

are scarce. Usually, papers detailing concrete action-selection mechanisms describe 

the language only or are complemented with a use-case demonstrating that it actually 

works. They neither compare the language with standard programming languages 

(e.g. C++, Java) nor do they try to establish advantages to other languages of the 

field. As a source of agent behavior code examples, one can examine behaviors 

submitted to various multi-agent competitions (MAPC, 2017). 

All these questions are part of the niche we will call practical IVA behavior 

design. It asks questions about applicability of agent languages in a domain of 

intelligent virtual agents that overlaps with multi-agent systems or perhaps is their 

subdomain. And we should know answers for a few reasons. Firstly, we should have 

evidences that agent programming languages are not toys. Secondly, we should be 

able to tell what strong points these languages have, in which scenarios they excel 

and how they differ from conventional programming languages in practice. And 
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finally, we should know which use-cases those languages fit for and which they do 

not. Not knowing them would mean that we are defenseless outside the community 

where they ask for the applicability first. This thesis targets one part of this niche. 

Research Question 

The topic of language applicability is broad as it may have many interpretations 

according to the language chosen and the problem we will apply it to. For this work, 

we have chosen the problem of developing intelligent virtual agent behaviors in the 

context of contemporary video games. We are taking the stance of a busy game 

developer of a 3D game, for whom non-player character (NPC) behaviors are 

essential and who needs either to finish the game as fast as possible or to create as 

many behaviors for the game as possible in a given time frame. And the game 

developer asks, what action-selection system should I use for the behavior design of 

my characters for my game? 

The question is not an artificial one. It was actually encountered during our 

collaboration on a video game for a commercial game studio during the year 2013. 

My colleagues and me have been asked to act as gaming AI consultants for the 

company that aims (by the time of writing) at creating first-person role-playing game 

(RPG) set in historically accurate medieval times that should feature living 3D open-

world; the game aims to outshine existing AAA games
5
 such as The Witcher series 

(CDProjekt, 2015) or The Elder Scroll series (Bethesda, 2017). 

. Especially, the studio is aiming to recreate medieval life of people of that age. 

As it was the first time the company was developing such a title, they were searching 

for a solution how to create rich behaviors for NPCs that would liven up their virtual 

world. For the graphical part of the game, the studio licensed a commercial game 

engine that already contained some support for designing NPC behaviors. However, 

as licensed game engine has been developed along the first-person shooter (FPS) 

video game series its NPC action-selection system was targeted for the development 

of short-lived characters, whose role was to get killed by the player eventually.  

                                                 
5
 AAA video game marks a high-budget game that aims to deliver the best gaming 

experience using novel technologies.  
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And game developers were asking whether an action-selection system they 

already have is suitable for their purpose. And if not, what are the reasons why they 

should start developing own in-house tool for NPC behavior specification.  

To conclude, the game developer asks not only "What action-selection system 

should I use for the behavior design of my characters for my game?" but also "Why 

this action-selection system is better than the one I already have?". 

In order to appeal to the game developer, we are turning to Alex J. 

Champandard, a well-known person in the community of gaming AI, who gave a list 

of arguments that video game making industry will hear to (Champandard, 2010). 

Points from the list are phrased either as "allow industry to do new things" or as 

"allow industry to do existing things faster". We will appeal to the latter, as it is true, 

that one can eventually "script" (almost) any NPC behavior because game scripting 

languages are typically Turing-complete or they use callbacks to the native language 

of a game engine in order to compensate the lack of. We will attempt to persuade 

hypothetical game developer that it will be more productive for them to use a 

different action-selection system than the one they use.  

Unfortunately, the research question is still very broad as the answer depends on 

a type of a game one will be developing NPC behaviors for. Fast paced games like 

shooters, where NPCs are short-lived but needs to react fast to ever changing combat 

situations, has different requirements on behaviors than open-world RPG games, 

where its game world inhabitants does not need to make decisions that fast but such a  

game will need a high number of different behaviors of a life-like complexity in 

order to feel somewhat realistic. 

Research Question Summary 

The question asked in this thesis is "What action-selection system should be used for the 

development of non-player characters’ behaviors in order to achieve higher productivity 

while sustaining quality of result behaviors at least?". In wider sense, what features of 

action-selection systems support productivity of non-player characters’ behaviors 

development the most?  

Approach 

In this work, we are offering an analysis why conventional languages featuring stack-

oriented compilers are a poor choice as a behavioral language and thus why widely 

used Lua or Python language alone (imperative languages in general) (―List of game 
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engines‖, 2017) are not suitable for coding complex behaviors. We will create a new 

computational model we will call ExTENSIBLE Tree-like Reactive EnginE 

(xTREE) together with Behavior Design Language (BDL) that will 1) allow the 

developer to mix features of their favorite action-selection mechanisms (hierarchical 

finite state machines, if-then rules and behavior trees), 2) provide a simple way to 

extend and adapt the language if the need arises and 3) allow to use features from 

agent programming languages (e.g., a drive switching from SPOSH (J. J. Bryson, 

2001), a contextual plan reference from Jason (Bordini et al., 2007), or a think-act 

division from GOAL (de Boer et al., 2002)). 

Finally, we will describe a method that can be used to gather evidences about 

productivity boosts from a comparison of different action-selection systems for the 

development of different behaviors. The method provides a way to formulate 

hypotheses about behavioral language productivity for the development of concrete 

NPC behaviors that builds on the fact that BDL can be used to model existing action-

selection mechanisms but it is cumbersome to do it other way around. Therefore, 

developing a behavior in a behavior language that will lack a primitive for some 

behavioral feature required to describe the behavior economically will be time-

consuming and the resulting code will be less maintainable than the original 

specification, i.e., changes within a (BDL) behavior description will result in 

multiple changes within such behavior code. The method summarizes pitfalls in the 

design of such experiments that needs to be avoided or compensated for. It builds on 

the experiences from conducting several such experiments; these experiments are 

shortly discussed as well. 

Connected Work 

This thesis can be seen as partial continuation of the work done by Bryson (J. J. 

Bryson, 2001) on POSH action-selection, even though we focus more on the domain 

of intelligent virtual agents and non-player characters, and also the work done by 

Brom (Brom, 2005) that (not only) summarized limits of reactive planning as 

encountered during his work on The Ents project (Bojar, Brom, Hladík, & Toman, 

2005).  

The main idea this work shares with Bryson‘s one is the view on the 

development of IVA behaviors as the software engineering problem. Bryson focused 

(not only) on the formulation of the Behavior Oriented Design (BOD) method for 
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design of agent behaviors and creation of an action-selection mechanism that would 

support an agent designer through all stages of the behavior development. The way 

where we diverge from Bryson‘s view on the action-selection is the domain. 

Bryson‘s work is ethologically motivated, i.e., she was inspired by the actual animal 

behaviors and biology in general, even though she combined it with insights from 

robotics as well. In the present work, we choose (almost pure) computational stance 

to the action-selection discussion based on the fact that if statement is the only way 

how to direct the search for action in reactive planning (if we put apart more general 

use of indirect jump instruction) and the fact that it is the designer who assigns 

meanings to the if-Condition-then-A-else-B constructs (or switch-case 

constructs in general). 

The presented work also shares the theme of reactive planning limits with Brom, 

who described problems that are encountered during reactive behaviors formulations. 

In this regard, we are taking a game developer stance to these problems, who can 

always use (and often does) a scripting language to implement own reactive 

structures and reactive planning algorithms according to their needs. Many behavior 

problems pointed out by Brom (Brom, 2005) can be solved in an imperative 

programming language (C/C++, Java, Python, Lua, ...) using ad-hoc plan structuring 

as these behavior problems do not have to be solved in general but only for concrete 

combinations in a given context. However, the larger the behavior is and more 

decision-making patterns it combines, the more scripting becomes an error-prone 

approach and the resulting code is hard to maintain, which burdens the behavior 

development process. 

Goals 

Respective goals of the thesis are numbered and we will refer to them throughout the 

thesis. 

G1. Definition of General Reactive Planning Computational Model 

The first goal of the thesis is to analyze the reactive action-selection process from the 

computational point of view and create a general computational model that would 

support its modeling. 
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G2. Separation of Agent Decision-making and Agent Reasoning 

The second goal is to formally define and separate agent decision-making and agent 

reasoning as those two terms are used as interchangeable often. This distinction will 

allow us discussing agent decision-making specifically and showing that there are 

decision-making patterns that repeats between different action-selection mechanisms. 

G3. Development of Behavior Design Language 

The third goal of the thesis is to develop a new behavioral language that would allow 

seamless and economical blending of arbitrary number of decision-making patterns
6
 

within single behavior plan that allows a developer to lower the development cost of 

their plans.  

G4. Modeling Other Action-selection Mechanisms with BDL 

The fourth goal is to describe several (6) existing action-selection mechanisms 

originated both from the academy and the industry, identify their decision-making 

patterns and include them into Behavior Design Language. BDL will thus become 

the super set of those behavioral languages. 

G5. Modeling Advanced Decision-Making Patterns in BDL 

The fifth goal of this thesis is to show how BDL can express advanced decision-

making patterns, namely: 1) behavior transitions (Brom, 2006), 2) postponed 

behavior transitions (Mikula, 2006), which are related to 3) delayed-rule activation 

and interrupt-safe behaviors (Plch, 2009) and also similar to 4) flexible behavior 

latching (Rohlfshagen & Bryson, 2010). We provide generalization of those 

problems as the question ―when and how‖ to perform behavior switches. We will 

allow the developer to control the time and the style of behavior switches within 

a behavior plan without the need to have such a patterns built-in within action-

selection mechanism itself. The developer will thus be given means to model greater 

variety of similar patterns using BDL. 

G6. Description of Action-Selection System Productivity Evaluation Method 

The sixth goal of the thesis is to introduce a method for the evaluation of AS systems 

for IVA behaviors development. The method is based on controlled comparative 

experiments with human subjects and can be used to compare productivity of 

respective AS systems. 

                                                 
6
 A behavior plan economic representation and decision-making patterns are discussed in 

Sec. 2.4 and 2.5.  
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This point also includes a showcase of the Pogamut platform that unifies 

interface to IVA bodies within the Unreal Tournament 2004 video game (and other 

video game environments that are not relevant to the thesis). This platform is being 

used around the globe for more than 10 years and was used in experiments for 

unification of the IVA capabilities with respect to different action-selection systems 

used. It eliminates cofounding variables that would have been present in discussed 

experiments if different middlewares were used for binding between different action-

selection mechanism and an IVA body.  

Structure 

The thesis is structured as follows. In Ch. 1, we review the background of the thesis 

and formalize what non-player characters and intelligent virtual agents are as well as 

present how typical NPC/IVA architecture looks like. In Ch. 2, we review the 

definition of an agent action-selection and formulate an Expert Agent model that 

constitutes the computational view on agent behaviors as code that interleaves agent 

decision-making and reasoning. We define a behavior plan development cost metric 

that can be used to objectively determine the minimum amount of work an agent 

developer must have invested into the development of a given plan. Finally, we 

present one of central terms of the thesis: decision-making patterns; similar to well 

known design patterns for OOP (Gamma, Helm, Johnson, & Vlissides, 2002), 

decision-making patterns are idioms one need to encode for creating various parts of 

reactive behaviors often. Then in Ch. 3, we define a decision space we will use to 

model reactive decision-making initially with. We prove it to be general enough to 

model any computable function and provide an algorithm for its evaluation (we 

fulfill the thesis goal G1). We discuss applications of a decision space in Ch. 4. We 

show that by evaluating a decision space we execute certain so-called behavior paths 

and that this term can help us with two things: separating agent reasoning from its 

decision-making (we fulfill the thesis goal G2) and formally define what an agent 

behavior switch is and what are its properties (which will allow us to model DM 

patterns for the thesis goal G5). Having the theory about reactive planning in place, 

we set on discussing rudimentary approach to an agent behaviors modeling in Ch. 5. 

We describe decision-making patterns that are easily expressible by scripting and 

hierarchical finite-state machines and we pinpoint decision-making features that 

allow a developer to express them economically. Given those decision-making 
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features, we create a versatile computational model xTREE in Ch. 6, that will allow 

us to define new behavioral language in Ch. 7 (we fulfill the thesis goal G3). As the 

language will be built around carefully motivated computational model, we will be 

able to use it to simulate decision-making components of action-selection 

mechanisms described in Ch. 8 (we fulfill the thesis goal G4). In Ch. 9, we than 

tackle multiple decision-making patterns that revolves around a behavior switching 

showing that BDL is able to model them (we fulfill the thesis goal G5). Finally, in 

Ch. 11 we describe a method that can be used for conducting controlled comparative 

experiments on different action-selection systems, which can be used for gathering 

evidence of their productivity (we fulfill the thesis goal G6). 

Publications and Teaching 

Results regarding action-selection system experiments presented in this work have 

been presented at following international conferences as reviewed articles: 

 results of the first Java/SPOSH experiment has been presented at AAMAS 

workshop, 2011, Taiwan (Gemrot, Brom, Bryson, & Bída, 2012) 

 results of the second Java/SPOSH experiment has been presented at AAMAS 

workshop, 2012, Spain (Gemrot, Hlávka, & Brom, 2013) 

 a review of a method for empirical evaluation of action-selection systems, 

ICAART 2014, France (Gemrot, Černý, & Brom, 2014). 

I have presented the Pogamut platform that the thesis is built upon at following 

international conferences as reviewed articles: 

 report about IVA body/mind interface for UT2k4 agents (Gemrot, Brom, & 

Plch, 2011), 

 Pogamut demonstration (Gemrot, Bída, & Brom, 2012), 

 Pogamut as a tool for creating IVA behaviors (Gemrot et al., 2009; Kadlec et 

al., 2007). 

I have been invited to give lectures about the Pogamut platform to a few local 

universities: 

 University of West Bohemia, Pilsen, by Ing. Ondřej Rohlík, PhD., 2008 - 

2015, 2017  

 Technical University Liberec, by Ing. Dana Nejedlová, PhD., 2013 - 2014, 
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 University Hradec Králové, by doc. RNDr. Kamila Olševičová, PhD., 2013 - 

2014, 

 Brno University of Technology, by MSc. Róbert Kalmár, 2013. 

I have also presented the Pogamut platform at local conference Datakon, Srní, 

Czech Republic, 2009 (Kadlec et al., 2009). 

I have participated on the following work that is related to this thesis or 

intelligent virtual agents in general: 

 comparison of SPOSH and GOAL action-selection systems, reviewed article, 

CAVE 2013, USA (R. Korstanje, Brom, Gemrot, & Hindriks, 2016), 

 pragmatic evaluation of the Jason language (Píbil, Novák, Brom, & Gemrot, 

2012), 

 book chapter about virtual agents in Umelá inteligencia a kognitívna veda II 

(Brom et al., 2010), 

 a book chapter about Pogamut in Advances in Cognitive Science (Gemrot et 

al., n.d.), 

 reviewed article about virtual agents education, ICIDS 2008, Germany (Brom 

et al., 2008). 

I am teaching about the IVA action-selection at the faculty during Human-like 

Artificial Beings classes since 2008. 

I am one of the main authors of the Pogamut platform and I have assisted in 

bridging of game environments of Unreal Tournament 2004, Unreal Engine 2 

Runtime, Unreal Development Kit, Unreal Tournament 3 and Defcon. 

I have worked as gaming AI consultant for Warhorse studios and Bohemia 

Interactive Simulations. 

Reading and Typographic Notes 

The thesis is gradually building own vocabulary that describes a generalization of 

reactive search algorithms. It is highly recommended to read its PDF version 

(http://bit.ly/controlling-virtual-people-thesis) as the text contains back references to 

definitions in the form of hyperlinks that eases reading of the thesis in PDF. 

Regarding definitions, we will use two types of them: 1) concrete and 2) 

descriptive. 

http://bit.ly/controlling-virtual-people-thesis
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First, concrete definition are of the standard form ―Term T is defined as tuple of 

(a,b,c,…)‖ or ―Term T is function f(x,y,…) that…‖. We will capture those 

definitions in separate boxes with fixed structure: definition number, term name, 

term formalization, formalization description and optional formalization notes or 

clarifications, etc. 

Example. 1.  Concrete Definition Structure 

(no, name, form, desc, notes)  

no  number of the definition (in this case: Example. 1) 

name  name of the term (in this case: Concrete Definition Structure) 

form a tuple or a function signature (in this case: (no, name, form, desc, notes)) 

desc description of form (in this case: the text below term formalization part) 

notes additional notes to the definition, may be missing (in this case: the line below  

  this one) 

Concrete definition structure should be read as follows: We define name to be the form 

where its elements are desc (and optionally, e.g., name is meant to capture notes).  

Second, descriptive definitions are a softer variant (in the sense of, e.g., 

Wooldridge [M. Wooldridge, 2009]) to concrete definitions that helps to establish a 

vocabulary to be used further in the text for the sake of its brevity; we will try to 

make them as concrete as possible but we will sometime need to leave them more 

open-ended as the term described will be too broad (e.g., speaking about agent 

architectures in general). 

 Example. 2.  Descriptive Definition Structure 

Descriptive definitions will also have a number and the name specified in their caption 

(as is the case here), but their definition will be rather textual then in the form of tuples or 

functions.  

To ease the reading of parts that are referencing already defined terms, we use 

backreferences to definitions and figures not only in the text near their origin where 

these are described, but also later on in key paragraphs that builds upon them. We 

therefore provide these references as hyperlinks
7
. Importantly, we will use hyperlinks 

of two forms: 

1) to provide a forward link to some definition, algorithm or figure that captures 

the idea from text or provide its visualization; those references will be put 

                                                 
7
 Hyperlinks should work correctly in PDF readers and thus their use is advised to the printed 

form of this text from http://bit.ly/controlling-virtual-people-thesis. 

http://bit.ly/controlling-virtual-people-thesis
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into standard brackets, e.g., (Def. 1) or (Alg. 1) or (Fig. 1), and should be read 

―as defined in‖ or ―as formalized by‖ or ―as pictured in‖ respectively; 

2) to provide a backward link to already made definition we are using the text in 

order to allow for quick review; those references will be written in upper-

index, e.g., 
(Example 1)

; they should be read ―as previously defined or described 

in‖. 

 

Subtle parts of this thesis are based on articles listed in the previous section. In 

several cases, texts from articles were reused with minor modifications that did not 

change their meaning but facilitated reading (by updating citation, table and images 

references, by synchronizing vocabulary etc.). Such paragraphs are marked with a 

line on their right side and begin with shorthand referencing an article, which the 

paragraph was taken from. 

Paragraphs are used from following articles: 

[JvP1]  Results of the first Java/SPOSH experiment (Gemrot et al., 2013). 

[JvP2] Results of the second Java/SPOSH (Gemrot et al., 2014). 

[MET] Review of methodic for empirical evaluation of action-selection 

systems (Gemrot et al., 2014). 

This is an example of paragraph that is marked as taken from (Gemrot et al., 

2013) that can have minor updates, such as citations. 

 

Additionally, we sometime provide comments to the text containing additional 

background information or clarification, which are too long to fit as a footnote; they 

can be skipped during the reading. 

Typographic Convention 

This typographic convention chapter was also useful for me during the writing to keep the style 

of respective elements coherent throughout the whole text. 

 

We will also provide summaries of facts discussed within a given chapter under its 

chapter header in the following boxes. 

Typographic notes, easing the reading of and orientation in large monographs. 

[JvP1] 
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1 Background 

What is a non-player character (NPC) and how their architecture differs from an 

intelligent virtual agent (IVA) architecture. A video game open-world vs. an open-AI-

world and the need to produce NPC behaviors fast. 

In this chapter we will review the context of the work and ground important terms 

that will serve as the basis for the rest of the thesis or color its motivation. We will 

describe what non-player characters (NPCs) are and how they overlap with 

intelligent virtual agents (IVAs). This introduction not only provide a clear focus for 

the thesis but also set up a connection between academy and video game industry 

practice; as intelligent virtual agents are limited by virtual environment simulators, 

they faces the same challenges as NPCs in every way. 

The introduction has three parts. First, we introduce the domain of video games 

(Sec. 1.1) coloring motivation behind this work by discussing why it is important to 

have a fitting action-selection mechanism for the specification of NPC behaviors; we 

also note that NPCs are used in many non-game applications where they are called 

IVAs (Sec. 1.2). Second, we describe architectures of NPCs and IVAs (Sec. 1.3 and 

1.4) detailing building blocks they consists of. 

In the next chapter, we will then discuss those architectures; we will isolate an 

action-selection block (agent decision-making) that we will discuss within this thesis 

further, and which thesis goals are connected to. 

1.1 Video Games 

Video game environments and the work of game developers is the main inspiration 

behind this thesis. In this section we present the video game domain with focus on 

games using NPCs extensively. 

1.1.1 Video Games Trivia 

In 2016 it was estimated (ESA, 2016) that 63% of U.S. households are home to at 

least one person who plays video games regularly (three or more hours per week). 

Sixty five percents of U.S. households own a device to play video games, 48% owns 

a dedicated game console. The average age of video game players was 35. U.S. 

households spent 23.5 billion dollars on video games.  Video game industry revenues 

surpassed movies and music industry in U.S. in 2005 and 2007, respectively (―Video 
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game industry‖, 2017). And there is still a potential in acquiring new players from 

countries that have not stepped into the full information age yet, i.e., the penetration 

of computers and internet access is not that high as in developed countries. Video 

games simply play important role in our society. 

1.1.2 Video Games Structure 

Video games can be categorized according to many axes like gameplay, theme, 

narrativity, target device or maturity rating, from which the gameplay is the most 

frequently used one. Set of gameplay challenges are used to classify video games 

into genres. Genres (―List of video game genres‖, 2017) are ranging from arcades 

(e.g., Golden Axe [Sega, 1989]), to shooters (e.g., Doom 4 [IdSoftware, 2016]), 

adventures (e.g., Myst [Cyan, 1993]) and role-playing games (e.g., Fallout 4 

[Bethesda, 2015]), grand strategy games (e.g., Civilization [MPSLabs, 1991]) and 

simulations (e.g., Sim City [Maxis, 2013]), sports (e.g., FIFA [EA, 2016])) and 

racing games (e.g., Need for speed [GhostGames, 2015]) and many others. 

This thesis focus on games that benefit from the frequent use of non-player-

characters (NPCs); games that use NPCs to tell the story, fight or cooperate with the 

player; or just for coloring the virtual world, also known as ambient or background 

AI (Cerny et al., 2016). 

Whenever a video game features 3D virtual environment inhabited by 

anthropomorphic entities, the need for creating their behaviors arises; this typically 

applies to role-playing games featuring free movement (e.g., Fallout series 

[Bethesda, 2015]), Elder Scrolls series (Bethesda, 2017), Witcher series (CDProjekt, 

2015), and many others (e.g., Grand Theft Auto V [RockStarGames, 2015]), certain 

stealth games (e.g., Thief [LGD, 1998]) and the first or third-person shooters (e.g., 

Doom 4 [IdSoftware, 2016]) and games combining all mentioned genres (e.g., Mass 

Effect series [BioWare, 2008]). Video games mentioned were chosen from so-called 

AAA game titles, high-budget games (millions of dollars) that aimed (and their 

upcoming sequels still aim) at providing the player with the best gaming experience 

of their times using state-of-the-art technology in (almost) movie-like quality. 

As the quality of video game graphics is being pushed to the limit (Fig. 2), their 

audience (video game players) is starting to note the difference between the quality 

of the visual, interactive and social part of environments. This difference is 

especially pronounced in games where players are free to roam around an 
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environment (so-called open-worlds). Game playing communities are arguing that 

while current open-worlds are exquisite graphically the rest is done with "a thin-

brush" (Hurd, 2012a) and (Hurd, 2012b). 

This criticism also involves schematic behaviors of NPCs inhabiting game 

worlds, whose quality does not match the visual style of the game, leaving the player 

with the feeling of puppetry more than a living world. 

 

Fig. 2. Screenshots from Elder Scroll video game series. Going from left to right, from top to 

down, screenshots are from games The Elder Scrolls: Arena (1994), Daggerfall (1996), 

Morrowind (2002), Oblivion (2006), Skyrim (2010) and Online (2014). Copyright 

Bethesda Softworks. 

Open-world video games are typically built around a story that is told by (non-

player) characters in the game. The player can either follow the storyline or diverge 

from it and explore the world on their own, if a game allows to. The story is 

structured into quests a player should undergo in order to advance in the game. 
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A quest comprises of a sequence of events that happen either linearly as the player 

moves forward through the environment or in various parts of the world, which the 

player needs to travel to first. These quests are categorized either as main-quests that 

are used to advance the story, or as side-quests that are optional and serve either to 

allow the player to gather better equipment that will help them during main-quests, 

or to color the story and the world, or just to amuse the player. 

Importantly, all story events in a game are pre-staged regardless of its type. They 

are prepared ―by hand‖ with care, they are not generated; graphics, animations, cut-

scenes, custom NPC behaviors, dialogs, etc. everything is created specifically for 

every event
8
. Of course, an NPC can behave slightly differently every time a player 

goes through an event, but this flexibility is designed as well. This approach has an 

advantage that the code and data produced for one event do not affect the other. 

There are also generated events (e.g., Daggerfall (Bethesda, 1996) or newer Red 

Dead Redemption (RockStarGames, 2010)). However, these side-quests have very 

limited structure that repeats without many differences, i.e., every type of such a 

generated side-quest is typically pre-staged as well.   

Therefore, one of the concerns of such video games is to create large number of 

NPC behaviors that would make the world appear sufficiently complex. Faster the 

production of these behaviors is, either cheaper the production of the game becomes 

or richer the simulation appear. The latter contributes to the replaybility value of a 

game; an important feature in the eyes of gaming community as it brings more value 

per dollar to a gamer. 

1.2 Intelligent Virtual Agents in Non-Game Applications 

There are many non-game applications that are using 3D virtual environments as 

well; they are sought for their accessibility, reusability and ability to convey reality-

like experiences to the user. Applications utilizing the ability to mirror the real world 

are ranging from serious games (Vannini et al., 2011), virtual tutoring systems (Park, 

2009), virtual storytelling (Cavazza, Lugrin, Pizzi, & Charles, 2007), crowds 

simulations (Yersin, Maim, Pettré, & Thalmann, 2009), the movie industry 

                                                 
8
 The exception are quest templates (kill an NPC, deliver something to someone, collect some 

items or escort NPC somewhere). Being a template, they soon start to feel repetitive and they are not 

used to push the story forward in their plain form, i.e., without additional twists, cut-scenes, custom 

eye-candies, etc. which (again) would have to be created by hand, pre-staged. 
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(Softimage, 2009), to the military (Johnson et al., 2004) and the medical training 

(Texas, 2005), virtual companions applications (LIREC, 2008), robotics 

(Cyberobotics, 2014), the cognitive science research (Burgess, Maguire, & O‘Keefe, 

2002) and industrial applications (Pelechano, Allbeck, & Badler, 2008; Prendinger & 

Ishizuka, 2004). The majority of these applications utilize intelligent virtual agents 

(IVAs) for the interaction with users (Fig. 3). These agents are playing a key role in 

making virtual environments (VEs) alive and the whole application usable. 

 

Fig. 3. Applications featuring IVAs. Going from left to right, from top to bottom, 

screenshots are from projects Tactical Iraqi (Johnson et al., 2004), FearNot! (Vannini et 

al., 2011), Madam Bovary (Cavazza et al., 2007), Pulse!!! (Texas, 2005), Crowds Patched 

(Yersin et al., 2009) and The Merchant of Venice (Porteous, Cavazza, & Charles, 2010). 

Copyright: creators of respective applications. 

Non-game applications typically conceives IVAs as intelligent agents in terms of 

Wooldridge (M. Wooldridge, 2009). Wooldridge defines a software agent as an 

intelligent (reactive, proactive and social) entity. Additionally, IVAs are always 

embodied within complex 3D environment. The environment (IVAs are situated in) 

is represented typically by a 3D virtual world that is governed by a world simulator. 

An IVA does not have any means to influence the simulation apart the set of actions 
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that a simulator provides. A simulator is responsible for enforcing environment rules 

(e.g., solidness of objects or gravity), a simulation of IVAs actions and their conflict 

resolution (e.g., two IVAs cannot occupy the same place at the same time). Being 

situated in simulated environment means the quality of IVA behaviors is limited by 

the simulator. Moreover, the simulator typically imposes additional constraints on an 

agent such as resource limitations of their deliberation or the amount of IVAs it can 

run interactively. 

From the conceptual point of view, there are not many differences between 

NPCs and IVAs, therefore, we provide their joint definition in the following section. 

1.3 NPC / IVA Definition 

An NPC is typically defined from the perspective of the human player in the 

industry, which is very informal. At the same time, there is, to my knowledge, no 

universally accepted definition of an IVA in academia (even though general notion 

exists). For the purpose of this thesis, we refine these notions and provide a joint 

definition of an NPC/IVA. There are four key (intertwined) requirements that 

distinguish IVAs from general software agents (M. Wooldridge, 2009) and they 

apply to NPCs as well: 

a) NPCs/IVAs are typically situated within a complex 3D environment. The 

complex environment is that, which is dynamic, multi-agent, sequential, 

stochastic and continuous (these environment traits are discussed in, e.g., [S. 

J. Russell, Norvig, & Davis, 2010]). 

b) NPCs/IVAs are wholly and movably embodied within the environment. The 

NPC/IVA has one virtual body, which models a whole body of a human (or 

an animal or a fictitious being) and the body can move around the 

environment. It is not very important whether an agent‘s graphical 

representation comprises 100 or 10 thousand polygons and it can be that a 

part of an IVA‘s/NPC‘s body is not visualized. The important point is that we 

do not conceive, for instance, Eliza (Weizenbaum, 1966) or a speaking head 

as an NPC/IVA. This also means that NPCs/IVAs actions can typically affect 

the environment in their reachable vicinity of their bodies only; actions are 

having local effect(s) only. 

c) NPCs/IVAs are acting interactively. As the simulation runs and is observed in 

real-time, it never waits for agents to make their decisions. Therefore, they 
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must be able to make decisions within fraction of second. E.g., if an 

NPC/IVA is to face a rock slide, it has to act fast or face the consequences. 

d) An IVA/open-world NPC behavior is complex. An NPC/IVA pursues 

multiple interacting goals, which usually require interactions with other 

intelligent entities. NPC‘s/IVA‘s goals have everyday human-level (or 

animal-level) complexity, such as maintaining a device, shopping, cooking a 

dinner, selling a medieval sword (for a human NPC/IVA); or obtaining food 

and water, cleaning, temperature regulation, predator avoidance, or 

reproduction (for an animal NPC/IVA). 

Def. 1. Non-Player Character / Intelligent Virtual Agent 

 An NPC/IVA is a software agent in terms of Wooldridge (M. Wooldridge, 2009) that 

satisfies following additional requirements. An NPC/IVA is: 

1)  situated within complex 3D environment, 

2)  embodied wholly and movably, actions have local effect, 

3)  acting locally, interactively and in timely fashion, 

4)  pursuing multiple interacting goals thus exhibiting a complex behavior. 

It should be noted that we make no claims about NPC‘s/IVA‘s cognitive-

affective abilities with respect to this definition. In particular, an NPC/IVA may or 

may not be able to express emotions, may or may not possess conversational 

abilities, etc. The definition also makes no claims regarding psychological 

plausibility of the NPC‘s/IVA‘s controller; in particular, the definition embraces 

believable IVAs in terms of Loyall (Loyall, 1997), which may not always be 

psychologically plausible. 

1.4 NPC / IVA Architecture 

An NPC also shares a common mind/body architecture with an IVA for the coupling 

with an environment simulator. However, this architecture realization typically varies 

between an NPC and an IVA. 

An NPC/IVA architecture that connects agents with its environment can be 

described as follows: 

e) NPC/IVA architecture follows the mind-body paradigm; it is modeled as 

having two components a mind and a body. 

The body is run by the simulator and thus can be affected by the mind 

indirectly only. With respect to the mind, the body is defined by a set of 
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sensors and a set of actions. Sensors mediate percepts to the mind, while 

actions represent body capabilities to affect itself and the simulation. Actions 

that affect body motions,  so-called motor or body primitives, represent 

actions that humans typically can verbalize easily, such as ―move forward,‖ 

―turn 70
0
 clockwise,‖ ―pick an object up,‖ ―turn a knob.‖ The motor 

primitives, more or less, have the level of complexity of motion captured 

animations or their sequences; importantly, they can be seen as actions 

without decision points. 

The mind is a puppeteer that instructs the body what to do. Its task is to 

sequence NPC/IVA actions in order to meet its designer‘s goals. Respective 

actions are selected according to NPC‘s/IVA‘s goals (proactive behavior) or 

as reaction to the changes of surrounding environment or the body state 

(reactive behavior). As the environment is simulated in real-time, the mind 

decides on actions on regular basis (typically 4-10x per second)
9
.  

f) NPC/IVA motor primitives are durative (they take some time to perform) and 

their execution may fail as they can conflict with simulation rules or actions 

of other NPCs (IVAs). 

g) An NPC/IVA always processes percepts that are noise-less, in the sense that 

a percept always carries correct information about the state of the 

environment or NPC/IVA body at the time it was sensed (computed); cf. 

robotics. 

Def. 2. NPC/IVA Architecture 

NPC (IVA) is modeled as having two components a mind and a body, which 

communicate via percepts that are sent by the body to the mind (mediated by body 

sensors) and commands, which are sent by a mind to its body instructing it to perform 

some action. Percepts are noise-less; commands affecting the body motions are durative 

and may fail. 

However, an NPC architecture realization differs from an IVA one (Gemrot et 

al., 2011). An IVA architecture realization follows the mind-body paradigm much 

more closely than present in current NPC implementations. The IVA mind and the 

body is loosely coupled and communicate symbolically (both percepts and 

                                                 
9
 Human cognitive reaction times are roughly about 200-300ms (cognitivefun.net, 2012) an 

IVA with slower reaction times (performing action-selection less than 4 times per seconds) would 

appear clumsy; and vice versa too fast reactions could be found inhuman. 
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commands are symbols) in both directions, as in EIS (Behrens, Hindriks, & Dix, 

2011), Jason environment (Bordini et al., 2007), 2-APL (Dastani, 2008) or Pogamut 

(Gemrot et al., 2011). The NPC mind and its body are tightly coupled within the 

game engine and they communicate (typically) via direct calls of functions or 

methods (both sensors and commands can be modeled as function calls). Moreover, 

an NPC mind implementation is spread over different components whereas IVA 

mind has more compact representation within the code. 

We describe mentioned differences in following sub-sections in more detail. 

1.4.1 NPC Architecture Realization 

The industry understands an NPC as a set of interacting components rather than a 

single box within game engine architecture; an NPC code that contribute to the 

perceived behavior is typically spread over (hard-wired within) those components. 

 

Fig. 4. Summary of the industry’s NPC architecture. The figure is based on the consultation 

with Alex J. Champandard during workshop in Dagstuhl (2012) and our expertise with 

various game engines, blended with our view on the NPC/IVA behavior modeling 

problematic. 

Fig. 4 gives an overview of a common NPC architecture in AAA game titles. 

The architecture resembles Brook‘s subsumption architecture (R. A. Brooks, 1986) 

in terms of layers within the data flow between environment/body-state changes 

(input) and the body actions NPC is performing (output). Some parts of Fig. 4 are 
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labeled as components; their functionalities are typically captured within C++ 

classes. Others are labeled as layers; these are typically processes split among 

various C/C++ components as well as scripts (e.g., Lua scripts). As we move from 

the bottom-left part of the figure up, we start with sensor components collecting data 

from the virtual environment (e.g., hearing a noise, visibility of the player, game 

state, etc.). The perception layer is then used to label some changes more explicitly 

given NPC parameters, e.g., player-visible is transformed into friend/enemy-visible. 

Reasoning components are using and post-processing information provided and are 

able to infer more complex information from the basic queries or objects‘/locations‘ 

annotations  virtual environment, e.g., being-threatened, cover-nearby-available, etc. 

All the data gathered by these components/layers have to be persisted somewhere. 

They are stored either in native C/C++ structs/classes, Lua classes or using the 

black-board approach as these all are simple and explicit. Decision-making layer will 

then use those data to drive behavior selection; typically behavior trees (Rabin, 2013, 

Ch. 6) or (Colledanchise & Ogren, n.d.) or hierarchical finite state machines (Fu & 

Houlette, 2004) are used as they are easy to specify and understand. The output of 

the decision module is a behavior, usually in the form of some script (e.g., in Lua 

[Lua, 2017], [―List of game engines‖, 2017]), or an atomic action (an effector call) 

NPC will do next. The industry usually does not have strong explicit distinction 

between a behavior and an action, both can be some native-method API used to 

control an agent or some reused libraries solving specific tasks for an NPC (e.g., a 

combat behavior that is ordering atomic actions that have a form of function calls 

implemented within C/C++). The C/C++ API can include functions such as 

startShooting, moveToPoint, dodgeLeft or followPlayer. These differ in 

the terms of complexity, i.e., moveToPoint is a complex task of getting the path to 

some desired point and following it while avoiding dynamic objects (other NPCs), in 

contrast dodgeLeft will just perform small jump. 

On the lowest output level lies locomotion, path (or formation) following, 

animation planning and interaction with an engine. Those layers have to decide how 

exactly the character will be moving in order to reach the destination. Will it go 

around the boulder or jump over it? How to blend two animations in a way it looks 

realistic? How to change the body pose when going up the hill? Etc.  

Lower components (sensors, navigation and below) are typically implemented in 

C/C++ directly while all other layers may be spread among NPC scripts (e.g. Lua) 
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reducing the development time (no need to recompile C/C++ code with every change 

done to NPC code and restart the GE) allowing less experienced programmers (e.g., 

designers, story writers) to write NPC code. These layers are also very different 

among game engines (e.g., UDK [Epic, 2009] used UnrealScript [Epic, 2009b] and 

its FSM features, while in CryEngine 3.4 (Crytek, 2013) NPC layers were split 

between C++, Lua scripts and so-called behavior trees). 

1.4.2 IVA Architecture Realization 

An IVA architecture realization shares respective blocks with the NPC architecture 

realization (Fig. 4). This is the result of common NPC/IVA definition 
(Def. 1)

 and 

architecture 
(Def. 2)

. In particular, NPC and IVA bodies have the same realization as 

they are implemented within the simulator. However, IVA mind is typically not 

embedded within simulator code, cf. NPC. On the implementation level, this means 

that all synchronous method calls between an NPC mind and its body are 

transformed into asynchronous symbolic communication between an IVA mind and 

its corresponding body as depicted in Fig. 5. We can say that IVAs exhibit stronger 

autonomy than NPCs due to this separation. 

 

Fig. 5. Typical cut within the NPC architecture from Fig. 4 that non-game applications seek 

as it allows for higher flexibility in IVA mind modeling. 
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From now on, we will use the term agent to refer to both NPCs and IVAs for the 

sake of brevity and we will use more specific terms only if we need to discuss their 

realization differences. 

1.5 Summary 

In this chapter we reviewed and grounded definitions of software entities the thesis is 

concerned with: non-player characters and intelligent virtual agents. We noted that if 

developers require many agents to ―live‖ within a simulated environment of their 

application, they need to produce them fast. We summarized their use in video games 

and non-game applications and we have presented their architectures. We have 

shown that these architectures share many attributes and they differ in their 

organization mainly. 

In the next Ch. 2, we isolate action-selection part of those architectures and we 

start modeling action-selection in the top-down manner. We will show that we can 

split action-selection into two parts: reasoning and decision-making (Ch. 3 and 4). 

Then, we show that the creation of decision-making requires a specific language if 

the (reactive) behaviors are to be expressed economically in terms of number of 

language primitives we need to model them (Ch. 5).  
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2 Action-Selection 

What is action-selection, stateful functions, definition of action-selection, agent 

reasoning and agent decision-making. An Expert Agent model and an algorithm as 

the high-level model of the action-selection function. 

The main focus of the thesis is an agent action-selection (both for NPCs and IVAs, 

blue boxes from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5), which answers the question: what to do next? 

Here we overview the formal definition of action-selection and draw a clear 

distinction between agent reasoning and agent decision-making and define a few 

terms that we will be using throughout the thesis. 

In Sec. 2.1 we define agent action-selection as a stateful function; a stateful 

function will help us to distinguish between constant function parameters (a function 

configuration) and its private data it is maintaining in between its invocations (a 

function runtime). 

In Sec. 2.2 we present an Expert Agent computational model of action-selection 

that divides action-selection into two parts, agent reasoning and agent decision-

making that interleaves. 

In Sec. 2.3 we discuss why we are focusing on reactive planning as paradigm for 

agent decision-making and therefore focus the thesis context. 

In Sec. 2.4 we present a metric for assessing the lower bound of an effort a 

developer must have invested into creating a certain plan; this metric is language 

agnostic and therefore allow to objectively compare outcomes of using different 

languages for modeling the same behavior. 

Finally in Sec. 2.5 we exemplify what decision-making patterns are on a few 

behaviors. In this thesis we aim at identifying those patterns in various action-

selection mechanisms and then model them economically within our own behavioral 

language. The underlying premise of the thesis is that if a behavioral language is 

forcing a developer to reimplement those patterns every time they want to use them 

then the language is not economical and therefore the behavior development is more 

error-prone; a thing to be avoided. 
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2.1 Modeling Action-Selection 

Action-selection is the term denoting the continual task of choosing actions an agent 

(either IVA or NPC) should perform within an environment in order to get an agent 

closer to achieving its goal(s). Its implementation varies according to the needs of the 

application. 

Action-selection can be seen as agent function (Def. 3) as described by Russel 

and Norvig (Russell et al., 2010). The function maps every possible perceptual set 

sequence (called perceptual history) to an action an agent should be performing 

within the environment next. The general agent function is computed either as new 

percept sets arrive from the environment or periodically invoked by the agent itself 

(both approaches can be combined). 

Def. 3. Agent Function (AF) 

AF: (P*)+ → A 10 

P  a set of percepts an agent can perceive 

A  a set of all (possibly composite) actions an agent can perform 

This formalism captures the essence what the action-selection is doing: choosing 

an action to be performed by an agent body given a perceptual history an agent mind 

receives from an environment (through agent body sensors). However, such 

definition does not match concrete implementations of agent (NPC/IVA) minds and 

their (video game/virtual) environments. 

Firstly, it gives no clues how it should be implemented as the (P*)+ set is too 

large; specifying the function using table-like method would not be feasible for 

complex environments at all. 

Secondly, it outputs only single action. If an agent is capable of performing 

several actions at once, as agents usually do (e.g., moving and speaking), the set A 

must be formed by tuples of these actions, which is impractical. 

Thirdly, by specifying the function input as (P*)+ we overcome the problem of 

maintaining agent internal state as we always have the full percept history at hand 

during computation thus the agent internal state (e.g., pursued goals and intentions) 

can be reconstructed. However, no contemporary game engine supply agents with the 

                                                 
10

 If X is a set, then X* is a set of all subsets of X. If X is a set, than X+ is a set of all finite 

sequences of elements from X. 
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history of percepts as an input for their action-selection; agents must maintain this 

history as part of their internal state if they need it for their action-selection. 

Therefore, we have to think about action-selection as an interactive process; the very 

same function is being periodically provided with a new input that depends on the 

actions the function is returning for the execution as well as exogenous actions of 

other agents and events within an environment an agent does not typically have any 

control of. 

Stateful Functions 

The problem with the definition of the agent function 
(Def. 3)

 is a conceptual one. It 

mixes multiple concerns up. It does not provide any means for storing an agent state 

and referencing it in consecutive calls. Therefore, it also does not distinguish 

between the data as an input and the data as the state of action-selection. That is, if 

we have a function that is going to model a behavior of single entity, we need a way 

to distinguish between data that comes from the outside of such an entity (e.g., data 

read from agent body sensors) and the data maintained by the function (e.g., private 

memory of agent mind).  

For the sake of clarity, we will be defining functions together with their private 

state, which they are maintaining for themselves. We therefore define a family of 

functions we will call as stateful functions. A stateful function definition will be split 

into three parts: configuration, runtime and body. 

The function configuration can be seen as parameters that are supplied with 

constant arguments that the function is configured with and cannot change in 

between its calls. 

The function runtime describes private data that the function works with and 

persists between its calls.  

Finally, the function body details the function signature, i.e., what data it takes as 

input (e.g., percepts sensed from an environment) and what data it produces for the 

interpretation of its caller (e.g., actions to be performed by an agent body). We will 

call those functions as stateful functions (Def. 4). 

The stateful function model roughly corresponds to how objects  are modeled 

within OOP languages (C++ functors in particular). Function configuration consists 

of both constants and final fields an object is working with, function runtime 

represents object internal state and function body realizes its method. The most 
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importantly, the function internal state (its runtime) is persisted after the computation 

of the function ends. This is crucial. Without this persistence, it would be hard to 

properly define what private function data is; a data only this function can operate 

upon while others may only read it. 

Def. 4. Stateful Function 

(Configuration) [Runtime] Function: Input → Output 

A stateful function is a function that computes: 

Configuration x Runtime x Input → Runtime x Output  

We will use following syntax in algorithms:  

Output = (Configuration)[Runtime].Function(Input) 

Or in case that we do not need to stress the configuration part or for the sake of brevity: 

Output = [Runtime].Function(Input) 

Formally, we can capture a stateful function with a specific form of Turing 

Machine called Persistent Turing Machine (PTM) (Goldin, 2000). PTM is a 

modification of the Turing machine that maintains some part of the tape in between 

invocations thus simplifying modeling of interactive process by allowing it to 

maintains some state in between the Turing machine computations; e.g., consecutive 

PTM computations are not presented with new inputs only but also with data it 

stored in previous computations (e.g., it can be a perceptual history in our case). We 

can think about stateful functions as being modeled with PTM that has 4 tapes: 1) a 

read-only tape containing a function configuration it was bound with, 2) a read-write 

working tape that captures its runtime state in between respective computations, 3) a 

read-write tape for presenting the input, 4) a read-write tape for single computation 

data and for presenting the output; this tape is always cleared before the function 

computation. 

Finally, we will view agent behaviors as stateful functions; the configuration 

will typically consist of user input in the form of a program that the function can 

interpret, while the runtime will serve the function to persist runtime state of the 

behavior between its invocations (e.g., an agent memory or a state of action-selection 

in general). 

Why to speak about fixed stateful function configurations (and not only the 

runtime)? 

At the first look, it might seem strange to specify configuration as extra description 

category for stateful functions because it acts as just another part of the function 
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input. Why not to have this configuration to be the part of the function input then? 

The idea is to mark some data that serves as constant input to the function during the 

interactive computation, e.g., data specified by a behavior developer. 

As we are dealing with functions that are being called consecutively, we have to 

distinguish between data that are coming as an input from an environment (a 

standard function input), data a function maintains for itself (a function runtime) and 

data that a function has been configured with (a function configuration). In other 

words, configuration is what the user of the function has to specify in order for the 

function implementation to work. Later on, we will be defining configurable stateful 

functions as behavior primitives an agent developer may use for an action-selection 

plan specification. Therefore, defining these configurations will become important 

part of an agent behavior plan development and thus their definition will need to be 

included into a development cost of such a plan (cf. runtime of the function). Finally, 

by acknowledging the fact a stateful function can be configured, we will be able to 

design ―families‖ of functions as the function behavior could change given its 

configuration. 

Curiously, by introducing configuration as fixed function input, we can model 

custom interpreters as stateful functions. An interpret implementation forms a 

function body and interprets the code that is specified within the function 

configuration (e.g., a Python script is a configuration for the Python interpret that can 

be seen as a stateful function). The interpreter than applies the code (the 

configuration) to its runtime and incoming data; the situation that fits many if not all 

action-selection mechanisms. 

Modeling Action-Selection with Stateful Functions 

Given the agent function 
(Def. 3)

 criticism and the notion of stateful functions we 

define an action-selection function in the following Def. 5. 

Def. 5. Action-Selection Function (ASF), Action-Selection Context (ASC) 

(C) [S] ASF: P* → A*  

C custom configuration of the function 

S  set of all possible agent internal states 

P set of all atomic percepts an agent can perceive 

A set of all atomic actions an agent can perform 

We will refer to concrete c   P* x S as agent’s action-selection context. 
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The action-selection function (Def. 5) takes into consideration percepts that are 

currently sensed from an environment, current internal agent state (which together 

forms an action-selection context) and outputs the set of atomic actions an agent 

should be performing next and new internal state the agent switches into.  

The division between agent sensing and the internal state is in alignment with 

Bryson‘s observation about relation between agent sensing and memory (P* and S 

respectively in our case) as formulated during her work on behavior-oriented design. 

The central observation of behavior-oriented design is that mere sensing is 

seldom sufficient for either detecting context or controlling action. Rather, both of 

these abilities require full perception, which in turn requires memory. Memory adds 

bias by recording experience and creating expectations. Perception exploits these 

expectations to perform discriminations more reliably than would otherwise be 

possible. 

 (Joanna Joy Bryson, 2001, p.19) 

Russel and Norvig (Russell et al., 2010) also discuss the agent function 
(Def. 3)

 

further and categorize agents into types according to their level of built-in 

intelligence as simple reflex agents, model-based reflex agents (Fig. 6, left part), 

goal-based agents (Fig. 6, right part), utility-based agents and learning agents. This 

categorization is applicable to our notion of action-selection function 
(Def. 5)

 as well. 

 According to the agent type, agent (and action-selection) function 

implementations are ranging from rule-based systems using hierarchical finite-state 

machines or if-then rules and their combinations, to reactive planners (e.g., POSH 

[Joanna Joy Bryson, 2001]), BDI planners (e.g., Jason [Bordini et al., 2007], GOAL 

[de Boer et al., 2002]), Brook‘s subsumption architecture (R. A. Brooks, 1986), 

formal (or classical) planning (e.g., STRIPS-like planners [Fikes & Nhsson, n.d.] or 

HTN-based planners [Georgievski & Aiello, 2014]), ethology-oriented distributed 

action-selection mechanisms (J. Bryson, 2000) and others. 
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Fig. 6. Top: Architecture of a model-based reflex agent with internal state. Bottom: Goal-

based agent architecture. Based on  (S. J. Russell, Norvig, & Davis, 2010, p.51 and p.52). 

Agent architectures from Fig. 6 maps onto blue boxes (mapping is not sharp) of 

NPC and IVA architecture realizations (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively) as they 

convey the idea how sensory readings are mapped onto the effectors. That is, we can 

say that Russel and Norvig discuss different models of agent mind 
(Def. 2)

 and its 

action-selection 
(Def. 5)

 in our terminology. 

In the rest of this chapter, we will discuss our own model of the agent function 

implementation. The model aims to represent NPCs/IVAs 
(Def. 1)

 behaviors 

specifically; i.e., representing behaviors of interactive embodied agents acting in 

complex virtual environments. 

2.2 Expert Agent Model 

NPCs/IVAs typically feature a hybrid agent action-selection architecture. As 

interactivity 
(Def. 1, point 3)

 stresses the execution speed, they are mainly model-based 

reflex agents driven by condition-action rules (Fig. 6 top). However, solving certain 
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problems like, e.g., navigation or deciding, which item to run for (in first-person 

shooter games) requires an agent to search (property of goal-based agents, Fig. 6 

bottom) or weigh different options (property of utility agents). As NPCs/IVAs 

features such a mixed action-selection architecture we propose new agent mind type 

we call ExpertAgent (Fig. 7, Alg. 1) that is not imposing strict requirements on the 

level of built-in intelligence within an agent mind (e.g., Fig. 6 bottom, goal-based 

agents and their ―What it will be like if I do action A.‖). 

 

Fig. 7. Architecture of an expert agent. Expert agent action-selection begins by accepting a 

list of sensory readings (a set of percepts) and then it interleaves decision-making with 

reasoning. The reasoning is computing facts that provide basis for making decisions. Only 

decision-making can output actions for the agent body to execute next. We make no 

claims on the level of built-in intelligence within respective mind components. However, 

we show that many (if not all) agents are organized as such in Sec. 4.2. 

In Fig. 7, we split action-selection function into three parts: 

1) ―What the world is like now.‖, which we map to the agent perception (AP, 

Def. 6) that is noting new sensory readings (new percepts sensed from an 

environment); 

2)  ―What I should be doing.‖, which we map to the agent decision-making 

function (ADM, Def. 7), which is deciding on body actions to be executed next; 

3)  ―Thinking about the world.‖, which we map to the agent reasoning function 

(AR, Def. 8), which computes new facts as the basis for deciding on what 

action(s) to take next. 

 The crucial fact is that reasoning cannot output body actions directly; it can only 

provide reasons for choosing an action, but it will be the code of decision-making 
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that will turn the reason into the decision (e.g., an agent can have multiple valid 

reasons to execute multiple different actions but as they are conflicting, an agent has 

to decide, which one to select for the execution). 

In the following sub-sections, we detail respective blocks from Fig. 7. 

2.2.1 Expert Agent Perception 

Def. 6. (Expert) Agent Perception Function (AP) 

(CAP) [M] ADM: P* →   

CAP   custom configuration of the function 

P   set of all atomic percepts an agent can perceive 

M   agent memory 

Agent perception function (Def. 6) is invoked only once during the action-selection 

frame. It processes new percepts (or events) that was sensed (or happened) since the 

last invocation of agent action-selection. It typically updates ―short-term‖ memory of 

an agent by wiping old percepts that ceased to be valid and inserting new ones. 

2.2.2 Expert Agent Decision-making 

Def. 7. (Expert) Agent Decision-Making Function (ADM) 

(CADM) [D] ADM: M → ( A   { DONE } )* 

CADM  custom configuration of the function 

D   agent determination, a runtime state of ADM 

M   agent memory, a runtime state of AR 

A   set of all atomic actions an agent can perform 

DONE  action marking that the decision-making function has finished its computation 

Agent decision-making function (Def. 7) is an agent behavior entry point that directs 

agent reasoning (performed by AR) towards selection of action(s) that is ultimately 

done by ADM. It outputs actions a mind wants to perform next (or continue 

performing) or requests another evaluation of agent reasoning function (by not 

returning DONE action). Later, we will differentiate actions between reasoning actions 

and body actions (Sec. 3.1, Def. 19, Alg. 2) but we do not cover them here for the 

sake of brevity. 

Agent determination holds the runtime state of agent decision-making then. It is 

represented by the state of a chosen action-selection language interpreter. Depending 
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on the choice of a language and its interpreter, the determination may hold, e.g., 

a state of intentions and goals in Jason, a stack of running behaviors in GOAL, 

a state of running nodes in a Behavior tree, a state of drives‘ elements in SPOSH or 

the hierarchical state of the bot in hFSM; it is a state that is internally represented and 

handled by the interpreter, the state the rest of an agent does not have access to 

(unless reflection is provided for the language as is, e.g., the case of ABL [Mateas & 

Stern, 2004] that provides a way for meta-programming by altering action-selection 

sub-trees via reflection). Later on (Sec. 3.1), we will unify the view on all (reactive) 

agent decision-making functions, which will provide us with a ground for their 

comparison. 

Importantly, different agent types as defined by Russel and Norvig features 

different styles of decision-making. The agent decision-making function (Def. 7) is 

abstracting them all as it merely states that it is used for the computations of actions 

to perform next. This is also the main difference from the agent reasoning function 

(Def. 8) that cannot output any actions on its own and its execution is driven by the 

agent decision-making function . 

2.2.3 Expert Agent Reasoning 

Def. 8. (Expert) Agent Reasoning Function (AR) 

(CAR) [M] AR: D →   

CAR  custom configuration of the function 

M  agent memory, a runtime state of AR 

D  agent determination, a runtime state of ADM 

The agent reasoning function (Def. 8) represents agent‘s ability to compute new facts 

(or beliefs) based on action-selection context (important percepts from the current 

action-selection frame are already part of the memory due to previous invocation of 

AP 
(Def. 6)

) and adjusts agent memory accordingly. Importantly, it does not output 

anything; it can only update agent‘s memory 
(from Def. 4)

 that ADM may read then. Its 

computation may include wide range of reasoning activities from, e.g., belief 

computations, searching for a plan (e.g., a path-finding) or option weighing 

according to some utility function, etc. It is to be invoked by the agent decision-

making function whenever ADM needs to compute or infer additional facts or 

primitive values required for decision-making. 
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Importantly, definition of AR is world-representation agnostic. The definition 

matches also functions that require symbolic model of the world (e.g., SOAR [Laird, 

2012] or STRIPS-like planners (Fikes & Nilsson, 1971)) or the episodic memory or 

emotions, etc. It only marks the fact that an agent may need to maintain a memory 

and it may need to perform discrimination of incoming percepts. 

Agent memory represents the rest of an agent internal state 
(Def. 5)

. For the 

purpose of this thesis we will not need to discuss this part further. It may for instance 

consists of facts an agent wants to remember or believe in as well as emotions, 

personality, attitudes or desires, constructed action plans, etc.; e.g., states of working 

memory elements in ABL, a state of belief base(s) in Jason or knowledge bases in 

GOAL, a state of a Behavior tree context, etc. 

Alg. 1. Expert Agent Action-Selection 
 

 [memory, determination] function ExpertAgent(percepts)  

                          returns actions 

01:  resultActions = {} 

02:   [memory].Percieve(percepts) 

03:   do 

04:   [memory].Reasoning(determination) 

05:   actions = [determination].DecisionMaking(memory)  

06:    resultActions = resultActions   actions \ { DONE } 

07:  while !(DONE in actions) 

08: return resultActions 

An Expert Agent action-selection algorithm (Alg. 1) is realization of action-

selection function 
(Def. 5)

. It first applies newly received percepts onto the memory via 

Perceive (row 02). Then it interleaves DecisionMaking 
(Def. 7)

 (row 05) with 

Reasoning 
(Def. 8)

 (row 04) until DecisionMaking finishes (condition on row 

07)
11

. Importantly, agent reasoning function cannot force the algorithm to terminate; 

it is always agent DecisionMaking that is steering the execution of the algorithm. 

Further in Ch. 8, we will be contrasting the expressivity of this function with BDI 

agent loops (specifically in Sec. 8.2). 

                                                 
11

 It is not that important, which method is executed first, whether Reasoning or 

DecisionMaking. We can implement Reasoning so it does not perform anything during the 

first do-while iteration (and thus it simulates Reasoning being executed after 

DecisionMaking) and vice-versa, the first execution of DecisionMaking might just 

request to run the Reasoning first. Therefore, those scenarios are equivalent. 
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The division between agent reasoning and decision-making is illustrated on the 

following example. If an agent from team-oriented game mode of some first-person 

shooter game is placed into a red team at the beginning of a game, and its decision-

making is encoded to take cover from enemies, and it sees a blue agent, it has to 

reason that the blue agent is from a different team and thus being an enemy in order 

to decide to take cover from the enemy. That is why decision-making function is 

interleaved with reasoning function (in Alg. 1). Importantly, reasoning that a blue 

agent, which is in our field of view, is an enemy, does not lead to adoption of any 

action as that is the part of decision-making, which contains the rule instructing an 

agent to take cover if it sees an enemy. 

 

The division of the action-selection function 
(Def. 5)

 on reasoning 
(Def. 8)

 and decision-

making 
(Def. 7)

 is one of the central point of the thesis (connected to the thesis goal 

G2). We are interested in how the decision-making part of agent action-selection can 

be modeled while we are not going to discuss reasoning part to much. For that, we 

will show in Ch. 4 how we can separate agent reasoning from agent decision-making 

even for scenarios when code of an action-selection function is mixing those two 

together. As this separation will be formulated for an action-selection function n 

general, we will therefore show that all agents can be mapped onto the Expert Agent 

model 
(notably Alg. 1)

. We will then continue by discussing benefits of different 

languages we can use for modeling agent decision-making and we will be identifying 

their features to bring them together in new agent function computational model in 

Ch. 6. 

2.2.4  Expert Agent Architecture 

Having the action-selection function defined 
(Def. 5, Def. 6, Def. 7, Def. 8, Alg. 1)

, we now 

describe a general Expert Agent action-selection architecture in order to ground some 

terms we will be using throughout the rest of the thesis. In particular, the action-

selection architecture described here fits both NPC and IVA architectures from Fig. 

4, Fig. 5, where it covers blue boxes
12

.  

                                                 
12

 Depending on a granularity of actions, an action-selection architecture may cover also 

actions, navigation or even locomotion. But it is typically not the case as these are implemented 

within game engines as C++ libraries or included as middlewares, e.g. AI-implant (Presagis USA Inc., 

2011) (not only) for navigation or Morphmeme (NaturalMotion, 2017) for animation. 
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We will follow the notion of robotic architecture from (Murphy, 2000) that 

followed (Arkin, 1998; Dean & Wellman, 1991; Mataric, 1992). 

Arkin offers several definitions in his book, Behavior-Based Robots. ...  

Following Mataric, an architecture provides a principled way of organizing a control 

system. However, in addition to providing structure, it imposes constraints on the 

way the control problem can be solved. Following Dean and Wellman, an 

architecture describes a set of architectural components and how they interact. 

 (Murphy, 2000, p. 11), italics ours 

Even though we are following notion of an architecture from the field of 

robotics, the generality of the concept is well transferable to action-selection 

architectures and the development of agent behaviors. As Murphy is interested how 

respective components inside a robot are organized and connected, we are similarly 

interested, what abstract blocks form an agent mind, how these blocks interact and 

how productive this organization is or potentially can be. 

 

Fig. 8. The Expert Agent architecture picturing action-selection architecture inside. Typical 

execution sequence is pictured by the number next to arrows: 1. first we perceive 

changes via agent sensors and store them within the memory; 2. then we invoke action-

selection, which 3. calls the decision-maker; 4. the decision-maker may then query the 

memory directly, or 6.-8. It may invoke the reasoner to compute additional facts 

required for making the decisions, until 9. the decision-maker reaches a conclusion and 

10. reports actions the agent body should perform next, which ends agent action-

selection. 
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The Expert Agent action-selection architecture (Fig. 8) consists of a decision-

maker, a reasoner and their corresponding bridges that communicate with each other 

and the rest of an agent‘s mind; the architecture than typically requires a memory for 

storing important information agent action-selection needs to work with. Both the 

decision-maker and the reasoner can be data-driven programs; a behavior developer 

specifies agent action-selection by specifying a behavior plan for the decision-maker 

and a reasoner library for the reasoner. We can therefore model those two with 

stateful functions 
(Def. 4)

. The decision-maker together with concrete behavior plan is a 

specification of ADM 
(Def. 7)

; a behavior plan is ADM‘s configuration. The reasoner 

together with concrete reasoner library is a specification of AR 
(Def. 8)

; a reasoner 

library is AR‘s configuration. Technically, we need some gluing code to connect all 

components together. Therefore, there are three bridges present within the figure; 

their role is to relay data and/or making calls between the agent‘s body, the reasoner, 

the decision-maker and the rest of the mind. 

The mind-body bridge (the body bridge for short) takes care of communication 

between the agent body and the mind; this bridge translates environment events, 

information from body sensors as well as translates actions issued by decision-maker 

onto body effectors calls. 

The mind-DM bridge (the DM bridge for short) and the mind-reasoner bridge 

(the reasoner bridge for short) than takes care of communication between DM, 

reasoner and the rest of agent mind. As DM needs to make decisions upon 

information from the memory, it either queries it directly or asks the reasoner to 

compute them based on the memory state. Respective bridges are thin if all 

components are implemented within the same implementation language or more 

thick if their implementation languages differ. 

For instance, the body bridge in video games is typically very thin as both an 

agent body and its mind is implemented within the same programming language. As 

both the reasoner library and the behavior plan is implemented within the same game 

scripting language (e.g., Lua in Crysis or UnrealScript in Unreal Engine 2 and 3), the 

DM bridge and the Reasoner bridge blend together. 

On the other hand we may have UT2k4+Pogamut+Prolog+GOAL (R. Korstanje 

et al., 2016) architecture wherein UT2k4 is used as a simulation engine 

(implemented in C++ and UnrealScript languages), the Pogamut as a mind-body 
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bridge (implemented in UnrealScript as GameBots2004 [Bída et al., 2012] at UT2k4 

side and Java on the agent mind), Prolog as a reasoner and GOAL as a decision-

maker, where all bridges have to be implemented. 

In practice, an agent behavior design seldom happens in situations where the 

model of an environment or an agent body stays fixed; an environment is constantly 

developed during a video game production and as the capabilities of an agent body 

evolves as new animations are produces. Therefore a behavior developer usually 

needs to adjust agent mind components including respective bridges. More exotic the 

combination of respective components is, thicker those bridges become, which in 

turn prolongs behavior development as it is more time-consuming to synchronize 

implementations of respective components. 

We will call concrete implementation of the action-selection architecture (ASA) 

as the action-selection mechanism (ASM). These are defined in Def. 9 and Def. 10; 

we will follow these definitions when we will be describing ASMs in Ch. 5 and 

Ch. 8.  

Def. 9. (Expert Agent) Action-Selection (Minimal) Architecture (ASA) 

The action-selection (minimal) architecture (as pictured in Fig. 8) consists of: 

a) a decision-maker that realizes ADM (Def. 7) and consists of 

   a.1)  definition of a decision-maker language, which is used to program a 

behavior  plan, 

  a.2) description of a decision-maker language interpreter that details agent 

     determination, 

b) a reasoner that realizes AR (Def. 8) and consists of 

 b.1) a reasoner language that is used to specify the reasoner library, 

 b.2) a reasoner language interpreter. 

Def. 10. (Expert Agent) Action-Selection Mechanism (ASM) 

Concrete implementation of the action-selection architecture is based on Def. 9 and 

extends it with the description of: 

c) implementation of agent perception function AP (Def. 6), 

d) decision-maker and reasoner implementation languages, 

e) description of mind-reasoner and mind-decision-maker bridges. 

2.3 Reactive Planning as Decision-making Paradigm 

A paradigm is a philosophy or set of assumptions and/or techniques which 

characterize an approach to a class of problems. It is both a way of looking at the 
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world and an implied set of tools for solving problems. No one paradigm is right; 

rather, some problems seem better suited for different approaches. For example, 

consider calculus problems. There are problems that could be solved by 

differentiating in Cartesian (X; Y; Z) coordinates, but are much easier to solve if polar 

coordinates (φ, θ)  are used. In the domain of calculus problems, Cartesian and polar 

coordinates represent two different paradigms for viewing and manipulating a 

problem. 

 (Murphy, 2000, p.5), italic theirs 

Even though we have multiple paradigms to choose from, reactive (also called as 

dynamic) planning is being predominantly used for developing agent decision-

making for both NPCs and IVAs. Its main advantage is that it does not require a 

formal model of an environment and agent actions; the state of the world as well as 

execution of actions may be provided procedurally only (cf. PDDL [McDermott, 

Ghallab, Howe, & C, 1998] for classical planning or an environment model required 

by Soar [Laird, 2012]). Searching within large state spaces is typically avoided as 

agent does not have enough CPU budget for such a search to be feasible (0.1 - 1ms 

per second)
13

. Connectionist models (e.g., artificial neural networks) are usually 

avoided as well as it is hard to perform complex pre-staging of video game events in 

them; modeling pre-staging is easier with using symbols. 

In this thesis, we will be exploring the reactive planning paradigm for the agent 

decision-making implementation only. 

2.3.1 Reactive Planning Characterization 

The origin of the reactive planning dates back at least to the eighties of the 20th 

century to robotics when Rodney Brooks published his paper about Subsumption 

architecture titled ―A robust layered control system for a mobile robot‖ (R. A. 

Brooks, 1986) followed by a working paper "Planning is just a way of figuring out 

what to do next." (R. Brooks, 1987). The former paper commented on the fact that 

complex action-selection is not required to witness complex behaviors: 

                                                 
13

 There are exceptions, e.g., action games may use planning for a sub-behavior that do not 

need to have large planning domain like in F.E.A.R. that uses GOAP (Orkin, 2006) or Killzone 2 that 

uses HTN (―The AI in Killzone 2‘s Bots: Architecture and HTN Planning,‖ 2009) to chain actions in 

order to attack or avoid the player. 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=1087032
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Complex (and useful) behavior need not necessarily be a product of an 

extremely complex control system. ... It may be an observer who ascribes complexity 

to an organism - not necessarily its designer. 

 (R. A. Brooks, 1986) 

However, Brooks did not refer to the term reactive planning in his papers then. 

Later, James Firby characterized reactive planning as online search algorithm
14

 that 

produces action that affects the world in hope it moves the robot nearer to its goal 

(Firby, 1989). Today, in robotics, the reactive planning is understood as direct 

coupling of robot sensors and its actuators without any planning element (Murphy, 

2000). In the world of agents (and NPCs/IVAs in particular), we can say that a 

reactive plan is a fixed policy an agent has for ―playing the game‖. 

Joining words ―reactive‖ and ―planning‖ sounds like an oxymoron (J. J. Bryson, 

2001). The concept of reactivity dictates an agent should select an action given the 

percepts only while planning is connected with domain model and search. However, 

if we change our perspective and regard the whole agent function 
(Def. 3)

 specification 

as a plan an agent has for achieving its goals, the term starts to make sense.  

Formal planning is searching for the plan (sequence of actions) to satisfy some 

goal through symbol manipulation in the memory and then starts executing it, while  

reactive planning is searching just for single action to execute next. In reactive 

planning, the computation itself (literally, moving instruction pointer both through 

and according to the behavior plan code until Return-Action(S) operation is 

encountered) is the search. 

Formal planning is constructing a ―proof‖ that by executing the first action of the 

result plan, we move the agent towards its goal. Reactive planning relies on the code 

itself, hoping that the code covers enough situations to deal with in order to reach the 

agent‘s goal. Formal planning is the space-saving representation of the function at 

the cost of its computation time and vice versa, reactive planning must account for as 

many thinkable action-selection contexts as possible (theoretically, we may hardwire 

plans for every situation an agent may encounter) but it computes fast (possibly at 

the cost of a space). Formal planning needs to run every time an agent finds its 

                                                 
14

 The term online search denotes the fact that the algorithm does not perform action look-

ahead, i.e., it does not plan actions in advance. 
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current plan to be unfeasible, while reactive planning needs to be invoked 

periodically. 

In this thesis, we will understand the term reactive planning in a broad sense as 

the family of action-selection mechanisms that use reactive planning paradigm for 

the modeling of the decision-making part of the agent action-selection function, i.e., 

as a paradigm for the specification of the decision-making function 
(Def. 7)

. This does 

not restrict an agent to pursue multiple goals, or to prioritize multiple goals, or to 

perform utility-based reasoning between goals or actions to take, or to use search or 

planning during their reasoning as part of the agent reasoning function 
(Def. 8)

. 

However, it does rule out the use of any form of a state space search for decision-

making; e.g., using planning techniques like GOAP (Orkin, 2006) or HTN (―The AI 

in Killzone 2‘s Bots: Architecture and HTN Planning,‖ 2009) for the realization of 

agent decision-making function 
(Def. 7)

. As the result, our Expert Agent may search 

during its reasoning (Alg. 1, row 04), but it will be some reactive planning structure 

(configured by the behavior plan) that will ultimately make a decision, whether to 

follow the result of such a reasoning (Alg. 1, row 05) or not. 

2.4 Behavior Plan as Specification of Decision-making 

In this section, we pin point what a behavior plan (from Fig. 8) is as we will use this 

term the most of the time in the rest of this thesis. We then establish general metric 

for computing a lower bound of a development cost for a given plan, i.e., the lower 

bound of an effort that had to be invested by a developer in creating it. 

Generally speaking, we understand a behavior plan (Def. 11) to be a code 

created within a language that some decision-maker recognizes and that drives agent 

decision-making, i.e., deciding on actions to execute next (or keep executing). This 

can have a form of classic procedural code or states of hsFSM but also mix of the 

code of two different languages if required. In other words, as we model decision-

maker as the stateful function 
(Def. 4)

, a behavior plan is ADM function‘s configuration. 

Def. 11. Behavior Plan 

(code) 

 A behavior plan is represented by the (valid) code in some language (or languages) that 

makes the (complete) configuration of an agent decision-maker. 
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As a behavior plan is code expressed in some language (or languages), it is 

encoded using symbols that are assembled in an admissible way as defined by the 

language (or languages). We will call those symbols
15

 as behavior primitives (Def. 

12). 

Def. 12. Behavior Primitive 

 (Type, Sockets) 

Type  determines the unique type of primitive 

Sockets a list (can be of variable length) of quadruples that forms parameters of the 

   behavior primitive of given type as defined by the decision-making language 

   (or languages), one socket is defined as: 

   (name, value-type, required, default-value)  

    name    name of the socket 

    value-type  admissible types of value as arguments 

    required   a Boolean, whether the socket must be filled 

    default-value a default-value that is used if the socket is not filled 

 A behavior primitive of concrete decision-making language is an indivisible unit that can 

still be used to form a behavior plan (Def. 11). 

Examples of behavior primitives for procedural languages are (the most notably) 

control flow statements, such as if-then-else, for, do-while, repeat-until, 

etc. If we take the if-then-else as an example, than it is a behavior primitive that 

is of Type ―if-then-else‖ and it has three Sockets, i.e., its if-then-

else(condition,then-body,else-body). The first socket is the condition of 

an if that is of expression value-type, and both then-body and else-body 

sockets may contain nested code in them. condition and then-body sockets are 

required (they must be specified); else-body may be omitted and its default value 

is none. Fig. 9 is exemplifying a few behavior primitives on the abstract syntax tree 

of the Euclidean algorithm. 

                                                 
15

 For well-known programming languages (C, C++, C#, Java, Python, …), we would refer to 

keywords instead of symbols. 
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Fig. 9. The abstract syntax tree implementing the Euclidean algorithm. The diagram 

pictures two types of nodes: blue and green; we are more interested in blue ones as 

they decide, which part of the tree is executed. Green ones are forming expressions, 

which are evaluated as a whole and therefore they does not contain any decision points 

in them (we ignore short-circuit condition evaluations as it is as optimization technique 

that should not be used to direct execution of programs). Technically, this tree 

represents instantiated behavior primitives we call behavior points (Def. 13), but 

grammar rules for those respective nodes are language’s behavior primitives.  

Technically, procedural languages consist of other statements, which we also 

cover with the definition like, e.g., the definition of types, global variables; or in 

OOP languages, the definition of classes, templates, etc. However, we are interested 

into those behavior primitives that can directly decide, where the program will 

continue its execution next, the most as they can be used to differentiate between 

actions that an action-selection will be choosing.  

Another example can be drawn from finite-state machines (FSMs), where states 

and transitions form its behavior primitives, as the definition of transitions can force 

FSM to switch into a different state. We will encounter more specific types of 

behavior primitives in custom decision-making languages in Ch. 8. 
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To give final example, on the level of assembler languages, we would see JUMP 

instructions as the most important of behavior primitives as they make the decision, 

which instruction to continue with. 

More importantly, behavior primitives are seldom parameterless; if-then 

contains a condition and then-body code as its parameters at least, for cycle in 

Java contains initialization, condition, increment and body as 

parameters, JUMP instructions in assembler languages usually takes a label as a 

parameter where to move the instruction pointer, FSM state transitions contain a 

symbol that triggers them, etc. We call those parameters as sockets
16

. The work of a 

developer is then to use those primitives, fill in their required sockets at least and 

thus form a valid behavior plan given the syntax defined by a decision-maker 

language used. 

We say that a developer instantiates a language behavior primitive by supplying 

arguments to primitive‘s required sockets. By doing so, a developer is turning a 

behavior primitive into a behavior point (Def. 13). 

Def. 13. Behavior Point 

(Type, SocketArgs) 

Type   A type of the behavior this behavior point instantiates. 

SocketArgs A list of doubles (name, value) that serves as values filled within sockets 

     of the behavior primitive of chosen Type. 

   A behavior point is an instantiated behavior primitive (Def. 12), i.e., a behavior primitive 

used within concrete behavior plan that has all required sockets specified at least. 

We can therefore say that the behavior plan 
(Def. 11)

 is composed with a set of 

behavior points. These points are typically hierarchically composed (e.g., if-then-

else may contain another if-then-else behavior points within its sockets, etc.). 

2.4.1 Behavior Plan Development Cost 

We can then define the development cost of given behavior plan as being a 

development cost of behavior plan points (Def. 14); we use a norm notation for the 

behavior plan development cost. 

                                                 
16

 We purposefully dodge the word ―parameter‖ here as parameters are more connected to 

functions or procedures, which are the way for organizing the code into reusable pieces then making 

decisions.  
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Def. 14. Behavior Point and Behavior Plan Development Costs 

   (      )  ‖      ‖    ∑ ‖   ‖                      

   (     )  ‖     ‖  ∑ ‖      ‖                     

 The behavior point development cost equals to the sum of development costs required 

for choosing its type (which is abstracted as 1) and costs that are required to configure 

it.  

 The behavior plan development cost equals to the sum of development costs of  

behavior points it is composed of. 

Roughly, a development cost of a behavior plan correlates to the minimum 

amount of effort and time a developer has to invest to create it. If a behavior plan 

consists of five if-then-else points, than a developer had to specify them at some 

point; she had to type their keywords, specify their conditions and assemble them 

together. The development cost is not associated with any ―unit‖, it‘s dimensionless. 

We can think of the development cost unit as, e.g., typing an if keyword or adding a 

state into FSM. In other words, some short operation that a developer has to undergo 

to specify some part of the behavior point. The development cost of a behavior plan 

therefore correlates to the time a developer need to encode the behavior plan. 

The development cost of a behavior plan in well-known programming languages 

(C/C++, Java, etc.) is closely related to the number of nodes within abstract syntax 

tree (AST) representing a behavior plan code. E.g., the AST of the Euclidean 

algorithm from Fig. 9 has 21 nodes, therefore its development cost is 21. The 

development cost metric does not care how easy or hard is to write a code yielding a 

given AST (a given behavior plan) as that might differ according to a tool used (e.g., 

Windows Notepad vs. Eclipse vs. NetBeans for Java) as well as concrete language 

(for loops in Pascal vs. C++). All we care about is how many language constructs 

(used as behavior primitives) and their inputs (sockets) a developer had to instantiate 

and fill in order to specify a behavior plan. 

Interestingly, the development cost of a behavior plan is usually a recursive 

expression. For instance, the cost of if-then-else behavior point would be 1 plus 

development cost of its if-body branch and else-body branch that may 

recursively contain another use of if-then-else behavior primitive instances, etc. 

Finally, many behavior primitives requires a developer to use expressions as 

their arguments, e.g., a condition for an if-then-else statements (e.g., green 

nodes within Fig. 9). Those expressions may be of various complexity according to, 
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e.g., the number of mathematical operators used. However, we are going to be 

interested in the assembly of points more than discussing complexities of those 

expressions. Therefore, we also define so-called lower bound of behavior plan 

development cost that abstracts development cost of all expressions as 1; we apply 

the same to assignments. We use an absolute value notation for the lower bound 

behavior plan development cost as defined in Def. 15.  

Def. 15. Behavior Plan Lower Bound Development Cost 

     (      )  |      |    ∑ |   |                      

      (     )  |     |  ∑ |      |                     

     (          )    

      (          )    

     (            )    

 The behavior point lower bound development cost equals to one plus the sum of lower 

bound development costs required for the specification of its behavior primitive sockets. 

If the socket is of an expression type or an assignment type, we abstract its LBDC as 1.17 

If the socket is left empty, its LBDC is 0. 

 The behavior plan lower bound development cost then equals to the sum of lower 

bound development costs behavior points it is composed of. 

The notion of a behavior plan development cost is central to the thesis in the 

sense that we are going to create a language that will minimize development cost of 

behavior plans with respect to action-selection idioms that are often used during 

behavior plan specifications. 

Strength of definitions in this section is that they apply to any formal language. 

Therefore, if we encode the same behavior within two different languages, we can 

use the development cost metric to compare economy of those two implementations; 

smaller plans will have smaller development cost (and therefore they can be encoded 

faster). Therefore, we have tools how to objectively compare expressiveness of 

languages even in cases that they are both Turing-complete. 

In the next section, we present the notion of decision-making patterns as patterns 

frequently used to encode behavior plans and we give a few examples. 

                                                 
17

 Development cost of ternary operators (e.g., ?: in Java) that acts as if-then-else during 

value computations should not be abstracted this way. 
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2.5 Decision-making Patterns and Economy of Behavior Plans 

There are many languages that can be used for the specification of the action-

selection function 
(Def. 5)

. Apart from a few comparative studies we have conducted 

(Gemrot, Brom, et al., 2012; Gemrot et al., 2014, 2013), there is to my knowledge no 

general viewpoint how to compare them objectively. In this section, we present one. 

The idea stems from well-known design patterns (Gamma et al., 2002) that 

describes the most frequent assemblies of classes as encountered in systems built 

using OOP languages. Similarly, in this thesis we will show that there exists 

decision-making patterns that are useful for the structuring of agent behavior plans. 

Once having a set of such a patterns, we can raise a question how much effort one 

need to invest to encode them in given decision-making language. In other words, 

what is the development cost 
(Def. 14)

 of a decision-making pattern in a given 

language. As the behavior plan development cost 
(Def. 14)

 is an objective value, we can 

objectively compare those languages then. 

Starting with the Ch. 5 and then continuing in Ch. 8 we will be discussing 

different action-selection mechanisms and we will be describing how they perform 

decision-making. Specifically in Ch. 5, we will point out that there are decision-

making patterns that are easily expressed using scripting (procedural languages with 

some OOP capabilities as detailed later) but not in finite state machines and vice 

versa. For instance, behavior prioritization is easily expressed in Scripting by the 

chain of if-then-else behavior primitives, but it take much more work to express 

that in finite state machines; and vice versa, behavior sequence is more easily 

expressed using finite state machines but it take more work to express them in 

scripting, etc. We capture this idea in the following Def. 16. 

Def. 16. Behavior Plans Economy Relation 

If we have two behavior plans (Def. 11) A and B, that are exhibiting the same observed 

agent behavior during the simulation while using the same reasoner library, we will say 

that  A is implemented more economically then B if and only if, | |  | |  (Def. 15). 

We will be speaking so that the behavior plan A is being more economical than the 

behavior plan B. 

Ideally, each decision-making pattern we wish to use for creation of a behavior 

plan should be expressible by single behavior point only as that would minimize 

overall development cost of the behavior plan. We will call such a decision-making 
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pattern modeling as economic because the development cost 
(Def. 14)

 of the pattern will 

be the lowest possible. Vice versa, referring to some implementation as not economic 

or non-economical means that we are forced to use more than one behavior point for 

implementation of given decision-making pattern. 

Later on, we will show that decision-making patterns that can be economically 

expressed in scripting or finite-state machines cannot be economically expressed in 

other languages that are used for agent behavior plan specification (Ch. 8); we also 

construct a language that will be able to model not only those decision-making 

patterns (Ch. 7) but decision-making patterns encountered in interpreters of other 

languages from Ch. 8 as well. 

2.5.1 Example Agent Behaviors and Decision-making Patterns 

To ground the notion of decision-making patterns, we will coin two simple behavior 

plans that will make use call of four different decision-making patterns. 

A Bot from a First-person Shooter Video Game 

The first example is a behavior plan for a bot playing a deathmatch mode of some 

first-person shooter video game. In such a game, the bot has an objective to eliminate 

as many opponents as it can while not being eliminated itself. The game is run in 

closed-space arenas with multitude of weapons. Using pseudocode, the behavior plan 

for the bot might look like the following Code 2. 

public void deathmatchBotASM() {  

01:  if (seeOpponent()) { 

02:   fightOpponent(); 

03:  } else       

04:  if (hasLowHealth()) { 

05:   runForHealth(); 

06:  } else  

07:  if (canGetNewWeapon()) { 

08:     runForNewWeapon(); 

09:  } else   

10:   roam(); 

} 

Code 2. An example of a simple behavior plan for a bot playing s deathmatch mode 

of some first person shooter video game. LBDC (Def. 15) of the behavior plan is 10. 

In the Code 2 we are using the chain of if-then-else behavior points to 

define priorities for four bot‘s sub-behaviors. As we can win the game only by 

eliminating opponents, we have to try to fight an opponent every time we see one 

(rows 01-02). If there is no opponent in our field of view and we are hurt, we decide 
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to heal ourselves as keeping the amount of our health high will help us to survive 

fights (rows 03-05). If we do not see any opponents and we do not need to heal 

ourselves but we can acquire a new weapon we do so as that will contribute to our 

combat strength (rows 06-08). Otherwise, we are just roaming around an arena (rows 

9-10). 

The behavior plan is show-casing two decision-making patterns: 1) a behavior 

prioritization and 2) subsumption.  

Ad 1) We have a multiple sub-behaviors that are triggered by different 

conditions. As multiple conditions can be true at the same time (e.g., we can see an 

opponent, while being hurt but also have a knowledge about a location of a weapon 

we do not have in our arsenal), we need to provide a so-called conflict resolution 

mechanism for their execution. We have to decide, which sub-behavior to execute. In 

this case, we assign priorities to sub-behaviors. If possible, we fight opponents before 

healing ourselves and before getting a new weapon and before roaming in an arena. 

The chain of if-then-else behavior points effectively define sub-behavior 

priorities even though they are not present within the code symbolically (e.g., as 

numbers that would state that fighting the opponent has priority 1, healing ourselves 

has priority 2, acquiring new weapon has priority 3 and roaming has priority 4). 

Ad 2) Evaluation of action-selection from Code 2 always starts at row 2. 

Therefore, by using the chain of if-then-else behavior points, we also define, 

how sub-behaviors should interrupt each other. For instance, if we do not see any 

opponent in the action-selection frame N but we are hurt, we execute 

runForHealth sub-behavior. But when in frame N+1, an enemy shows up, we start 

executing fightOpponent behavior instead without heeding to the fact that we 

were executing runForHealth sub-behavior in the previous frame (which might be 

a pity in case we have been just 1 meter away from a health-charging items). 

Therefore, the if-then-else behavior point also realizes subsumption of sub-

behavior defined within its else-body by the sub-behavior realized within its 

then-body once its condition evaluates to true and vice-versa. 

Finally, LBDC of this behavior plan is 10. If we have a behavior primitive that 

can represent a chain of if-then-else points, we can lower this development cost 

to 8 (that is by 20%) as shown in Code 3; for now we can call such a hypothetical 

behavior primitive the switch. 
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public void deathmatchBotASM() {  

01:  switch( 

02:        seeOpponent()     -> fightOpponent(), 

03:      hasLowHealth()    -> runForHealth(), 

04:      canGetNewWeapon() -> runForNewWeapon(), 

05:                        -> roam() 

06:   ) 

} 

Code 3. Example of the simple behavior plan from Code 2 using a hypothetical switch 

behavior primitive that implements a chain of if-then-else behavior primitives. 

A Boss Opponent from a Top-down Shooter 

The second example is a behavior plan for a boss opponent from some top-down 

shooter (one might think of famous Raptor [Cygnus, 1994] or Tyrian 

[WorldTreeGamesProduction, 1995]). In top-down shooters, a player is typically 

controlling a small fighter that flies over a landscape where multitude of enemies is 

trying to destroy her. At the end of each level, a tough enemy typically appears that a 

player must destroy. Each such an enemy has schematic behavior a player needs to 

exploit in order to be able to destroy it. 

An example behavior (that is similar to the boss behavior from Level 1 of Bravo 

sector in Raptor) is pictured in the following Fig. 10; we use a hierarchical finite-

state machine-like action-selection mechanism. 
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Fig. 10. An example behavior plan of a boss from some top-down shooter. We are using 

hierarchical finite-state marching-like action-selection. Each node represents a state, 

arrows are transitions that are triggered as soon as their associated condition evaluates 

to true. Green nodes represent initial states of their FSMs and the red node represents a 

terminal state. Each node has an action(s) associated a boss will perform if happens to 

be in a given state. Hierarchy is utilized by the node 2. Combat that contains nested FSM 

inside. This nested FSM is executed instead of an action. LBDC of the behavior plan is 43; 

we have to count states (which have one socket for the action), transitions (that has 

three sockets, origin, target and condition) as well as the definition of initial and terminal 

states. 

In Fig. 10, we define a behavior that is a sequence of states (state 1, 2, 3, 4) that 

contains a loop of states nested within state 2 (sub-states 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4). First, a 

boss enters the gaming area (state 1). Once it is fully visible within a game area, it 

switches into its combat sub-behavior (state 2). This state contains another FSM 

nested in it that is encoding the combat behavior. The boss then flies around the area 

in a fixed scheme. Its behavior can end in two ways. Either the boss is destroyed and 

we switch into the state 3 and then 4. Or the player is eliminated and we switch to 4 

directly. 
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This behavior is show-casing two decision-making patterns: 1) a sequence, 2) a 

loop. 

Ad 1) There are two sequences present within the behavior: the first goes 

through states 1-2-3-4, the second goes through states 1-2-4. 

Ad 2) The loop is then present within the nested FSM in the state 2. The loop 

starts in the state 2.1 and then goes through states  2.2, 2.3, 2.4 where it loops back to 

2.1. 

Later on in Ch. 5, we will see that such a behavior plan (Fig. 10) could not be 

represented economically in imperative languages (C, C++, C#, Java, Python, Lua, 

etc.). 

2.6 Summary 

In this chapter, we have formalized the action-selection function 
(Def. 5)

 dividing it 

between agent perception 
(Def. 6)

, agent decision-making 
(Def. 7)

 and agent reasoning 
(Def. 

8)
. We have proposed an Expert Agent model of action-selection 

(Alg. 1)
 and formalized 

an Expert Agent architecture (within Fig. 8) thus providing the focus for the rest of 

the thesis.  

We described what the behavior plan is 
(Def. 11)

 and established a metric for its 

development cost 
(Def. 14, Def. 15)

. We will use this metric for comparing expressiveness 

of various decision-making languages. 

Finally, we introduced an idea of decision-making patterns as patterns a 

behavior developer might use for the structuring of the (reactive) decision-making. 

We therefore marked the ground for thesis goals G1-G4.  

In the next Ch. 3, we will provide a general model of reactive planning for agent 

decision-making. We will then use it to model two different techniques for behavior 

design, Scripting and hFSM, in Ch. 5. We will note that these techniques allow 

expressing different decision-making patterns economically and thus identifying a set 

of decision-making patterns that we will use for the comparison of other languages 

from Ch. 8. 
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3 Modeling Reactive Planning 

An implicit decision space as a parallel to a state space search, a constrained agent 

explicit decision-making space as a general model of reactive planning structures 

(including proof), reactive search as a reactive decision-making function. 

Having the action-selection function discussed (Sec. 2.1) and its Expert Agent model 

described (Sec. 2.2), we set on fulfilling the first goal of the thesis G1; to provide a 

general computational model for reactive planning. We do this in three steps.  

In Sec. 3.1, we abstract all behavior plans with so-called decision space (Def. 18, 

Def. 19). We show, that the decision space is able to model any deterministic Turing 

machine (Lemma 1). 

In Sec. 3.2, we define a decision space interpret (Alg. 2Alg. 2) we use to model 

agent decision-making functions 
(Def. 7)

 with. 

Finally, in Sec. 3.3, we constrain the modeling capabilities of the decision space 

(Def. 21) so it is not able to model total recursive function, e.g., a state space 

searches, which is not desirable for NPCs/IVAs due to Def. 1 point c. Such a 

constrained version of the decision space can be then used to abstract reactive 

behavior plans only. We therefore fulfill the thesis goal G1. 

The key idea of this chapter is to come up with a model of behavior plans that is 

as general as possible. As the decision space is able to model any deterministic 

Turing machine, it is a fitting candidate. This will allow us to use the decision space 

interpreter (Alg. 2) as the decision-making function of any agent. 

Later on, we will see that with certain extensions (se described in Ch. 6), we will 

be able to use the (extended) decision space to model many action-selection 

mechanisms (even economically!), which will justify its formulation. Finally, we will 

see that the decision space is not a theoretical construct only as it can be easily 

implemented. 

3.1 Decision Space as Model of Behavior Plans 

If we accept that the (reactive) decision-making is realizing a certain form of search 

(as discussed in Sec. 2.3.1), we can start pondering what kind of search it is? The 

most classic example of search is state space search (Russell et al., 2010). 
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A state space (Def. 17) is usually defined as a set of states that forms an implicit 

oriented graph where links are annotated with actions that are required to be 

performed in order to get from the source state to the target state. Actions may or 

may not have a cost associated. 

Def. 17. State space 

( S, A, Actions(s), Result(s,a), Cost(s,a) ) 

S    Set of all possible states. 

A    Set of all possible (state space) actions that might apply to s   S. 

Actions(s) S → A* 

    Function that returns actions that can be applied in given state. 

Result(s,a) S x A → S 

    Function that returns a state we receive when applying a certain action in  

    a given state. 

Cost(s,a)  S x A → R 

    Function that returns a cost associated with applying an action in a given  

    state. 

To search the space means to run an algorithm that walks through the state space 

typically looking for a path leading from a given initial state to a desired goal state or 

find such a path that satisfies certain conditions. How can we turn this into the 

definition of a space for reactive planning? 

As we are applying state space search to reactive planning search, we can think 

of reactive planning as walking over decision points (instead of walking over the 

states) looking for agent actions to execute (Fig. 11). 
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Fig. 11. The example of a simple (non-complete) decision space that models an ambient 

character behavior plan. The decision space has a form of a decision tree (Flach, 2012). 

However, concrete definition of the decision space (Def. 18, Def. 19) is more general. 

The decision space can be also a directed graph and its decision points can be stateful 

(cf. the decision tree). 

Secondly, if we see state space states as decision points of the reactive planning 

search, than state space actions can be seen as decision options where to continue 

with the reactive planning search. I.e., decision options connects decision points the 

same way state space actions are connecting state space states. 

Thirdly, only a subset of all decision options present within the reactive planning 

decision space is valid for a given decision point (a parallel Actions(s) in state 

space) and by choosing a decision option to follow, reactive planning search moves 

to a new decision points (a parallel to Result(s,a) in state space). 

Finally, the assessment whether we should follow a certain option in a given 

decision point may require agent reasoning to perform computation of arbitrary 

complexity, we provide a measure to the cost associated with doing so (a parallel to 

Cost(s, a) in state space). 

We will call this state space the implicit decision space (Def. 18). 
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Def. 18. Implicit Decision Space 

( D, O, Options(d), Decision(d, o), Cost(d, o) ) 

D     Set of all decision points. 

O     Set of all decision options.  

Options(d)  D → O* 

     Computable function that lists decision options we have in a given 

      decision point. 

Outcome(d, o) D x O → D 

     Computable function that provides a result of making a decision 

      to follow a given decision option in given decision state. 

Cost(d, o)  D x O → R 

     The cost associated with assessing whether to follow option O in a given 

     decision state. 

Here, we see the reactive planning search space as composed of decision points. 

In each decision point, there are multiple options to choose from and thus to decide 

where to continue with the search for actions to execute. In other words, we see the 

computation as a walk through an implicit oriented graph composed by decision 

points that are linked with decision options (an example is given in previous Fig. 11). 

Importantly, the implicit decision space abstracts not only how reactive planning 

search works, but how function computation works in general. It can be shown 

(Lemma 1) that implicit decision space abstraction can describe computation of any 

deterministic Turing machine (DTM). 

Lemma 1. Implicit Decision Space Generality 

Implicit decision space can abstract every function computation that can be modeled 

with deterministic Turing machine. 

Proof 1. We can deem every DTM configuration (the state of the machine, the state 

of the tape and the position of the machine‘s head) as a decision point and a list of 

applicable rules DTM is choosing from as options; Options function lists an 

applicable rule given the decision point; Outcome function then computes next DTM 

configuration given an applicable rule chosen. Therefore, implicit decision space can 

be used to describe computations of all decision-making functions. Consequently, 

thinking about decision-making functions as a walk through decision space is not 

restrictive (except that the set of decision points needs to be infinite in this case). □ 
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Lemma 1 is merely technical as it requires the set of decision points to be 

infinite, but it shows the generality of the concept. We are now 1) heading onto 

separating the agent reasoning computation 
(Def. 8)

 from agent decision-making 

computation 
(Def. 7)

, which the proof is still mixing together, 2) establishing a 

hierarchical approach to the definition of the space, and 3) making the space explicit 

and finite, so we can easily establish a development cost of such a space.   

We do that by the following: 

ad 1) we provide two different sets of agent actions (reasoning actions and body 

actions) that a decision space will be able to output; 

ad 2) we remove the Options function, instead, we associate every decision 

point with a fixed subset of options we can choose from; moreover, every option will 

always reference only single decision point and thus we remove also the Outcome 

function; 

ad 3) we introduce a Select functions every decision point is associated with, 

which will direct the walk through the space by deciding on an option to follow 

given the action-selection context 
(Def. 5)

.  

We call such a decision space an Agent Explicit Decision Space (AEDS, Def. 

19). 
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Def. 19. Agent Explicit Decision Space (AEDS) 

( D, O, Ar, Ab ) 

D     The finite set of all decision points. 

O     The finite set of all decision options. 

Ar     The finite set of agent reasoning actions, which serves as requests 

      for agent reasoning function to compute information required for 

      decision-making. 

Ab     The finite set of agent body actions, which decision-making can output 

      as commands for the agent body to carry out during the next simulation 

      frame. 
 

Every decision point is formed by a stateful function 
(Def. 4)

: 

     (O’, C’) [D’] Select: M → (O’    ) x Ar* x Ab* 

Configuration: O’   O The set of available options in given decision point. 

        The subset may not contain an option that is referencing 

        the point itself. 

     C’   Function specific configuration. 

Runtime:   D’   Function specific set of states a function may happen to be in. 

 Description:  Select is a computable function that selects an option from its 

configuration O’18,  according to the state of agent memory and the 

function’s state D’ possibly requesting actions to be carried out.  
 

Every decision option is formed by a single ( t ). 

t   D             The decision point this option leads to. 

AEDS is similar to the labeled transition system (Keller, 1976) (states are 

decision points, links are options) that includes an information how it should be 

traversed (included within a decision point Select function) and what should 

happen during the traversal (included within both decision point Select function and 

decision option). AEDS can also be seen as an extension to decision trees (Flach, 

2012); the main difference is that AEDS can be a directed graph in general.  

Even though we made sets of AEDS finite, it can still be used to capture a 

definition of any function that can be modeled by DTM (Lemma 2). 

                                                 
18

 We are explicitelly modeling a decision option as a single containing the decision point the 

option leads to because of the extension of AEDS we will be doing in Ch. 6 as we will be 

―virtualizing‖ those decision options. 
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Lemma 2. Agent Explicit Decision Space Generality 

Agent explicit decision space can abstract definition of every function that can be 

modeled with deterministic Turing machine. 

The idea of the following proof is simple: we can directly rewrite any DTM 

program into the form of AEDS. As DTM program is finite, finite AEDS is sufficient 

to model it. 

Proof 2. The alphabet of DTM is finite and DTM defines finite number of states 

there is a finite number of decision points, for which DTM has a finite number of 

applicable rules it is choosing from and these rules have a finite number of outcomes, 

therefore it is sufficient to have only finite number of decision points, decision 

options and actions to model them. 

We construct AEDS for given DTM program as follows. For some DTM state Si 

we have a decision point Di with N options, where N is number of symbols state Si 

has an instruction for within given DTM program. j-th instruction, which we have in 

DTM program for state Si, is in the form of quintuple (state Si, tape symbol sij, state 

Sij to switch to, tape symbol s‟ij to output, head movement hij to perform). For every 

such an instruction, we create a decision option Oij in the form of (Dij) that is part of 

options available for the Selecti function to choose from in the decision point Di. 

The Selecti function then chooses an option Oij if there is a symbol sij under the 

DTM head. Whenever decision option Oij is selected, the Selecti function also 

output reasoning action {s‟ij, hij} that makes the DTM head to change the symbol on 

the tape to s‟ij and moves according to hij. □ 

Informally, Lemma 2 states that if we pair AEDS with some memory that would 

keep the track of the tape (i.e., something that is not deciding anything on its own 

and is driven only by the finite set of reasoning actions that are determined by DTM 

alphabet) and start walking the space from the decision point that models the initial 

DTM state until we reach the HALT decision point, we would model computation of 

any given DTM completely. This means, that AEDS is another formalism that can 

capture how a function can be defined as it can replace any given DTM program 

completely
19

. 
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 It would be easy to model NTM as well if we think of Selecti function as being an oracle 

that chooses a correct option in case of non-deterministic choices. 
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Lemma 2 also shows that AEDS is inherently hierarchical. As AEDS can model 

any function modeled by DTM, we can express Select functions of given AEDS 

decision points as another AEDSs. 

However, Lemma 2 also poses two problems to the thesis and AEDS. As we 

shown that AEDS can abstract any function, it: 1) can be used to abstract even 

unbounded state space searches, 2) can be used not only to abstract agent decision-

making 
(Def. 7)

 but also agent reasoning 
(Def. 8)

, which immediately leads to the problem 

that AEDS can abstract an action-selection function 
(Def. 5)

 that mixes those two 

concerns together.  

We will solve the former in this chapter in Sec. 3.3. We will solve the latter in 

the next Ch. 4. 

3.2 Decision Space Search as Agent Decision-making 

In order to be able to use AEDS as a model of agent decision-making, we have to 

describe how it can be used to perform computations and how we can collect agent 

actions in particular to conform to the Expert agent model (Alg. 1). 

Technically, we need to know, which decision point to begin the evaluation with 

and a way to recognize that decision space evaluation ended; we therefore define the 

decision space determination (Def. 20), which will become a part of the agent 

determination 
(Def. 7)

.  

Def. 20. Decision Space Determination 

(root, Done, curr) 

root  the root point of a decision space modeling agent decision-making 

Done  set of decision points that terminates the reactive search 

curr  current decision point we evaluate next 

Definition of the decision space determination contrasts to its counterpart within 

the Turing machine definition. Whereas the initial state of Turing machine and its 

halting state(s) are fixed, here we define the root decision point of AEDS and its 

―halting‖ points as something that can change. 

Now we define an algorithm that interprets AEDS (Alg. 2). Specifically, it 

conforms to the agent decision-making function 
(Def. 7)

 and it is intended to be 

executed directly as part of the Expert agent Alg. 1. 
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Alg. 2. Decision Space Search 
 

 (c : DecisionSpaceSearchConfiguration( 

     space : AEDS 

 ) 

 [d : DecisionSpaceSearchDetermination( 

   root  : DecisionPoint, 

    done  : Set<DecisionPoint> 

    curr  : DecisionPoint, 

      ) 

  ] 

  function DecisionSpaceSearch( 

  p : Percepts, 

  m : Memory, 

 ) 

  returns ( ReasoningActions, BodyActions, DonePoint ) 
 

01:  if (d.curr in d.done) d.curr = d.root // restart the search 

02:  option = null 

03:  reasoningActions = {} 

04:  bodyActions = {} 

05:  while (d.curr not in d.done) 

06:    (option, Ar, Ab) = [d.curr.D’] d.curr.Select(p, m) 

07:   reasoningActions = reasoningActions   Ar 

08:    bodyActions = bodyActions   Ab 

09:   if (option != null) 

10:    d.curr = option.t // switch into next decision point 

11:   if (reasoningActions is not empty) // do we need to reason? 

12:     return ( reasoningActions, bodyActions, null ) 

13: return ( null, bodyActions, d.curr ) 

Alg. 2 is similar to how the Turing machine is performing the computation. In its 

core, it ―evaluates the space as long as the space indicates it needs to be evaluated‖ 

(row 05). However, the important difference is that it allows interleaving the 

evaluation of the space (evaluation of agent decision-making) with agent reasoning 

(rows 11, 12). Importantly, decision point‘s Select function may request multiple 

evaluation of agent reasoning before it decides on which option to pursue, as it may 

return the null option repeatedly (directly from Def. 19).  

Importantly, Alg. 2 is not making any decisions on its own; it is always the 

responsibility of respective decision points and their Select functions to perform 

decisions (choosing options and outputting actions). 

Finally, we note that Alg. 2 generalizes agent decision-making in the following 

Lemma 3. 

Lemma 3. Decision Space Search Generalize Agent Decision-making 

Decision Space Search algorithm (Alg. 2) generalizes agent decision-making. 
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Proof 3. Directly by applying Lemma 2. AEDS can abstract any DTM program, 

therefore AEDS can model any function that can be modeled by some DTM. Alg. 2 

can evaluate any AEDS and therefore perform arbitrary computation as described by 

a given AEDS. □ 

We continue with the description of the constrained version of AEDS that can be 

used to rule out the use of unbounded searches within agent decision-making (which 

are not desirable for NPCs/IVAs as discussed in Sec. 2.3 and required by Def. 1 

point c).  

3.3 Constrained Decision Space as Model of Reactive Behavior 

Plans 

The last step to fulfill the thesis goal G1 is to limit expressiveness of AEDS 
(Def. 21)

 so 

it can model only primitive recursive functions (Lemma 4) as to be able to act in 

timely fashion 
(Def. 1 point c)

.  

Def. 21. Constrained Agent Explicit Decision Space of degree f(N) - CAEDS(f(N)) 

Constrained Agent Decision-making Space of degree f(N) is Agent Explicit Decision-

making Space (Def. 19) where:  

1)  its computation (Alg. 2) will traverse O(f(N)) of decision points at max, where N is the  

 number of decision points of CEADS, the same decision point is counted every time 

 it is visited,  

2) there is no recursion within the hierarchy of Select functions, and the hierarchy 

  is finite and cannot depend on the size of CAEDS(f(N)), 

  3) every Select function of CAEDS(f(N)) decision points can be modeled as CAEDS(1) 

  4)  every decision point of CAEDS(f(N)) requests execution of agent reasoning O(1) at 

max. 

Lemma 4. CAEDS(Nk) Generalizes Reactive Behavior Plans  

CAEDS(Nk) can model only primitive recursive functions and therefore it can be used to 

abstract all reactive behavior plans. 

Proof 4. CAEDS(Nk) is formed by only finite number of decision points (from Def. 

19). Therefore, if we would like to express minimization in such a space, we would 

require an unbounded while-cycle that would form a directed cycle within the space. 

However, computation of the unbounded while-cycle would have to traverse the 

cycle more than O(N
k
) times,   | |, which is not admissible in CAEDS(Nk) (Def. 

21, point 1). 
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 On the other hand, bounded while-cycle is admissible, as we have a bounding 

constant z and the cycle would be iterated only z.N times, which is O(N) and for k 

nested bounded while-cycles it is O(N
k
). Moreover, this applies to every Select 

function within CAEDS(Nk) and their hierarchy (Def. 21, point 3), which is not 

allowed to be recursive and must be finite (Def. 21, point 2). Therefore CAEDS(Nk) 

can express only primitive recursive functions and thus CAEDS(Nk) can abstract every 

reactive behavior plan. □ 

Having the definition of the constrained version of AEDS, we can establish 

reactive decision-making complexity by letting Alg. 2 interpret only CAEDS. 

Lemma 5. Reactive Action-Selection Complexity 

Decision space search (Alg. 2) that is configured with CAEDS(Nk) requires O(Nk) time at 

max before it indicates termination of Expert agent action-selection (Alg. 1). 

Proof 5. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4. As Alg. 2 that is interpreting  

CAEDS(N
k
) cannot visit more than O(N

k
) decision points (from Lemma 4), it means 

that an option at row 9 will be non-null O(N
k
) times at max before we exit the 

while cycle (at row 05). Additionally, every Select function of CAEDS(N
k
) 

decision points can be modeled by some CAEDS(1) (from Def. 21 point 3) and 

therefore (recursively) their evaluation requires only O(1) time. Finally, every 

Select function of CAEDS(N
k
) decision points may request agent reasoning only 

O(1) times (Def. 21, point 4) and therefore it will not affect the O(N
k
) number of 

while cycle iterations we perform before Alg. 2 while cycle terminates and algorithm 

reaches row 13 thus terminating Expert agent action-selection. □ 

The definition of CAEDS (Def. 21) together with Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 fulfill 

the thesis goal G1. 

From now on, when we will be speaking about decision spaces, we will mean 

CAEDS(N
k
) 

(Def. 21)
, however, we will be backreferencing AEDS 

(Def. 19)
 for the sake 

of readability as we will need to backreference AEDS components (rather than 

CAEDS definition constraints). 

3.4 Summary 

In this chapter we have introduced a general computational model, the agent explicit 

decision space 
(Def. 19)

, together with its interpretation algorithm 
(Alg. 2)

, that can be 

used for the specification of arbitrary agent decision-making 
(Def. 7)

 as proved by 
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Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. We showed that we can constrain the decision space 
(Def. 21)

 

so that Alg. 2 may model primitive recursive functions only 
(Lemma 4)

 and therefore it 

can be constrained to abstract only fast decision-making functions belonging to the 

realm of reactive planning paradigm 
(Lemma 5)

; thus we fulfilled the thesis goal G1. 

 

However, more important is what it all means conceptually. By defining AEDS, we 

defined a model that can model any agent decision-making function. And this model 

can be used as the configuration of Alg. 2 we use as the agent decision-making 

function. Therefore, we have paved the way for abstracting any agent action-

selection mechanism in general. We just fix Alg. 2 to be the agent decision-making 

function and then come up with its configurations (in the form of AEDSs) as we 

need. 

It might seem that we are cheating here, it might seem that we have just created 

the phony modification of Turing matching interpret (i.e., Alg. 2) and said that it can 

compute any decision-making function. But, that is the point exactly! We are 

heading onto the track of finding very elemental agent decision-maker features that 

we want to fix in order to be able to economically model everything else. In other 

words, powerful interpret will enable us to create powerful language. 

We will see that other ASMs from Ch. 8 are fixing decision-maker features that 

are constraining expressiveness of their languages (which are used to form behavior 

plans that those ASMs are configured with). As the result, they will not be able to 

model all decision-making patterns we encounter in Ch. 5 economically even though 

those patterns can be modeled economically by such elemental ASMs as scripting 

and finite-state machines!
20

 

In contrast, our extended version of Alg. 2 we formulate in Ch. 6, will be so 

versatile, that it will allow us to create a language that will be able to model all 

ASMs described in this thesis economically including all decision-making patterns 

we encounter. Additionally, this will not be some theoretical result as all algorithms 

we are describing here are directly implementable. 

 

                                                 
20

 We just cannot stress this enough; why would anyone want to use a language that is 

restricting them in modeling something as general as human-like behaviors? 
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4 Applications of Decision Space 

A behavior path as a path formed of decision points; separating agent reasoning 

and agent decision-making; agent behavior transition models. 

In the previous chapter, we have defined the decision space 
(Def. 19)

 that generalizes 

agent (not only) reactive agent decision-making. In this chapter, we show a few 

applications of the decision space definition including separating agent reasoning 

from agent decision-making (the thesis goal G2) even for action-selection functions 

that are mixing those two concerns together. 

We begin with defining the term behavior path (Sec. 4.1, Def. 24) as a path 

formed of decision points that decision space search 
(Alg. 2)

 walks over during 

evaluation of a decision space 
(Def. 19)

. The term helps us with two issues. 

First, it helps us separating agent reasoning 
(Def. 8)

 from agent decision-making 

(Def. 7)
 even for cases when some reasoning is part of single AEDS. In such a case, we 

are able to find subspaces that we can move into agent reasoner library without 

altering the semantics of decision-making captured by a given AEDS. By doing this, 

we can transform every AEDS into so-called Pure AEDS (Def. 26), in which every 

decision point is making some decision that drives the search nearer to its goal, 

returning actions to execute next. This recognition of a subspaces that realizes 

reasoning routines answers the question what is agent reasoning and we deem 

everything else to be agent decision-making. Thus, we fulfill the thesis goal G2. 

Second, it will lay basis for fulfilling the thesis goal G5 as it allows us to discuss 

implications of a behavior path change. We show that changing a behavior path that 

we walked during previous invocation of decision space search 
(Alg. 2)

 effectively 

means switching between different agent sub-behaviors. As such, the model of a 

behavior path change will allow us to unify view on several decision-making patterns 

as discussed by Brom (Brom, 2006), Sengers (Sengers, 1999), Mikula (Mikula, 

2006), Plch (Plch, 2009) and Rohlfshagen (Rohlfshagen & Bryson, 2010) in Ch. 9. It 

will also strongly influence design of new decision-making language described in 

Ch. 7. 
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4.1 Agent Observed Behavior, Behavior and Behavior Path 

As we will be analyzing behavior plans we need to make a distinction between an 

agent behavior as a behavior that is observed (Def. 22) and a behavior as a behavior 

plan (Def. 23) as those terms are easily interchangeable.  

As we are discussing behavior plans primarily, we will use terms “behavior 

plan” 
(Def. 11)

 and “behavior” (Def. 23) interchangeably. As we are discussing agents 

(NPCs/IVAs specifically), we will be omitting the word „agent‟. 

Def. 22.  (Agent) Observed Behavior 

(Agent) Observed behavior is a sequence of couples (percepts, executed body actions) 

during consecutive sequence of agent action-selection frames. 

Def. 23.  (Agent) Behavior 

For the purpose of this thesis and the sake of brevity, we will call an (agent) behavior 

plan (Def. 11) simply as an (agent) behavior. 

Different behaviors
21

 can result in the same observed behavior. However, if 

behavior decision spaces differ, their evaluations must internally differ as well. Every 

time we evaluate a decision space (in our case via the DecisionSpaceSearch 

function 
(Alg. 2)

) it visits certain decision points in a certain sequence. The path always 

starts at a space root and ends with one of Done decision points (Def. 20). This 

sequence of decision points and their particular order can be viewed as an 

explanation why the agent is executing current actions. We call this sequence of 

visited decision points during reactive search as a behavior path (Def. 24, Fig. 12). 

Def. 24. (Agent) Behavior Path 

An (agent) behavior path is a sequence of visited decision points during one evaluation 

of a decision space by ReactiveSearch function (Alg. 2) that leads from the decision space 

root to one of its Done points (Def. 20). 

                                                 
21

 I.e., different behavior plans 
(Def. 11)

 that we are modeling by the decision space 
(Def. 19)

. 
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Fig. 12. Four examples of behavior paths (Def. 24) within some AEDS (Def. 19). The blue path is a 

non-intersecting path, which is the only type of a path that may appear in AEDS  that has 

a form of tree. Once a space takes the form of a directed graph, we may receive self-

intersecting paths. The red and the green paths are showing that a behavior path may 

have one or more self-intersections and the yellow path is an example of a path sharing 

decision points with other paths. 

The problem is that AEDS 
(Def. 19)

 generality may abstract both the agent 

reasoning function 
(Def. 8)

 and the agent-decision making function 
(Def. 7)

 and therefore 

possibly blend them within single space. Behavior paths thus may contain parts that 

are ―only‖ computing facts for making decisions (i.e., they are performing reasoning 

only), where to continue with the search next. 

In next section, we cut those parts out and create Pure AEDS (Def. 26) that 

always makes decisions, which ultimately leads to decision points that are executing 

(typically) different body actions. 

4.2 Separating Reasoning from Decision-making 

As we have a notion of a behavior path 
(Def. 24)

, we can formally separate reasoning 

from decision-making. As we are rather interested in the decision-making component 

of an action-selection mechanisms than the reasoning one, it is important to define 

how reasoning differs from the decision-making in terms of AEDS.  

In practice, we can find a strict division between reasoning and decision-making 

in many ASMs, while sometimes this division will be foggier.  
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In order to recognize reasoning parts of ASM, we first model it with AEDS 

(which exists due to Lemma 2) and then labels its reasoning parts according to Def. 

25 from the next sub-section; we see everything else as decision-making. 

4.2.1 Reasoning Subspace 

Whenever a decision point needs to choose some option, there are three types of 

information it may base the selection upon (given the Select function definition 

(from Def. 19)
): the agent determination, the agent memory, and the point‘s configuration 

(and runtime). If information the decision has to be based upon is not available in 

those structures, an agent needs to reason to compute that information. 

The crucial difference between the agent decision-making function 
(Def. 7)

 and the 

reasoning function 
(Def. 8)

 is that the latter cannot produce agent body actions 
(from Def. 

8)
. Therefore, if we are given a decision space that is mixing reasoning and decision-

making, we can recognize its reasoning sub-parts as sub-spaces that are not 

producing body actions and that are not making any decisions where to continue with 

a behavior path 
(Def. 24)

 on its own. 

Therefore, every time we find an enclosed subspace that does not return any 

body actions and refers to a common decision point outside of the subspace, we can 

label it as reasoning (Def. 25). 

Def. 25. Reasoning Subspace 

 A reasoning subspace of the AEDS (Def. 19) S is a sub-space formed by the subset of its 

decision points      , which satisfies following properties: 

1. the graph formed by P and their options is connected; 

2. their Select functions never return body actions; 

2. points from P refer either to themselves or to a common point outside P 

   ⋃            
    |*   |         ++|   ; 

3. there cannot be any Done point (Def. 20) within P. 

Following Def. 25, we mark the reasoning subspace as something that does not 

produce body actions (point 1). 

Then we require the reasoning subspace not to make any decisions on its own; 

that is, once a behavior path enters the subspace, it always exits the subspace to the 

common point from the outside of the subspace (point 2). If the sub-space can exit 

via more decision points, than it effectively means that there are two different 

behavior paths running through them possibly executing different actions; such a 
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sub-space is performing a decision-making them (deciding which actions the agent 

will execute next). 

The subspace cannot end the decision-making on its own (point 3). 

And finally, it needs to form a connected sub-graph within the original space.  

As such, the computation realized by points within such a subspace can be 

moved as a routine (or routines in case it can be entered through different decision 

points) into an agent reasoner library 
(Def. 9)

. A decision point may reference those 

routines then before it moves to the next point on the path: in Alg. 2, a point does not 

return an option to follow (row 06), only a reasoning action, which is then returned 

back (rows 11-12) to Expert Agent action selection (Alg. 1) that performs a 

reasoning then. Examples of AEDS having reasoning subspaces and the way how to 

transform those AEDS are given in following Fig. 13, Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. 

 

Fig. 13. An example of removing the reasoning subspace R from AEDS S1 for the case where 

the common point referenced by subspace R outside of itself is the same as its calling 

point. Detailed description is given in the text below. 

The left-part of Fig. 13 contains AEDS S1, which is containing an example of 

reasoning subspace R (within the blue circle) that once entered always returns back 

to the calling point C. The green line represents a behavior sub-path 
(Def. 22)

 that ends 

with the point C. The point C is referencing R possibly through different decision 

options O1, …, On. Then the point C continues to one of D1, …, Dn. In the figure‘s 

right-part, AEDS S1‘ was created out of AEDS S1 by moving the computation done 

by R into a reasoner library. Before C decides on which Di to move to, it may 

execute one or more appropriate routines from the reasoner library according to the 

decision options O1, …, On it would pursue originally in S1. 
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Fig. 14. An example of removing the reasoning sub-space R from AEDS S2 for the case when 

the subspace references a common point outside itself that is different from the 

subspace calling point. Detailed description is given in the text below. 

The left-part of Fig. 14 contains AEDS S2, which is containing an example of 

the reasoning subspace R (within the blue circle) that references single point D that 

lies outside R. The green line represents a behavior sub-path 
(Def. 22)

 that ends with the 

point C. The point C is referencing R possibly through different decision options O1, 

…, On. In the figure‘s right part, AEDS S2‘ was created out of AEDS S2 by moving 

the computation done by R into a reasoner library. Before C moves to D, it executes 

one or more appropriate routines from the reasoner library according to the decision 

option O1, …, On it would pursue originally in S1. 

 

Fig. 15. An example of removing the reasoning sub-space R from AEDS S3 where multiple 

points (C and C’) reference the same reasoning subspace R. We do not picture other 

decision points C and C’ may reference (as previously in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14) for the sake 

of brevity. Detailed description is given in the text below. 
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Fig. 15 is analogical to Fig. 14, it just exemplifies the case when the same 

subspace is referenced by multiple decision points (C and C‘ in this case). 

 

The idea why to call AEDS as an agent decision-making space is the fact, that for 

every AEDS S we can construct so-called Pure AEDS S’ (Def. 26, Lemma 6) that is 

smaller and contains only decision points with two or more decision options 

referencing two or more different decision points (except Done decision points 
(Def. 20)

, 

which mark the end of the decision-making computation). Therefore, every (non-

Done) decision point from pure AEDS S’ has to make some decision. The chain of 

if-then-else rules conforms to this idea, for instance. 

Def. 26. Pure Agent Explicit Decision-making Space (PAEDS) 

Pure agent explicit decision-making space S is AEDS (Def. 19) that has the property that 

each decision point has either zero or two or more decision options. 

        |    |    (|    |    |*  |         +|)    

Decision points with zero decision options are Done points (Def. 20). 

Lemma 6. Agent Decision-Making 

Every reasoner library R paired with AEDS S can be transformed into reasoner library R’ 

paired with PAEDS S’ that are computationally equivalent (and so they exhibit the same 

agent observed behavior (Def. 22)). 

Proof 6. First, we can move reasoning subspaces of S into R thus creating S’’ and 

R’. After this transformation we need to transform decision points from S’’ that are 

having single decision option only. Such a decision point P must produce body 

action(s), otherwise it would form a reasoning subspace consisting of this single 

point (the point alone satisfies Def. 25). We can then transform every behavior sub-

path of the form A → P → B (B is the decision point P references via its single 

decision option) into A → B by including the output of body and reasoning actions of 

P, to be returned before A outputs a decision option to follow to B. We do this 

contractions recursively as long as there are decision points with single decision 

option thus yielding S’. □ 

Conceptually, Lemma 6 states that we have a way how to identify a decision-

making part within AEDS and thus within any action-selection mechanism. We 

therefore fulfilled the thesis goal G2. 
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4.3 Agent Sub-behaviors and their Transitions 

Finally, the behavior path 
(Def. 24)

 is a useful term for discussing how an agent is 

switching between its sub-behaviors, which is one of the problematic part of reactive 

behaviors. Here in this section, we define terms that will generalize view on 

decision-making patterns that will be discussed in Ch. 9 but those terms will play an 

important role in the criticism of rudimentary ASMs described in Ch. 5 and influence 

the language we will be formulating in this thesis in Ch. 7. 

 Many have noted (Brom, 2005; Mikula, 2006; Plch, 2009; Rohlfshagen & 

Bryson, 2010) that ―how to switch between agent sub-behaviors‖ is a complex 

question that typically cannot be decided by single decision point alone
22

. 

In order to be able to discuss those, we need to formally define agent sub-

behaviors (Sec. 4.3.1) and an agent sub-behavior switching (Sec. 4.3.2). Finally, we 

will propose three type of agent sub-behavior transitions (Sec. 4.3.3). 

4.3.1 Agent Sub-behaviors 

Defining an agent sub-behavior is a bit problematic within AEDS as it may have a 

form of (almost) arbitrary directed graph (it may include cycles as well). Therefore, 

we cannot define a sub-behavior as being a sub-tree within such a graph as that 

would not match sub-behaviors using, e.g., behavioral looping (Fig. 10). Therefore, 

we define a sub-behavior to be a sub-graph that is reachable from the sub-behavior 

root within given AEDS (Def. 27). 

Def. 27. (Agent) Sub-Behavior 

An (agent) sub-behavior within AEDS S, is a couple (s, P). 

s   S.D a sub-behavior root decision point 

  P   S.D all decision points that are reachable within S from s via decision points’ 

options. 

The definition de-facto says that every decision point from some AEDS also 

defines own sub-behavior. In fact, some sub-behaviors may contain the same 

decision points within their P set and differ only by their root (e.g., Fig. 10 and points 

2.1-2.4). This is correct as observed behavior may differ according to the point we 

enter the behavior through (e.g., in Fig. 10, if we change the initial state of the state 2 

                                                 
22

 We are using our terminology, they phrased it differently as described in Ch. 9. 
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sub-FSM, e.g., the sub-state 2.2, the agent‘s observed behavior will be different). 

Various examples of sub-behaviors and their relations are given in the following Fig. 

16. 

 

Fig. 16. Examples of different types of sub-behaviors (Def. 27) within AEDS S and their 

relations. Detailed description is given in the text below. 

As pictured in Fig. 16, there is a behavior sub-path that contains the point A on 

its end that has five options leading to points D1, …, D5. For each of those Di points, 

we picture its corresponding sub-behaviors (dashed lines). What is important, is that 

due to the sub-behavior definition 
(Def. 27)

, a sub-behavior root does not need to lie ―on 

the tip‖ of its sub-space by considering the fact that we can have circles within 

AEDS. Therefore, if we have some sub-behavior root within AEDS containing 

circles, than we may reach points, which are nearer to the AEDS root than the sub-

behavior root itself. 

As pictured, those sub-behaviors may have different relations to each other. 

Their decision points may be mutually exclusive (the sub-behaviors D1 and D2), they 

may overlap (the sub-behaviors D2, D4 and D5) or they can be nested within each 

other (the sub-behavior D4 within D3). In an extreme case, a decision point may 

reference a sub-behavior that includes the decision point as well (the sub-behavior 

D3).  
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Importantly, there is also the black behavior path depicted, showing that the 

switch between sub-behaviors at the point A is a switch of multiple sub-behaviors 

that lies along of the behavior path remainder that was pursued during previous 

DecisionSpaceSearch 
(Alg. 2)

 invocation. 

4.3.2 Behavior Path Switch 

Speaking about the sub-behavior switching (as referred to by [Brom, 2006; Mikula, 

2006; Rohlfshagen & Bryson, 2010]) is a bit problematic in the case of AEDS. A 

behavior path does not (typically) walk over all points of agent sub-behaviors 
(Def. 24)

, 

as shown by Fig. 16 and implied by AEDS and a behavior path and an agent sub-

behavior definitions 
(Def. 19, Def. 24, Def. 27)

. Therefore, instead of defining what an agent 

sub-behavior switch is, we define a behavior path switch instead. 

In order to be able to define behavior path switches we introduce the term 

Running behavior path (Def. 28), as a behavior path that agent decision-making 

function 
(Alg. 2)

 has followed during previous decision space evaluation and the term 

Current behavior path (Def. 29) as the behavior path that we are forming during the 

current evaluation of a decision space. 

Def. 28. Running Behavior Path 

Running behavior path is a behavior path (Def. 24) from the last evaluation of a decision 

space. 

Def. 29. Current Behavior Path 

Current behavior path is the behavior path (Def. 24) followed during current evaluation-in-

progress of a decision space. Once the evaluation finishes, it becomes running behavior 

path (Def. 28). 

The behavior path switch then happens when the current behavior path wants to 

diverge from the running behavior path (Def. 30). We illustrate behavior path switch 

in Fig. 17. 
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Def. 30. Behavior Path Switch, Behavior Path Switching Point, Switching-out/-into 

Behavior Path 
 

The behavior path switch is an event that takes place during a decision space evaluation 
(by Alg. 2)

 and happens whenever a current behavior path (Def. 29) starts to deviate from a 

running behavior path (Def. 28). 

The last common decision point on running behavior path and current behavior path is 

called a behavior path switching point (or switching point for short). 

The remainder of the running behavior path behind the behavior switching point is 

called a switching-out behavior path or referred to as the behavior path we are switching-

out from. 

The new part of the current behavior path that forms when we continue with the 

evaluation, is called a switching-into behavior path or referred to as the behavior path we 

are switching-into. 

The behavior path switch is then a triple (switching-out behavior path, behavior path 

switching-point, switching-in behavior path). 

 

Fig. 17. An example of the behavior path switch (Def. 30) situation for AEDS S. Once the current 

behavior path gets to the switching point S we know what behavior path we are 

switching-out from (the remainder of the running behavior path), but we do not know 

what behavior path are we switching into concretely (we only know that we will be 

switching into the sub-behavior SA). 

Behavior Path Switch and Brooks’s Behavior Subsumption 

The behavior path switch can be initially seen as the behavior subsumption as introduced by 

Brooks (R. A. Brooks, 1986). However, there is a crucial difference. The behavior path switch 

works with the change of running behavior path that is a path that was traversed during the 
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previous decision space execution, whereas behavior subsumption is a conflict resolution 

mechanism. Whenever two different conflicting behaviors want to run (e.g., behaviors that 

would try to turn a radar into two different positions) within Subsumption Architecture, 

subsumption allows a developer to suppress a behavior of lower priority. The behavior path 

switch is not the subsumption in this sense then. It is the recognition of the situation that an 

agent wants to stop executing some sub-behavior and execute a different one, even though the 

behavior subsumption may be one of its reasons.  

As the computational model of agent action-selection 
(Alg. 1)

 is thought to be 

periodically invoked by the simulator, the action-selection is often not much about 

making new decisions, as about monitoring if we want the current behavior path to 

follow the running behavior path; or switch to a different one. That is, whether we 

want to decide identically along the path and thus follow the running behavior path, 

or to revise some decision and diverge from the running behavior path. 

Notably, a running behavior path often stays the same during multiple 

simulation frames. If there is no randomness included within the decision space (e.g. 

in the form of pseudorandom generator that decides whether a barbarian will be 

screaming during a fight) and there is no change in percepts and the memory then the 

behavior path stays the same as the agent does not have a reason to change it. Even 

unimportant changes in percepts or the agent memory might not change a running 

behavior path; e.g., if a barbarian is fighting, it will not get interrupted by a bird 

flying in the sky as visited decision points along the path will not pay attention to it. 

On the other hand, there are situations when the switch needs to happen, e.g., an 

FPS bot behavior example 
(Code 2)

 that needs to pay attention to its opponents. The 

question is, whether the switch may always happen as implied by Code 2, i.e., we 

switch the behavior path without consideration on the state of the path we are 

switching-out from. We explore this question in the next sub-section. 

4.3.3 Behavior Path Transitions 

To focus the discussion on the style of behavior path switching, let us describe an 

example behavior of a virtual gardener Brom has used for describing transition 

behaviors (Brom, 2006). 

One of (virtual) gardener‘s jobs (and thus its sub-behavior) is to look after its 

garden, namely to keep all garden beds properly watered. For that, it needs to use a 

can, (re)filling it and watering dry beds. However, a gardener must also eat and 

sleep. Therefore, once its ―satiated‖ body parameter drops below a certain level, it 
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returns home to eat something; if the sun sets, it has to go home and sleep. We 

illustrate the behavior in the following Fig. 18. 

 

Fig. 18. An example AEDS for the gardener behavior showing the question how to switch 

between the Gardening and the Eating sub-behaviors. The green behavior path is the 

running behavior path. The problem is, that the Eating sub-behavior cannot depend on 

the Gardening sub-behavior and therefore simple switch may interrupt the gardening at 

inappropriate times. Detailed discussion is given in the text below. 

Gardener‘s AEDS from Fig. 18 is picturing the decision point D that is deciding 

whether we are going to execute the Sleeping sub-behavior by following to S or the 

Eating sub-behavior by following to E or the Gardening sub-behavior by following 

to G. The situation illustrated in Fig. 18 is picturing that the Gardening sub-behavior 

is running and D wants to switch from G to E. What if this switch is implemented 

using simple if-then-else statements like in the following Code 4? 

01: if      (is night)  sleeping() 

02: else if (is hungry) eating() 

03: else                gardening() 

Code 4. An implementation of simple switching between gardener’s sub-behaviors; 

one possible implementation of the decision point D Select function from Fig. 18. 

There are several problems that may happen if we implement decision point D 

Select function with Code 4. They stem from the fact that we would like to have 

sub-behaviors encapsulated and reusable; therefore they cannot have dependencies 

on each other. We do not want, e.g., to burden the execution of the eating() sub-
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behavior with clean ups connected to the gardening() sub-behavior, which is 

unfortunately the case if the switching is done in the style of Code 4. There are 

following problems connected to the simple sub-behavior switching as implemented 

by Code 4: 

1. What if we are in the middle of ―watering-the-bed animation‖ that cannot be 

interrupted? 

2. What if we have the last bed to water and enough water in the can to do it? 

Shouldn‘t we postpone the switch and finish the gardening before going to 

eat? 

3. What if we are in the middle of watering the bed having a can in our hands? 

eating() knows nothing of gardening and thus we may easily return home 

with the can in hands; an uncanny situation. 

4. What if we add fourth sub-behavior X after the row 03 later on? Are we going 

to prepare X for all eventualities that may arise by switching-out from X to 

pictured sub-behaviors? 

If we employ a simple sub-behavior switching in the style of Code 4, we have to 

take care of those problems in the Eating sub-behavior and therefore introduce a 

dependency between Eating sub-behavior and Gardening sub-behavior (problems 1-

3). Additionally, the implementation of sub-behaviors depend on their position 

within the decision space (problem 4); a situation one typically wants to avoid in 

programming. 

Therefore, we propose two more styles of the behavior path switching: a hard-

switching and a soft-switching. As the switching may span multiple simulation 

frames in general, we will call them as behavior path transitions (Def. 31). 
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Def. 31. Behavior Path Simple-/Hard-/Soft-Switch Transition 
 

 The behavior path transition happens when some decision point D wants to switch from 

decision point A to decision point B, i.e., diverge from the running behavior path (Def. 28). 

The behavior path transition than may be of three switch types: simple, hard and soft. 
 

Behavior path simple-switch transition 

 This transition happens whenever the point switches from A to B within the same 

action-selection frame without any considerations on the state of B. The semantics is 

given in Code 5. 
 

Behavior path hard-switch transition 

 This transition happens whenever the point switches from A to B within the same 

action-selection frame but only after notifying B of the switch. The semantics is given in 

Code 6. 
 

Behavior path soft-switch transition 

 This transition happens whenever the point switches from A to B only after approval 

from B. It may take multiple action-selection frames before B allows D to switch to A. 

The semantics is given in Code 7. 

We provide semantics of respective behavior path transitions types from Def. 31 

in the following Code 5, Code 6 and Code 7. 

01: DecisionPoint D 

02:     if (reason RA) A() 

03:     else           B() 

Code 5. Implementation of the simple-switch transition between sub-behaviors 

A and B. 

The simple-switch behavior path transition (Code 5) is referring to the use of 

standard if-then-else decision. We keep executing A as long as we have a reason 

to. Whenever the reason RA stops evaluating to true, we execute B instead 

immediately. And vice versa, if we are executing B and reason RA starts evaluating to 

true, we execute A immediately. 

01: DecisionPoint D 

02:     if (reason RA) 

03:         if (B is running) terminate B for A 

04:         A() 

05:     else 

06:         if (A is running) terminate A for B 

07:         B() 

Code 6. Implementation of the hard-switch transition between sub-behaviors A 

and B. We need a way not only for executing a behavior but also for terminating it. 
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The hard-switch behavior path transition (Code 6) is improving on the simple-

switching (Code 5) by notifying the running behavior that the switch is going to 

happen (rows 03 and 06). However, we switch the behavior path within the same 

action-selection frame as we execute the behavior we are switching-into right after 

we terminate the previously running behavior (row 04 executed right after row 03 

and row 07 executed right after row 06). The idea is that ―terminate X for Y‖ means 

―X you must terminate this action-selection frame, clean up any immediate stuff as 

we are going to switch into Y right after‖. 

Even though we are passing information into which sub-behavior we are going 

to switch-in, it depends on a developer whether they want to use this information and 

thus introduce a dependency between those sub-behaviors. 

01: DecisionPoint D 

02:     if (reason RA) 

03:         if (B is running) 

04:             if (try to terminate B for A) A() 

05:         else 

06:             A() 

07:     else 

08:         if (A is running) 

09:             if (try to terminate A for B) B() 

10:         else 

11:             B() 

Code 7. Implementation of the soft-switch transition between sub-behaviors A 

and B. We need a way not only for executing a behavior but also for trying terminating it; 

notably, trying to terminate a behavior may not succeed (cf. hard-switch and Code 6). 

The Soft-switch behavior path transition (Code 7) is improving on the hard-

switching (Code 6) by allowing the running behavior to keep running until it 

acknowledges the switching point D that it may perform the switch. The running 

behavior may postpone the switch that D wants to perform (rows 04 and 09). The 

idea is that ―try to terminate X for Y‖ means ―X you are going to be switched out and 

we are going to switch into Y, prepare for it and let me know whenever the switch 

may be performed‖. The ―try to terminate X for Y‖ then returns true only if the 

switch may happen; if it returns false, it means X is still running. 

Even though we are passing information, which sub-behavior we are going to 

switch-into eventually, it depends on a developer whether they want to use this 

information and thus introduce a dependency between those sub-behaviors. 
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The soft-switch behavior path transition may help us to solve problems present in  

Code 4. If Code 4 is reformulated using behavior path soft-switch transitions, we can 

propose following solutions to the list of problems described under Code 4. 

1) If we are in the middle of uninterruptible animation, we will postpone the 

switch till the time the animation can be changed. 

2) If the Gardening sub-behavior recognizes that it is near to fulfilling its goal, it 

will postpone the switch until the garden is fully wet. 

3) If we are to switch to the Eating sub-behavior we can drop the can if it hands 

(which will take several action-selection frames as the animation may last, 

e.g., 1 second) before letting the decision point to switch to the Eating sub-

behavior. 

4) If we are to develop X, we may provide sensible sub-behaviors that are 

executed before X is switched-out therefore greatly increasing X‘s reusability 

across agent‘s behavior code base. 

 

Importantly, behavior path hard- and soft-switch transitions requires tracking the 

state of running behavior path 
(Def. 28)

. If we want a decision point on the running 

behavior point to hard- or soft-switch, it must know what child decision point 

follows on the running behavior path next. This has profound implications on the 

design of decision-makers; if the decision-maker is not tracking the running behavior 

path automatically, a developer cannot use behavior path hard- and soft- switch 

transitions economically. 

We stop the discussion of soft-switching here as this view is sufficient to discuss 

action-selection problems of existing ASMs in further chapters. We return to the 

behavior path transitions in Ch. 9, where we will use behavior path soft-switch 

transition to solve multiple decision-making patterns concerning behavior transitions; 

we will connect description of those decision-making patterns with their models 

within the new decision-making language we describe in Ch. 7 (and thus fulfill the 

thesis goal G5 in Ch. 9). 

Behavior Path Transition Recursivity 

One of the major problem of reactive behavior plan specification is the inherent recursive nature 

of behavior path transition. As decision-making begins the switching from one sub-behavior to 

another and thus starts execution of series of transition sub-behaviors, it actively changes the 

running behavior path itself. Therefore, the question is, what if an agent changes its mind and 
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will want to perform a different behavior path switch then originally started? How to transition 

from transitions then? We sketch the solution to this problem in Ch. 9. 

4.4 Summary 

In the previous chapter, we have formally defined the agent decision-making space 

(Def. 19)
 that provides us with a general model for agent decision-making function 

(Def. 

7)
. Given this general model and its interpreter 

(Alg. 2)
, we described behavior paths 

(Def. 

24)
 that are common to all decision-makers in general 

(as granted by Lemma 2)
. The term 

helped us with two issues. 

First, it helped us to understand what a reasoning sub-space is 
(Def. 25)

. Using this 

notion, we were able to separate reasoning sub-spaces out of AEDS thus finalizing 

the distinction between reasoning and decision-making; we fulfilled the thesis goal 

G2. 

Second, it helped us to illustrate what agent sub-behavior switches are and 

propose different types of behavior path transitions 
(Def. 31, Code 5, Code 6, Code 7)

.  

 In the following chapter, we will discuss two rudimentary approaches for 

decision-making function implementations: scripting (Sec. 5.3) and finite state 

machines (Sec. 5.4). We will comment on decision-making patterns that are 

economically expressible in those techniques and show that what is expressible 

economically in the former is not expressible economically in the later and vice 

versa. Finally, we also start supporting behavior path hard-switching and soft-

switching on the level of agent actions by defining the Terminable action model and 

the Switchable action model (Sec. 5.1). 
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5 Rudimentary Modeling of Agent Behaviors 

Different models of agent actions; use of scripting and sequential finite-state 

machines for the behavior plan development; arbitrated vs. scattered structuring of 

behavior plans; active-stack computational model; FSM switch as decision space 

reconfiguration. 

There are many action-selection mechanisms 
(Def. 10)

 that have been developed for the 

control of agents 
(Def. 1, Def. 2)

 in complex 3D environments (hFSM, POSH, GOAL, 

Behavior trees, etc.). However, they constrain the freedom of traditional scripted 

behaviors, which are realized using standard object-oriented or scripting languages 

such as C/C++, Java, Python, Lua and others alike. Moreover, different ASMs allow 

a developer to model different decision-making patterns economically; as a result 

each ASM is suitable for economical modeling of different types of agent behaviors.  

In order to show these constraints, we review two rudimentary action-selection 

mechanisms: Scripting (Sec. 5.3, Def. 35) and (Hierarchical) Sequential Finite-state 

Machines (hsFSM, Sec. 5.4, Def. 39, Alg. 3 and its improved version Alg. 4). We 

describe strong points of those two traditional ASMs as tools for the specification of 

agent behavior plans 
(Def. 11)

. These strong points have two forms: 1) decision-making 

patterns (in the sense of Sec. 2.5) that those ASMs allow developers to model 

economically and 2) decision-maker 
(Def. 9)

 features that enable economical 

representation of those patterns. We also show why programming languages that 

features stack-oriented runtime execution are inappropriate for agent behavior plan 

specification and thus justify the search for a better language. We do this in four 

steps. 

First, we discuss what agent body actions 
(Def. 19)

 within action-selection are 

technically (Sec. 5.1). We show that economy of behavior plans development starts 

with modeling agent body actions correctly; e.g., we show that if simple instant 

model of body actions is chosen than behavior plans can never model sequences of 

actions economically (the same way hFSM does as, e.g., in Fig. 10). We also present 

two action models that conforms to the idea of behavior path hard/soft-switch 

transitions 
(Def. 31)

. 
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Second, we discuss scripting and finite state machines
23

 in Sec. 5.3 and Sec. 5.4 

respectively and present a few behaviors that will exemplify decision-making 

patterns they model economically. We also note that what one of them can model 

economically, the other cannot and vice versa. 

Third in Sec. 5.5, we discuss what decision-maker features of those two ASMs 

enables economical modeling of encountered decision-making patterns. 

Finally in Sec. 5.6, we summarize a list of decision-making patterns that a good 

decision-maker language should allow developers to model economically and what 

decision-making features a good decision-maker should have (Table 1). 

Wrapping it altogether, this chapter provides an analysis of DM patterns and 

features we will aim to support in the new language we target to create in the context 

of the thesis goal G3. In Ch. 6 we will show that computational model of AEDS 

(Def. 19, Alg. 2) cannot model all described decision-making patterns easily. We 

will note why by showing that the AEDS interpreter 
(Alg. 2)

 does not have all decision-

making features we encountered. As a result, we will define AEDS conservative 

extension named as ExTENSIBLE Tree-like Reactive EnginE (xTREE). Then, in Ch. 

7 we will create new decision-making language named as Behavior Design Language 

(BDL) that will be based on the xTREE computational model. BDL will be able to 

model all decision-making patterns that we describe in this chapter economically and 

support all types of behavior path transitions 
(Def. 31)

 (the thesis goal G3). Then in Ch. 

8, we will also show that BDL will be able to model several other action-selection 

mechanisms economically as well. As a result, BDL will allow a developer to blend 

features of multiple ASMs within single behavior plan together (the thesis goal G4). 

5.1 Action Models 

We now provide an analysis of agent action models that detail agent actions 
(Def. 19)

 

capabilities as well as requirements on their technical implementation. These models 

will help us illustrating how different action-selection mechanisms work; we cannot 

compare them if we do not know how they represent and work with ―actions‖.   

These models are not standardized in the field of NPCs/IVAs, therefore we present 

own action model names and rational behind them.  

                                                 
23

 The underlying motivation why we discuss hFSMs is that they cannot be modeled in other 

ASMs economically as we will show later on. 
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We describe following five agent action models: instant, blocking, 

asynchronous, terminable and switchable. The first four action models can be 

encountered in various ASMs. The fifth model, the switchable action model, is our 

own. 

Each action model is described by 1) a UML class diagram listing methods an 

action must implement, 2) a list of signals (parameterized symbols) that ASM is 

using to communicate with the action and 3) a sequential finite-state machine
24

 

(sFSM) diagram picturing the action semantics. 

Ad 1) Methods an action is implemented with are of two types: internal methods 

that implements the execution of the action and public methods that are used by 

ASM for passing signals to the action, i.e., for controlling execution of the action. 

Ad 2) Signals used to communicate with an action are of two types as well: call 

signals and result signals. The former are used by ASM to control the action; they are  

produced upon the call of action‘s public methods. The latter are results of action‘s 

public method calls and they represent result of action executions that are passed 

back to ASM; ASM may act upon them then. Both types of signals may be used for 

the specification of sFSM state transition conditions, i.e., for the specification of an 

action semantics. 

Ad 3) The last three action models require their implementation to maintain own 

internal state as they may be executed over multiple simulation frames. As we need 

to capture this statefulness, we use a custom form of the state machine diagram 

known from UML. 

Sequential Finite-state Machine (sFSM) Preface 

We use sequential finite-state machines (sFSM) to formally define semantics of 

agent action executions. sFSM is formally defined in Sec. 5.4. However, to discuss 

ASMs in this chapter we need quite exact notion of how agent actions can work from 

the very start. 

For now, we can think of sFSM as standard finite-state machines that embeds 

execution of action methods within its states (similar to the behavior from Fig. 10) or 

within transitions (we can associate execution of some action method(s) with a 

transition). The execution of an action‘s sFSM is triggered every time an ASM calls 

                                                 
24

 Sequential finite-state machine is a modification of finite state machine that allows us to 

specify transition conditions with boolean expressions. 
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some action‘s public method that produces some signal for its sFSM. Therefore, we 

annotate sFSM transitions with those signals. Additionally, sFSM can execute ASM 

internal methods and it always ends its execution by returning some result signal 

back to ASM it invoked it. The execution of an action sFSM is always synchronous; 

once ASM invokes an action‘s sFSM it waits till sFSM returns some result. 

Even though we are using sFSM diagrams to capture action execution semantics 

we use only small subset of sFSM diagram elements that we will be using for 

describing BDL primitives in Ch. 7. The subset is described by the following Fig. 19.  

 

Fig. 19. Legend that describes the subset of sFSM diagram elements as defined in Sec. 7.3.1. 

Respective elements model different components of action’s sFSM that describes 

action’s semantics. 

Forward Referencing of sFSM Diagram 

We are forward referencing sFSM and their diagrams also to make descriptions of action 

semantics compatible with semantics of BDL primitives we will be describing in Ch. 7. 

Unfortunately, we need the notion of different action models to discuss the use of scripting and 

sequential finite-state machines for the definition of behavior plans; it would slow the pace of 

thesis progress to resolve this forward reference correctly. The problem is that to define sFSM 

diagrams completely we need to discuss some design choices made for BDL (Ch. 7) and so 

defining sFSM diagrams prior to this chapter would feel very ad-hoc as we would use terms we 

will not have any motivations or examples for; an instance of a chicken-egg problem. 
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We begin with the most elementary action model (the instant action model) that is 

stateless. We end with proposing the switchable action model that is able to postpone 

a behavior path switch 
(Def. 30)

 till it is viable for an agent to do so (as discussed in 

Sec. 4.3). 

 

5.1.1 Instant Action Model 

The instant action model (Fig. 21) blocks the execution of action-selection until it 

finishes running but it guarantees to finish within the scope of single simulation 

frame it was invoked in (cf. the blocking action model as described in the next sub-

section). Whenever an agent performs an instant action, its action-selection has to 

wait until an agent action finishes and then continues its execution from the "place" it 

called the action from (i.e. it is a synchronous method call). 

Such a model can be used for controlling durative actions of agents (actions that 

needs to be executed for multiple simulation frames), for which we can have multiple 

instant actions defined that control the execution of single action performed by agent 

body (e.g., one action for starting the action execution, one for changing action 

parameters, one for its termination, etc.). 

The instant action model is defined in Fig. 21. Notably, instant actions are not 

maintaining any internal state, which is expressed by the fact the action does not 

require to track its state as its semantic has only single state (READY).  

 

Fig. 20. Definition of the instant action model. Left-part: the UML class diagram listing 

action’s method. Right-part: the sFSM diagram detailing action execution semantics. The 

execution model diagram elements are described in Fig. 19.  
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The instant action model has one utility method Run(args) that is used for the 

execution of the action. Method EXECUTE(args) is meant to be used by ASM for 

sending an EXECUTE signal to the action. 

We will show that this type of action is either used for reasoning actions (e.g. 

manipulation of beliefs in Jason, Sec. 8.3 or GOAL, Sec. 8.4, execution of sensory 

methods in SPOSH, Sec. 8.5) or for sending signals that an agent wants to perform 

some durative action (e.g., GOAL, Alg. 9, row 72, or scripted behavior example 

Code 8, rows 05, 07, 15, 27, 30). 

5.1.2 Blocking Action Model 

The blocking action model (Fig. 21) is similar to the instant action model (Fig. 20) 

however, it does not guarantee that it will return the result within the same simulation 

frame it was called in. Use of blocking actions may appear in specific types of 

simulations where an agent runs synchronously with its environment, whose 

simulator immediately carries out the action and update agent sensors accordingly 

(e.g., single agent or turn-based environments). 

The blocking action model is defined by Fig. 21. Notably, blocking actions are 

not maintaining any internal state, which is expressed by the fact the action does not 

require to track its state as its computational model has only single state (READY).  

 

Fig. 21. Definition of the blocking action model.  Left-part: the UML class diagram listing 

action’s method. Right-part: the sFSM diagram detailing action execution semantics. The 

execution model diagram elements are described in Fig. 19. 

5.1.3 Asynchronous Action Model 

Asynchronous actions (Fig. 22) act as non-interruptible asynchronous actions that 

allows action-selection to continue while the action is in progress. However, once an 
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agent starts execution of such an action, it cannot terminate it. An agent ASM may 

just wait for the action to finish (succeed or fail). 

The asynchronous action model is defined by Fig. 22. Non-interruptible 

execution of the action is expressed by the fact, that once action enters Run(…) state, 

it cannot leave it until action finishes (succeeds or fails).  

 

Fig. 22. Definition of the asynchronous action model. Left-part: the UML class diagram listing 

action’s method. Right-part: the sFSM diagram detailing action execution semantics. The 

execution model diagram elements are described in Fig. 19. 

Technically, the blocking action model requires implementation of additional 

methods (apart from Run(args) that we discussed in the previous sub-section). 

The Init(args) method is called before the Run(args) method and may be used, 

e.g., for the division of triggering the execution of an action (via the Init(args) 

method) and monitoring the action (via the Run(args) method). As an 

asynchronous action may spawn multiple frames, it may persist some data required 

for its execution in between simulation frames. In such a case, we need to clear those 

data when the action finishes to save computational resources; this can be done in the 

Reset() method. 

We will show that this model of actions is used for instance in Jason action-

selection (Sec. 8.3) where an action blocks the execution of the intention‘s plan until 

it finishes, however the rest of Jason‘s action-selection may continue its execution. 

5.1.4 Terminable Action Model 

The terminable action model (Fig. 23) builds on the asynchronous action model (Fig. 

22) by providing means for terminating the action in the middle of its execution. This 

action model improves the interactive capabilities of an agent that now may stop the 

action it is performing and so it can begin execution of another one. It can be used to 
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allow for automatic action termination during hard-switch transitions of behavior 

paths 
(Def. 31)

. The switching point may simply terminate all actions that are run by 

terminating a sub-behavior that is being switched out in the style of Code 6. This 

eases the work of a developer who does not need to manually terminate those 

actions. Additionally, a developer may specify extra arguments for the action 

termination (via TERMINATE signal arguments). 

 

Fig. 23. Definition of the terminable action model. Left-part: the UML class diagram listing 

action’s method. Right-part: the sFSM diagram detailing action execution semantics. The 

execution model diagram elements are described in Fig. 19. 

In contrast to the asynchronous action model, the terminable action model 

introduces new signal TERMINATE that triggers execution of its Stop(args) method 

that contains a code that terminates the execution of the agent (body) action.  

Importantly, termination of this action is synchronous; it is guaranteed to finish 

within the same simulation frame. As a result, a terminable action cannot implement 

termination or transition to another action that would span multiple simulation 

frames.  

We will show that this action model is used by Behavior trees (Sec. 8.6). 

5.1.5 Switchable Action Model 

The switchable action model (Fig. 24) improves on the terminable action model (Fig. 

23) by including a transition phase that may spawn multiple simulation frames. It can 

be used to provide soft-switch transitions of behavior paths 
(Def. 31)

. The action may 

postpone the behavior path switching in the style of Code 7 by returning that it is still 

running as the reply to SWITCH(…) signal and therefore indicating the behavior path 

switch cannot proceed and has to wait for the next simulation frame at least. 
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We first describe the model and then elaborate on what this soft-switching (i.e. 

action‘s Transition(…) state) may help developers with.  

 

Fig. 24. Definition of the switchable action model. Left-part: the UML class diagram listing 

action’s method. Right-part: the sFSM diagram detailing action execution semantics. The 

execution model diagram elements are described in Fig. 19. 

In contrast to the terminable action model, the switchable action model contains 

the Transition(…) state an action might dwell in for more than one simulation 

frame. The state is entered upon receiving the SWITCH signal. When the SWITCH 

signal is received, an action first executes its Switched(args) method, that 

performs the setup for calling Transition(args) method (similar to how 

Init(args) setups execution of the Run(args) method). The action then 

performs the transition as long as it is receiving SWITCH signal and the 

Transition(args) method is returning RUNNING result. If the signal EXECUTE is 

received within the Transition(…) state (that is in the middle of action switching-

out), the action goes back to the state Run(…) along with invocation of the 

Resumed(args) method and starts to execute its Run(args) method again. This 

action model supports hard-switching 
(Def. 31)

 still because both Run(…) and 

Transition(…) states are hard-switched when TERMINATE(…) signal is received. 

The introduction of the Transition(…) state and the Transition(args) 

method that may spawn multiple frames allows a developer to bind an action cleanup 

that spawns multiple frames within the action implementation itself. As this 

transition happens during the behavior path soft-switch transition 
(Def. 31)

, an action 

may tell the behavior path switching point to postpone this switch till the transition 
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finishes (in the style of Code 7). This has an advantage over the behavior path hard-

switch that a developer does not need to check for the necessity of an action cleanup 

along the path that leads to the point that executes the action as exemplified by Fig. 

25. 

 

Fig. 25. An example how the switchable action model can help to alleviate the problem of 

the action transition (e.g., cleanup). Left-part: we are using the terminable action model 

only that cannot perform its transition for multiple simulation frames; therefore we have 

to do that cleanup within every sub-behaviors we can switch from the action into (e.g., 

A’ can switch from B to A’, B can switch from C to B’, D can switch from action A to D’). 

Right-part: we are using the switchable action model that can postpone the behavior 

switch and therefore we can connect the implementation of the action transition with 

the action itself. Once we want to switch, e.g., from B to A’, we do the action A 

Transition first, before performing the switch. 

Referring to Fig. 25, the left part shows AEDS S that is using simple- or hard-

switching of behavior paths 
(Def. 31)

 only and thus has to execute action A transition 

every time it is switching-out the blue running behavior path 
(Def. 28)

, e.g., the point A 

can switch from sub-behavior B to A‘, but before it can execute A‘ it has to do the 

action A transition first (similarly for points B, C, D). On the right part, we have 

AEDS S‘ that is using soft-switching of behavior paths 
(Def. 31)

 and thus may use the 

switchable action model that binds the definition of the action A transition together 

with the definition of the action A. 

The action transition state may be used to solve a few things.  
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For example
25

, if the action is composed of a complex body animation that 

cannot be easily blended with other body animations (which is not a preferred 

technique to use [Gregory, 2015]), it may wait until the animation gets to the key 

point, which the transition system has the animation defined from, and after that 

approve the switching.  

It can be also used to provide defaults for actions that are manipulating with the 

physical state of the world, e.g., an action that allows an agent to pickup objects. If 

such an action is to be terminated in the middle of this pickup, an action may either 

wait till it‘s finished and the agent fully gets to the state ―item picked up‖ or may 

decide to drop it back, i.e., reverse its action. 

Unfortunately, this cannot solve the behavior transition in general. We can get 

into situation when the behavior switch requires a transition behavior (Brom, 2009; 

Mikula, 2006). Let‘s consider a virtual gardener (as described in Sec. 4.3.3) that is 

holding a can and watering its garden and suddenly it gets hungry and wants to 

switch to the eating sub-behavior needs to go to the toilet. However, she has a can in 

the hand. Therefore, it needs to clean up the garden a bit before going for a lunch. 

This ―garden clean up behavior‖ is not an action transition as it will be composed of 

multiple actions organized in the whole sub-behavior. We will return to this topic in 

Ch. 9. 

5.1.6 Interactive Action Models as Decision-making Patterns 

The most important action models in the scope of this thesis are the terminable (Fig. 

23) and the switchable (Fig. 24) action models, which allow an agent to perform the 

behavior path hard-switch and soft-switch transitions 
(Def. 31)

 respectively. As a 

dynamic environment might require an agent to change the course of its body actions 

in order for the agent to appear interactive 
(Def. 1, point 3)

, we will be referring to them as 

interactive action models and interactive actions. 

As shown in Fig. 25, the switchable action model may already make the 

development of behavior plans more economical (as discussed in Sec. 2.5 by 

automatically executing the default action transition when it needs to be switched-

out. The same is true for the terminable action model that may at least clean up some 

intermediate variables within agent memory or determination during its termination. 

                                                 
25

 Examples are similar to ones presented in Sec. 4.3.3. 
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Therefore, both of those action models are decision-making patterns; if a developer is 

able express their use with single behavior primitive 
(Def. 12)

 it will save them some 

behavior plan development cost 
(Def. 14)

.  

 

We continue by describing two rudimentary action-selection mechanisms: scripting 

(Sec. 5.3) and finite state machines (Sec. 5.4). 

5.2 Describing Action-Selection Mechanisms 

When describing existing action-selection mechanisms, we will be following a fixed 

scheme based on the action-selection mechanism definition 
(Def. 10)

: 

1. Introduction. 

Here we summarize a historical background and/or the motivation behind 

creation of a given ASM. 

2. Definition. 

We describe behavior primitives 
(Def. 12)

 that the ASM language provides 

and an algorithm that interprets a behavior plan 
(Def. 11)

 composed of their 

instances, i.e., behavior points 
(Def. 13)

. If relevant, we will comment on the 

reasoner/decision-maker division (Sec. 4.2) within ASM as we are 

interested in the latter part. 

3. Code example. 

We provide one or more commented code examples that will serve as 

basis for illustrating decision-making patterns. 

4. Identification of economic decision-making patterns and decision-maker 

features. 

Given a code example, we will be identifying decision-making patterns 

that can be expressed economically (as discussed in Sec. 2.5) in a given 

ASM language and if applicable, what decision-maker features are 

supporting them. 

5. Commenting on decision-making patterns that are not expressible 

economically. 

We will also include a section that will be describing decision-making 

patterns that are not expressible in the given ASM language 

economically. As the list of decision-making patterns will grow, we will 

typically only comment on decision-making patterns described earlier in 

the text. 
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5.3 Scripting 

The scripting approach to the definition of behavior plans 
(Def. 11)

 comes from the 

video game industry where it has a long tradition. Video games are developed as 

data-driven programs (Gregory, 2015, p. 856), which frequently use event-driven 

programming as it is performance-wise. Data interpreted typically includes code, 

which affects a game simulation (or even define an entire gameplay). In fact, some of 

the first games that spread worldwide during 1987-1990 were completely scripted in 

proprietary languages; e.g., LucasArt‘s games (Monkey Islands series [LucasArts, 

1990]) were built as data for SCUMM (Script Creation Utility for Maniac Mansion) 

video game engine (Bevan, 2013), whose scripts are compiled into intermediate 

bytecode that is interpreted during the runtime. Notably, its open-source 

implementation ScummVM (ScummVM, 2001) survived to the present days. Other 

examples of custom scripting languages in modern games are: 

1. UnrealScript (Epic, 2009b) developed by Epic Games, which was used in 

Unreal series (Epic, 1998); 

2. Papyrus (Bethesda, 2016) developed by Bethesda Softworks, which was used, 

e.g., for Skyrim (Bethesda, 2011); 

3. use of Python by Firaxis Games for Civilization IV (Firaxis, 2005); 

4. Lua as a scripting language (mainly) is widely used, e.g., in commercial 

CryEngine 3 (Crytek, 2013) or open-source Irrlicht (Irrlicht, 2017). 

Using scripting languages have several advantages: a) they are easier to work 

with than with game engine native languages (wrt. C/C++) thus they are more 

suitable for designers who are typically less experienced in programming, b) they 

allow for game development without the need of the game engine recompilation, c) 

they can be recompiled on-the-fly during game creation thus eliminating the need to 

restart the whole game (not applicable for large changes though). 

Additionally, many scripting languages (e.g., the mentioned languages above - 

UnrealScript, Papyrus, Python and Lua) contain various features connected with 

object-oriented programming (e.g., method call late-binding or dynamic dispatch, 

definition of interfaces, classes, class inheritance, etc.). We will therefore assume 

that scripting language supports  minimal set of features of standard OOP languages 

such as C++, C# or Java like class inheritance and method call late-binding or 
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dynamic dispatch. For the purpose of this thesis, we ground the notion of the 

scripting language in Def. 32. 

We will show two ways how scripting languages can be used for the 

specification of agent action-selection: 1) the use of a scripting language without its 

OOP capabilities (Code 8, Code 9), 2) and the use of a scripting language utilizing its 

OOP capabilities (Fig. 27, Code 16). We will see that scripting language OOP 

capabilities can be used to specify custom behavior primitives 
(Def. 12)

 that may allow 

us to express certain decision-making patterns economically; however this will 

completely change the way we work with the language inducing practical coding 

problems (discussed in Sec. 5.3.6). 

5.3.1 Definition 

For the purpose of this work, we will regard behavior scripting as developing action-

selection mechanisms using familiar Turing-complete
26

  language that has basic OOP 

capabilities and is interpreted using stack-oriented approach (i.e., they are 

maintaining a call-stack during program execution or interpretation)
27

. In particular, 

this embraces both standard programming languages (such as C/C++/C#, Java, 

Python, Lua, etc.), and proprietary scripting languages from video game engines 

(UnrealScript, Papyrus, etc.).  

We first provide an informal description of the scripting language in Def. 32 

where we list programming languages elements we expect a scripting language to 

implement.  

Then in Def. 33, we detail the most important scripting language elements, 

which are used as behavior primitives 
(Def. 12)

 for the specification of behavior plans 

(Def. 11)
. In contrast to behavior primitives from Def. 33, we do not include class or 

method definitions or method calls with static binding as they are used only to 

organize code and do not produce extra decision points within a decision space. The 

same applies to the use of expressions, whose are important but used only as parts of 

scripting behavior primitives themselves (e.g., as an if condition) without any 

decision points in them (e.g., a decision point is the if, not the condition itself). 

                                                 
26

 In practice, we always use finite tapes; but memory is not expensive nowadays. 

27
 We do not care whether the language is interpreted, or compiled into intermediate bytecode 

that is interpreted, or compiled into native machine code and executed by machine‘s CPU directly as 

this is not important from the conceptual point of view we are discussing. 
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Def. 32. Scripting Language 

 A scripting language refers to a Turing-complete language that is compiled or 

interpreted using stack-oriented approach that has familiar properties of imperative 

structural languages and simple object-oriented capabilities. It contains or allows for: 

• set of types: boolean, int, float, string, an array-like type that has O(1) random  

 access, 

• expressions (+, -, *, /, div, mod, ==, !=, <, <=, =>, >, &&, ||), assignment statement (=), 

• control-flow statements if-then-else, for and while cycles, optionally switch 

• possibility to write statements that are executed in sequence, i.e., a code body 

• possibility to wrap the code into reusable units in the form of function definitions 

 and means to call them, 

• has "C-struct-like" type or one that can act as such (e.g. record in Pascal, class in  

 Java) and pointers 

• support for recursion, 

• possibility to encapsulate related code and data into reusable units (e.g. classes) that  

 allows for simple inheritance and method overriding (together with method call late- 

 binding or dynamic-dispatch) and runtime class instantiation, 

• global and local variable definition. 

Def. 33. Scripting Behavior Primitives 

If(condition, then-body, else-body) 

 Traditional semantic; if the condition evaluates to true, we execute then-body, if 

the condition evaluates to false, we execute else-body. 

For(loop-variable, loop-range, body) 

 Pascal-like semantic; we iterate the loop-variable through the loop-range 

executing the body for every loop-variable value assigned. 

While(condition, body) 

 Traditional semantic; if the condition holds, we execute the body, then we check the 

condition again to see if we should reiterate, etc. 

Body(statements) 

 Used to express a sequence of statements, which are executed all during the 

evaluation of the body primitive in the scope of single decision-making evaluation. As all 

actions executed during the action-selection frame are applied at once, this primitive 

can be used to express execution of parallel actions and sub-behaviors easily. 
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Method call late-binding 

 The use of method call late-binding for delegation of decision-making onto another set 

part of the code dynamically set. 

When using scripting (Def. 36) for agent behavior development, each agent is 

defined by a script (Def. 34) written in a chosen scripting language 
(Def. 32)

. The 

scripted behavior (Def. 35) is then defined by a script, which has an asm method that 

serves as an action-selection entry point
28

 conforming to the action-selection function 

signature 
(Def. 5)

.  

Def. 34. Script29 

 Script is a collection of classes and/or functions and/or global variables as defined by its 

code within given scripting language. The state of instantiated classes and/or global 

variables is then tracked by its runtime. 

Configuration: (code) 

code  The script’s code in the chosen scripting language (e.g., class and function 

   definitions, global variable declarations, static initializations, etc.). 

Runtime: (runtime) 

 runtime The state of the script variables (e.g., its heap) and the stack during and 

between script functions (or methods) invocations. 

Def. 35. Scripted Behavior or Behavior Script or Scripted Action-Selection 

(script, asm) 

script  Associated script (Def. 34) containing the behavior code. 

asm    script.code 

    (SCRIPTC)[SCRIPTR] asm: Percepts → Actions 

   Agent action-selection function (conforming to Def. 5). 

                                                 
28

 In practice, the agent body may be controlled either through periodical invocation of the 

asm method or or by recalling various script functions as reactions to environment events (or mix 

both approaches); we do not discuss event-handling as it can be simulated by collecting the events and 

then have them discussed during the execution of asm method. 

29
 Terms configuration and runtime are referring to the discussion about stateful functions 

(Def. 

4)
. The script is configured by the code and this code cannot alter itself. During simulation, the script is 

maintaining own variables, which form its runtime state. We will use such definition style frequently 

as we will need to differentiate between those two flavors of behavior plans. 
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Def. 36. Scripting 

 We understand scripting as the utilization of a behavior script 
(Def. 35)

 as the primary 

action-selection mechanism (Def. 10) of an agent. 

 

5.3.2 Scripted Behavior Example (without OOP) 

Relying on scripting 
(Def. 36)

 as an action-selection mechanism means complete 

freedom as behavior primitives are very generic and not modeling any complex 

decision-making patterns. This also means that nothing is constraining us to mix 

reasoning code with decision-making code. We are not forced to encapsulate 

reasoning code in functions in order to cross-reference them from the decision-

making as typical for other ASMs (e.g., as in SPOSH or GOAL as shown later in Ch. 

8). However, this freedom can be double-edged as we can easily produce of code that 

is not easily readable. We show that on a scripted agent behavior in Java for an agent 

playing UT2k4 game in its death-match mode, for which we present two codes: Code 

8, which is poorly organized, vs. Code 9 that encapsulate snippets of Code 8 into 

reusable pieces providing digestible names or them, which facilitates reading. 

Code 8 is using Pogamut v3.7.0 platform (Pogamut, 2017b) and represents 

runnable behavior code. The behavior is using the instant action model (Fig. 20) in 

the sense that we have multiple instant actions that model one terminable action (Fig. 

22) as discussed in Sec. 5.1.1; e.g., navigation can be seen as terminable action as 

it maintains own state and provides methods that can start the navigation and 

terminate it at any time. 
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public void asmScripting() { 

01:  if (weaponry.hasLoadedWeapon(UT2004ItemType.LIGHTNING_GUN))   

   weaponry.changeWeapon(UT2004ItemType.LIGHTNING_GUN); 

02:  else if (weaponry.hasLoadedWeapon(UT2004ItemType.MINIGUN))    

        weaponry.changeWeapon(UT2004ItemType.MINIGUN); 

      

03:  Player player = players.getNearestVisiblePlayer(); 

04:    if (player != null) { 

05:   shoot.shoot(player); 

06:   if (weaponry.hasLoadedWeapon(UT2004ItemType.LIGHTNING_GUN) ||  

      weaponry.hasLoadedWeapon(UT2004ItemType.MINIGUN)) { 

07:    navigation.navigate(player); 

08:    return; 

09:   } 

10:  } 

11:  if (info.isShooting()) shoot.stopShooting(); 

      

12:  if (info.getHealth() < 50) { 

13:    Item health =                

    fwMap.getNearestItem( 

    items.getSpawnedItems(UT2004ItemType.HEALTH_PACK).values(),  

    info.getNearestNavPoint()); 

14:   if (health != null) { 

15:       navigation.navigate(health); 

16:       return; 

17:   } 

18:  } 

      

19:  if (navigation.isNavigating()) return;  

      

20:  Item weapon = null; 

21:  for (ItemType weaponType : ItemType.Category.WEAPON.getTypes()) { 

22:   if (weaponry.hasWeapon(weaponType)) continue; 

23:   weapon = fwMap.getNearestItem( 

        items.getAllItems(weaponType).values(),   

        info.getNearestNavPoint()); 

24:   if (weapon != null) break; 

25:  }         

26:  if (weapon != null) { 

27:   navigation.navigate(weapon.getNavPoint()); 

28:   return; 

29:  } 

      

30:  navigation.navigate(navPoints.getRandomNavPoint());      

} 

Code 8. Simple Hunter Bot; an example of scripted Java behavior using Pogamut 

platform v3.7.0 for UT2k4 game. The weaponry field can be used to query weapons an 

agent has; the info field can be used to query the state of an agent; the shoot field 

contains actions controlling agent shooting; the navigation field can be used for 

navigating the agent through an environment; the items field can be used to query 

information an agent has about items within the environment; the fwMap field can be used 

to query paths an agent is able to navigate along. Details of respective methods are not 

much of an importance and thus we do not describe them here for the sake of brevity.  If 

wished for, Pogamut JavaDoc (Pogamut, 2017) can be consulted.  
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Code 8 matches our definition of the behavior script 
(Def. 35)

 as it contains single 

method that is used as an entry point of agent action-selection 
(Def. 5)

, namely 

asmScripting()
30. Even though the behavior is very simple, it can actually 

collects weapons (rows 20-29), fights other avatars (rows 03-10), heals an agent 

(rows 12-18) and roams around an environment (row 30) hard-switching back and 

forth between respective sub-behaviors. Example of an instant action modeling one 

terminable action is shooting, which once started (row 05) must also be terminated 

(row 11). 

However, the behavior is not organized well as the developer‘s intention is 

hidden within Pogamut specific code. It also mixes reasoning, e.g., looking up the 

health pack an agent belief to be the nearest spawned health path to its location (rows 

13) or looking up the weapon an agent beliefs to be the nearest spawned weapon to 

its location (rows 21-25), with decision-making, e.g. navigating to the health pack 

pickup location (row 15) or weapon pickup location (row 27).  

Without commenting on the code in the previous paragraph, we might have been 

wondering about the code for a while. Fortunately, the code can be organized better 

in terms of readability and separation of reasoning and decision-making if we use 

some agent behavior development method, such as Bryson‘s Behavior Oriented 

Design (BOD)  (J. J. Bryson, 2001).  

"BOD is a methodology for developing control of complex intelligent agents, 

such as virtual reality characters, … " 

 J.J.Bryson, University of Bath, UK
31

  

The core (simplified) idea of the method rephrased for scripting 
(Def. 36)

 could be 

summarized as: 

1) decompose behavior in a top-down fashion, identify sub-behaviors and 

name their triggering conditions; 

2) implement both sub-behaviors 
(Def. 27)

 and their triggering conditions as 

separate functions and combine them in bottom-up manner; 

3) test, revise, reiterate. 

                                                 
30

 The method asmScripting() does not have any parameters as percepts and memory 

are represented by other objects that the method may reference such as info or weaponry. 

31
 http://www.cs.bath.ac.uk/~jjb/web/bod.html, 24.5.2017 

http://www.cs.bath.ac.uk/~jjb/web/bod.html
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To follow the methodology, we first start by decomposing the top "death-match" 

behavior into sub-behaviors down to atomic actions. In case of original BOD, these 

sub-behaviors would be formed by POSH behavior primitives: drives, competences, 

action sequences, actions and sensors and primitive decorators (see Sec. 8.5). 

In our case of scripting (in Java language concretely), we can use methods for 

encapsulating and naming of respective sub-behaviors and triggering conditions. 

Revised behavior plan may look like the following Code 9. 

public void asmScriptedBOD() { 

01:    ensureGoodWeaponSelected(); 

     

02:  if (hasAdversary()) { 

03:   shootAdversary(); 

04:   if (hasGoodLoadedWeapon()) { 

05:    pursueAdversary(); 

06:    return; 

07:   } 

08:  } else 

09:    if (isShooting()) stopShooting(); 

         

10:  if (hasLowHealth() && knowHealthLocation()) { 

11:   runForHealth(); 

12:   return; 

13:  } 

         

14:  if (canGetNewWeapon()) { 

15:     runForNewWeapon(); 

16:   return; 

17:  } 

         

18:  roam(); 

} 

Code 9. Abstracted behavior of the Simple Hunter Bot from Code 8; the example is 

free from all implementation specific details. This scripted behavior plan can be used for 

a death-match bot of an UT2k4 game as well as any other FPS game, as these games share 

(more or less) the same ontology and game mechanics. 

In Code 9, we have encapsulated framework-related method calls into own 

methods, which are named according to a developer‘s intention what they should 

represent. Code 8 rows 03-04 are now represented in Code 9 within the 

implementation of the hasAdversary() method; Code 8 rows 21-26 are now 

represented in Code 9 within implementation of the canGetNewWeapon() method, 

etc. In general, BOD asked us to encapsulate snippets of original Code 8 into two 

classes of methods: sensors (used within expressions on rows 02, 04, etc.) and sub-

behaviors (rows 01, 03-07, 11, 15). Sensors are representing communications with 
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agent memory while sub-behaviors organizes behavior plan into multiple named 

blocks. The abstracted behavior thus separates agent reasoning (i.e., implementation 

of sensors referenced from rows 02, 04, 10, 14) from agent decision-making (ifs). 

Therefore, the result of using the methodology is actually clear separation of those 

two concerns, which is aligned with our Expert Agent model (Sec. 2.2). 

To better picture decision-making patterns in scripting approach, we also 

visualize the abstracted behavior from Code 9 using the prism of decision space 
(Def. 

19)
 in the following Fig. 26. 

 

Fig. 26. Simple hunter bot abstracted behavior (Code 9) depicted in the form of a decision 

space. We treat every if statement as a decision point (a diamond) and method calls 

that are not part of ifs’ conditions as a decision option outcome (a box). Boxes then 

references instant actions (as defined by Fig. 20), which controls other terminable 

actions, e.g., shootAdversary() vs. stopShooting(). 

Every behavior path 
(Def. 24)

 in Fig. 26 between ROOT and DONE points represents 

an agent response to a certain action-selection context 
(Def. 5)

; there are 10 such a paths 
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in total, therefore the agent recognizes 10 different contexts even though there are 

only 5 decision points (excluding ROOT and DONE points). 

5.3.3 Economic Decision-making Patterns 

There are a few decision-making patterns that scripting allows us to express 

economically 
(Sec. 2.5)

: behavior prioritization, parallel behaviors, behavior simple-

switching and hierarchical composition of behaviors; moreover those patterns can 

be mixed on different level of the behavior hierarchy. 

Later in Ch. 8, we will observe that some of them cannot be expressed 

economically within all action-selection mechanisms. 

Behavior Prioritization 

Scripting allows prioritizing the execution of sub-behaviors using the chain of ifs 

(Code 9 and mutual exclusive execution of rows 05-06 vs. 11-12 vs. 15-16 vs. 18). 

Parallel Behaviors 

Examination of behavior paths in Fig. 26 shows that scripting allows to specify 

execution of parallel body actions or parallel behaviors in general Each behavior path 

within the space calls at least two actions or sub-behaviors in the single action-

selection frame. As a result, actions called will be applied in parallel. 

Behavior Path Simple-Switching 

As the behavior script (Code 9) evaluation is triggered by the evaluation of its asm 

method (Code 9, asmScriptedBOD() method), the behavior plan is always visited 

from the common root entry point. Therefore, it is easy to simple-switch the behavior 

path 
(Def. 31)

 once the action-selection context changes using scripting‘s if behavior 

primitive.  

Using simple-switching usually result in a plan that is not economical. E.g., we 

have to manually terminate running actions as in Code 9 row 09, where we make 

sure that the bot is not shooting if it is not facing any adversary. However, simple-

switch does not bring any performance hit (cf. hard- and soft- switching) and 

therefore we include it into the list. 

Hierarchy of Behaviors 

Scripting allows a developer to create behaviors out of smaller sub-behaviors by 

either prioritizing their execution using ifs or execute them in parallel using body, 

e.g., Code 9, rows 03-07 triggered by row 02. 
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5.3.4 Non-economic Decision-making Patterns 

Such successful use of scripting (we were able to define a simple behavior for a first 

person shooter death-match game) may lead us to think that scripting is all we 

require to create agent behaviors. However, we utilized only decision-making 

patterns that are stateless so far; their implementation did not require us to maintain 

variables in-between behavior plan evaluations. Unfortunately, stateful decision-

making patterns require extra coding to implement (in scripting), i.e., their 

implementation is not economical (Sec. 2.5). 

There are many stateful DM patterns that cannot be captured in scripting 

economically, but we illustrate this intricacy on three of them: 1) sequence of actions 

or behaviors, 2) looping of actions and behaviors, 3) recursive behaviors. The first 

one is frequently needed in practice while the latter two is interesting from the theory 

of computation
32

. In the following paragraphs, we analyze the first problem in depth 

while we will only briefly comment on the second and the third the reasoning is 

analogical. 

After we show that encoding sequences in scripting without using its OOP 

capabilities is non-economical, we sketch how to make it economical using OOP 

(Sec. 5.3.6). However, we argue that this brings up other practical coding problems 

and therefore we reject use of OOP approach in general. 

Representing Sequence of Actions or Behaviors in Scripting 

The illustrative stateful DM pattern we examine is a sequence of actions and/or sub-

behaviors. These sequences are used often for encoding fixed behaviors for cut 

scenes or behaviors of enemies (not only) in top-down shooters (e.g. Raptor [Cygnus, 

1994], Tyrian [WorldTreeGamesProduction, 1995], Fig. 10). This decision-pattern 

encodes actions (behaviors) that should be executed in sequence. The problem is, 

that actions (behaviors) are durative, therefore we have to track, which action 

(behavior) is being executed at a particular moment. If we are to maintain simple-

switch behavioral feature of scripting, modeling an action sequence require extra 

effort (if-s, switch-es); we can say that durativity of agent actions  ―poisons‖ 

previously clear behavior structure from Code 9. 

                                                 
32

 We show that it is hard to utilize cycles (for and while scripting behavior primitives) as 

well as function recursion for looping of behaviors or behavior recursion. 
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To exemplify this, let us say we need to model a situation where a human-agent 

wants to pet a dog-agent. The dog-agent will always cooperate and thus the human-

agent behavior can be modeled as a sequence of (durative) actions goToDog, 

crouch, petTheDog. As every such an action results in an animation of the human-

agent body, it requires multiple simulation frames to finish. The asm function 
(Def. 35)

 

is going to be invoked multiple times during executions of these actions. As a result, 

we have to track the state of the sequence; we have to track, which action of the 

sequence should be executed next as part of an agent determination. We show this 

within Code 10, where we track the state of the sequence in the Java field 

actionIndex. 
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01:   public enum Result { 

02:     RUNNING, SUCCESS, FAILED 

03:   } 

04:  

05:  private int actionIndex = 0; // which action in the sequence should we 

                              // execute during next evaluation  

 

 public Result sequencePetTheDog() { 

06:   if (actionIndex == 0) { 

07:     Result result = goToDog(); 

08:     if (result == Result.RUNNING) return Result.RUNNING; 

09:     if (result == Result.FAIL) {  

10:        actionIndex = 0; 

11:      return Result.FAIL;  

12:     } 

13:     if (result == Result.SUCCESS) actionIndex = 1; 

14:    } else 

15:   if (actionIndex == 1) { 

16:     Result result = crouch(); 

17:     if (result == Result.RUNNING) return Result.RUNNING; 

18:     if (result == Result.FAIL) {  

19:      actionIndex = 0; 

20:      return Result.FAIL; 

21:     } 

22:     if (result == Result.SUCCESS) actionIndex = 2; 

23:    } else 

24:    if (actionIndex == 2) { 

25:     Result result = loopPatTheDog(3); 

26:     if (result == Result.RUNNING) return Result.RUNNING; 

27:     if (result == Result.FAIL) {  

28:      actionIndex = 0;  

29:      return Result.FAIL;  

30:     } 

31:     if (result == Result.SUCCESS) { 

32:      actionIndex = 0;  

33:      return Result.SUCCESS; 

34:     } 

35:    }  

36:   return ActionResult.FAIL; 

 } 

Code 10.  Implementation of an action sequence in Scripting using chains of if 

behavior primitives and tracking the state of the sequence within actionIndex field. 

Identifiers in green color represent the minimum development cost we would ideally want to 

invest into expressing this sequence of actions (1+3=4). On the right side, we picture LBDC of 

the method’s body rows and its sum (directly from Def. 15). 

In an ideal case, we would like to have a cost for developing a sequence from 

Code 10 equal to 1+3=4, which equals to having a behavior primitive 
(Def. 12)

 for a 

sequence and instantiate it with three filled sockets 
(Def. 13)

:  sequence(goToDog, 

crouch, loopPatTheDog). Here, the method sequencePetTheDog() has 31 
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lines
33

 with the lower bound development cost of 42. In general, representing 

sequence(A1, …, An) in scripting without OOP features cost   (   )     

      if no action parameterization takes place (in Code 10, we have 

parameterized action at row 25). 

5.3.5 Where Behavior Path Simple-switch Transition Falls Short 

More importantly, such an implementation is not complete once we need to use it as 

a sub-behavior. If we are to switch-out from sequencePetTheDog sub-behavior to 

a different sub-behavior, we need to reset actionIndex manually as well as to stop 

currently running action (similar to the example in the left part of Fig. 25; we can 

treat the manual termination of the sequence and its running action as the action A 

Transition in the figure).  

Let‘s consider a following behavior for simple ambient citizen (Code 11). The 

aim of the behavior is to provide a game world with a lot of simple agents that are 

walking around the city, talking to friends, occasionally petting dogs and eating 

when hungry to convey the illusion of a living world. The implementation (Code 11) 

is using prioritization of sub-behaviors (similar to Code 2). 

public Result ambientCitizenBehavior() { 

01:  if (isHungry())   return eatSomewhere(); 

02:   if (seeFriend())  return talkToFriend(); 

03:   if (seeCalmDog()) return sequencePetTheDog(); 

04:   return wander(); 

} 

Code 11. A simplified behavior for an ambient citizen that can be used for large open-

worlds. We are referencing the sequencePetTheDog()method as implemented in Code 

10. LBCD of the method is 10; if we include LBDC of the sequence, than the total cost is 52. 

Code 11. is using the simple-switch behavior path transition in the sense of Def. 

31. Therefore, it might happen that we get hungry in the middle of petting the dog 

loop (row 01 simple-switches out row 03). We go and get something to eat. After we 

get satiated again, we might again see some dog and return to the 

sequencePetTheDog();  unfortunately the sequence‘s actionIndex (we refer to 

Code 10. here) was not reset during the simple-switch and is still set to 2. As a result 

we immediately try to execute the pet-the-dog action without approaching the dog 

                                                 
33

 If we use macros, we can lower the number of lines required to implement the method‘s 

body; but preprocessor will not help us with solving manual termination problem as discussed next. 
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and crouching, which produces a glitch in the observed behavior of a citizen. The 

suspension of disbelief for the player is broken. 

To correct this glitch, we must not forget to reset the state of the sequence as 

shown by the following Code 12. 

public Result ambientCitizenBehavior() { 

01:   if (isHungry()) { 

02:     actionIndex = 0; // reseting the sequencePetTheDog state 

03:     return eatSomewhere(); 

04:    if (seeFriend()) { 

05:     actionIndex = 0; // reseting the sequencePetTheDog state 

06:     return talkToFriend(); 

07:    } 

08:    if (seeCalmDog()) 

09:    return sequencePetTheDog(); 

10:    } 

11:    actionIndex = 0;    // reseting the sequencePetTheDog state 

12:    return wander(); 

} 

Code 12. Correcting the implementation of Code 11. Now we are resetting the 

sequence actionIndex every time we stop executing the sequencePetTheDog(). 

The approach for the structuring of behavior plans from Code 12. is highly 

disturbing as it means that using sequencePetTheDog() has side effects we have 

to compensate for if we use it. Now let‘s consider that we can even have a behavior 

that is using ambientCitizenBehavior() as its sub-behavior. Simple switching-

out it will require us to compensate side-effects not only of 

sequencePetTheDog() but of any sub-behavior ambientCitizenBehavior() 

is (recursively) using! 

To alleviate this shortcoming of simple-switching, we have to adopt hard-

switching model 
(Def. 31)

 of behavior paths at least. To do this economically, we need 

to use OOP capabilities of scripting languages 
(Def. 32)

. 

5.3.6 Scripted Behavior Example (using OOP) 

In this sub-section we use OOP capabilities of scripting languages 
(Def. 32)

 to 

implement the sequencePetTheDog example from Code 10 economically 

including the support of the behavior path hard-switch transitions 
(Def. 31)

. However, 

this will bring many coding problems in practice, which we point out after presenting 

the ambient citizen behavior example encoded using an OOP approach. 
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We start by representing the pet-the-dog sequence economically. We 

encapsulate the sequence logic from Code 10. within the reusable Sequence class in 

the following Code 13. 

 

01: public enum Result { 

02:   RUNNING, SUCCESS, FAILED, TERMINATED 

03: } 

 

04: public interface IBehaviorPrimitive { 

05:   Result execute(); 

06:   Result terminate(); // supporting hard-switching 

07: } 

 

08: public class Sequence implements IBehaviorPrimitive { 

09:   private IBehaviorPrimitive[] points; 

10:   private int pointIndex = -1; 

 

11:   public Sequence(IBehaviorPoint... points)  

12:   { 

13:     this.points = points;   

14:   } 

 

  @Override 

15:   public Result execute() { 

16:     if (pointIndex < 0)      // if in invalid state 

17:       pointIndex = 0;        // restart the sequence 

18:     if (pointIndex >= points.length) 

19:       return Result.SUCCESS; // we are done, need terminate() to restart 

20:     switch (points[pointIndex].execute()) { 

21:       case RUNNING: return Result.RUNNING; 

22:       case SUCCESS:   

23:         ++pointIndex;        // advance to a next action 

24:         return execute();    // execute the next action immediatelly 

25:     } 

26:   return Result.FAILED; 

27:   } 

 

  @Override 

28:   public Result terminate() { 

29:     if (pointIndex >= 0 && pointIndex < points.length) 

      points[pointIndex].terminate(); 

30:     pointIndex = -1; 

31:     return Result.TERMINATED; 

32:   } 

33: } 

 

Code 13. An example implementation of the sequence behavior primitive in Java using 

the OOP approach. We model IBehaviorPrimitive as to conform to public API of the 

terminable action model (Fig. 23) that matches the idea of behavior path hard-switch 

transition (Def. 31). We omit representation of methods’ parameterization. 

The Sequence class (Code 13) contains logic of the sequence execution from 

Code 10. abstracted within its execute() method. It is executing its points 
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sequentially, always waiting for them to succeed their execution (row 22) before 

advancing to the next one (row 23) therefore maintaining its pointIndex (which is 

an example of the variable that is part of agent determination 
(Def. 7)

). Finally, the 

Sequence class is supporting the hard-switching as it allows to be terminated (by 

implementing terminate() method), which results in terminating the action it was 

running (row 29). 

However, we have a new problem. Originally in Code 10, respective sequence 

elements are functions (methods in Java language): goToDog(), crouch(), 

petTheDog(). However, the constructor of the Sequence class (Code 13, row 11), 

accepts only instances of IBehaviorPrimitive interface. Accepting functions as 

constructor‘s parameters would be no good as we aim to support the hard-switching, 

which requires a definition of two public methods per primitive at least. This forces 

us to encapsulate all actions into objects in order to be able to instantiate the 

sequence; therefore we need to define a class for every agent action as, e.g., in the 

following Code 14. 

01: public interace ITerminableAction extends IBehaviorPrimitive { 

02:   // interface marking that the primitive is an action 

03: } 

 

04: public class AmbientCitizenBehavior { 

05:   private ITerminableAction goToDog   = new GoToDogAction(); 

06:   private ITerminableAction crouch    = new CrouchAction(); 

07:   private ITerminableAction petTheDog = new PetTheDogAction(); 

 

08:   private Sequence petTheDogSequence =  

09:                       new Sequence(goToDog, crouch, petTheDog); 

10:   … 

11: } 

Code 14. An example instance of the Sequence class (following declarations from 

Code 13.) showing how we need to wrap actions into custom classes in order to create the 

petTheDogSequence instance. Nevertheless, the development cost the sequence is now 

4 as the Sequence class is generally reusable. I.e., using a sequence of actions here is 

economical. 

Moreover, what if we wish not only to have a sequence of actions but different 

behavior primitives? For instance, what if we want to have one step in the sequence 

to be a sub-behavior formed of prioritized if-then rules? We would have to create 

appropriate implementations of the IBehaviorPrimitive interface again as 

shown in the following Code 15. 
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01: public public abstract class IfThenRule implements IBehaviorPrimitive { 

02:   // Checks if the rule wants to be executed, i.e., its condition is   

03:   // satisfied 

04:   public abstract boolean isFiring();  

05: } 

 

06: public class IfThenRules implements IBehaviorPrimitive { 

07:   private IfThenRule[] rules; 

08:   private int runningIndex = -1; 

 

09:   public IfThenRules(IfThenRule... rules) { 

10:    this.rules = rules;   

11:   } 

 

  @Override 

12:   public Result execute() { 

13:     for (int i = 0; i < rules.length; ++i) { 

14:       if (rules[i].isFiring()) { 

15:         if (runningIndex >= 0  

            && i != runningIndex)          // different rule firing? 

16:           rules[runningIndex].terminate(); // hard-switch running beh. 

17:         switch (rules[i].execute()) { 

18:           case RUNNING: 

19:             runningIndex = i; 

20:             return Result.RUNNING; 

21:           case SUCCESS: 

22:             runningIndex = -1; 

23:             return Result.SUCCESS; 

24:         } 

25:         // FAILED or TERMINATED case 

26:         break; // exit for-cycle 

27:       } 

28:     } 

29:     runningIndex = -1; 

30:     return Result.FAILED; 

31:   } 

 

  @Override 

32:   public Result terminate() { 

33:     if (runningIndex >= 0 && runningIndex < rules.length) 

34:       rules[runningIndex].terminate(); 

35:     runningIndex = -1; 

36:     return Result.TERMINATED; 

37:   } 

38: } 

Code 15. An example of wrapping the set of if-then rules up to represent behavior 

prioritization in the OOP approach (e.g., to represent Code 2. in an OOP way that is 

supporting hard-switching). Details are given in the text below. 

Code 15 is showing how we are forced to create new behavior primitives even 

for those that already exist within scripting languages, namely if-then-else! This 

is represented as two separate classes; first we need to provide a class for expressing 

one if-then rule, in order to provide hard-switch transition over them within the 

IfThenRule class (rows 15-16). 
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We now are able to provide an implementation of the ambient citizen behavior 

(Code 14) using the OOP approach that supports behavior path hard-switch 

transitions and thus it allows us to develop encapsulated behaviors that are generally 

reusable. We slightly extend the ambient citizen behavior in Code 14 (as marked by 

comments within the code) to exemplify drawbacks of this approach later on. 

The behavior is specified within the code on rows 26-42. The behavior itself is 

specified by the nested use of various IBehaviorPrimitive implementations. The 

behavior has the form of a tree that contains a hierarchy of sub-behaviors that are 

realized by a mix of behavior prioritization (rules within the instances of 

IfThenRules at rows 28 and 31), sequences (row 34 where we create one directly 

and rows 36, 40 where we reference sequence instances from fields on rows 20 and 

25 respectively) and one loop (row 25 where we reference the loop instance from the 

field on row 24). Finally, the behavior its execution is realized by the 

asmScriptedOOP() method (row 44), which serves as an action-selection entry 

point. Respective behavior sensors (defined on rows 02-07) serves as callbacks to the 

reasoner library querying agent memory and/or current agent percepts. The scripted 

behavior asm function 
(Def. 35)

 is realized by asmScriptedOOP() method that just 

execute()s the behavior root point. 

The behavior from Code 15 uses a few behavior primitives we have not covered 

yet: 1) Sensor for querying action-selection context 
(Def. 5)

 that may act as generic 

condition, 2) IfSensorThenRule that allows decoupling definition of rule 

condition and its body, 3) Loop that performs execution of single 

IBehaviorPrimitive for a specified number of times. 
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01: public class AmbientCitizenBehavior { 

02:   private ISensor seeFriend  = …; 

03:   private ISensor seeCalmDog = …; 

04:   private ISensor isHungry   = …; 

05:   private ISensor atHome     = …; 

06:   private ISensor notAtHome  = …; 

07:   private ISensor always     = …; 
  

08:   private Object[] foodFromFridgeReference     = new Obejct[]{ null }; 

09:   private Object[] foodFromRestaurantReference = new Obejct[]{ null }; 
  

10:   private ITerminableAction goToFriend   = …; 

11:   private ITerminableAction greetFriend  = …; 

12:   private ITerminableAction talkToFriend = …;  

13:   private ITerminableAction goHome             = …; 

14:   private ITerminableAction goToFridge         = …; 

15:   private ITerminableAction takeFoodFromFridge = …; 

16:   private ITerminableAction eatFood     

                               = new EatAction( foodFromFridgeReference ); 

17:   private ITerminableAction goToRestaurant = …; 

18:   private ITerminableAction orderFood      = …; 

19:   private ITerminableAction eatFoodFromRestaurnt 

                               = new Eat( foodFromRestaurantReference ); 
  

20:   private Sequence eatingOutSequence   

    = new Sequence( goToRestaurant, orderFood, eatFoodFromRestaurnt ); 
  

21:   private ITerminableAction goToDog   = …; 

22:   private ITerminableAction crouch    = …; 

23:   private ITerminableAction patTheDog = …; 

24:   private Loop patTheDogLoop = new Loop( patTheDog, 3 ); 

25:   private Sequence petTheDogSequence // hard-switch variant of Code 10 

          = new Sequence( goToDog, crouch, patTheDogLoop ); 
  

26:   private ITerminableAction wander = …; 
 

27:   private IBehaviorPrimitive root = // ambient citizen behavior root 

28:     new IfThenRules( 

29:       new IfSensorThenBody(     // eat if hungry, Code 11 row 01 

30:         isHungry, 

31:         new IfThenRules(        // extension over Code 11 

            // implementation of eatSomewhere() 

32:           new IfSensorThenBody( // eat at home if at home 

33:             atHome,  

34:             new Sequence(  

              goHome, goToFridge, takeFoodFromFridge, eatFood  

            ) 

35:           ), 

36:           new IfSensorThenBody( notAtHome, eatingOutSequence ) // eating out 

37:         ) 

38:       ), 

39:       new IfSensorThenBody(  // talk to a friend you see one, Code 11. row 02 

        seeFriend, new Sequence( greetFriend, goToFriend, talkToFriend ) ), 

40:       new IfSensorThenBody(  // be fond of dogs, Code 11. row 03 

        seeCalmDog, petTheDogSequence), 

41:       new IfSensorThenBody(  // wander around city, Code 11, row 04 

        always, wander ) 

42:     ); 
 

43:   public void asmScriptedOOP() { 

44:     root.execute(); 

45: } } 

Code 16. An example of simplified ambient citizen behavior using the OOP approach 

for the definition of behavior primitives and the behavior plan. The example shows how we 

moved the behavior structure from procedural code to the nesting of constructor calls of 

custom behavior primitives (rows 27-42). Discussion about the development cost of the 

behavior is given in the text below. 
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To compare the development cost of Code 16 with Code 11 we provide three 

different sums on the right part of Code 16: 1) black one represents the cost of the 

behavior plan that matches Code 11 completely, 2) blue one represents the cost of the 

behavior extension (i.e., detailing the eatSomewhere() methods from Code 11), 3) 

red one represents the cost of various sensors and actions declarations.  Code 11 has 

the development cost 55; here the matching part of Code 16 has only 24. We do not 

include the red numbers into the development cost of Code 16 as these represents 

actions and sensors that can be defined for the behavior globally and then referenced 

from different behavior plan places (in Code 11, we have not counted the 

development costs of sensors and actions as well, only their references). Therefore, 

by using the OOP approach, we have been able to save more than 50% of the 

development cost even for such a small behavior example; we could have easily 

saved more if we tried to implement the extensions from Code 16 within Code 11 as 

that would have forced use to implement another sequence of actions  manually 

again (i.e., implementing Code 16, row 34 without OOP in the same style as Code 

10). 

Finally, we provide relations between interfaces and classes from Code 13, Code 

14 and Code 15 within the UML class diagram in Fig. 27.  
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Fig. 27. An UML class diagram that is summarizing behavior primitives that are used within 

an OOP approach for behavior plans specification. We wrap behavior primitives into 

classes and interfaces. The central abstraction is captured by IBehaviorPrimitive 

interface that is allowing a running behavior path to be hard-switched out; its 

terminate() method maps onto “terminate” from Code 6 that is detailing the 

semantics of the behavior path hard-switch transition (Def. 31)  34. 

The original attempt to just abstract the sequence of actions (from Code 10) 

using OOP has forced us to wrap every scripting behavior primitive in the end. In 

fact, we were forced to stop using standard scripting behavior primitives for the 

behavior plan specification almost
35

 completely.  That is, the whole behavior needs 

to be expressed through fields and nested constructor calls of new OOP behavior 

primitives as in the example of (simplified) ambient citizen behavior as shown by 

Code 16. The same rationale would apply to the behavior structure formed of lambda 

functions or using macros (if available). 

                                                 
34

 We could easily extend the IBehaviorPrimitive to allow for soft-switching as well, 

if we require the implementation of a method for ―tryTerminate‖ from Code 7. 

35
 Standard scripting behavior primitives such as if, for, while, etc. would be used within the 

implementation of ISensors and ITerminableActions. 
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Code 16 serves as the example of the scripted OOP approach to the agent 

behavior definition; we summarize the approach in following Def. 37. 

Def. 37. Scripted OOP Behavior or Behavior OOP Script 

 The scripted OOP behavior refers to the scripted behavior (Def. 35) that is composed of 

custom behavior primitives that are defined as classes using OOP features of a scripting 

language (Def. 32). 

Practical Coding Problems of Scripted OOP Behavior 

It would seem that we have solved the problem of expressing custom decision-

making patterns, as the development cost of, e.g., the sequence is ideal (Code 16, 

row 25). However, this kind of behavior development would suffer from practical 

coding problems. 

Firstly and the most importantly, we are trying to dodge the standard set of 

behavior primitives of scripting language 
(Def. 32)

 altogether and thus dodging the 

scripting language altogether: 

1) It is not possible to mix other scripting behavior primitives (e.g. if, switch, 

etc.) into scripted OOP behavior structure as opposed to the use of 

encapsulation of sub-behaviors and sensors that was done in Code 9; if we 

wished to, we could extend Code 9 using any scripting behavior primitive 

available. This is not true for scripted OOP behavior that must consist of 

instances of custom behavior primitive classes only. 

Secondly, it is hard to orient in such a scripted OOP behavior code: 

2) Integrated development environments (IDEs) will not provide us with 

specific syntax highlighting that would distinguish between different behavior 

primitives and points; all are classes and objects to IDE. 

3) The behavior structure cannot be inspected in its entirety; IDE will not 

expand the structure once it ends with a reference (e.g. referencing sequences 

in Code 16 at rows 36, 43). 

4) Arguments passed to respective behavior points does not include an 

information about their intended use; we can distinguish between sensors and 

other behavior points because of naming conventions adopted within the 

example only; we cannot, e.g., force IDE to visualize use of sensors as 

conditions in different colors, etc. 
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Thirdly, it is hard to alter the behavior structure that has a tree-like structure 

using line oriented editor: 

5) Changing parents of behavior subtrees is error prone as we have to carefully 

select the whole subtree before moving it around. 

6) Line editor will obfuscate deep tree or graph structures as IDE will not 

visualize the links between parents and nested behavior points. 

Thirdly, it is hard to debug such a structure: 

7) Contemporary IDEs will neither give us feedback, which behavior points are 

being evaluated as the simulation proceeds, nor visualize active behavior 

path. Logging is no good as action-selection happens 4-10x per seconds per 

single agent. 

8) We are unable to place proper breakpoints into the behavior plan structure as 

we instantiate the same behavior primitives with different arguments or reuse 

sensors, actions or whole sub-behaviors. For instance, a breakpoint put into 

IfSensorThenBody class would be hit for every IfSensorThenBody 

instance created and therefore not for a concrete behavior point within the 

behavior plan we would like to inspect. In other words, IDE would also 

breakpoint decision-maker in action-selection contexts we are not interested 

to debug. 

Finally, it would be hard to define a behavior plan that has a form of a directed 

graph: 

9)  As we are using nested constructor calls, all behavior points we use as 

arguments must be instantiated at the time of the constructor calls; therefore 

defining a behavior plan that has the form of a circle is troublesome. 

Resolving those forward references would make the development cost of the 

result behavior plan non-economical. 

 

Even though using the OOP approach for the specification of agent behaviors is 

economical for plans that has a form of a tree, it is not economical in for the 

definition of directed graphs and it even suffers from practical problems summarized 

above. 

Here we end the discussion of scripted OOP behaviors by rejecting this 

technique to be the silver bullet of action-selection development. Therefore, we 

continue with the discussion of standard scripting approach, showing the root 
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problem why stateful decision-making patterns (such as the sequence of actions) 

cannot be economically expressed in Scripting languages 
(Def. 32)

.  

Following this discussion together with one trick from finite state machines will 

allow us to extend decision space 
(Def. 19)

 and create xTREE and BDL in Ch. 6 and 

Ch. 7 respectively. We will then show that we can model both scripting and finite 

state machines in BDL economically; BDL will also allow a developer to create 

custom behavior primitives similar to the scripted OOP behavior approach. Finally, 

in Ch. 8 we also show that decision-making features we capture within xTREE is 

enough to simulate other discussed ASMs within BDL as well. 

5.3.7 Passive-stack Computational Model Limitations 

As we have seen a scripted behavior 
(Def. 35)

 can be both a bit messy (Code 8) and 

elegant (Code 9). However, when we require behavior primitives for decision-

making patterns scripting cannot provide (Code 10) we are forced to implement 

workarounds by switching to scripted OOP behavior development 
(Def. 37)

, which 

results in a plan (Code 16) that is hard to develop for practical reasons. Why we 

cannot use scripting for specification of (interactive) agent behavior plans elegantly? 

We can approach the question by discussing the implementation of action 

sequences further. We discover that the problem lies in the style of the scripted 

behavior interpretation; that is, the problem is not within the language but within the 

lack of a ―proper‖ support within its interpreter! We will be able to overcome this 

problem by discussing how hierarchical finite-state machines works then. 

Representing Action Sequences in Scripting “Economically” 

What is the alternative that would allow us to express action sequence from Code 10 

as pictured in Code 17? The alternative is to assume the use of the blocking action 

model (Fig. 21), which would pause the action-selection (scripted code 

interpretation) every time we execute such an action. In such a case (Code 17), row 

03 would not be executed before row 02 finishes, which would not be executed 

before row 01 finishes
36

. 

                                                 
36

 The same rationale applies to, e.g., the use of coroutines for action and sub-behavior 

implementations we could wait on for. This approach can be implemented, e.g., in C# using the 

yield statement. 
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public ActionResult sequencePetTheDog() { 

01:  if (goToDog()   == ActionResult.FAIL)      return ActionResult.FAIL; 

02:  if (crouch()    == ActionResult.FAIL)      return ActionResult.FAIL; 

03:  if (loopPatTheDog(3) == ActionResult.FAIL) return ActionResult.FAIL; 

04:  return ActionResult.SUCCESS;   

} 

Code 17. An action sequence for a human-agent who wants to pet a dog as 

implemented in Code 10, however, this time assuming the use of the blocking action model 

(Fig. 21), which simplifies the implementation. Even though, the development cost is not 

economical still (cf. Code 14) 37. 

Unfortunately, this would strip the scripting of its simple-switch capabilities 
(Def. 

31)
 if we use the sequence as a sub-behavior, e.g., in the style of Code 11. 

During the first action-selection cycle of ambientCitizenBehavior() 

(Code 11), it may happen that we were not hungry (row 01) and did not see any 

friend (row 02). Instead, we immediately saw a calm dog (row 03), so we initiated 

the sequencePetTheDog() method (row 03) as implemented by Code 17. As we 

assume the blocking action model, the action-selection always waits till the action 

finish its execution. Unfortunately, it so happened that during the execution of the 

crouch() action (Code 17, row 02) the dog got scared and started to bark violently! 

Nevertheless, we patTheDog() after we finished crouching, even though the dog 

did not look calm at all and the rule condition (Code 17, row 02) would evaluate to 

false if visited. 

The core of the problem, why action sequence decision-making pattern requires 

tracking of the sequence action index, lies in the interpretation of the code (Java in 

our case), which has a stack-oriented representation of the code (widely used in other 

languages such as C/C++, Python, Lua, Pascal, etc. as well). The execution stack 

looked like in Fig. 28 at the time we were crouching to the dog. 

                                                 
37

 The sequence implementation can be made economical if we abuse Java exception 

handling mechanism by throwing exceptions in case of action failures instead of returning the result 

values we need to check for. But that would turn out to be a bad practice as soon as we need to 

propagate technical action exceptions and thus mix ―action exceptions‖ with ―behavior failures‖ 

together. 
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Fig. 28. An abstracted Java call stack from the time when an agent is crouching to the dog. 

The stack is referring to the use of behavior as defined by Code 11 that is using the 

blocking action model and implements sequencePetTheDog() with Code 17. 

As we are assuming the blocking action model, decisions encoded within the 

ambientCitizenBehavior() function were evaluated only once before we 

pushed sequencePetTheDog frame onto the stack. That is why we have not turned 

out from the dog the next frame the dog started to bark as we have not reevaluated 

the decision previously made within ambientCitizenBehavior(). 

Therefore, we cannot assume the blocking action model in order to retain 

simple-switching feature of scripting. As we are not using the blocking action model 

(and use, e.g., the terminable one), the stack from Fig. 28 is unrolled every action-

selection frame and therefore we are forced to maintain the sequence action index 

within a class field (or global variable) between subsequent 

ambientCitizenBehaviorASM(). 

As the code interpretation in languages featuring stack-oriented code 

representation cannot be changed we need to maintain the state of decisions between 

simulation frames manually. We have to utilize script‘s global context, ideally using 

scripted OOP behavior approach (e.g., Code 16), coupling the logic of decision-

making patterns together with their states into separate classes and objects 

respectively. We will call languages having this stack-oriented representation of the 

code as languages using passive-stack computational model (Def. 38). 
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Def. 38. Passive-stack Computational Model 

If a decision-making language (Def. 9) is having an interpret (a decision-maker) that is using 

stack-oriented representation of the running code and: 

 1)  either it is not persisting the stack (i.e., the running behavior path 
(Def. 28)

) in between 

action-selection invocations, 

 2) or is persisting it but does not revisit it from its root (in the sense of current behavior 

path (Def. 29)) during the next action-selection invocation 

 then we call such a language as having the passive-stack computational model. 

The observation may not be striking. However, we will find out later on (in Ch. 

8) that the passive-stack computation model (Def. 38) is used in other agent 

languages as well
38

.  

We might start to construct a new action-selection computational model at this 

point but we would miss an important feature from finite-state machines, which we 

will call no-stack computational model and its different approach to the structuring 

of sequence decision-making pattern. Additionally, we show that using hierarchy 

of finite-state machines we are implementing persistence of the call stack in the sense 

of Def. 38, which is revisited every hFSM evaluation, and therefore hFSM features 

an active-stack computational model. 

Representing Action or Behavior Looping in Scripting 

Similarly to the sequence, it is hard to use for or while cycle scripting behavior 

primitives to execute actions or sub-behaviors within loops.  

As Code 18 shows, if we try to use the for cycle economically, we would have 

to assume the use of the blocking action model (Fig. 21) again for the action looping 

to work correctly (similarly to Code 17). 

                                                 
38

 As we will show later on in Ch. 8, SPOSH drives are persisting the stack for each of their 

drives, but it is not revisited from its root as only top element is evaluated when the drive runs. GOAL 

allows to stack its modules and have the stack persisted, but only the top module is revisited when 

GOAL asm is invoked. Finally, Jason allows to call plans from within plan bodies building a stack of 

plan calls for each of its intentions. However, we always execute only the top element of the intention 

stack. 
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public ActionResult loopPatTheDog(int iterations) { 

01:   for (int i = 0; i < iterations; ++i) { 

02:       if (patTheDog() == ActionResult.FAIL) return ActionResult.FAIL; 

03:    } 

04:  return ActionResult.SUCCESS;   

} 

Code 18. Looping the patTheDog() action assuming the use of the blocking action 

model (Fig. 21), which simplifies the implementation. 

To implement action looping correctly without the blocking action model, we 

require a manual loop state tracking (Code 19). Interestingly, we do not need to use 

scripting for behavior primitive for implementation of looping; once we are forced 

to express the looping over multiple simulation frames, all we need is the if 

behavior primitive. 

01:   private int loopIteration = 0; // which iteration the looping is in 

 

 public ActionResult loopPatTheDog(int iterations) { 

02:   Result result = patTheDog(); 

03:   if (result == Result.RUNNING) return Result.RUNNING; 

04:    if (result == Result.FAIL) {  

05:     loopIteration = 0; 

06:     return Result.FAIL; 

07:    } 

08:    if (result == Result.SUCCESS) { 

09:     ++loopIteration; 

10:    if (loopIteration < iterations) // enough patting? 

11:       return loopPatTheDog(); 

12:      loopIndex = 0; 

13:      return SUCCESS; 

14:    } 

 } 

Code 19. Implementing the action looping in scripting using a chain of if behavior 

primitives while tracking the state of looping within the loopIteration field. Identifiers in 

green color represent the minimum development cost (1+1+1) we would want to invest into 

expressing this loop. 

Another explanation of why looping of a behavior cannot be represented 

economically in scripting stems from the observation that the loop of fixed number 

of iterations can be unrolled into the sequence of actions. As sequence of actions 

cannot be modeled economically, so cannot be the looping. 

Representing “do-something-while” Behavior 

Curiously, it is very easy to implement a behavioral while cycle if its condition does not require to 

maintain an extra state. E.g., the goToDog action from Code 10 can be implemented as “go 

towards the dog while you are far from it”. As walking is durative action, the while from the 
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description will turn into if behavior primitive as we will either continue with the walking (then-

branch) or report success (else-branch).  

Representing Recursion of Actions or Behaviors in Scripting 

The recursion in behaviors works in scripting as long as we use only non-stateful 

decision-making patterns; once we start using stateful decision-making patterns that 

requires maintenance of variables in between action-selection invocations (e.g., the 

sequence), the recursion fails. The problem is that recursion in scripting cannot 

economically clone stateful variables alongside the recursion that stateful decision-

making patterns need to work with. E.g., if we would like to do a behavior recursion 

on a behavior that is using, e.g., sequencePetTheDog (Code 10) or 

loopPatTheDog (Code 19), the recursion would not work as intended as multiple 

calls to those methods would work with the same variables, e.g., actionIndex and 

loopIndex that are maintained as global variables. Even if we use scripted OOP  

behavior approach 
(Def. 37)

, we will not be able to express the recursion easily as we 

will need to clone sub-behaviors as we recurse through them; i.e., if we execute 

petTheDogSequence from Code 16 (declared at row 25) recursively, we will be 

recursively entering the same instance of the sequence and therefore its 

implementation (Code 13) will be using the same private field pointIndex. 

5.3.8 Scripting Summary 

Scripting 
(Def. 36)

 together with the passive-stack computational model 
(Def. 38)

 is usable 

approach for the agent behavior development only if we do not require more than 

simple-switch, prioritization and parallel behaviors decision-making patterns; i.e. 

stateless decision-making patterns. Once a behavior requires the use of stateful 

patterns (e.g., a sequence, looping, terminable or switchable actions), developers 

either 1) need to accept their high development costs (Code 10) or 2) express the 

behavior using custom OOP structures (Code 16), or 3) they have to seek different 

behavior language in order to speed up their work. As we rejected 1 and 2 already, 

we are going to investigate the last option further in Ch. 6 and 7. 

We now move onto the discussion of the use of (hierarchical) finite-state 

machines as the primary tool for behavior plan specification where we describe, 

among other things, an active-stack computational model as opposed to the passive 

one  
(Def. 38)

. 
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5.4 Finite-state Machines 

Finite-state machines (FSMs) are another popular ASM that is being used (not only) 

by the industry, where they typically utilize their hierarchical variant (hFSM).  

5.4.1 Definition 

Here, we describe a variant we will call a sequential finite-state machine (sFSM) that 

allows using of arbitrary Boolean expressions as transition triggers and also to bind 

invocation of external methods to both transition and state events. These two features 

makes sFSM computational model highly interoperable with the rest of agent; the 

definition is split into multiple ones: Def. 39, Def. 40, Def. 41 and Def. 42.  

From the action-selection point of view 
(Def. 5)

, use of FSMs is often limited to 

the realization of decision-making 
(Def. 7)

 as it is not that suitable for representation of 

sequential algorithms required by the reasoning 
(Def. 8)

 due to their limited 

expressivity (cf. Turing machine and scripting in particular). Therefore, when used 

for modeling an agent action-selection, they are complemented with scripts 
(Def. 34)

. 

Formally, sFSM (Def. 39) is a tuple formed by a set of sFSM states (Def. 40), an 

initial state and an associated script 
(Def. 34)

; during runtime, sFSM is maintaining 

current state and the state of its script.  

Def. 39. Sequential Finite-state Machine (sFSM) 

Configuration: (States, init, script.configuration) 

States    A non-empty finite set of sFSM states (Def. 40). 

init      States, an initial state. 

script    Configuration of associated sFSM script (Def. 34) used by sFSM activities. 

Runtime: (state, script.runtime) 

state    Current state of sFSM, initial value: init.  

script.runtime Runtime state of the associated script (Def. 34). 

Each sFSM state consists of a priority-ordered list of transitions and three 

activities. Each transition is formed by a Boolean expression, a target state to switch 

to and an activity to perform when the transition is triggered (Def. 40). 
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Def. 40. Sequential Finite-state Machine State 

(T, A) 

T   An ordered list of transitions.  

  A transition is a triple (c, s, a): 

   c  a transition condition (a boolean expression), the condition may 

     reference the sFSM script, 

   s    States, a target sFSM state to transition to, 

   a  an OnTransition activity. 

A  A triple of activities (OnEnter, OnInternal, OnExit). 

A sFSM activity is defined by a parameter-less procedure of the sFSM script 

(Def. 41) that is executed when a given activity triggers. 

Def. 41. Sequential Finite-state Machine Activity 

(run) 

 run A parameter-less procedure that is called whenever an activity triggers, the 

function is part of the sFSM script code. It may be defined as none, which does not 

do anything. 

A type of an activity defines when it is triggered, i.e., when a script‘s procedure 

that is associated with the activity is executed. An OnTransition activity is 

triggered when its transition is triggered. An OnEnter state activity is triggered 

when sFSM switches into the state. Similarly, an OnExit state activity is triggered 

when sFSM leaves the state. Finally, an OnInternal state activity is triggered when 

no sFSM transition associated with the state triggers. Activity types and their 

triggering times are summarized by Def. 42. 

Def. 42. Sequential Finite-state Machine Activity Execution 

 There are four types of sFSM activities: OnEnter, OnInternal, OnExit and OnTransition.  

  OnEnter   an activity of a state S that is triggered whenever sFSM enters 

the state S. 

 OnInternal   an activity of a state S is triggered whenever all state transition 

expressions evaluate to false. 

  OnExit    an activity of a state S is triggered whenever sFSM switches out from 

the state S.  

 OnTransition  an activity a of a transition t(c, s, a) that is triggered right before 

switching into the state s, i.e., before triggering OnEnter activity of the 

state s. 
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A sFSM execution semantic is given by the algorithm Alg. 3. A hierarchical 

variant of sFSM is then realized by executing another sFSM as an OnInternal 

activity of a state (and resetting its state back to the initial one during 

OnEnter/OnExit activity if required, i.e., when to reset a state of a nested sFSM(s) is 

left for a developer to decide). In other words, any sFSM can be a hierarchical sFSM; 

therefore we will refer to sFSM as (h)sFSM unless we will be talking about the non-

hierarchical variant specifically. 

Alg. 3. Sequential Finite-state Machine Action-Selection 
 

 [sFSMR] function sFSM-ASM()
39
 

01:  for each (Transition t in sFSMR.state.T) 

02:   if (t.c) 

03:    sFSMR.state.OnExit.run() 

04:    t.OnTransition.run() 

05:    t.s.OnEnter.run() 

06:    sFSMR.state = t.s 

07:    return 

08:  sFSMR.state.OnInternal.run() 

As the sFSM script is typically encoded in a scripting language 
(Def. 32)

, sFSM 

Alg. 3 can model any decision-making function 
(Def. 7)

, even though it is based on a 

finite state machine. 

Apart from the script, sFSM is formed by states and transitions only. These are 

then the only extra behavior primitives except from the scripting ones 
(Def. 33)

 an agent 

developer can use to specify a behavior plan thus making its development cost easy 

to compute (Lemma 7). 

Lemma 7. Sequential Finite-state Machine Lower Bound Development Cost 

Let us have sFSM is formed of certain number of states S, transitions between states T 

and activities A. The lower bound development cost of given sFSM is thus: 

    (    )  |    |                |           |40 

Proof 7. We see a sFSM transition and a sFSM state as behavior points. Therefore, 

we determine LBDC of sFSM according to Def. 15 as follows: 

    (                    )     . 

As every transition condition is an expression. 

    (                                              )    

                                                 
39

 The declaration is following the format of the stateful function definition 
(Def. 4)

. 

40
    means the number of elements from a set X. 
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As we abstract LBDC of expressions as 1 and they may contain function calls, 

then choosing a function cannot be more than 1. 

    (                 )      ( (     ))

   |   |  |                                   |

 |                                                        |

           

As we abstract LBDC of expressions as 1 and it may be a function call, then 

choosing a state is similar as choosing a parameter-less function for the 

execution; therefore choosing a state cannot have LBDC more than 1.  

    (                                    )      (               )      

    (                              )

   |                                                      |

     

    (                                             )

     (                              )      

    (    )  |    |  

 |                                              |

 |                                   |  |                   |

 |                              |  |           |

              |           | 

□ 

sFSM Lower-bound Development Cost and its Parallel to Drawing an UML State Diagram 

Drawing 

One can think of sFSM LBDC as a number of operation one needs to perform when drawing a 

diagram for given sFSM. Referring to the LBDC(sFSM) formula: #S corresponds to how many 

times we have to add a state into the diagram; 3.#T means that for every transition we have to 

click on a state a transition begins at, click on a state a transition ends in and specify a transition 

condition, #A means that we have to make a note for every sFSM activity, 1 means that we have 

to set some state as the initial one and |sFSM.script| refers to the complexity of activities. If one 

makes an error in any of those operations or forgets to do it, they produce a bug. 

5.4.2  (h)sFSM Behavior Example 

We now show how we can use the (h)sFSM formalism to represent the ambient 

citizen behavior (as expressed, e.g., in Code 16) in the following Fig. 29. To 

represent the behavior from Code 16, we utilize the hierarchical version of sFSMs. 
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We use nesting of sFSMs within OnInternal sFSM activities assuming that nested 

sFSMs are always reset within the OnExit activity of the associated state. 

 

Fig. 29. The ambient citizen behavior hsFSM representing the same plan as Code 16. The 

state names in bold marks initial states of corresponding sFSMs. Every arrow is a sFSM 

transition that is annotated with a condition that needs to be true in order to make the 

transition. When required, transition conditions are numbered as to specify their order 

of evaluation by sFSM Alg. 3. LBDC of this hsFSM is described in the text below. 
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We compute the development cost of the ambient civilian hsFSM behavior 

according to Lemma 7. We split hsFSM on respective sFSM, count their states, 

transitions and activities and then sum their development cost up. We omit the cost 

of actions‘ implementations as we did not count them for Code 16. Respective 

sFSMs within Fig. 29 have their number of states (#S), transitions (#T) and activities 

(#A) specified; number of activities are in the form of X+Y, where X is a number of 

sFSM OnInternal activities and Y is a number of sFSM OnExit activities (these are 

used for resetting the internal sFSMs), other activities are not used. In total, LBDC of 

the behavior in hsFSM is 146 (cf. LBDC in OOP, which is 42, as described for Code 

16); we explain this discrepancy on Sec. 5.4.4, where we also discuss non-

economical representation of the behavior prioritization in (h)sFSM that makes the 

development cost of the behavior in hsFSM this high. 

Representing loopPatTheDog Plan 

The PAT THE DOG LOOP within Fig. 29 was not the action but the loop of three 

actions. To represent the bounded loop, namely the loopPatTheDog() method as 

defined by Code 18 (that is invoked by Code 10 with argument 3, row 25), we utilize 

sFSM ability to interact with its script. a loop unrolling and represent the plan as a 

sequence of three actions (Fig. 30). 

 

Fig. 30. The sFSM representation of the for cycle from the loopPatTheDog() method 

(Code 18). LBDC of this sFSM is higher than for Code 18. 

The PAT THE DOG LOOP state is using its sFSM‘s script global variable curr to 

track the number of PAT THE DOG iteration. Upon entering the state, we set curr to 
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zero and then execute the PAT THE DOG action for the required number of time. Once 

PAT THE DOG action succeeds, we increase value of curr by one and check whether 

we should loop or succeed. 

5.4.3 Economic Decision-making Patterns 

There are a few decision-making patterns that sFSM can express economically: 

terminable action representation, switchable action representation (if we extend 

sFSM Alg. 3 as detailed later), hierarchical composition of behaviors and their 

hard-switching and soft-switching. 

Supporting Terminable Action Model 

The sFSM state can embed execution of terminable action (Fig. 23) directly as we 

can map terminable action methods onto sFSM state activities: 

1. we map the init() action method execution on the OnEnter state activity; 

2. we map the run() action method execution on OnInternal state activity; 

3. we map stop() and reset() action method executions on OnExit activity; 

4. switching into the state and remaining there realizes the EXECUTE signal of the 

action; 

5. leaving the state maps to the TERMINATE signal of the action. 

As this mapping stays always the same for any terminable action, we can create 

the palette of states embedding them and reuse them during the design (similar to 

how we can reuse instances of terminable actions from Code 16). Using such a state 

(e.g., cloning it from the palette) would have the development cost of 1 then.  

Supporting Switchable Action Model 

Supporting the switchable action model (Fig. 24) is trickier as the sFSM semantic 

(Alg. 3) does not support transitions that would span multiple action-selection frames 

(multiple sFSM-ASM invocations); we cannot directly map action method 

Transition(args) execution onto any sFSM activity as exiting the state cannot be 

postponed (a requirement of soft-switching). 

The heart of this problem lies in instantaneous state switching that occurs 

whenever some transition triggers. Alg. 3, rows 02-07 switch the state as soon as 

transition condition becomes true on row 02. We need to include a check between 

rows 02 and 03 whether we actually may perform that transition or we need to wait 

for the underlying OnInternal activity to finish the switching; i.e. we need to 
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introduce delayed state switching. Additionally, we need to extend the definition of  

the OnInternal activity to support new SWITCH signal as we want the activity to 

either EXECUTE or SWITCH or TERMINATE as the switchable action model (Fig. 24) 

requires.  

We can solve this by extending the semantics of sFSM and by modifying the 

OnInternal activity definition. We introducing a signal parameter to their functions 

(Def. 43, Alg. 4). We implement a switchable action within sFSM by using hierarchy 

of sFSMs; once some state should accommodate a switchable action, it would embed 

the action‘s sFSM (as defined by Fig. 24) within its OnInternal activity. 

Def. 43. Switchable OnInternal Activity 

( run(signal) ) 

 run(signal)  A function modeling switchable action signals;  returns RUNNING, 

FINISHED (Success or Fail) or TERMINATED. 

signal     { EXECUTE, SWITCH, TERMINATE } 

Alg. 4. Sequential Finite-state Machine Switchable Action-Selection 
 

 [sFSMR] function sFSM-ASM(signal) returns Result  

01:  switch(signal)  

02:    case EXECUTE: 

03:     for each (Transition t in sFSMR.state.T) 

04:     if (t.c) 

05:      switch(sFSMR.state.OnInternal.run(SWITCH)) 

06:        case RUNNING: return RUNNING 

07:        case FAIL:   return FAIL 

08:      sFSMR.state.OnExit.run() 

09:      t.OnTransition.run() 

10:      t.s.OnEnter.run() 

11:      sFSMR.state = t.s 

12:      return null 

13:    return sFSMR.state.OnInternal.run(EXECUTE) 

14:    case SWITCH: 

15:     return sFSMR.state.OnInternal.run(SWITCH) 

16:    case TERMINATE: 

17:   return sFSMR.state.OnInternal.run(TERMINATE) 

Apart from the support of delayed state switching (Alg. 4, rows 05-06) we also 

gain means for detecting that no action is actually running by returning null instead 

of Result when we perform the state switch (row 11). This allows us to execute 

sFSM repeatedly from the outside until it executes some body action, i.e., to easily 

report DONE to conform to the use of sFSM as the decision-making function within 

ExpertAgent algorithm (Alg. 1, row 07). 
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Modeling Hierarchies and Behavior Path Hard/Soft-switch Transitions 

The hsFSM behavior example (Fig. 29), the drawing itself, can be seen as 

visualization of possible stack states, which the (Java) interpreter of the original plan 

from Code 11 (if we would include extensions from Code 16) can happen to be in. 

We can, e.g., compare the abstracted Java call stack Fig. 28 with hsFSM state that is 

executing CROUCH action. The call stack is in the state 

…/ambientCitizenBehavior/sequencePetTheDog/crouch/… while a 

hsFSM full state is PET THE DOG/CROUCH, which maps onto the Java call stack 

entirely if we slip at the beginning that it is the ambient citizen hsFSM we are 

executing.  

We can see the full hsFSM state as the running behavior path 
(Def. 28)

 and notably, 

hsFSM maintains this path in between its evaluations. Therefore, hsFSM remembers 

what it is doing, i.e., what states are being executed. Alg. 4 can thus provide hard and 

soft-switch transitions 
(Def. 31)

 along the whole behavior path (the SWITCH and the 

TERMINATE signals are hierarchically propagated in Alg. 4, rows 05 and 17 

respectively). 

The example of the signal propagation is given in the following Fig. 31. 
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Fig. 31. Visualization of the signal propagation through hsFSM from Fig. 29 in its switchable 

version that uses Alg. 4 for its semantic. States in red represent active states of 

respective sFSMs. Detailed description is given in the text below. 

 

In Fig. 31, we picture one possible runtime state of hsFSM from Fig. 29; states 

in the red color represent the active state of hsFSM (its running behavior path). If we 

than invoke hsFSM AmbientCitizen from the outside with, e.g., EXECUTE signal [1], 

assuming that values of transition conditions have not changed, than [2] the Alg. 4 

row 13 passes this signal to its active state – HUNGRY. As this state is modeled by 

another sFSM, Alg. 4 is invoked again [3] and its row 13 passes the signal  to its 

active state – EAT AT HOME. As this state is also modeled by another sFSM, Alg. 4 is 

invoked again [4] and its row 13 passes the signal to its active state – GO TO FRIDGE. 

As this state is embedding the switchable action, the signal is passed [5] to the 

switchable action sFSM (Fig. 24) and the action gets executed. Similar code paths 
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can be traced for the SWITCH (through Alg. 4, row 15) and the TERMINATE signals 

(through Alg. 4, row 17). 

Modeling Parallel Actions and Behaviors 

hsFSM can economically express parallel sub-behaviors the same way the scripting 

does. The parallelism in scripting is modeled using the body behavior primitive 
(Def. 

33)
; as the sFSM OnInternal activity is referencing some sFSM script‘s function, we 

can use the same primitive (body) to execute multiple actions in parallel there. We 

can embed an execution of multiple sFSM within single OnInternal activity as well 

to simulate an execution of multiple sFSM sub-behaviors in parallel.  

5.4.4 Non-economic Decision-making Patterns 

Unfortunately, hsFSM are not the action-selection silver bullet either. There is one 

decision-making pattern from scripting that cannot be expressed in hsFSM 

economically: behavior prioritization. Curiously, modeling sequences and 

alternatives is not economical either. Finally, we also comment on the 

representation of behavior recursion. As sFSM is unable to model behavior 

prioritization and sequences economically, LBDC for hsFSM from Fig. 29 (LBDC = 

146) is higher than LBDC of the same behavior done via OOP approach in Code 16 

(LBDC = 42). 

Modeling Behavior Prioritization 

Prioritization of sub-behaviors requires more behavior primitives when compared to 

scripting as the result of locality of hsFSM decision making. Whereas we can utilize 

sequentiality of code block interpretation in scripting for the sub-behavior 

prioritization, we have to implement this sequentiality in hsFSM manually. The 

example is the priority ordering of HUNGRY, GREET FRIEND, PET THE DOG and WALK 

AROUND states from Fig. 29. Whereas we require 3 if-s in scripting (Code 12) we 

require 9 transitions in hsFSM (Fig. 29). In general, to model the priority list of   

states we have to specify (   )  
 (   )

 
 transitions (whereas we need only      

if-s in scripting). 

Modeling Sequences and Alternatives 

As sFSM holds its active state in its runtime (which is part of agent determination), it 

can be used to model sequences and alternatives reasonably well, even though not 

economically. Sequence of states is realized by chaining them with transitions 
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triggered by successes of states‘ OnInternal activities, while executing alternatives 

are realized by chaining them with transitions triggered by failures of states‘ 

OnInternal activities. The chain of   sFSM states than have LBDC of   

 (   )        . This is not economical as sequence(A1, …, An) and 

alternative(A1, …, An) should have LBDC of    . However, it is more 

much more economical than representation of sequences in scripting without using 

its OOP approach, where we have LBDC for sequences       (as discussed below 

Code 10). 

Modeling Behavior Recursion 

Finally, hsFSM has no means to implement behavior recursion as we are unable to 

express potentially infinite recurrence of behaviors.  

5.4.5 Finite-state Machines Summary 

hsFSM looks viable at first as it allows a developer to use hard- and soft-switch 

transitions and therefore terminable and switchable actions. Moreover implementing 

sequences and alternatives is doable even though not economical. However, inability 

to prioritize sub-behaviors economically is typically a big disadvantage in practice. 

5.5 Decision-making Features of Scripting and Finite-state Machines 

In this section, we comment on rather subtle decision-making features of scripting 

and finite-state machines, which are the core reasons why they support some 

decision-making patterns economically while lacking economical support of the 

others. 

We already described one such a feature of scripting, the passive-stack 

computational model in Sec. 5.3.7 
(Def. 38)

, that hinders economic representation of 

stateful DM patterns. In this section we describe a few more. 

First in Sec. 5.5.1, we describe the difference in behavior plan structuring 

between scripting and sFSM.  

Second in Sec. 5.5.2, we note that sFSM lacks the support of referring back to 

sFSMs on higher level, cf. scripting where we can always return values back to the 

function callers. 
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Third, in Sec. 5.5.3, we show that the reason why sFSM is able to represent 

action sequences more economically than scripting without its OOP capabilities. It 

lies in its ability to locally modify its decision space.  

Finally in Sec. 5.5.4, we describe the full state of hsFSM as an example of 

active-stack computational model that allows us to provide hard and soft-switch 

transitions along the whole running behavior path.  

5.5.1 Arbitrated and Scattered Structuring of Behavior Plans 

There is one crucial difference in decision-making structuring between scripting and 

sFSMs. This difference become visible when we compare the hsFSM PetTheDog 

state (Fig. 29) with its scripted counterpart (Code 10 and Code 17).  

The difference lies in the point of decision-making control, the locality of 

decision-making. Where scripting requires a governing arbiter that controls the 

execution of the sequence (chain of if-then-elses in the case of Code 10 and a 

code block in the case of Code 17), sFSM provides only scattered way for expressing 

this sequence.  

In scripting, respective elements of the sequence are oblivious to the fact they 

are ordered in some sequence as it is the concern of their arbiter (chain of if-then-

elses). In sFSM, it is the state (that is executing the action or sub-behavior), which 

decides where to continue next in case of successes (realizing a sequence) or what to 

do in case of failures (realizing, e.g., alternatives how to achieve what has failed in a 

different way) as transitions are part of the state‘s definition. This effectively means 

that whenever a state is doing a transition, it is a decision of the state itself. 

We will call these two approaches for modeling decision-making as arbitrated 

structuring (the need for arbiters in scripting) and scattered structuring (sFSM and 

its decision-making locality) of decision-making. 

5.5.2 Referring to Caller in Scripting 

Arbitrated structuring of scripting behavior plan stems from the fact that methods in 

scripting can easily pass some value back to their callers via return statement. 

Therefore, a method result can be act upon during the single evaluation of scripting 

behavior plan. This feature is not natively present within sFSM. In Alg. 4, apart from 

row 05, values passed back by OnInternal activities are not interpreted directly. We 
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have to invoke Alg. 4 actively again to make a transition to a next state in the 

sequence or in the alternative according to the previous OnInternal activity result. 

5.5.3 Local Decision Space Reconfiguration in sFSM 

Scattered structuring in sFSM can be seen as reconfiguration of a decision space 

(discussed in next paragraphs), which is a feature that is common neither to scripting 

(script code behavior paths remains fixed in between its evaluations) nor to decision 

space (whose behavior paths remains fixed as well). 

Usually, sFSM state switch is regarded as the change of the root of sFSM 

execution. When the state transition is triggered within Alg. 3 row 02, we are 

rewriting a state (row 06) to be evaluated during next sFSM-ASM invocation. This 

situation is pictured in the following Fig. 32. 

  

Fig. 32. Illustrating the state switch as a decision space root switch. Every time the state 

decides to switch into a different one, it changes the root of the decision space (which 

decision space allows for (Def. 20)). Dashed-arrows refers to original sFSM (Fig. 29, EATING 

OUT state) transitions. 

 However, we can generalize this view. We can see the state switch (Alg. 3 row 

06) as the request of the state we are switching-out from to its referent asking the 

referent ―do not point at me, but point at this new state itself‖. In sFSM, the referent 

is sFSM itself. But if we model sFSM with decision space, we can add another 

decision point with single option that will point at the state that is currently active. 

The new point will thus become the referent instead. The state switch will then be 

changing a decision option instead of changing the decision space root as the 

following Fig. 33 is picturing.  
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Fig. 33. Picturing a state switch modeled within a decision space; dashed-arrows represent 

sFSM transitions, full-arrows represent decision options. The state switch differs from 

Fig. 32 that we are not changing the decision space root, but its decision option instead. 

We do this hypothetically only as this feature (changing a decision option at runtime) is 

not supported by decision space (from Def. 19, decision options are part of a decision 

point read-only configuration). 

This generalized view has one (very important) advantage. As we are not 

manipulating decision points but their options, we can than do such a change in 

decision options for any node within a decision space, not only for its root. The 

situation is pictured in the following Fig. 34. 

 

Fig. 34. Picturing the state switch modeled within a decision space; dashed-arrows represent 

sFSM transitions, full-arrows represent decision options, dotted arrows represent some 

path from the root to some decision point. This time we are changing a decision option 

of some point, not the decision space root as in Fig. 33 originally. 

We can than exploit this feature and embed the whole hierarchy of sFSMs within 

single decision space without using the hierarchy at all as pictured by the following 

Fig. 35. 
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Fig. 35. An example of a decision space modeling the Hungry state from Fig. 29; dashed-

arrows represent sFSM transitions, full-arrows decision options. If we are able to 

reconfigure decision space options, we are be able to represent hierarchical sFSMs 

without using hierarchy of decision spaces. Dashed-arrows in the decision space can be 

interpreted as “a source state can be replaced by a target state”. 

To elaborate on Fig. 35, the crucial aspect is that the decision space is formed 

only by its full arrows. The dashed arrows represent sFSM transitions and therefore 

if GO HOME point  switches into the GO TO FRIDGE, it reconfigures the decision 

option of the EAT AT HOME decision point to point onto the GO TO FRIDGE point 

instead. The same way the EAT AT HOME decision point may reconfigure the decision 

option of the HUNGRY decision point to point onto the EATING OUT decision point 

instead, and so on and so forth. What formerly was the hierarchy of sFSMs are now 

just decision options within single decision space. This (Fig. 35) illustrates what we 

have in mind when we will be speaking about local decision space modifications; an 

ability to change a decision option of a point‘s referent. 

The only problem with this approach for decision spaces (Def. 19) is that 

decision options cannot be changed as they are part of decision points‘ read-only 

configurations; a thing we will change for xTREE (a decision space extension) 

within next Ch. 6. 
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5.5.4 Active-stack Computational Model Advantages 

As already discussed at the end of Sec. 5.4.3, full state of hsFSM is a parallel to the 

call stack of scripting. The difference is that the call stack in scripting is not persisted 

(as discussed in Sec. 5.3.4 where we defined the passive-stack computational model, 

(Def. 38)
). In hsFSM, the stack is persisted between action-selection frames by the 

means of persisting current states of nested sFSMs. As a result, hsFSM has means to 

perform hard/soft-switching along the running behavior path 
(Def. 29)

 as exploited by 

Alg. 4. We will call this feature as active-stack computational model (Def. 44). 

Def. 44. Active-stack Computational Model 

If a decision-maker language (Def. 9) is having an interpret that is persisting the stack of 

behavior points that are active and revisits those points during every action-selection 

frame, we call such a language as having active-stack computational model. 

An interpreter that features an active-stack computational model is allowed to 

send signals through its running behavior path; a feature required to be able to model 

behavior path hard- and soft-switch transitions 
(Def. 31)

. 

 

Finally, we note that we have to represent the running behavior path with the stack as 

single symbol representing the running behavior path will not result in economical 

language. We show this on difference between using hsFSM vs. using sFSM 

(without any hierarchy) only. 

If we try to dodge hsFSM (and thus the active-stack) and try to implement it 

using single sFSM only, such a sFSM cease to be economical wrt. the original 

hsFSM. If we had to rewrite represent hsFSM from Fig. 29 using single sFSM, it 

would have to consist of the inner most states of hsFSM only. Such sFSM states 

would have to be interlinked using extra transitions that would mimic hsFSM 

transitions on the higher levels; the transition count of single sFSM representing this 

behavior would be much higher than the number of transitions in given hsFSM. 

Therefore, it is an important feature of a behavior language to be able to form 

hierarchies and have an interpreter that is able to automatically track the running 

behavior path in those hierarchies. In case of hsFSM, this is done by sFSM nesting. 

In case of scripting, it can be achieved via its OOP approach by the nesting of 

stateful behavior primitives hierarchically (e.g., as implemented within Code 16). 
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5.6 Identified DM Features and Patterns  

In previous sections, we have discussed agent action models (Sec. 5.1) and two 

rudimentary approaches for modeling agent behaviors: scripting (Sec. 5.3) and 

(h)sFSMs (Sec. 5.4). We have commented on scripting and hsFSM strengths with 

respect to their abilities of economic representation of some decision-making 

patterns. However, we also noted that this ability has roots in the design decisions 

forming behavior language interpreters (e.g., passive stack computational model vs. 

active stack computational model) in Sec. 5.5. Therefore, we split description of 

those strengths between decision-making features and decision-making patterns. 

Decision-making features are describing various capabilities of behavior 

languages and their interpreters we have met, which are prerequisites to economical 

modeling of certain decision-making patterns.  

Decision-making patterns are then describing patterns of behavior plan 

structuring and sub-behavior execution, e.g., the prioritization of sub-behaviors or 

executing them in a sequence. 

We will refer to them when we will be justifying design decisions for xTREE 

and BDL in the following Ch. 6 and 7 respectively and when we will be discussing 

other action-selection mechanisms in Ch. 8. 

5.6.1  Decision-making Features 

Here we summarize and number decision-making features of behavior languages and 

their interpreters.  

F1. Terminable and switchable actions as behavior primitives 

Description: Agent body actions need to be interruptible in order not to lose 

agent interactivity (the terminable action model, Fig. 23) and this 

interruption may need to span multiple frames in order for the action to end 

gracefully (the switchable action model, Fig. 24). Therefore, a behavior 

language must be able to model them and interpreters must be able to work 

with them. 

Requirement: This feature demands a behavior language to be able to 

model one terminable or switchable action with single behavior primitive, 

e.g., sFSM using Alg. 4, as described in Sec. 5.4.3. 

F2. Custom behavior primitives 
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Description: If we accept problems that the use of OOP custom behavior 

primitives bring for the definition of a decision-making plan (discussed in 

Sec. 5.3.6), scripting allows us to define custom behavior primitives. 

Requirement: This feature demands a behavior language to allow a 

developer to implement custom behavior primitives, not only actions. 

F3. Active-stack computational model 

Description: We have observed that the behavior modeling requires 

automatic tracking of running behavior path 
(Def. 28)

 (the end of Sec. 5.4.3 

and Sec. 5.5.4, Def. 44). If the behavior path is not tracked automatically, 

we are forced to track it manually (Code 10); if the running behavior path is 

not revisited every tick we cannot reevaluate our decisions, we lose 

interactivity (Code 17); if we try to represent the running behavior path with 

single symbol (single state in case of sFSM), the behavior representation is 

not economical (as discussed at the end of Sec. 5.4.3). 

Requirement: This feature demands an interpreter of a behavior language to 

persist behavior points, which needs to be evaluated every action-selection 

frame, in the form of a behavior path and revisit decisions along this 

behavior path every action-selection frame. 

F4. Behavior path hard/soft-switch transitions 
(Def. 31)

 - Behavior path signal 

propagation 

Description: If body actions are terminable or switchable (Fig. 24) so must 

be behavior paths that lead to them. If we consider, e.g., Code 11, not 

resetting actionIndex during the behavior path switch out leads to execution 

of wrong action once we start the sequence again. 

If we are to model behavior path hard/soft-switch transitions 
(Def. 31)

, we 

need a way to propagate signals through the path. This requires behavior 

points 
(Def. 13)

 to be able to process different signals (EXECUTE, TERMINATE and 

SWITCH signals at least), e.g., in the style of Alg. 4, which describes a variant 

of sFSM that accepts signals as its inputs. 

Requirement: This feature demands that all behavior points are prepared to 

be passed custom signals and base their semantics on them. 

F5. Arbitrated behavior plan structuring - Caller reference  
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Description: As an action and a sub-behavior may succeed or fail, it raises 

a question who should decide on where to continue with the search for 

an action next.  

In case of scripting, it is economical to have an arbiter higher up within 

the hierarchy of behavior primitives, that decides on that (e.g., inner if 

statements in Code 10, which decide what to do upon success or failures of 

called actions). We have shown that this is the effect of a behavior point 

being able to reference its caller (as discussed in Sec. 5.5.2), which allows a 

behavior point to return some result back through the behavior path. 

Requirement: This feature demands a behavior point to be able to reference 

its caller and thus allow bidirectional communication between behavior 

points; not only that a caller is able to send a signal to a callee, but the callee 

is able to report results back to its caller. 

F6. Scattered behavior plan structuring - Dynamic local decision space 

reconfiguration 

Description: Cf. scripting and F5, it is more economical in sFSM to leave 

the decision on the state executing an action or a sub-behavior itself (e.g., 

action sequences in Fig. 29). This can be seen as the ability of hsFSM to 

reconfigure its own decision space locally (as discussed in Sec. 5.5.3), i.e., 

an ability of behavior points that are being able to reconfigure their (or 

caller‘s) decision options during runtime. 

Requirement: This feature demands a language to be able to ―virtualize‖ 

links between behavior points, i.e., to be able to change them during 

runtime. 

5.6.2 Decision-making Patterns 

Here we summarize and number decision-making patterns of behavior languages and 

their interpreters we have encountered so far. 

P1. Behavior hierarchy 

Description: Behavior primitives in scripting can economically express 

hierarchies (Code 9, Sec. 5.3.3), so can hsFSMs (Sec. 5.4.3). 

Requirement: Different behavior primitives must be able to reference each 

other and thus allow a developer to assemble them in a hierarchical way. 

P2. Behavior prioritization 
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Description: Scripting may economically define priorities of sub-behaviors 

using if primitives and thus order evaluation of their triggering conditions 

(e.g. Code 9). 

Requirement: A developer must have a way to prioritize execution of sub-

behaviors economically, i.e., to specify when (a triggering condition) and in 

which order (priorities) they are evaluated. Additionally, a sub-behavior of 

higher priority may switch-out a running sub-behavior of a lower priority.  

P3. Parallel behaviors and actions 

Description: As a decision-maker may return multiple actions 
(Def. 7)

 a 

behavior language should support expressing parallel behaviors and actions; 

this can be economically expressed in scripting (e.g. behavior paths 

executing multiple actions in Fig. 26) as well as sFSM. 

Requirement: A developer must have a way to execute multiple actions 

and/or sub-behaviors during single action-selection frame economically. 

P4. Behavior or action sequence and alternatives 

Description: sFSM can be used to express sequences or alternatives of 

actions or sub-behaviors more economically then scripting without its OOP 

capabilities (e.g., Fig. 10 and Fig. 29). 

Requirement: A developer must have a way to execute sequences of actions 

and/or sub-behaviors economically; a developer must have a way to specify 

an alternative action and/or sub-behavior to be tried if former one fails. 

P5. Behavior looping 

Description: We have shown that neither scripting nor sFSM is able to 

represent sub-behavior looping economically (Sec. 5.3.4 and Sec. 5.4.4 

respectively).  

Requirement: A developer must have a way to execute actions and 

behaviors in a loop economically. 

P6. Behavior recursion 

Description: We have also mentioned that neither scripting nor sFSM is 

able to represent sub-behavior recursion economically (Sec. 5.3.4 and Sec. 

5.4.4 respectively).  

Requirement: A developer must have a way to execute behaviors 

recursively economically. 
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5.6.3 DM Patterns and Features Table 

DM patterns and features are summarized in the following Table 1. Support of DM 

patterns and features by decision space 
(Def. 19)

 is discussed in the next chapter. 

Table 1. List of decision-making patterns and features we have encountered so far. 

Presence of “x” marks the fact that given ASM can model given DM pattern 

economically or supports given DM feature. 

5.7 Summary 

By describing decision-making patterns and features of scripting and finite-state 

machines (summarized in the previous Sec. 5.6), we laid basis for creation of general 

behavior language and thus contributed to the thesis goal G3. By describing 

terminable (Fig. 23) and switchable action models (Fig. 24) and discussing active-

stack computational model 
(Def. 44)

 we laid basis for supporting advanced decision-

making patterns in the context of thesis goal G5. 

No. Name Scripting hsFSMs 

F1 
Terminable and Switchable 
Actions (Fig. 23, Fig. 24) as Behavior Primitives 

via OOP x 

F2 Custom Behavior Primitives (discussed in Sec. 5.3.6) via OOP  

F3 Active-stack Computational Model (Def. 44) via OOP x 

F4 
Behavior Path hard/soft-switch transitions (Def. 31) - 
Behavior Path Signal Propagation 

via OOP x 

F5 
Arbitrated Behavior Plan Structuring - Caller Reference 
(discussed in Sec. 5.5.2) 

x  

F6 

Scattered Behavior Plan Structuring - Dynamic Local 
Decision Space Reconfiguration (discussed in Sec. 
5.5.3) 

via OOP x 

P1 
Behavior hierarchy (detailed in Sec. 5.3.3 and  Sec. 
5.4.3) 

x x 

P2 
Behavior prioritization (exemplified in Code 2 and 
Code 9)  

x  

P3 Parallel behaviors and actions (Fig. 26) x x 

P4 
Behavior sequences (exemplified by Fig. 10 and Fig. 
29) and alternatives  

via OOP 

Better 
than 

scripting 
w/o 
OOP 

P5 Behavior looping via OOP  

P6 Behavior recursion via OOP  
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In the next Ch. 6, we continue by specifying new computational model xTREE 

that embraces all decision-making features (F1-F6) we described. We are going to 

create it by extending the decision space 
(Def. 19)

. In particular, we will show that 

decision space does not support F5, F5 and F6 properly. Then in Ch. 7, we build a 

new language using xTREE as its interpreter and show that we are able to combine 

patterns and features of scripting, hsFSM together economically. 
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6 ExTENSIBLE Tree-like Reactive EnginE (xTREE) 

xTREE as practical extension of the decision-space. 

xTREE is a novel computational model for reactive systems based on the notion of 

the decision space 
(Def. 19)

 that is especially appropriate for modeling NPC/IVA 

behaviors in my practice. xTREE interprets a graph structure
41

 formed of 

xTreePoints (xTPs) representing decision-making points with well-defined 

semantics; one xTP typically maps onto one decision-making pattern. The set of used 

xTP primitives determines expressiveness of xTREE. We show that existing action-

selection mechanisms used for modeling agents behaviors plans (scripting and thus 

If-Then Rules, hsFSM as described in Ch. 5, SPOSH [Joanna Joy Bryson, 2001], 

GOAL [de Boer et al., 2002], Jason [Bordini et al., 2007] and Behavior trees [Rabin, 

2013, Ch. 6] as described in Ch. 8) can be broke down into pieces that constitutes 

decision-making patterns, which we can model as xTP primitives; by assembling 

those primitives together we will be able to model those ASMs completely. 

Importantly, xTREE is able not only to simulate those ASMs but also mix their 

decision-making patterns within single behavior plan seamlessly. Additionally, by 

allowing a developer to develop new xTPs, the use of xTREE can be adapted to suit 

needs of a project a developer is dealing with.  

Importantly, xTREE draws clear distinction between agent‘s decision making 

(deciding on what to do) and reasoning (fact inference) and thus allows for clear 

separation of those two concerns; apart from modeling agent bridges 
(Def. 10)

, it is 

possible to encapsulate all agent decision-making code within xTPs and their 

assembly (due to Lemma 2). 

Roughly speaking, the idea of xTREE is 1) to combine advantages of the OOP 

scripting approach, which allows for definition of custom behavior primitives (Code 

16), together with 2) locality of decision-making of hsFSM and its scattered 

structuring of decision-making (Sec. 5.5.1), and 3) to implement behavior path 

hard/soft-switch transitions 
(Def. 31)

. 

                                                 
41

 The xTREE behavior plan may have a form of a directed graph in general, but its running 

behavior path will always have a form of a tree. 
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We do this in two steps. First in Sec. 6.1, we show that decision space 
(Def. 19)

 

does not support all DM features from Table 1 and therefore it does not model all 

DM patterns from the same table economically. Given this discussion, we extend the 

definition of decision space 
(Def. 19) 

to include missing decision-making features thus 

creating xTREE. The extension will be conservative in the sense that all lemmas 

formulated and proved for the original decision space 
(Lemma 2 - Lemma 6)

 will hold for 

xTREE as well. 

This chapter lays basis to thesis goal G3 and G4 by creating a computational 

model for Behavior Design Language (BDL) we will be describing in next Ch. 7. 

BDL will allow us to model decision-making patterns of other ASMs as described in 

Ch. 8 then. 

6.1 Decision-making Features in Decision Space 

In this section, we pin-point features and patterns that decision space 
(Def. 19)

 does not 

feature or model economically. We extend the decision space in the next section and 

thus create xTREE. 

There are three DM features that are troublesome for decision space: F4, F5 and 

F6. 

Supporting F4 - Hard/Soft-switching of Behavior Paths - Behavior Path Signal 

Propagation 

The decision space computational model (Alg. 2) is not propagating any signals to 

signaled decision points (cf. Alg. 4, which is propagating the signal to its 

OnInternal activity). We can mitigate this insufficiency by storing some signal 

within the agent determination from within decision point‘s Select function that 

would be then read by the next called decision point. However, as we will need to 

work with those signals often, it is more practical to extend the decision space to 

work with them explicitly without relying on mere contract (that is, to extend Alg. 2 

in a similar way we added support for signals into Alg. 3 and turned it into Alg. 4). 

Supporting F5 - Arbitrated Behavior Plan Structuring - Caller Reference 

The decision space computational model (Alg. 2) is not passing an information of 

decision point caller when it calls its Select function (row 06).  Therefore, decision 

points cannot reference its callers.  
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 As a result, decision space does not support arbitrated behavior plan structuring 

as they cannot pass any information back to its caller as required by the feature. 

Supporting F6 - Scattered Behavior Plan Structuring - Dynamic Local Decision 

Space Reconfiguration 

As already discussed in Sec. 5.5.3, to allow for the scattered behavior plan 

structuring a decision space need to allow to change the decision options of its 

points, i.e., to allow their reconfiguration during runtime. However, decision options 

are part of decision points‘ configuration and therefore they cannot be changed. 

6.2 xTREE Computational Model 

In the previous section, we have summarized decision-making features that decision 

space (Def. 19) does not support: F4 (signal propagation), F5 (caller reference) and 

F6 (dynamic local decision space reconfiguration). Not supporting F5 also implies 

that decision space does not support F1 (the  switchable action model in particular, 

Fig. 24) that relies on signals..  

As the target is to create a decision-making language that allows mixing 

different decision-making patterns and decision-making features seamlessly, we 

propose following decision space extensions, which turn decision space into xTREE. 

We specifically mark xTREE extensions in Def. 45 wrt. to the decision space and its 

Def. 19 with the green color; the rest of Def. 45 remains the same as in Def. 19. 

xTREE (Def. 45) has following extensions over the decision space (Def. 19): 

1. xTREE has a set of signals S its xTreePoints may send through links 

represented by xTreeLinks. This extension directly allows for the feature F4 

(signal propagation).  

2. As xTreePoint now receives identification of its caller (a caller xTreePoint). It 

can store this identification of the caller and choose to send signal back to this 

caller later on. This extension directly allows for the feature F5 (caller 

reference).  

3. An xTreePoint now may reconfigure links (called options in the decision 

space formerly) it chooses from as we have moved the set of links we are 

choosing from the configuration to the runtime of the function. We can use 

this to replace targets within options as discussed in Sec. 5.5.3. This extension 

allows for the feature F6 (dynamic local decision space reconfiguration). 

Also, extensions 1 and 2 imply the support for F1 (the switchable actions). 
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Def. 45. eXtensible Tree-like Reactive EnginE (xTREE) 

( X, O, S, Ar, Ab ) 

X    The finite set of all xTreePoints. 

O    The finite set of all xTreeLinks. 

S    The set of signals that can be sent to and by xTreePoints. 

Ar    The finite set of agent reasoning actions, which serves as requests 

     for agent reasoning function to compute information required for 

     decision-making. 

Ab    The finite set of agent body actions, which decision-making can output 

     as commands for the agent body to carry out during the next simulation 

     frame. 

 

xTREE signal is a double: (name, params): 

    name  name of the signals, 

    params list of parameters, i.e., list of doubles (name, type),  

        the signal may be accompanied with. 
 

Every xTreePoint is formed by a stateful function: 

    (O’, C’) [O’’, D’] Select: (X   ) x S x M x P* → ((O’’ x S)   ) x Ar* x Ab* 

Configuration: 

    O’   O The initial set of available xTreeOptions for the xTreePoint 

        to choose from. 

    C’   Function specific configuration. 

Runtime: 

    O’’   O The current set of available xTreeOptions for the xTreePoint to 

       choose from. Initialized as O’. 

    D’   Function specific set of states a function may happen to be in. 

Specification: 

     Computable function that selects a link o’’   O’’ together with 

    a signal s   o’’.s to send to xTreePoint o’’.x according to  

     an action-selection context (Def. 5) and its own state possibly requesting 

actions to be carried out.  

 

Every xTreeLink is formed by a couple ( x, s ). 

x   X              The xTreePoint this link leads to. 

s   S            Signals that we can send to the xTreePoint x. 
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As the extensions are rather cosmetic, Lemma 2-Lemma 6 apply to xTREE still 

as their proofs can be easily mapped onto the vocabulary of xTREE. Therefore, 

xTREE is also capable of modeling arbitrary decision-making functions. 

Similarly to the decision-making algorithm for a decision space (Alg. 2), we 

provide a decision-making algorithm to be used with xTREE (Alg. 5). It differs in 

the way it passes signals from points to points. Additionally, we extend the decision 

space determination (Def. 20) for xTREE; notably, we allow xTREE to return values 

via its DONE points (Def. 46). This allows us to use xTREE for, e.g., implementation 

of agent reasoning that needs to span multiple simulation frames (e.g., path-finding), 

which is thus able to return some value back to its caller. 

Def. 46. xTREE Determination 

(root, rootSignal, Done, caller, curr, signal) 

root   The root point of xTREE. 

rootSignal An initial signal sent to the xTREE root. 

Done   A set of signals that may end xTREE decision-making; as signals may hold  

    parameters we use Done(result) notation to match the result. 

caller   Last xTreePoint that sent a signal. 

curr   Currently evaluated xTreePoint. 

signal   Currently processed signal. 

We mark differences within xTREE decision-making algorithm (Alg. 5) wrt. 

reactive search (Alg. 2) with the green color. 
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Alg. 5. xTREE Decision-Making 
 

 (c : xTreeConfiguration( 

     xTree : xTREE    

 ) 

 [d : xTreeDetermination( 

   root       : xTreePoint, 

   rootSignal : Signal, 

   done       : Set<Signal> 

    caller     : xTreePoint,  

    curr       : xTreePoint, 

    signal     : Signal 

      ) 

  ] 

  function xTreeDecisionMaking( 

  p : Percepts, 

  m : Memory 

 ) 

  returns ( ReasoningActions, BodyActions, Result ) 
 

01:  if (d.signal in d.done)    // restart the search 

02:    d.caller = null         // reset the caller  

03:    d.curr = d.root         // restart the search, switch to the root 

04:    d.signal = d.rootSignal // and mark initial signal 

05:  link = null 

06:  reasoningActions = {} 

07:  bodyActions = {} 

08:  while (d.signal not in d.done) 

09:    (link, d.signal, Ar, Ab)  

     = [d.curr.O’’, d.curr.D’] d.curr.Select(d.caller, d.signal, p, m) 

10:   reasoningActions = reasoningActions   Ar 

11:    bodyActions = bodyActions   Ab 

12:   if (link != null) 

13:    d.caller = d.curr   // mark this point as caller of the next 

14:    d.curr   = link.x   // switch into next point 

15:     d.signal = signal   // mark signal we’re sending to the point 

16:   if (reasoningActions is not empty) // do we need to reason? 

17:     return ( reasoningActions, bodyActions, null ) 

18: return ( null, bodyActions, d.signal ) 

The xTREE decision-making algorithm (Alg. 5) is still not making any decisions 

on its own (similar to Alg. 2). It is still the responsibility of respective xTreePoints 

that form an xTREE to do the decision-making. 

Newly, Alg. 5 relays signals between xTreePoints together with the 

identification of the sender (or caller as referred to by Alg. 5, row 09).  

Versatility of xTREE 

An xTREE decision-making algorithm (Alg. 5) is an alternative computational model for any 

(programming) language in general. xTREE models the computation differently from stack-based 

computational models. xTREE understands a program as a space of decisions and its algorithm is 

then just “moving a pointer” (the d.curr variable in Alg. 5) through the graph (according to 

xTREE points’ Select functions) to mark the point that is making the decision next. There is no 
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stack involved per se. Instead of requiring every function to ultimately return some value back to 

its caller, an xTREE program may terminate with a result at any time (when some xTreePoint  

returns a DONE signal). Instead of representing cycles with language primitives (for, while) 

and recursion, xTREE may contains cycles within its space. Additionally, we allow every point to 

reconfigure its links, i.e., to locally modify the program.  

This new view on the program execution (or interpretation) will allow us to support all features 

and patterns that we have identified throughout Ch. 5, summarized in Sec. 5.6. 

Even though applied to agent domain and utilized by BDL, xTREE can be used alone to design new 

languages, which are graph-oriented by nature (provided we reify what reasoning and body 

actions are). 

6.3 xTREE Reference Implementation 

A reference Java implementation of xTREE is attached on the CD accompanying the 

thesis. It is rather straight implementation of Alg. 5 (implemented within 

xTREE.run(IAgent)) without performance considerations. Base classes and 

interfaces are documented with UML in the following Fig. 36. 

The implementation is meant to separate the code (xTREE points) and the data 

the code operates with (IDetermination of IAgent interface); i.e., 

implementations of IxTreePoint interface should never persist any values inside 

their objects, but use agent‘s determination instead. Such a design is preferred as it is 

possible to use the same code with multiple agents that are using the same xTREE 

points without the need to duplicate instances of points that forms one xTREE. 

 

Fig. 36. The UML class diagram describing relations between classes and interfaces within 

reference implementation of xTREE in Java. 
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The implementation deviates from the theoretical description 
(Def. 45, Alg. 5)

 in four 

points: 

1. Reasoning and body actions are not represented as symbols neither they 

are returned by IxTreePoint. Instead, there is generic IAgent interface 

that provides interfaces IBodyActions and IReasoningActions that 

can be used by IxTreePoint right away. 

2. IxTreeLink can be bound with execution of agent actions through the 

implementation of  

IxTreeLink.performActions(IAgent) that is triggered before 

xTree switches to the IxTreeOption.getTarget().  

3. The IAgent interface also provides access to the percepts via 

IPercepts and memory via IMemory; therefore signature of 

xTree.run(IAgent) method is different from the signature of 

xTreeDecisionMaking from Alg. 5. 

The implementation also contains two points that are providing ground for the 

future use by the Behavior Design Language implementation in next Ch. 7; those are: 

4. IxTreeLink target can be set via 

IxTreeLink.SetTarget(IxTreePoint) and reset back via 

IxTreeLink.resetTarget(). This will allow us to perform local 

xTREE space reconfigurations. 

5. There is an abstract xTreePointBase implementation of the 

IxTreePoint interface that is tracking who has called the point (within 

xTreePointBase.callerPoint) and what is the last IxTreeLink 

the point has selected (within xTreePointBase.selectedOption). 

This will also ease local xTREE reconfigurations. 

6.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have introduced the extension to the decision space called xTREE 

(Def. 45)
 given the observations from Ch. 5. We have discussed those extensions and 

presented reference Java implementation. 

In the next Ch. 7, we will introduce the Behavior Design Language that will 

define signals, their execution semantics and xTreePoint templates we will be 

modeling concrete BDL behavior primitives with; thus we will fulfill the thesis goal 
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G3. Namely, we will be modeling primitives of scripting and hsFSM from Ch. 5. 

Finally, in Ch. 8 we will show that those signals and templates are powerful enough 

to embrace DM patterns of Jason (Bordini et al., 2007), GOAL (de Boer et al., 2002), 

SPOSH (J. J. Bryson, 2001) and a Behavior tree (Rabin, 2013, Ch. 6) ASMs, thus we 

will fulfill the thesis goal G4. 
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7 Behavior Design Language 

Designing new behavior language that we use to economically model all other 

action-selection mechanisms discussed in this thesis. Modeling scripting and 

sequential finite-state machines. BDL primitive as an encapsulation of a decision-

making pattern. 

Behavior Design Language (BDL) is a novel approach for modeling reactive action-

selection of intelligent virtual agents we develop as a part of this thesis. It is a 

language that allows a developer to specify xTREEs 
(Def. 45)

 and therefore its ―code‖ is 

interpreted using flexible decision-making mechanism of xTREE (Alg. 5) as its 

computational model. As BDL contains a list of primitives that are modeling various 

decision-making patterns it is especially appropriate for modeling agent reactive 

decision-making. In this chapter we describe building blocks of BDL and then we 

model behavior primitives of scripting and (h)sFSM from Ch. 5 in BDL 

economically. We do this in seven steps. 

In Sec. 7.1, we contrast BDL with scripting to build a notion of what kind of  

language BDL is. 

In Sec. 7.2, we show how BDL models its primitives in order to ensure the 

support of all DM features and patterns from Table 1. Unfortunately, it is not 

straightforward to keep the support of features and patterns from Table 1 without 

subjecting xTreePoint Select function (Def. 45) to certain constrains, which result 

in definition of BDL point (Def. 49). Those constraints are discussed in detail and we 

will call then the BDL point (Select function) implementation contracts (Def. 52). 

We conclude this section by defining the BDL space (Def. 48) as an xTREE formed 

by BDL points (Def. 49) only and relaying BDL signals (Def. 51) only. 

In Sec. 7.3, we choose the formalism for the BDL points‘ Select function 

implementations. As BDL points‘ Select functions are stateful, we use (h)sFSM 

formalism to capture semantics of BDL points. Therefore, we use (h)sFSM diagrams 

to describe them. 

In Sec. 7.4, we present an architecture of BDL points‘ Select function 

implementations. The architecture consists of a hierarchy of sFSMs, which cooperate 

on supporting various DM features and patterns from Table 1. In particular, higher 

levels of BDL point hsFSM will take care of P6 (behavioral recursion) and P5 
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(behavioral looping), which will simplify design of BDL primitives we will be 

modeling decision-making patterns of other ASMs with. 

In Sec. 7.5, we show how BDL can support organization of its ―code‖ into 

multiple spaces that can reference each other. We show how a BDL space can be 

split into multiple ones and how those spaces can reference each other. 

In Sec. 7.6, we comment on a BDL space root point that requires a specific 

handling in order for the BDL space to be evaluable by Alg. 5 directly. 

Finally, we model scripting in Sec. 7.7 and sFSM in Sec. 7.8 by creating BDL 

counterparts of their primitives. Additionally, we model those primitives so they 

support hard- and soft-switching 
(Def. 31)

. 

This chapter fulfills the thesis goal G3. It also lays basis for fulfilling the goal 

G4 in the next Ch. 8 and G5 in Ch. 9. 

7.1 BDL Nature 

BDL is a tool for fast specification of a BDL space (Def. 51)
42

 that models an agent 

behavior plan 
(Def. 9)

. A BDL space is a specific form of an xTREE 
(Def. 45)

 that consists 

of BDL points (Def. 49) only. A BDL point is a specific type of xTreePoint 
(Def. 45)

 

that works with a predefined set of BDL signals (Def. 51), which have a fixed 

semantics all BDL points must implement. In order to make all BDL points‘ Select 

function implementations interoperable, we need to adhere to certain constrains (Def. 

52)  in their implementations. Those constrains are defined as to ensure that no BDL 

point Select function implementation can break the support of features and patterns 

from  Table 1.  

BDL is a kind of a programming language still. Therefore, before we get into 

details concerning how those patterns and features are supported in BDL, it is 

beneficial to contrast BDL with scripting languages 
(Def. 32)

 first. It is a good starting 

point for building a notion what kind of a language BDL is. We loosely follow the 

bullet list from Def. 32. 

1) BDL is used to create programs similarly to scripting languages. However, 

BDL is specialized for creation of reactive decision-making programs, i.e., 

reactive searches. To create a BDL program means to create an instance of 

a BDL space; we will use those terms as synonyms. 

                                                 
42

 Definitions will be given in Sec. 7.2.2. 
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2) A BDL space is rooted the same way an executable scripted program is. 

Every executable scripted program has its entry point (usually some ―main‖ 

function), that the program is run from. Analogically, BDL has a root point, 

which it begins with the reactive search from. 

3) We can initially think about BDL points as ordinary functions from scripting 

languages. Every BDL point either calls another BDL point (the same way a 

function may call other functions) or refers back to its caller (the same way a 

function may return a value). A BDL point may perform some computation 

(i.e., updating agent determination) the same way a function in scripting can 

update global variables; but this will be seldom the use case for BDL points 

as they will be managing their own private state typically. 

The idea behind every BDL point is that it abstracts a decision-making point 

within reactive search and decides whether to prolong the search (calling 

another BDL point) or report the result of the search back (refer back to its 

caller). 

We can therefore think of a BDL space as a graph of BDL points. During 

runtime, xTREE algorithm is holding a pointer to a point that is being 

evaluated next; the graph‘s node (a BDL point) then decides whether and 

where to move within such a graph next or whether to invoke agent reasoning 

in order to gain an information it decides upon. 

4) We do not discuss declaration of global and local variables in BDL, however, 

we will show later on how to provide any ―scoped‖ functionality in BDL 

(e.g., declarations of variables that are accessible only in the scope of 

evaluation of some behavior sub-path). 

5) A BDL space can be easily split into multiple BDL spaces, which can then 

reference each other in a similar way a script (Def. 34) is split into functions 

and span multiple files. 

6) We will show that BDL can economically express all scripting behavior 

primitives (Def. 33) including method call late-binding (through ―virtual‖ 

references to other BDL spaces). Moreover, BDL economically supports 

behavioral looping as well as recursion. BDL is Turing complete, even 

though it is intended for encoding agent decision-making primarily. 

7) In contrast to scripting languages, a BDL program code can change during 

the computation to a certain degree. This results from the fact that a BDL 
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point can change own links over time (it can therefore modify BDL space 

locally). On the other hand, BDL program cannot change completely, e.g., it 

cannot rewrite the code of points‘ Select functions completely
43

. 

8) Another contrast between BDL reactive search and scripted program runtime 

is that BDL does not use a call stack for storing activation frames of points 

(cf. function activation frames stored in a call stack during scripted program 

runtime). As BDL is xTREE, there are only two points held in the runtime 

state of xTREE algorithm (Alg. 5); a caller point and a called point. However, 

we will want to maintain a stack approach to point calls (only to certain 

degree as detailed later). Therefore, we will require every BDL point to store 

its caller and eventually signal a result of reactive search to it. We can 

(initially) think of this as storing a function activation stack in a distributed 

way as every BDL point will persist its activation frame for itself. 

9) Finally, BDL is designed to be an extendable language, unlike scripting 

languages. In the next section, we describe a contract how every BDL point 

Select function needs to behave in general and a developer will be free to 

specify new Select functions (i.e., define new BDL primitives) as long as 

they adhere to this contract. This construct ensures that new BDL primitives 

can be used with existing ones without any constraints on BDL point ordering 

or their linking. 

Similarities between BDL and Scripting Languages 

It might seem that BDL is only rephrasing idioms we know from scripting languages. It might 

seem that we could just create some BDL library for scripting language and use the very same 

scripting language for the specification of BDL space. The difference is that BDL is speaking 

directly in terms of stateful decision-points not state-less functions. As described in Sec. 5.3.4, 

trying to use functions or objects as decision-making points is cumbersome. Functions are 

stateless and thus inappropriate for economic expression of stateful decision-making patterns 

and by creating custom (stateful) objects for encoding decision-making patterns, we completely 

give up on the underlying scripting language expressing the behavior plan using custom objects 

only, which has practical problems.  

                                                 
43

 We could do that to a great degree in theory though. If we design every Select function 

as an interpreter of some code (e.g. Universal Turing Machine) from the function‘s runtime state, 

which will be initialized according to the configuration, we would be able to change that code as well. 

But every Turing complete language can do such a trick. 
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7.2 BDL Reactive Search 

BDL is used to modeling agent decision-making as reactive search within xTREE
 (Def. 

45)
. To describe how BDL models decision-making we have to discuss where the 

search takes place and how the search is performed, namely: 

1. what a BDL space looks like (rooted tree vs. rooted directed acyclic 

graph vs. rooted directed graph); 

2. what signals are going to be relayed in there and what semantics do they 

have; 

3. how we can guarantee the support of DM patterns and features from 

Table 1. 

We connect the discussion of the three points above with a discussion on how 

BDL supports patterns and features (Table 1) that are not supported by Decision 

space itself. The goal to support those patters and features will shape both the form 

of a BDL space as well as the set of signals we will need to work with together with 

a contract all BDL points will need to hold to.  

This section is organized as follow. 

In Sec. 7.2.1 we discuss the support DM patterns and features from Table 1 

informally. 

In Sec. 7.2.2 we summarize informal findings in more formal definitions 

creating a BDL space and grounding BDL signals. 

In Sec. 7.2.3 we ground the contract for BDL points‘ Select function 

implementation. 

In Sec. 7.2.4, we are able to discuss what scenarios a reactive search within a 

BDL space may undergo given the constraints from Sec. 7.2.3. We use sequence 

diagrams of signals relayed between BDL points for the depiction.  

In Sec. 7.2.5, we note that a running behavior path can be in fact a tree within 

xTREE and therefore we reify the definitions of a behavior and behavior switches 

previously done Ch. 4 (namely in Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 4.3). 

Finally, in Sec. 7.2.6, we establish a development cost of a BDL space. 

As a result, this section allows us to ground design decisions we make for a BDL 

point Select function architecture we describe in the next Sec. 7.4. 
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7.2.1 Supporting Identified DM Patterns and Features 

In general, xTREE and BDL role is to allow for all features and patterns from Table 

1. Therefore, we go through the list from the table step by step. We describe 

implications of those features and patterns requirements on the BDL design, i.e., we 

show how we aim to support that feature or pattern specifically. 

We comment on all DM features, but we does not comment on all DM patterns 

as patterns P2 - P4 do not contribute to the architecture of BDL.  

Supporting F1 - Terminable and Switchable Actions as Behavior Primitives 

As the requirement of F1 needs to have one primitive for every terminable or 

switchable action, we aim to embed their execution models (Fig. 23 or Fig. 24 

respectively) directly into the implementation of BDL point Select function. As 

xTREE supports propagation of signals (F4), a signal required by an action execution 

model may reach its sFSM and invoke appropriate methods. As a result we need to 

include all signals as required by the switchable action model (Fig. 24) into the set of 

signals BDL points will be working with. 

Supporting F2 – Custom Behavior Primitives 

By allowing a developer to come up with own BDL primitives (i.e., custom BDL 

point Select function implementations), we will fulfill this feature. 

Supporting F3 – Active Stack Computational Model 

We aim to support the active stack computational model feature 
(Def. 44)

 in a similar 

way hsFSM does (as described in Sec. 5.5.4). Every BDL point will be maintaining 

own state that will describe its state of the execution. Therefore, if revisited by the 

decision-making (Alg. 5), a BDL point will be able to base its decision given its 

previous evaluations. 

Supporting F4 – Behavior Path Hard/Soft-switch Transitions, Behavior Path 

Signal Propagation 

The signal propagation feature is directly supported by xTREE 
(Def. 45)

. To support 

hard- and soft-switching of behavior paths, we will require all BDL points to adhere 

to the semantics of BDL signals as they are understood by the switchable action 

model (Fig. 24). 

The idea is to let every point on the running behavior path to decide, whether it 

wants to continue the execution along the running behavior path (via EXECUTE signal) 

or become a switching point and switch-out the remainder of the active behavior path 
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(via SWITCH signal) or immediately terminate (hard-switch) the remainder of the path 

(via TERMINATE signal). As the signal will be traveling through the behavior path, 

every point will have an opportunity to hard- or soft-switch sub-behavior it is 

running. These action signals and results therefore make the first set of signals used 

by BDL. We will split those signals into two categories initially: a) call signals 

(EXECUTE, SWITCH, TERMINATE) and b) result signals (SUCCESS, FAIL, TERMINATED, 

RUNNING). We additionally include the DONE signal to the result signal category as it 

is used by xTREE to recognize decision-making end 
(Def. 46)

.  

Call signals will be sent forward along the running behavior path or they will 

prolong it; these are: 

1) EXECUTE - signaled point should perform standard execution; 

2) SWITCH - signaled point should switch-out, it may take multiple frames to 

do so; 

3) TERMINATE - signal point should terminate in this frame. 

Result signals will be sent back through the running behavior path to points‘ 

callers reporting the result of previously made calls. A BDL Point will be able to act 

upon them as they see fit; these are: 

4) SUCCESS - called point has successfully finished the execution and is 

ready to be called again, 

5) FAIL - called point has failed to finish its execution and is ready to be 

called again, 

6) TERMINATED - called point has terminated and is ready to be called again, 

reserved as result for the call signal TERMINATE only, 

7) RUNNING - called point is running, i.e., it needs to wait for another ASM 

invocation as it waits for results of some durative actions or environment 

change; there is no need to call it again during this frame. 

8) DONE - called point ends the xTREE decision-making (Alg. 5, row 08). 

Mentioned signals shape the way we model reactive search. Call signals are used 

to direct the search. Either a point wants to continue the search further along active 

behavior path or prolongs it (the point signals EXECUTE), or it wants to direct the 

search elsewhere and thus has to switch out the remainder of running behavior path 

(the point signals SWITCH), or it needs to immediately change the running behavior 
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path and thus has to terminate the remainder of active behavior path (the point 

signals TERMINATE). 

Result signals are then used to report the result of the reactive search, i.e., the 

state of the sub-behavior. This report has different meanings according to the call 

signal received by the point. For the EXECUTE signal, result signals are referring to 

the state of the sub-behavior; for the SWITCH signal, result signals referring to the 

state of sub-behavior switch-out; for the TERMINATE signal, we allow only the 

TERMINATED result as we require immediate switch-out. 

Propagation of result signals back to points‘ callers is possible in xTREE due to 

the fact that the signaled point receives information what point it is being signaled by 

(Alg. 5, row 09). We can therefore store the reference to the point‘s caller as part of 

the point‘s state and refer to it later, once we want to return a result back. We need to 

distinguish between two categories of signals as we will have to store a reference to a 

caller only if we receive a call signal. We will not override the caller reference when 

a result signal is received not to lose the track of the original caller. 

Supporting F5 - Arbitrated Behavior Plan Structuring - Caller Reference 

Referencing a caller is supported directly as xTREE Alg. 5 is passing a caller 

reference to a point‘s Select function (row 09). Therefore, we are able to return 

results back, which is the primary requirement of being able to use the arbitrated 

behavior plan structuring. 

As we have introduced the result signal category in the previous sub-section, we 

lay basis for supporting F5 by allowing a caller of the point to interpret children 

results. In order to support F5 systematically, we will require all BDL points to 

eventually report the result of a call to their callers. Therefore, a BDL point cannot 

abruptly terminate the decision-making. This affects how the BDL space is going to 

be traversed by Alg. 5. If the point always needs to report some result back to its 

caller, than the only point that does not have a caller is the BDL space root; as such 

the root is the only point that can end the decision-making by returning the DONE 

signal, i.e., it will serve not only as an entry point but also as an exit point.  

To imagine how the BDL space is traveled by Alg. 5, one can initially think of 

the BDL space as being a rooted tree. Call signals are propagated further down from 

the root and once a call signal reaches some leaf (which will typically be a point 

executing an agent action), its point will send some result signal back (e.g., action is 
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being executed by returning RUNNING). The result can be than acted upon by the 

caller of the leaf, but even the callee will eventually send some result back to its 

caller as well and so on and so forth until the some result is returned to the BDL 

space root that may end the decision-making then.  

We can therefore see the point‘s call as a function execution in a scripting 

language; a called function may also call some other functions but ultimately it will 

return some result to its caller. Therefore, we can create points, which may decide on 

where to continue the search next upon receiving results from called child/children, 

i.e., to use the arbitrated behavior plan structuring. For instance, it will be possible to 

implement a point performing the chain of if-then-else rules (as used for example in 

Code 10) thus allowing for F5. 

Supporting F6 - Scattered Behavior Plan Structuring - Dynamic Local Decision 

Space Reconfiguration 

Scattered structuring originates from sFSM and thus sFSM is giving us hints how the 

feature needs to be supported as already discussed in Sec. 5.5.3. We now detail the 

mechanism in Sec. 5.5.3, where we sketched how the local space reconfiguration  

needs to work. 

The idea is that we model given sFSM of N states with N+1 BDL points. We 

will have a master BDL point that will represent sFSM and let other N points to 

model sFSM states. The state switch will be modeled as a request then; a signal to 

the master point to change its link to the point we are switching into. The master 

point will then contain only one link to another BDL point that is considered to be 

the current state of sFSM. 

We picture the situation in Fig. 37. We have three actors in this sFSM state 

switch: 1) sFSM, 2) current sFSM state S1 we are switching from and 3) target sFSM 

state S2 we are switching into. In BDL, it means we are speaking about three BDL 

points: P0, P1 and P2. P0 corresponds to sFSM, is the master point that holds, what 

state should be executed next; its link initially leads to P1 that corresponds to the 

state S1. P1 than has a reference to P2, which corresponds to the state S2. As it is the 

state S1 that requires a switch to S2, it is the point P1 that is making the transition to 

the point P2; however, we need to modify BDL point P0 link that ―holds reference‖ 

to sFSMR.state. Therefore, P1 has to signal to P0 first with a request to change the 

link that leads to P1 to point newly to P2. Next time P0 will be called, it will be 

signaling P2 not P1. Therefore, this signal and its handling will effectively 
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implement the sFSM state switch as sketched previously in Sec. 5.5.3 (e.g., in Fig. 

35).  

 

Fig. 37. Modeling sFSM state switch within BDL using ability of xTREE to locally reconfigure 

its options. Left-part: sFSM. Right-part: corresponding BDL space. 

As P1 is transitioning to P2 (Fig. 37), it needs to have a way to tell P0 to change 

its link. Therefore, we introduce new signal called REPLACE. The signal has two 

parameters; the first holds a BDL point that should be written as the link‘s new end 

point, and the second holds a signal that should be immediately sent to the point P3 

from the first parameter.  

 Therefore, as pictured in Fig. 37, P1 must first signal P0 asking it to reconfigure 

the link o that it has selected last and then P0 continues by signaling P2 following the 

very same link o. Once P2 decides to switch into different state, it may signal its 

caller (P0) again. 

Using this new signal, we will be able to create a BDL point that mimics the way 

the sFSM state is working. Thus, we will effectively allow for F6. 

Supporting P1 - Behavior Hierarchy 

We will not be constraining the way how BDL points can reference each other 

through their links; i.e., any BDL point may reference any other BDL point. 
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Supporting P5 - Behavior Looping 

To picture how behavior looping will be implemented in BDL, we have to discuss 

what loops are first. We understand a loop as a code that is being executed in 

iterations until some loop-end condition is met. If we translate this to decision space 

terms, a loop means that some sub-part of a decision space can be iteratively visited 

in the context of single action-selection frame. This means that a circle must exist 

within the graph formed of decision points (as captured by Lemma 8). Therefore to 

deal with looping in BDL, we have to decide how we are going to handle cycles 

within BDL space. 

Lemma 8.  Loops in Decision Space 

Acyclic decision space cannot represent a loop or recursion. 

Proof 8. By contradiction. If the space represents some loop (or recursion) than at 

least one of its decision point must appear on a behavior path twice. The behavior 

path therefore must contain a circle and so decision space cannot be acyclic. □ 

Therefore, to allow for behavior looping, we have to allow cycles within a BDL 

space. 

In order to correctly implement behavior looping, we need to know when 

looping happens. If we would not know that we have looped, than we would strip 

a BDL point developer of possibility to use ―local‖ variables within loop bodies; that 

is, variables that needs to be, e.g., reinstantiated or changed in some way every loop 

iteration. 

As a BDL space is rooted, we can recognize so-called BACK links (Def. 47) by 

assessing all paths running from its root; once we find a cycle in such a path, we 

mark any link that forms encloses a cycle as a BACK link. An example situation is 

pictured in Fig. 38. 
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Fig. 38. A BACK link example within a decision space representing 

ambientCitizenBehavior (Code 11) including loopPatTheDog (Code 19). 

Def. 47. BACK Link 

(Point1, Link, Point2) 

A BACK link within a BDL space is a triple, where Point1 and Point2 lies on some 

behavior path (Def. 24) and Point 1 is nearer to the BDL space root point than Point2 and Link 

leads to Point1 and is selectable by Point2. 

The difference between scripting loops (e.g., a for cycle) and behavioral looping 

is in the fact, that loop‘s body (the patTheDog point in our case) may be visited 

multiple times during the same behavior loop iteration as we may, e.g., wait on a 

durative action success. This fact is depicted by two paths we can reach the DONE 

point from the patTheDog point in Fig. 38. We exemplify this within the following 

UML sequence diagram in Fig. 39. 
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Fig. 39. Example of behavior looping within the decision space from Fig. 38. We picture 

three consecutive action-selection frames. During the first AS frame, we visit patTheDog 

for the first time and start executing it. During the second AS frame, we visit patTheDog 

for the second time (but still in the scope of the first iteration) and discover the action is 

running. During the third AS frame, we visit patTheDog for the third time (still in the 

scope of the first iteration), finds out the action finished, therefore we check the loop-

end condition (enough patting?), find out it is not satisfied and thus we refer back to 

loopPatTheDog, thus starting the second (behavior) iteration, and we visit the 

patTheDog for the fourth time and start executing it for the second time. 
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This poses a problem to the BDL point functionality; how should BDL point 

(e.g.,  the patTheDog point from Fig. 38) distinguish between situations, 1) it has 

been called during the same behavior iteration; 2) it has been called during new 

behavior iteration? We solve this by relying on proper support of F5 (arbitrated 

behavior plan structuring). To support F5, we required that every point once called 

must return a result to its caller. Here we modify this requirement adding ―unless a 

behavior looping take place‖. Whenever a point calls some child and receives 

another call signal then, it will know that a new iteration has begun, i.e., it was called 

in the situation ―2‖. Otherwise, it must receive some result and return some result 

itself. The next time it is signaled with a call signal, it knows it is called in the 

situation ―1‖. 

Therefore, whenever some point is called in the situation ―1‖, it knows a looping 

has taken the place and therefore it knows it does not need to return result to this new 

caller. However, it has to return the result to the original caller still.  

Supporting P6 - Behavior Recursion 

Supporting behavior recursion in the BDL space is similar to supporting behavior 

looping. The recursion also happens on BACK links 
(Def. 47)

, however it requires 

consequently visited BDL points to behave differently than during behavior looping. 

In general, whenever we want to recurse, we need to clone some part of a BDL space 

(analogically to the recursion in scripting languages where we create new function 

activation frames). 

We solve this situation by implementing a ―recursion counter‖ that will be 

passed as a parameter along all call signals. We also specify a new signal called 

RECURSE that can be associated with BACK links only, and we will be increasing 

this ―recursion counter‖ every time we receive RECURSE signal. Called point than 

may compare newly received recursion number with the one it was called previously 

with. If they differ, it will recognize the fact that it needs to create a new instance of 

itself to handle the recursion. As this increased recursion counter is further 

propagated through BDL space, it will effectively trigger cloning of points along the 

way thus implementing behavioral recursion.  

We also extend all result signal with ―recursion counter‖ parameter so points 

may specify at what recursion depth they are returning result at. I.e., if a point is 
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called with recursion argument R, it will be expected to result with the same 

recursion argument R so the caller point will be able to correctly map the result to its 

concrete implementation. 

7.2.2 BDL Space and Signals 

In the previous sub-section, we have shown how we aim to support all features and 

some patterns from Table 1. In this section we summarize it and turn it into 

definitions. We first comment on how BDL space looks like and then we summarize 

signals that are being relayed through it. We give all definitions in reverse order 

using forward references as it makes the text more readable. 

BDL Space 

Firstly, the space has a form of rooted directed graph as we are supporting P5 

(behavior looping) and P6 (behavior recursion). However, it is beneficial to think of 

the space as being a rooted tree first as every called behavior point has to eventually 

return some result back (in order to support F5, arbitrated behavior plan structuring). 

The graph is then made out of this tree by reflecting BACK links 
(Def. 47)

, which are 

either loop links or links associated with the RECURSE signal; we forbid any other 

back references (except when used for propagating result signals back via caller 

reference). Therefore, if there is no behavioral looping or recursion involved, BDL 

space always has a form of rooted acyclic directed graph (if we exclude callers‘ 

links). 

Formally, a BDL space is an xTREE (Def. 45), which is using BDL signals 

(Def. 51) and consists of BDL points (Def. 49) only. 

Def. 48. BDL Space. 

BDL Space is xTREE (Def. 45) that consists of BDL points (Def. 49) only, which are sending 

and interpreting BDL signals (Def. 51) only. 

BDL Point 

BDL point is an xTreePoint 
(Def. 45)

, which is defined by the stateful function 
(Def. 4)

 

Select. Therefore, to create an instance of the BDL point (Def. 49) we have to 

specify parts that form its Select function. In particular, the BDL point 

implementation is working with BDL signals (Def. 51) only and holds to a BDL 

point implementation contract (Def. 52). 
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Def. 49. BDL Point 

(L, C, D, A, I) 

L  The set of BDL points the point is referencing. 

C  Point’s specific configuration. 

D  Point’s private variables. 

A  Agent actions that the point may output. 

I  Function conforming to the signature of xTreePoint Select Function 
(Def. 45)

, 

  working with BDL signals (Def. 51) only and conforming to BDL Point Select 

  Function Implementation Contract (Def. 52). 

Given the BDL point Def. 49, we map it onto xTreePoint 
(Def. 45)

 as follows: 

1. For every l  L we create an xTreeLink  

(l,{EXECUTE, SWITCH, TERMINATE, RECURSE}), 

which becomes the Select function‘s O’. 

2. Point‘s configuration C becomes Select function‘s configuration C’. 

3. Point‘s variables D defines Select function‘s D’. 

4. A is split between function‘s Ar and Ab according to their characteristics. 

5. I becomes the implementation of the Select function. 

BDL Signals 

There are two base categories of signals (Def. 50) that are relayed through the graph: 

call signals and result signals. Additionally, we define instruction signals for 

supporting P6 (behavior recursion) and F6 (dynamic local space reconfiguration). 

Finally, we also create a result signals sub-category we call finished signals, which 

contain signals a point may finish. When a point finishes, it typically resets its state 

(resets its D 
(Def. 49)

) as well. 
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Def. 50. BDL Signal Categories 

There are three categories of BDL signals: call, result and instruction. And one sub-

category finished. 

 

 Call signals are signals being relayed in the direction further from the root with the 

exception of behavior looping and recursion.  

 When a point P1 signals a call signal S to point P2, we will be speaking of “P1 is 

 calling P2” or “P1 is calling P2 with S”,  “P1 is being a caller” and “P2 is being a callee 

  or a called point”. 

 

Result signals are signals being sent only as replies to a point’s caller. 

 When a point P2 signals a result signal S back to its caller, we will be speaking of 

 “P2 results with S” or “P2 replies with S”. Result signals may be sent only back to the 

 point’s caller. 

 

Finished signals are sub-category of result signals. 

 When a point P2 signals a finished signal S back to its caller, we will be speaking 

 of “P2 finishes” or “P2 finishes with S”. 

 

Instruction signals are being relayed in the direction towards the root. 

 Whenever a point P1 signals an instruction signal to P2, we will be speaking of “P1 

 is instructing P2”. 

The minimal set of signals we have to work with was identified in Sec. 7.2.1. 

Additionally, we have shown that we have to parameterize those signals in order to 

support F6 (dynamic local space reconfiguration) and P6 (behavior recursion), as 

discussed in appropriate sub-sections of Sec. 7.2.1). Additionally, we also allow 

user-specified parameters to be part of signals; this can help in various situation, e.g., 

we might want to pass the reason the point has failed along the FAIL signal or 

indicate what sub-behavior we want to switch-into along the SWITCH signal. We 

summarize BDL signals the BDL language is working with in the following Def. 51. 
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Def. 51. BDL Signals 

Call signals - CALL(p,r,u): 

 EXECUTE(p,r,u)  Signaled point should start executing or continue execution 

        normally.  

        The point may either call other points or return a result, 

         or instruct other points, but it cannot return signal 

        TERMINATED. 

        When point P1 signals EXECUTE to point P2, we will be 

        speaking of “P1 is executing P2”. 

       

 SWITCH(p,r,u)  A signaled point is being soft switched-out (Def. 31). 

        The point may either call other points or return a result, 

         or instruct other points, but it cannot return TERMINATED. 

        When point P1 signals SWITCH to point P2, we will be 

         speaking of “P1 is switching out P2”. 

 

 TERMINATE(p,r,u) A signaled point is being hard switched-out (Def. 31). 

        The point may either call another point with 

        TERMINATE or RECURSE(TERMINATE(…)) or result 

        with TERMINATED signal only. 

        When point P1 signals TERMINATE to point P2, we will be 

        speaking of “P1 is terminating P2”. 

 

Instruction signals: 

 RECURSE(s,u)  A signal that is used on BACK links (Def. 47) only to indicate 

        beginning of new recursion.  

        Parameter s can only be a call signal. 

        The signaled point should increase the level of recursion 

        counter r within the call signal s and call own new instance 

        with updated signal. 

        Point may result with signals as required by the call signal s. 

 REPLACE(n,es)  A signal that is used to modify the link signaled point has 

        selected last replacing the link’s target with n. 

        It may only be sent back to a point’s caller. 

        Parameter es is either EXECUTE or SWITCH signal. 

 DONE(u)     Decision-making ends; only BDL space root may return 

        this signal optionally stating the result of the decision-making. 
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Result signals - RESULT(p,r,u): 

 RUNNING(p,r,u)   A point is running, i.e., it is executing a durative action or 

         performing a soft switch-out (Def. 31). 

         When point P results with RUNNING we will be speaking 

         of “P is running”. 

 

 Finished signals - FINISHED(p,r,u): 

  SUCCESS(p,r,u)  A point has succeeded the execution or finished soft 

         switching-out. 

         When point P results with SUCCESS signal we will be 

         speaking of “P succeeded”. 

  FAIL(p,r,u)   A point has failed the execution or failed soft switching-out. 

          When point P results with FAIL signal we will be 

         speaking of “P failed”. 

  TERMINATED(p,r,u) A point has hard switched-out, i.e., it has terminated 

         and reset. 

         When point P results with TERMINATED signal we 

          will be speaking of “P terminated”. 

 

Signals parameters: 

 p    A plan call counter, integer; updated every time we reference a plan. 

 r    A recursion counter, integer; increased every time we signal  RECURSE. 

 n    A BDL point we want to be the new target of the link. 

 c    A call signal that is sent to cloned point after the recursion; including 

     the arguments. 

  es    An EXECUTE or SWITCH signal that is sent to replaced link target 

      (after local space modification) including the arguments. 

  u    user-defined parameters that allow to pass additional values between 

      points or as the result of the decision-making (in case of the DONE 

signal). 

Concerning Def. 51, there are two points we have not discussed yet.  

The first point concern is the labeling of BDL signals categories call, result and 

finished with ―category‖ signals CALL(p,r,u), RESULT(p,r,u) and 

FINISHED(p,r,u). Those will be used to simplify the design of BDL point 

implementations as we will be able to specify the match any signal from a given 

BDL signal category with a ―category‖ signal. 

The second point concern is the plan call counter p signal parameter we have not 

discussed yet. We need this parameter to allow splitting one BDL space into multiple 
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spaces (we will call plans) and reference them. In order to reference them, we will 

need to implement plan calls. In order to be able to decouple the BDL space code and 

its state apart we need the plan call counter p signal parameter. 

When we are decoupling a BDL space code from its state, we can run into the 

problem that the same code is executed in the scope of different plan calls. In such a 

case, we need to be able to differentiate which plan call a point is executed in; in 

other words, the point must have a way to check, in which plan instance it is being 

executed in. This is similar as to recognize in which recursion we execute a point in. 

The idea begin plan counter is similar to the recursion counter (Supporting P6 - 

Behavior Recursion; the BDL point code should instantiate new data context for 

every new value of the plan counter parameter encountered as it indicates that the 

BDL point is being called in the context of different plan instance than previously. In 

this way, a BDL point code implementing its Select function can be present in the 

agent program separately from the data it operates over. 

The presence of this parameter is merely technical and only the plan-call BDL 

primitive (as described in Sec. 7.5) will need to alter it. The plan counter parameter 

needs to be altered only when we reference another BDL space. As a result, all other 

points will be passing this parameter without any change. 

7.2.3 BDL Point Implementation Contract 

As we need to support F1-F6 and P5-P6, we have specific requirements on BDL 

points‘ Select function implementations. We call those requirements as BDL point 

Select function implementation contracts (Def. 52), or the (BDL point) contracts 

for short. Those contracts summarize outcomes of discussion from Sec. 7.2.1. 
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Def. 52. BDL Point Implementation Contracts 

A BDL point Select function always conforms to the following requirements: 

  1)  not to send other than allowed BDL signals (as detailed by Def. 51) to prevent  

undefined behavior; 

 2)  to reasonably handle behavior looping situations; reasonable behavior depends on 

a point’s functionality (to support P5, behavior looping); 

  3) to adhere to the meaning of the recursion counter (to support P6, behavior 

recursion); 

  4) to correctly handle the RECURSE signal (Def. 51, to support P6, behavior recursion) 

  5) to always return a result signal with the recursion parameter r set to a value of a 

recursion argument the point has been called with (to support P6, behavior 

recursion); 

  6)   when replying with the REPLACE signal to the RECURSE instruction, to wrap the 

call signal parameter es with the RECURSE signal (to support P6, behavior 

recursion); 

  7) to correctly handle the REPLACE signal (Def. 51, to support F6, dynamic local space 

reconfiguration); 

 8) not to return the DONE signal if a point is not the root (to support F5, arbitrated 

behavior plan structuring); 

  9) to follow intended semantics of call and result signals (Def. 51), in particular not to 

signal other points with SWITCH and TERMINATE signals if they have not been 

signaled with EXECUTE or RECURSE first and has not replied with finished signal yet 

(to support F1, F4 – hard/soft switch transitions); 

  10)  not to finish before it finishes any point that it signaled and is still running (to 

support F1, F4 – hard/soft switch transitions and F5, arbitrated behavior plan 

structuring). 

  We will refer to those requirements as BDL Point (Select function) Implementation 

Contracts or “the contracts” for short. 

To elaborate on Def. 52 contracts:  

1)  it implies that BDL points cannot come up with custom signals as that 

would make them incompatible with each other (violating P1, behavior 

hierarchy), in other words, the change of signals would change the 

language;  

2)  it implies that we have to implement recognition of behavior looping 

scenario as described in Sec. 7.2.1, Supporting P5 - Behavior Looping; how 

to react to looping is then dependent on the decision-making pattern the 

point is implementing; 
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3) it implies that we have to correctly instantiate new internal point instances 

to support behavioral recursion as described in Sec. 7.2.1, Supporting P6 - 

Behavior Recursion; 

4) it means that we have to increment the recursion counter every time we 

receive RECURSE signal as described in Sec. 7.2.1, Supporting P6 - Behavior 

Recursion; 

5) it means that if we call some point with a recursion argument r we expect to 

receive some result with the same recursion argument r in order to be able 

to pass it into correct point implementation that handles recursion of r-th 

depth as described in Sec. 7.2.1, Supporting P6 - Behavior Recursion; 

6) it cuts of the possibility of cancelling recursion in case we return the 

REPLACE signal as a reply to RECURSE, which would turn behavior recursion 

into behavior looping otherwise; 

7)  it implies that the point has to save reference to a link to the last referenced 

child in order to be able to correctly handle the REPLACE signal as described 

in Sec. 7.2.1, Supporting F6 - ; 

8) in order to support F5 (arbitrated behavior plan structuring), we do not want 

to let every BDL point to be able to finish decision-making as every called 

BDL point is expected to eventually return some result to its caller; 

therefore we allow only the BDL space root point to return the DONE signal; 

9) this means all points must correctly reply to signals as described in Def. 51, 

additionally points need to ensure that SWITCH and TERMINATE signals are 

propagated only through the running behavior path 
(Def. 28) 

in order to soft or 

hard switch-out a behavior sub-path; there is no gain in switching or 

terminating points that are not RUNNING and therefore those that have not 

been signaled with EXECUTE previously; 

10) finally, before some point finishes it has to finish its running (child) points 

as that would break the implementation of stateful DM patterns that may be 

realized along the running behavior path.  

We can devise a generic architecture of BDL point that would support or enforce 

contracts 1-8, but it will be a BDL point implementer‘s responsibility to maintain 

contracts 9-10. 
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Given BDL signals Def. 51 and BDL point Select function implementation 

contracts Def. 52, we now discuss valid signal sequences as they may occur within 

Alg. 5. We describe sequences of signals that are returned by BDL points‘ Select 

function calls on row 09. 

7.2.4 BDL Space Execution Sequence Diagrams 

In order to build a notion how the xTREE Alg. 5 is traversing a BDL Space during 

the decision-making, we present following UML sequence diagrams in Fig. 40, Fig. 

41, Fig. 42, Fig. 43, Fig. 44, Fig. 45, Fig. 46)
44

, which capture all possible sequences 

of signals 
(Def. 51)

 that are relayed between BDL points (we omit sequences ending 

with the DONE signal for the sake of brevity). Actors in diagrams are BDL points. All 

scenarios start by sending some signal from a ―Caller point‖ to a ―Callee point‖ and 

scenarios recursively reference each other as a space evaluation may proceed as 

such. Scenarios are referenced recursively via UML sequence diagram notes that 

span points, which the referenced scenario happens between. 

Presented sequences are direct applications of Def. 51 and Def. 52. These 

sequences will help us to understand technical aspects of BDL point implementations 

from Sec. 7.4. They will help us to discuss correctness of those implementations wrt. 

contracts 
(Def. 52)

. 

We split the description of possible signal sequences between three different 

cases: 1) non-recursive non-looping sequences (Fig. 40), 2) non-recursive looping 

sequencing (Fig. 41, Fig. 42), 3) recursive looping sequences (Fig. 43, Fig. 44, Fig. 

45, Fig. 46). 

 

                                                 
44

 Figures are picturing a context-free recursive grammar that can generate all valid 

sequences of signals between BDL Space points. A grammar pictured by sequence diagrams is 

incomplete as we omit the use of DONE signal.. 
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Ad 1) Non-recursive Non-looping Scenarios 

 

Fig. 40. An UML sequence diagram picturing three scenarios describing non-recursive non-

looping sequences of BDL signals relayed between BDL points within a BDL space, which 

has a form of directed acyclic graph. Notes within the diagram are used to recursively 

reference other scenarios by their names. 

Fig. 40 contains three scenarios, which are describing signal sequences that may 

arise during evaluation of a BDL space without any BACK links (Def. 47). Such a 

BDL space has a form of a directed acyclic graph. Having a space of a directed 

acyclic graph form, Alg. 5 may traverse it only further from the root by means of call 

signals (beginning of Scenario 1.1 and 1.3) or back to the root by means of result 

signals (the end of Scenario 1.1 and 1.3), or use the REPLACE instructing signal 

(Scenario 1.2). There may occur neither loops nor recursion during such a space 

evaluation (Lemma 8). 
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Ad 2) Non-recursive Looping Scenarios 

 

Fig. 41.  Part 1/2: An UML sequence diagram picturing the first five scenarios describing non-

recursive looping sequences of BDL signals relayed between BDL points in a BDL space 

that may contain behavior loops but not behavior recursions. 
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Fig. 42. Part 2/2: An UML sequence diagram picturing the last two scenarios describing non-

recursive looping sequences of BDL signals relayed between BDL points in a BDL space 

that may contain behavior loops but not behavior recursions. 

Fig. 41 and Fig. 42 contain seven scenarios, which are describing signal sequences 

that may arise during traversing a BDL space that contains BACK links that are not 

associated with RECURSE signal. The BDL space is a directed graph but all BACK 

links represents behavioral looping only. Scenarios 2.1- 2.3 are similar to Scenarios 

1.1-1.3 with the exception that they recursively reference Scenarios 2.1 and 2.3-2.5 

instead. There are then two technical scenarios important for capturing a behavioral 

looping: Descending Scenario 2.1 and 2.3. These two scenarios are similar to 

standard Scenario 2.1 and 2.3 but they omit their last result signal. They capture the 
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fact that we descended one step away from the space root by the end of the scenario. 

They are then used in Scenarios 2.4 and 2.5 that pictures the behavioral looping: 

scenarios are ending with calling a point from the current behavior path. We first use 

a descending scenario to get to some distance from the root and then perform 

behavioral looping by calling a point that is on the current behavior path. 

Scenario 2.4 captures rather intricate information that concerns behavioral 

looping. A point may be signaled with different call signal during behavioral looping 

than it was originally called with as last links within Scenario 2.4 are using all call 

signals. It might thus, e.g., happen that a point that was previously executed is 

suddenly become switched out or even terminated. We will have to compensate for 

that in BDL Point implementations in Sec. 7.4. 

3) Recursive Scenarios 

Fig. 43, Fig. 44, Fig. 45 and Fig. 46 contain ten scenarios, which are describing 

signal sequences that may arise during traversing a BDL space with BACK links that 

may be associated with RECURSE signal. The BDL space is a directed graph.  

Scenario 3.1-3.5 and Descending Scenarios 3.1 and 3.3 are similar to Scenarios 2.1-

2.5 and Descending Scenarios 2.1 and 2.3 from Fig. 41  and Fig. 42 with the 

exception that they recursively reference (Descending) Scenarios 3.x instead. New 

sequences that picture how behavioral recursion is being handled technically are 

captured by Scenarios 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8  in Fig. 45 and Fig. 46. 

As pictured in Fig. 45, once Callee is instructed with RECURSE, it is supposed 

to instantiate new instance of itself and pass a call signal to it with increased 

recursion counter as pictured by the link between Callee(R) and Callee(R+1). 

Once Callee(R+1) returns a signal back to Callee(R), it decreases the counter 

back to R and sends the result to the original Caller.  Returning from the recursion 

must also take care of a possible REPLACE instruction that is required to be wrapped 

within RECURSE signal as that was the original intention of Caller. 

Finally, Fig. 46 pictures how recursion works if we receive the REPLACE 

instruction as a result of a recursion. 
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Fig. 43. Part 1/4: An UML sequence diagram picturing the first five scenarios describing 

recursive looping sequences of BDL signals relayed between BDL points within a BDL 

space that may contain both behavior looping and behavior recursion. 
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Fig. 44. Part 2/4: An UML sequence diagram picturing two more scenarios describing 

recursive looping sequences of BDL signals relayed between BDL points within a BDL 

space that may contain both behavior looping and behavior recursion. 
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Fig. 45. Part 3/4: An UML sequence diagram picturing two more scenarios describing 

recursive looping sequences of BDL signals relayed between BDL points within a BDL 

space that may contain both behavior looping and behavior recursion. Scenario 3.6 and 

3.7 picture how the RECURSE signal is handled within BDL technically. 
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Fig. 46. Part 4/4: An UML sequence diagram picturing last scenario describing recursive 

looping sequences of BDL signals relayed between BDL points within a BDL space that 

may contain both behavior looping and behavior recursion. Scenario 3.8 pictures how 

REPLACE+RECURSE signal is handled within BDL technically. 

7.2.5 BDL Space Behavior Tree and Behavior Switches 

The definition of BDL space reifies running and current behavior path definitions 
(Def. 

28, Def. 29)
. In contrast to decision space 

(Def. 19)
, xTREE 

(Def. 45)
 (and therefore BDL) 

allows to reference points‘ callers and thus to return results back to them; 

additionally it provides a way for dynamic local space modification. This poses two 

problems to ideas behind definitions of the running and current behavior paths and a 

behavior switch 
(Def. 30)

 definitions.  

Firstly, a behavior switch is said to occur whenever a behavior path changes 

between two decision space evaluations. However, an xTREE behavior path in BDL 

may visit a point that can exempt itself from the next evaluation through the means 

of the REPLACE signal. During the next evaluation, we would run into a ―behavior 

switch‖, even though such a change only mean commitment to execution of some 

sub-behavior without additional reevaluation of such a decision. 

And secondly, as points are able to report SUCCESS of their execution, they 

might be stepped over during the next evaluation (as e.g., in the case of an action 

sequence), which would also be interpreted as a ―behavior switch‖. However, such a 

case might mean a continuation of some behavior as some action has finished and 

another one has just began, i.e., not an interruption in the sense of the switch.
45

 

                                                 
45

 Both problems are present in the former Decision space in some form as well, but we did 

not have means to address them before introducing BDL. Therefore, we did not discuss them sooner. 
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We therefore reify the behavior path 
(Def. 24, Def. 28, Def. 29)

, the behavior switch 
(Def. 

30)
 and the behavior transitions 

(Def. 31)
 for BDL using its signals in the following Def. 

53, Def. 54.  

Def. 53. BDL  Behavior Path and BDL Active Behavior Tree (BABT) 

A BDL behavior path is a sequence of visited BDL points and links during an evaluation 

of a BDL Space. 

A BDL active behavior tree (BABT) is a tree formed of BDL points that signaled RUNNING 

as their last signal during the evaluation, and links between RUNNING points and their 

callers, during a BDL space evaluation. 

Def. 54. BDL Behavior Tree Switch, BDL Behavior Tree Switching Point, BDL 

Switching-out/-into Behavior Tree, BDL Behavior Tree Transition 
 

A behavior switch is an event that takes place during a BDL Space evaluation that 

happens whenever some point signals SWITCH or TERMINATE. 

The first BDL point signaling TERMINATE is called a BDL behavior tree hard switching 

point.  

The first BDL point signaling SWITCH is called a BDL behavior tree soft switching point. 

The BABT sub-tree, which we signal SWITCH or TERMINATE signal to, is called a 

switching-out behavior tree or referred to as a behavior tree we are switching-out from. 

The new part of active behavior tree that we will form after switching-out behavior 

finishes, is called a switching-into behavior tree or referred to as a behavior tree we are 

switching-into. 

The behavior tree switch is a triple (switching-out behavior tree, behavior tree 

switching-point, switching-into behavior tree) and is called a behavior tree transition. 

Lemma 9. BDL Active Behavior Tree is a Tree 

Graph that is constructed according to a BDL active behavior tree definition (Def. 53) 

after a BDL space evaluation ends is always a tree. 

Proof 9. By contradiction. Let BDL active behavior tree (BABT) not be a tree after 

xTREE Alg. 5 ends. Therefore, there must be a cycle in such a graph. If such a cycle 

would by directed, then xTREE Alg. 5 could not have ended as points within the 

cycle must have referenced each other in an infinite loop. If such a cycle would by 

undirected, then it would mean that some point signaled RUNNING twice and both 

links those signals were sent through was put into the BABT, which contradicts Def. 

53, that includes only the last link a RUNNING result has been sent through. □ 

We picture a technical BDL space and BABT in the following Fig. 47. 
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Fig. 47. An example BABT after one evaluation of a BDL space. Top-part: a BDL space in a 

form of a directed graph, it contains a cycle (behavior looping) formed by points P7, P8 

and P11. Middle-part: an example evaluation of the BDL space. Bottom-part: result BABT 

after the BDL space evaluation. Detailed description is given in the text below. 

The root point from a BDL space as given in Fig. 47 called three points in total. 

The left branch (points P1, P4) has failed and therefore its points are not part of 

BABT. The middle branch (P2, P6, P10) result with RUNNING and therefore is part of 

BABT (P10 decided not to call P9 at all). Finally, in the right branch (P3, P8, P11, 

P7) we encountered a behavior loop. It happened that we visited P8 twice (steps 12. 

and 15.), as well as P11 (steps 13. and 16.) and P7 (steps 14. and 17.), but RUNNING 

signals have been returned only to points‘ original callers; P7 returned RUNNING to 
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P11, P11 returned RUNNING to P8, etc. Therefore, they are all part of the result BABT 

including those links the RUNNING signals have been returned along. 

7.2.6 BDL Space Development Cost 

A BDL space is formed by BDL points, therefore, the development cost of a BDL 

space is sum of development costs of its points (Lemma 10). 

Lemma 10. BDL Space Development Cost 

Given BDL Space S 
(Def. 48)

, that consists of N BDL Points 
(Def. 49)

, its development cost is: 

| |    ∑ |    |    
 

   
∑ |      |  |      |  |      |  |      |  |      |

 

   
 

Proof 10. Directly from Def. 15 applied to BDL points Def. 49. □ 

However it is not the intention of BDL to let developers create BDL points from 

scratch. Quite contrary, the BDL language consists of BDL primitives, which acts as 

language behavior primitives 
(Def. 12)

. By instantiating BDL primitives (Def. 55), i.e., 

specifying arguments for their sockets‘ (Def. 56), a developer will be creating BDL 

points that will form a BDL space. 

Def. 55. BDL Primitive 

(P, S) 

P    A partially specified BDL point 
(Def. 49)

. 

   S    A list (potentially of variable length) of sockets (as defined in Def. 12) that P’ 

is parameterized with. 

Def. 56. BDL Primitive Instance 

(Pr, A) 

Pr     A BDL primitive (Def. 55). 

A    A list of BDL primitive socket arguments - a list of pairs (name, value). 

 Additionally, every BDL primitive instance satisfy following requirement: if we configure 

Pr.P with A and default values of sockets of Pr.S, which are not overridden by A, we 

receive a valid BDL point (Def. 49); a BDL primitive instance therefore conforms to the 

definition of a behavior point (Def. 13). 

Common BDL primitive socket types are: 

1. placeholders for other BDL points, which serves as basis for point‘s links; 

2. Boolean expressions used within Select function code; 
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3. other functions (e.g., scripts) that are referred to during Select function 

computation; 

4. agent actions. 

BDL primitive definition is important from the behavior plan development cost 

point of view as it allows for reduction of development cost of a behavior point by 

fixing some of its properties. As every primitive will have N sockets, a development 

cost of a BDL point using some primitive will thus become   ∑ |  |
 
   ; 1 for 

choosing a BDL primitive to instantiate and the rest is the cost of supplying 

primitive‘s sockets. A development cost of a BDL space using BDL primitives is 

then given by Lemma 11. 

Lemma 11. BDL Space Development Cost using BDL Primitive Instances 

Given BDL Space S 
(Def. 48)

 that consists of N BDL primitive instances 
(Def. 56)

 its lower-

bound development cost is: 

| |  ∑ |    |  
 

   
∑ (  ∑ |       |

 

   
)

 

   
 

Proof 11. Directly from Def. 15 applied to the BDL primitive instance Def. 56. □ 

7.3  (h)sFSM as BDL Primitive Select Function Model 

In order to describe execution semantics of BDL points‘ Select functions we will 

be using sFSM formalism 
(Def. 39)

 namely its hierarchical variant. We use this 

formalism as BDL points are typically stateful and sFSM will allow us to capture this 

statefulness. Those Select functions will then form BDL primitives a developer can 

use for creating BDL spaces.  

We will be describing (h)sFSMs using diagrams rather than textual description 

as that is preferred way for specification FSMs in general. Therefore, we have to 

describe what a (h)sFSM diagram consists of and how it maps on sFSM execution 

(Alg. 3) first. 

7.3.1 (h)sFSM Diagram 

As we are to describe (h)sFSM using diagrams, we have to design graphical entities 

in order to model states including: 

1. sub-sFSMs (to allow for hierarchy of sFSMs); 

2. a state‘s transition list; 
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3. state and transition activities. 

As we aim to use the (h)sFSM diagram for description of BDL points‘ Select 

functions, we need to create markups that would allow sFSMs to react to and to 

return signals that will be relayed between BDL points. Therefore, sFSM diagram 

must also allow us to: 

4. depict interpretation of signals as part of transitions‘ conditions; 

5. depict propagation of signals through point‘s links or back to its caller as 

a result of point‘s Select function call; 

6. depict how signals are relayed within the hierarchy of sFSMs. 

Expressing States and their Hierarchy 

In general, we will use boxes mainly for states and arrows for transitions. However, 

there are going to be cases when box will contain reference to a sub-sFSM within the 

hsFSM. Apart from state boxes, we will also use boxes for transition list expressions. 

Following Fig. 48 summarizes basic types of entities we are going to use within 

(h)sFSM diagrams. 

 

Fig. 48. Base set of (h)sFSM diagram entities and their descriptions. 

Expressing State and Transition Activities 

There are four types of activities connected with sFSM 
(Def. 42)

. Three are connected 

with states: OnEnter, OnInternal and OnExit. And the last is connected with 

transitions: OnTransition. The following Fig. 49 pictures how we are going to 

express them together with their variants. 
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Fig. 49. sFSM diagram entities picturing description of various sFSM activities. 

Expressing State Transition List 

In general, a state transition list is ordered 
(Def. 40)

 and this order matters as the first 

transition, which evaluates to true triggers the state switch (Alg. 3, row 2). However, 

there are going to be numerous situations when all transitions‘ conditions will be 

mutually exclusive (as they will be triggered by different signals) and their 

evaluation order will therefore not matter semantically. For the sake of brevity, we 

will use two variants of how to express this state transition list: the full variant (upper 

part of Fig. 50) and the shorthanded variant (lower part of Fig. 50).  
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Fig. 50. Two variants of a state’s transition list representation. Bottom one is a shorthanded 

version of top one. The order of transitions’ conditions evaluation within the 

shorthanded variant does not matter as its conditions are mutually exclusive. 

Finally, we will sometime need to picture a sequence of utility states in order to 

execute a sequence of OnInternal activities (for the sake of diagram readability). 

Therefore, we need a way to picture a state that has single transition that triggers 

after the state‘s OnInternal activity is executed (Fig. 51).  
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Fig. 51. There is a so-called implicit transition at the bottom part of the figure, a shorthand 

for the construct at the top. The STATE A has only one transition. The transition 

condition contains single boolean variable that is set to false during the OnEnter 

activity of STATE A. Once  STATE A executes its OnInternal activity, the variable is set 

to true; this triggers transition to STATE B. The OnEnter activity of STATE A ensures 

that STATE A OnInternal activity is evaluated every time we visit this state. 

Expressing Interpretation and Propagation of Signals 

The most of the time, we will need to specify transitions‘ conditions that are 

interpreting incoming signals from xTREE (as sent by other BDL points). At the 

same time, we will need to convey the fact that sFSM is sending some signal to one 

of point‘s children or return some signal back to the point‘s caller. The situation is 

we need to capture within sFSM is pictured by the following Fig. 52. 

 

Fig. 52. Situation of a BDL point that has a caller point (on the left) and some child(ren) it 

may signal (on the right). sFSM modeling the point’s Select function will need a way 

to match incoming signals as well as dispatch them. Additionally, sFSM can be 

hierarchical and it will need to communicate within this hierarchy using signals as well. 

Interpreting incoming signals will always be connected with transitions, 

therefore we will specify them as transition conditions next to the transition arrow. 

Sending signals to some point‘s child will usually be associated with OnInternal 

activity of some state; therefore it will be depicted inside the state box. Finally, 

sending result back to a caller will always be associated with OnTransition 
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activity and therefore we will write this near the transition arrow as well. Following 

Fig. 53 is summarizing all combinations of signals received and sent. 

 

Fig. 53. Different types of signal interpretations and propagations including a transition 

triggered by a general condition and an implicit transition for the sake of completeness 

of transition label markups. 

We also present various use of transitions from the figure above as parts of 

states‘ transition lists for quick reference (Fig. 54). 
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Fig. 54. Various combinations of states and transition types. 

Expressing Signals Sent and Received within sFSM Hierarchy 

Finally, we describe how we are going to pass and interpret signals that are sent and 

received internally within the hierarchy of point‘s sFSMs (they are relayed within the 

point only, they are not returned as a result of a BDL Point Select function call). 

We will use the same set of signals within the hierarchy of sFSMs as between BDL 

points 
(Def. 51)

, with one exception (detailed later). 

Namely, we need a way not only to send signals into sub-sFSMs but also to 

interpret signals sub-sFSMs will be producing. The former is required in order for 

sub-sFSM to be useful at all and the later is required so sFSM on higher-level would 

be able to reinterpret the signal for the caller. Following Fig. 55 describes all those 

variants. 
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Fig. 55. Transitions between some sFSM state and another sFSM state holding sub-sFSM 

picturing how signals are passed and interpreted internally within hsFSM. We use the 

same signals within the hierarchy of sFSMs as between BDL points 
(Def. 51)

, with one 

exception as detailed later. 

Specification of Signal Conditions 

As BDL signals are containing parameters (Def. 51), we will have to work with those 

parameters during the context of the call. We will adopt approach based on Prolog 

unification. We will be matching signals using Prolog-like queries (Fig. 56). For 

example, a transition condition “> EXECUTE(P,R)‖ is matching only the EXECUTE 

signal from a caller unifying variable P and R with arguments passed within the 

signal sent by the caller. However, we may also use signal category wildcards 

matching any signal from the given category. For instance ―> CALL(P,R)‖ will 

match any signal from the call signal category 
(Def. 50, Def. 51)

. We will be reusing bound 

variables during sFSM evaluation then. Variables are always unbound once sFSM 

returns some signal back to its caller. 
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Fig. 56. Examples of unifying variables against signal arguments using Prolog unification. 

Having (h)sFSM diagrams described, we can start modeling BDL points. 

However, we will ultimately want to perform the development cost comparison of a 

BDL space with scripting and (h)sFSM. Therefore, we first compute a development 

cost of a sFSM diagram in the next section. 

7.3.2 (h)sFSM Diagram Development Cost 

To illustrate the development cost saved by using BDL primitives as behavior points 

we will provide comparison with sFSM and production rules (or if-then rules) 

development cost. To do that, we will compute a development cost of (h)sFSM for 

given (h)sFSM diagrams and the development cost of production rules that would be 

required to model such a (h)sFSM diagram. 

Development Cost of (h)sFSM described by (h)sFSM Diagram  

As (h)sFSM diagrams are modeling sFSMs directly, we use Lemma 7 to compute the 

development cost of these sFSMs. 

Development Cost of Production Rules Modeling sFSMs 

We understand production system as the hierarchy of if-then rules, where each level 

of if-then rules is ordered according to their priority. Once some rule condition 

evaluates to true, the rule‘s body is evaluated; after the rule‘s body is evaluated 

(which may be recursive in case of rule hierarchy) the rules evaluation ends (rules of 

lower priority are not checked after the rule fires). The development cost of such a 

system is then a sum of development costs of respective if-then rules (Lemma 12). 

Lemma 12. Production System Lower Bound Development Cost 

The lower bound development cost of (non-hierarchical) production system P that 

consists of n if-then rules is: | |    . 
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Proof 12. Directly from Def. 15 and by assuming that rules‘ bodies fit the abstraction 

of an expression.  

 |    |    |        |  |         |    

 | |  ∑ |       |   
   ∑ (  |           |  |            | 

   )   

  ∑ (     )     
    

□ 

 

As the lower bound of production system development cost is based only on the 

number of rules, we have to determine how many rules are required to represent a 

sFSM state (including its transition list and activities). 

We split the sFSM state transcription into production system to two parts. First, 

we comment on modeling sFSM states and transitions without activities (Fig. 57). 

Second, we comment on modeling sFSM state activities (Fig. 58). 

 

Fig. 57. Implementing single sFSM state containing N transitions (regardless if ordered or 

unordered) requires N production (if-then) rules to model assuming the state and its 

transitions do not contain any activities. 

Modeling a transition table of sFSM state is straightforward as it is already in the 

form of if-then rules priority list. Therefore, the number of transitions within the 

table corresponds to the number of if-then rules we need to model it, assuming no 

activities are involved. 
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Fig. 58. The summary of effects of sFSM activities on the lower-bound development cost of a 

production system that models a sFSM. 

Modeling state activities (OnEnter, OnInternal an OnExit) is more 

demanding. Firstly, modeling an OnInternal activity requires an extra production 

rule as we have to model ―if no transition condition from the transition list is satisfied 

then execute the OnInternal activity of the state‖. Secondly, scripts from OnEnter 

and OnExit activities cannot be simply added to all transitions leading into or out 

from the state as that would duplicate its code. Therefore, we will have to model the 

switching between states with extra sub-states for execution of OnEnter and 

OnExit activities by the production system. Thus adding OnEnter or OnExit 

activity will mean to model an extra production rule. 

Modeling an OnTransition activity also requires an extra rule as it might need 

to be triggered after the execution of an OnExit activity, therefore we need a way to 

recognize the intermediate sFSM state that OnExit activity has been executed. 

Finally, we require a rule for modeling recognition of sFSM being in concrete 

state. 

To sum this up, we require one rule for each state, each transition and each 

activity. 

We provide an example of transformation of sFSM (Fig. 59) into a production 

system (Code 20).  
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Fig. 59. Example sFSM we transform into a production system in Code 20. 

01: if (transition between _ to A) A1, in state A // modeling A.OnEnter 

02: if (in state A)                               // modelina A transitions 

03:   if (C1)   transition from A to B            // modeling A transition to B 

04:   if (true) A2                                // modeling A.OnInternal 

05: if (transition from A to X) A3, transition between A to X 

                                              // modeling A.OnExit 

06: if (transition between _ to B) A4, in state B // modeling transition activity 

                                              // on transition A->B 

07: if (in state B)                               // modeling B transitions 

08:   if (C2) transition between B to A           // modeling B transition to A 

Code 20. Example of rewriting sFSM from Fig. 59 into production system. 

We sum this up in the following Lemma 13. 

Lemma 13. Production System Modeling sFSM 

sFSM that has S states, T transitions, A activities can be modeled as the production 

system PS that has S+T+A rules. 

The lower bound of development cost of such the system P is: 

     (  )   (         )    |           | 

Proof 13. Directly from the Lemma 12 and the discussion above. We require a rule 

for every sFSM state, transition and activity. Additionally, the LBDC of sFSM 

activities equals to the LBDC of a script of the modeled sFSM. Finally, as sFSM has 

an initial state, so we need to mark what state we begin the production system in. □ 

7.3.3 BDL Primitive Diagrams 

In previous sub-sections we described sFSM diagrams and established their 

development costs. In this sub-section, we describe BDL primitive diagrams we will 

use to define various BDL primitives 
(Def. 55)

 with. The BDL primitive diagram use a 

sFSM diagram as its core to define primitive‘s semantics while including a few extra 

information in order to specify a BDL primitive completely. We provide an example 

BDL primitive diagram with notes detailing its parts in the following Fig. 60. 
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Fig. 60. An example BDL primitive diagram including notes detailing what each BDL primitive 

diagram is composed of. 

As Fig. 60 shows, every BDL primitive diagram is composed of 7 required plus 

1 optional parts: 

1) The name of BDL primitive we will use to refer to it. 

2) What primitive of different ASM we are modeling (optional). 

3) What type of a behavior path transition 
(Def. 31)

 we are supporting. 

4) Type of the BDL primitive (as defined in the next section). 

5) Number of elements that defines sFSM described by the sFSM diagram; #S 

means number of states, #T means number of transitions, #A means number 

of activities. 

6) Lower-bound development cost 
(Def. 15)

 that we would need to invest into 

creation of the sFSM as described by the sFSM diagram. LBDC for sFSM is 

computed according to Lemma 7; LBDC for PS (production system) is 

computed according to Lemma 12; LBDC for BDL references to the 

development cost associated with using the primitive in some BDL space 

(i.e., the cost connected with instantiating the primitive 
(Def. 12)

 as a point 
(Def. 

13)
), there are two values, one corresponds to LBDC of the point that 

specifies all primitive‘s sockets, the other corresponds to LBDC of the point 

that specifies only required sockets. 
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7) Sockets 
(Def. 12)

 that the primitive defines and that need to be filled in order to 

use the primitive within a BDL space. 

7.4 BDL Point Architecture 

Having BDL point defined 
(Def. 49)

, signal sequences discussed (Fig. 40-Fig. 46) and 

(h)sFSM diagrams described (Sec. 7.3.1), we can now discuss an architecture for a 

BDL point Select function implementation. 

We implement a BDL point Select function as hsFSM (Def. 39) that is formed 

of at least four sFSMs, which hierarchically encapsulates each other. We design the 

architecture to simplify implementation of decision-making patterns as we do not 

want to address technicalities of plan calls, recursion and looping every time we 

implement another decision-making pattern (another BDL primitive). Therefore a 

BDL point will be composed of at least four sFSMs hierarchically nested within each 

other: 1) a BDL point envelope (an envelope for short) that wraps 2) a BDL point 

shell (a shell for short) that houses 3) a BDL point nut (a nut for short), which 

contains 4) a BDL point core (a core for short) as pictured by Fig. 61. 

 

Fig. 61. A general architecture of a BDL point picturing hierarchy of sFSMs that implements  

the BDL Point Select function. We will define general envelopes, shells and nuts while 

respective cores will be specified for every BDL primitive separately. 

 The objective of an envelope is to take care of the signal‘s plan counter 

parameter p 
(Def. 51)

 by instantiating new shell for every unique parameter p value. 

This will allow the splitting of single BDL space into multiple ones that can 

reference each other through the means of plan-call points (Sec. 7.5). 

The objective of a shell is to take care of the RECURSE signal, i.e., to instantiate 

as many nuts as required during behavior recursion (according to Scenarios 3.6 and 
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3.7 from Fig. 45) and patching a REPLACE signal if required (according to Scenario 

3.8 from Fig. 46). 

The objective of a nut is to take care of behavior looping (recognition of a 

situation when new behavior iteration begins according to the Scenarios 3.4 and 3.5 

from Fig. 44) and to handle the REPLACE signal (Scenario 3.2 from Fig. 43).  

A core then implements the decision-making pattern a BDL point is meant to 

encode and thus operates mostly in Scenarios 3.1 and 3.3 from Fig. 43 or their 

Descending variants. As a core is encapsulated by a nut, a shell and an envelope, it 

does need to care neither about RECURSE nor REPLACE signal or the signal plan 

counter and recursion counter parameters. 

Importantly, it is always the envelope who is ultimately returning signals back to 

xTREE Alg. 5, i.e., signals produced by the core sFSM is consumed by the nut sFSM 

that is producing signals to be consumed by the shell sFSM, that passes the signal to 

the envelope sFSM, which is the top sFSM of the architecture (Fig. 61) that is 

sending signals to xTREE as the result of point‘s Select function implementation. 

This division of the BDL point implementation into four parts will allow us to 

define a few reusable envelope, shell and nut types and then focus on the 

implementation of respective cores. 

7.4.1 Committing and Persisting BDL Point Types 

We will create envelopes, shells and nuts for two different types of BDL points: 1) 

persisting BDL points and 2) committing BDL Points. The difference between 

persisting and committing BDL points is that committing BDL points are never part 

of active behavior tree 
(Def. 53)

, namely due to the limited set of signals they work 

with. Whereas persisting BDL points will use and interpret all BDL signals 
(Def. 51)

, 

committing BDL points will work with a certain BDL signal subset only (Def. 57). 

Def. 57. Committing BDL Signals 

  Committing BDL signals is the following subset of BDL signals (Def. 51) sharing semantics 

with original signals. 

Call signal:     EXECUTE(r) 

Instructing signal:   RECURSE(c), REPLACE(p,es)  

Finished signals:   SUCCESS(r), FAIL(r) 
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Additionally, a committing BDL point implementation conforms to an additional 

constraint (Def. 58). 

Def. 58. Committing BDL Point Select Function Contract 

  A committing BDL point Select function conforms to all standard BDL point contracts 
(Def. 52); additionally it must conform to the following one: 

  11) it may result with REPLACE, SUCCESS or FAIL signals only (in other words, it cannot 

result with RUNNING and TERMINATED signals). 

Committing BDL points are never part of an active behavior tree 
(Def. 53)

 as they 

can only finish immediately (via SUCCESS or FAIL signal) or exempt their execution 

from future evaluation (via REPLACE signal) due to Contract 11. As such, they can 

always be called only via EXECUTE or RECURSE signal and they cannot be ever 

switched-out, terminated or instructed with signal REPLACE (as the result of Def. 52, 

Contract 9). 

We call them committing as they always commit to something; they will either 

finish their work or mark another BDL point (another sub-behavior) as the chosen 

point for further execution (via REPLACE signal). 

Committing BDL points have much more simple implementations as they do not 

need to implement behavioral looping and they do not need to instantiate extra nuts 

for recursion or envelopes for different plan counters. 

7.4.2 Reference BDL Envelope, Shell and Nut Implementation 

There is reference Java implementation of a BDL point envelope, shell and nut 

attached on the CD accompanying the thesis. Base classes and interfaces are 

documented with UML in following Fig. 62. The implementation contains only a 

persisting envelope, shell and a nut as the committing ones are rather simple (as we 

will see in the next section). 
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Fig. 62. UML class diagram describing relations between classes and interfaces within the 

reference implementation of a persisting BDL point envelope (BDLxTreePointEnvelope), 

a shell (BDLxTreePointShell) and a nut (BDLxTreePointNut) in Java. 

Importantly, we will back reference private and/or protected variables and 

methods of BDLxTreePointEnvelope, BDLxTreePointShell and 

BDLxTreePointNut in hsFSM diagrams of persisting BDL point envelope, shell 
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and nut from Sec. 7.4.4 as they will need to persist certain values in between 

decision-making evaluations. 

7.4.3 Committing BDL Point Envelope, Shell and Nut 

Committing BDL point envelope, shell and nut implementations only relay signals to 

their cores and back (Fig. 63) as they cannot become part of an active behavior tree. 

The exception is that the shell has to unwrap RECURSE signal to signal EXECUTE to the 

nut. Technically, an envelope and a nut do not need to be a part of committing BDL 

point implementation at all. But we provide their implementations as we will be 

contrasting them with rather intricate implementations of persisting envelope, shell 

and nut in the next section. 

First Instances of hsFSM Diagrams 

Reading hsFSM diagrams as described in Sec. 7.3.1 can be confusing for the first time. The key 

point is to get accustomed to the meaning of signal direction symbols: “<”, “>”.  

As a rule of thumb, if the symbol appears on the left side of a signal, it means that it came from 

the outside of the sFSM, that is either from xTREE, as is, e.g., the case of >EXECUTE(R) in 

Shell [1], or from sFSM on the higher level, as is, e.g., the case of >EXECUTE(R) in Nut [1], or 

from sFSM on the lower level as is, e.g., the case of <FINISHED(R) of Shell [3].  

And vice versa, if the symbol appears on the right side of the signal it is a signal that is being sent 

either to sFSM on the lower level as is, e.g., the case of EXECUTE(R)>, in Shell [1], or back to 

xTREE, e.g., FINISHED(R)< in Shell [3], or sFSM on the higher level as is, e.g., the, case of 

REPLACE(CHILD, CALL(R))< in Nut [4]. 

Finally, there are shorthands for relaying signals, as is, e.g., the case of >EXECUTE(R)> in Nut [1], 

which means that the transition is triggered by receiving EXECUTE(R) signal from sFSM on a 

higher level (the Shell in this case) and immediately passing the same EXECUTE(R) signal further 

to the core.  
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Fig. 63. Diagrams of the committing BDL primitive envelope, shell and nut implementations. 

In the middle diagram [2] NUT and [6] NUT are referring to the same sFSM. Detailed 

description is given in the text below. LBDC of wrapping a BDL primitive core using 

pictured layers is zero as those wrappers is always used and therefore the user does not 

need to indicate their use. 
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Referring to Fig. 63: a point can be called only with the EXECUTE signal 

(Envelope [1]) or the RECURSE(EXECUTE(…)) signal (Envelope [2]), which are just 

relayed to the shell (Envelope [3]). Therefore, a shell is signaled either with the 

EXECUTE signal (Shell [1]) or the RECURSE(EXECUTE(…)) (Shell [5]) as such, there 

are two paths within the shell a signal can be processed with; EXECUTE signals are 

simply sent to the nut (Shell [2]) where it is sent to the core (Nut [1, 2]); the core‘s 

reply is then resent back to the shell (Nut [3] or [4]), which then sends it to the 

envelope (Shell [3] or [4]), which sends it to xTREE (Envelope [4] or [5]).  

More intricate path is that of the RECURSE signal as we had to heed to Contracts 

3, 4, 5, 6 from Def. 52: the RECURSE signal is called with the recursion parameter R 

(Shell [5]), however, we have to increase it by one (as described in Supporting P6 - 

Behavior Recursion, and send modified R’ to the nut; once the nut replies (using R’), 

we have to correctly set R’ back to R (Shell [7] or [8]). 

7.4.4 Persisting BDL Point Envelope 

The persisting BDL point envelope (Fig. 64) has a bit more complex implementation 

then committing envelope (Fig. 63) as it needs to interpret signal‘s plan counter 

parameter p.  

The BDL point envelope aim is to pass signals to shells belonging to the correct 

plan counter parameter p in order to allow the implementation of plan calls. To do 

that, it must maintain mapping of plan counters and corresponding shells. As hsFSM 

diagram is executed in the context of BDLxTreePointEnvelope class instance as 

mentioned by Fig. 64 caption, we use private and/or protected variables and methods 

of this class instance to persist this mapping. 

Once an envelope is signaled with some CALL(P,R) signal (Fig. 64 [1]), it 

makes sure that a shell for requested parameter P exists. Once the signal is handled 

by an appropriate shell [2], we discuss the shell result. The RUNNING signal is just 

relayed [3]. Result signals [4, 5] are also relayed but as they represent final results of 

the point, corresponding shell is deleted. Finally, any other signal a shell returns is 

just relayed as is [6]. 

If an envelope is signaled with other than CALL(P,R) signal (i.e., [7, 8, 9]), we 

do not need to check whether a corresponding shell exists as it must have been 
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already instantiated because we must have been signaled with CALL(P,R) previously 

due to Contract 9. 

 

Fig. 64. hsFSM diagram describing persisting BDL point envelope implementation. The 

diagram is connected also with Fig. 62 as it implements 

BDLxTreePointEnvelope.select(…) method and thus is also referencing 

private BDLxTreePointEnvelope variables and methods. Detailed description is 

given in the text above. 

7.4.5 Persisting BDL Point Shell 

The persisting BDL point shell (Fig. 65) has more complex implementation then 

committing shell (Fig. 63) as it has to take care of the whole set of BDL signals (Def. 

51).  

To do that, we need to maintain a point‘s state in between decision-making 

evaluations as persisting point may become part of an active behavior tree 
(Def. 53)

. 
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The persisting point can thus be visited multiple times during consecutive decision-

making evaluations. To picture persistence of the state, we connect diagram with 

referential implementation in Java described in Fig. 62. hsFSM diagram is then 

executed in the context of BDLxTreePointShell class instance as mentioned by 

the Fig. 65 caption; we use private and/or protected variables and methods of this 

Java class instance then. 

 

Fig. 65. hsFSM diagram describing persisting BDL Point shell implementation. The diagram is 

connected also with Fig. 62 as it implements BDLxTreePointShell.select(…) 

method and thus is also referencing private BDLxTreePointShell variables and 

methods. Detailed description is given in the text below. 
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The persisting shell (Fig. 65) is designed to ensure Def. 52 Contracts 1, 3, 4, 5, 

6.  

Contract 1 is enforced by returning only BDL signals in transitions of [8, 9, 10, 

11, 14, 15, 16, 17], which are the only transitions returning BDL signals back to 

xTREE; in [11, 15] we match only BDL signals. 

Contract 3 is enforced by working with a nut instance of the corresponding 

recursion parameter in [7, 13] (via the activations map and methods 

hasActivation(…), makeActivation(…) and getActivation(…), see Fig. 

62). We always make sure that the corresponding nut instance exists by having 

transition activities in [2, 4, 12]. We do not need to recheck them for [5] and [6] due 

to Contract 9. 

Contract 4 is fulfilled by [12] as we increase recursion counter R during 

transition activity [12]. 

Contract 5 is fulfilled by returning correct recursion counter within all result 

signals in [8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17]. We always store the recursion counter we are 

called with (transition activities in [2, 4, 12]) and refer to it via 

getActivation(…).getRecursionResult() when required in transitions from 

[9, 10, 11]. 

Contract 6 is fulfilled by [17]. 

Finally, what the Fig. 65 is not portraying is the fact, that we always return 

results to a caller for a given recursion counter; i.e., we are storing the caller along 

with its recursion counter [2, 4, 12] and using it when we are returning some result or 

replace signal [8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17]. 

7.4.6 Persisting BDL Point Nut 

Similar to the persisting shell, the persisting BDL point nut (Fig. 66) has more 

complex implementation then committing nut (Fig. 63).  

The persisting nut is designed to ensure Def. 52 Contracts 2 and 7. It therefore 

has to watch out for behavior looping; when looping, a point may be signaled with a 

different signal than originally as captured by Scenario 3.4 from Fig. 44. The 

persisting nut is designed to be executed in the scope of the persisting shell (Fig. 65) 

only and thus is spared of handling RECURSE signal (except for relaying RECURSE 

signal from the core to the shell, Fig. 66 [13]). 
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Fig. 66. hsFSM diagram describing BDL Point nut implementation. The diagram is connected 

also with Fig. 62 as it implements BDLxTreePointNut.select(…) method and 

thus is also referencing protected BDLxTreePointNut variables and methods; in 

particular sFSM CORE [4, 22] from the diagram references abstract method 

BDLxTreePointNut.selectCore(…).Core [4] and Core [22] refers to the same 

sub-sFSM. Detailed description is given in the text below as it is rather long.  

The description of the nut implementation can be split into four parts: 1) overall 

design; 2) supporting the REPLACE signal (Contract 7), 3) recognition of behavior 

looping (Contract 2), 4) ensuring not to return an invalid answer (in the scope of 

Contract 9 support). 
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Ad 1) The nut sFSM has four major states that it may be in after it returns a 

signal back to the shell. These are READY (initial state), RUNNING [2], CHILD CALLED 

[14] and FAIL STATE [27]. The RUNNING state captures the situation when the point 

ends up running; we can end here only after a core returns RUNNING signal [5], 

which is correct in the scope of the call [6]. CHILD CALLED is a state that marks the 

fact we have called some child BDL point during this evaluation; we can get here 

only when a core decides to signal some child point [13]. Finally, FAIL STATE is 

similar to CHILD CALLED but we can get here only in case of a core returning invalid 

signal (detailed later in 4). 

Ad 2) Handling the REPLACE signal is possible due to storing the last link a core 

signaled some child through [13] and then, interpreting the REPLACE signal 

appropriately [16] by setting the link‘s target to a target from the REPLACE signal. 

Finally, the nut‘s reset() method reverts any changes to its links back to the initial 

state. This ensures Contract 7. 

Ad 3) The behavior looping happens always if we call some child and we are 

then called again instead of receiving a result (Scenarios 3.4 and 3.5 from Fig. 44). 

Once we receive a call signal within the CHILD CALLED state, we know that we have 

been looped [17]. We define new internal signal called LOOPED that will be sent to 

the core every time we detect a looping scenario. Introducing new LOOPED signal is 

not a violation to Contract 1 as it is being relayed only within the point internally; 

this signal is never returned to xTREE. 

Ad 4) As behavior looping may force a core to answer a call signal that is 

different from the original one (Scenarios 3.4 from Fig. 44), we have to watch out for 

invalid results, i.e., not to return SUCCESS or FAIL or REPLACE if we can return the 

TERMINATED signal only and vice versa. This is enforced by checking if the result is 

valid for the original call signal.  

We do this by first saving the original call signal [3] and every time we are to 

return a result or the REPLACE signal to the shell, we check if it is a valid answer [5, 

7, 9, 11, 23]. If it is a valid answer, we pass it through [6, 8, 10, 12, 24], otherwise 

we either reinterpret it [18, 25], or we detect invalid result and force point 

termination due to an exceptional situation [19, 20, 21]. The latter is done by sending 

the TERMINATE signal to the core [22] and waiting for its termination [23]. As 

terminating scenarios indicates (Scenario 3.3, 3.5 from Fig. 43 and Fig. 44 
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respectively), once we start terminating some point, we cannot get back to the normal 

execution. Therefore, we have to handle termination of child BDL points only [26, 

27, 28] (Scenario 3.3, Fig. 43), while still supporting behavior looping [29] (Scenario 

3.5, Fig. 44). Once the core indicates it TERMINATED [23] we recheck if the answer is 

valid [24] or we have to reinterpret the signal [25].  

Points 3+4 together ensures Contract 2. 

7.5 BDL Plan and Plan References 

Discussing behavior code organization in detail is out of scope of this thesis as we 

are focusing on the decision-making capabilities of action-selection mechanisms not 

how to build modular behavioral libraries. However, we have to touch the topic as 

we need to have a parallel to AgentSpeak(L) plans in Ch. 7, in order to simplify 

AgentSpeak(L) modeling. In other words, we need to at least sketch a way how one 

BDL space can be split into multiple ones that can reference each other then.  

First, we define BDL plan (Def. 59). The BDL plan definition is rather 

conservative; we require the plan to be uniquely identifiable, having own code in the 

form of BDL space, designated root point the plan begins its evaluation with and a 

list of parameters that the plan works with. As xTREE evaluation may ended up with 

a user-defined result (Alg. 5, row 18, the return of the last signal), a BDL plan can be 

thought of as a Scripting function. 

Def. 59. BDL Plan 

(name, space, root, params) 

name   Unique id of the plan in the context of behavior plan of an agent. 

space   Plan’s BDL Space (Def. 48). 

root   Root point of the plan (used without the root wrapper, Fig. 69) from space. 

params  List of tuples (name, type) forming parameters of the plan. 

To allow for the plan-call late-binding (i.e., allowing to lookup the plan 

implementation for the plan-call reference), we introduce BDL plan libraries (Def. 

60). A BDL plan library provide a function for binding a plan-call with concrete plan 

implementation during runtime given the plan-call signature (thus implementing the 

plan late-binding).  
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Def. 60. BDL Plan Library 

(name, lookup) 

name   unique id of the plan library 

(C) [R] lookup: lookup-varargs x plan-name x plan-varargs → plan    

    C       custom configuration of lookup function 

    R      custom runtime of lookup function 

    lookup-varargs  arguments affecting the lookup 

    plan-name   plan name to lookup 

    plan-varargs  arguments the plan will be called with 

Having the BDL plan and the library defined, we can describe how plan-call 

BDL point works (Fig. 67). 

 

Fig. 67. BDL primitive Plan-Call; its implementation is technically wrapping a CHILD point that 

is looked-up dynamically during runtime thus realizing a plan-call. 
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Technically, the plan-call point is the only point that is manipulating a signal 

plan counter parameter 
(Def. 51)

. Changing the plan counter parameter means that the 

point‘s envelope picks up the correct shell to relay the signal it accepts to (see Fig. 

64). 

As pictured in Fig. 67, the plan-call idea is not to look up the plan every 

evaluation, but to find it once and then to use the plan until it finishes. Therefore, it 

first lookups the plan up [1], marks the plan‘s root point and generate next unique 

plan call counter number (newP) while marking the original plan counter parameter 

(as origP) it has been executed with. This new plan call counter is then supplied to 

the looked up child point [2]. After the child [3] returns some signal, we discuss it.  

If the child is running [4], we just relay the RUNNING signal back to the plan-call 

point caller but using the original plan counter value [5]; we also mark we have the 

child point running by switching into the state CHILD RUNNING [6]. If we are called 

again [7], we pass the signal to the child [8] but with the plan counter parameter set 

to newP value. 

If the point finishes [8], we finishes the plan-call point as well [9] using 

previously stored origP plan counter value again.  

 Finally, if a child signals other point [10], we relay the signal without the 

change and switch to the state CHILD SIGNALED [11] and awaits further signals from 

the signaled space. Signals from the space are then just passed to the CHILD point 

[12, 13, 14, 15]. 

7.6 BDL Root Wrapper 

We have the last general point to discuss - a BDL space root point. As xTREE Alg. 5 

is running as long as it does not receive the DONE signal (row 08), we need a way to 

return DONE once the decision-making ends. As Scenarios 3.x imply (Fig. 43-Fig. 

46), a decision-making should end, once some Scenario 3.x finishes for the root 

point. That is, we should return DONE once the root point returns a result signal. To 

do this, we implement a root wrapper (Fig. 69), that can replace an envelope of any 

existing BDL point to provide a root point functionality. A BDL point that is root-

wrapped has the following architecture (Fig. 68). 
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Fig. 68. Architecture of the point that serves as an agent behavior plan root; we swapped an 

envelope (Fig. 61) with RootWrapper. 

    

Fig. 69. A root BDL point that needs to be used to wrap a root point of agent’s behavior plan. 

LBDC of using the shell wrapper in BDL is one as the user must actively set one of space’s 

point to be the root (this is similar to LBDC of the initial state in sFSM). 

Referring to Fig. 69, once the root node gets signaled [1] it relays it to the 

current CHILD it wraps [2]. Transformation of the result signal then happens only if 

we finish on the initial level of recursion [3, 5]. In case that the CHILD is running [3] 

we return the DONE signal [4]. In case that the CHILD finished [5], we return DONE 

signal and resets the CHILD to point to the one the root wrapper was initially 
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configured with. This is required as we have to take care of the REPLACE signal a 

CHILD may produce [7] that we have to interpret as the request to begin the agent 

plan evaluation from another NEXT point [8]. Finally, if CHILD just signals another 

POINT [9], we return the signal to xTREE [10] to pass the signal to that POINT. 

Importantly, the root wrapper does not need to interpret signal plan counter 

parameter as we root-wrap only the top BDL space point representing the root of 

agent behavior plan. 

Technically, this root requires xTREE determination (Alg. 5) rootSignal to be 

set to EXECUTE(0,0). 

7.6.1 BDL Primitive Core Abbreviations 

As we have BDL primitive envelopes, shells and nuts described we have a last piece 

of puzzle, a BDL primitive core, to describe before we start implementing decision-

making patterns and behavior primitives of scripting and sFSM in BDL. As was the 

case with the envelope, the shell and the nut, we also have two types of cores: 1) 

committing and 2) persisting. 

When we will be describing their sFSM diagrams, we will use a few 

abbreviations for the sake of brevity (Fig. 70). 

 

Fig. 70. Four abbreviations we will assume for core hsFSM diagrams. 

Abbreviations are of four types. As pictured by Fig. 70, first, we will omit the 

plan counter and the recursion counter arguments of signals (both when matching 
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and when returning a signal) as a core does not need to work with them due to being 

wrapped in an envelope and a shell. Second, we will not picture self-targeting 

transitions that are relaying the RUNNING signal, if not stated otherwise. Third, if a 

transition is matching some CALL signal, we deem it matches its LOOPED(CALL) 

variant as well (as produced by the persisting nut, Sec. 7.4.6) unless expressed 

otherwise. And finally, if a transition matching TERMINATED result signal, we deem it 

matches the LOOPED(TERMINATE) signal as well in order not to get into an endless 

loop of Scenario 3.5 from Fig. 44, where we would typically react to looping with 

another TERMINATE signal thus possibly triggering Scenario 3.5 again. 

7.7 Modeling Scripting 

In this chapter, we create BDL primitives that will support behavior primitives as 

well as decision-making patterns of scripting as identified in Sec. 5.3.3. We directly 

model Scripting behavior primitives (Sec. 7.7.1) first and then we comment on 

modeling its decision-making patterns (Sec. 7.7.2). 

7.7.1 Modeling Scripting Behavior Primitives 

We now present BDL primitives for Scripting behavior primitives: body 

(parallelism), if, switch/case, for and while. We also provide every modeled 

primitive with BDL primitive name. All BDL primitives modeling Scripting changes 

Scripting simple-switching 
(Def. 30)

 into BDL hard-switching (Def. 54) due to the 

requirement of Def. 52 Contract 10
46

. 

                                                 
46

 We could create simple-switching variants as well if we ignore Contract 10; however such 

primitives are trivial (e.g., if can be modeled as primitive that is just checking the condition value and 

executing a then-body or an else-body child) and so we omit them for the sake of breavity. 
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Modeling Scripting body 

 

Fig. 71. The BDL primitive modeling Scripting behavior primitive body. 

The model of parallelism (Fig. 71) using hsFSM is sequential; it always executes its 

children in the order specified without heeding to the fact whether they finished 

previously. The point employs BDL hard-switching only (Def. 54); instead of 

switching out running children, it terminates them instead. 
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Modeling Scripting if / BDL Hard Switch 

 

Fig. 72. The BDL primitive modeling Scripting behavior primitive if. 

BDL model of Scripting if is more straightforward; at first we decide, which 

branch to execute first and then watching out for the change in expression value 

during consecutive calls. In case the point is being switched out or internally 

switches between branches, it employs hard-switching: it is terminating the running 

branch instead of switching it out. 
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Modeling Scripting switch 

 

Fig. 73. The BDL primitive modeling Scripting behavior primitive switch. 

Modeling scripting switch is more demanding than modeling scripting body as 

we have to examine the value of expression and ensure that only one child is running 

at a time. We employ BDL hard-switching here as well. 
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Modeling Scripting Loops 

 

Fig. 74. BDL primitive modeling Scripting behavior primitive for/while. 

BDL counterpart of scripting‘s for/while loop is directly translating C/Java-like 

for loop components: initialization [1], condition [2] and afterthought [3]. 

Interestingly, using behavioral looping support a developer is also possible to express 

Scripting ―continue‖ as it may direct a back link to this point and the looping will be 

handled gracefully [4]. As the node is persisting, we provide continual condition 

checking [5] during successive DM evaluations. 

7.7.2 Modeling Scripting Decision-Making Patterns 

Scripting allows a developer:  

1. to create custom behavior primitives, 

2. to form abstract hierarchical plans, 

3. to prioritize sub-behaviors and 

4. to simple-switch between sub-behaviors. 
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BDL allows for 1) per se, as we are free to model points‘ Select functions as 

we wish so (as long as we follow Contracts from Def. 52). 2+3) is supported due to 

the fact that we have modeled all Scripting behavior primitives in the previous sub-

section. Finally, we can model all behavior primitives with only simple-switching 

capability, but we omit them for the sake of brevity as those implementations would 

be trivial without providing anything new.  

Finally, we also provided a parallel to scripting late-binding through plan-call 

node that is using BDL plan libraries as described in Sec. 7.5. 

7.8 Modeling sFSM 

In this chapter, we create BDL primitives that will support behavior primitives of 

(h)sFSM as well as its decision-making patterns as identified in Sec. 5.4. 

We first model sFSM state and transitions (Sec. 7.8.1) that will allow for the 

hierarchy of those states and then we devise a generic way for supporting sequences 

and alternatives (Sec. 7.8.2). Finally, as sFSM can be extended to support soft-

switching 
(Def. 31)

 via Alg. 4, we provide models of BDL primitive counterparts of 

scripting primitives that feature BDL soft-switching in Sec. 7.8.3. 

7.8.1 Modeling sFSM State 

We model sFSM state (Def. 40) in two steps. First we model sFSM state with the 

OnInternal activity only (Fig. 75) and then we model OnEnter and OnExit 

functionality to be used with any persisting BDL point in general (Fig. 77). We do 

not model an OnTransition activity specifically as that will be covered by 

implementing sequences in Sec. 7.8.2. 
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Modeling sFSM State with OnInternal Activity Only 

 

Fig. 75. BDL primitive modeling the sFSM state that is using an OnInternal activity only.47 

The sFSM state implementation (Fig. 75) is using REPLACE signal extensively to 

change a caller‘s link to the point we wish to switch into upon transition; the 

REPLACE signal is used according to the discussion in Sec. 7.2.1. The implementation 

is not modeling sFSM state OnEnter and OnExit activities directly as that can be 

                                                 
47

 LBDC is not counting OnTransition activities as these are not required to implement 

the core for; we could bind each such a transition with own REPLACE signal that would be speaking 

of the LINK in question respectively. We use those transitions for the sake of brevity not to have too 

many links pointing back to the initial state. 
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modeled separately in a way that it is compatible with any other BDL point as 

explained in the next sub-section. 

Modeling sFSM State OnEnter and OnExit Activity Executions 

In this section we show generic implementation of OnEnter and OnExit sFSM 

activities (Def. 41). Additionally, we model those activities not only as scripts, but 

full sub-behaviors, thus providing a developer with more expressive implementation 

than the sFSM state does. 

The idea is to insert yet another sFSM into the BDL point architecture (Fig. 61) 

right in between the persisting shell and the nut as pictured by following Fig. 76. The 

advantage of this solution is that it is applicable to any BDL persisting point we 

design and thus we are able to extend any BDL persisting point with OnEnter / 

OnExit decision-making pattern. 

 

Fig. 76. Extending the BDL point architecture from Fig. 61 with NutWrapper. 

This nut wrapper will then function as a man-in-the-middle that first executes 

OnEnter sub-behavior before it signals its nut and then it executes OnExit behavior 

once its nut finishes or is switched-out. The implementation of the nut wrapper (Fig. 

77) is quite technical as we need to handle BDL hard and soft-switching separately. 
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Fig. 77. The BDL point nut wrapper that provides OnEnter and OnExit functionality for any 

persisting BDL point. 

Description of nut wrapper implementation (Fig. 77) can be divided into three 

parts: [1] OnEnter execution, [2] Nut execution and [3] OnExit execution. 
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Additionally, [1] and [3] are very similar to each other and differ mainly in the BDL 

point they execute. 

Ad [1], in this part of implementation we make sure that OnEnter sub-behavior 

gets correctly executed by correctly relaying call signals and interpreting possible 

REPLACE instructions. 

Ad [2], here we are performing standard point execution until the nut finishes. 

Ad [3], this part is similar to [1] with the exception that the whole point ended 

after OnExit sub-behavior finishes. 

7.8.2 Modeling Sequences and Alternatives 

In this section, we aim to model DM feature F6 (scattered behavior plan structuring) 

and DM pattern P4 (action sequences and alternatives). We can see a switch to 

another action (or a sub-behavior in general) within a ―sequence‖ as a reaction to the 

success of the action (of the sub-behavior). The same holds for failure and 

alternatives (as discussed in Sec. 5.3.4).  

Therefore, instead of having a sequence (an alternative) BDL point that would 

act as an arbiter of its children (e.g., in the style of arbitrated decision-making 

structuring of Code 10) we create a BDL point core wrapper (Fig. 78) that allows for 

chaining of arbitrary BDL points in sequences and alternatives. We implement then 

this core wrapper for both persisting cores as well as committing cores and we will 

call this wrapper ―Chaining‖. 

 

Fig. 78. Extending the BDL point architecture from Fig. 76 with CoreWrapper. 
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Committing Core Wrapper: Chaining 

 

Fig. 79. Implementation of the committing core wrapper for chaining of BDL points. 

The idea of chaining implementation (Fig. 79) is to intercept finish signals 

SUCCESS [5] and FAIL [9] of CORE sFSM and if a developer supplies points where to 

continue with the DM evaluation, return the REPLACE instruction [11, 7] instead of 

finishing. If user will not supply those points, then we pass the finish signal higher up 

[8, 12]. This core wrapper still allows its CORE to use REPLACE signal directly [3]. As 

it is a committing version of the core wrapper, we do not need to handle TERMINATE, 

SWITCH and RUNNING signals 
(Def. 57)

. 

Persisting Core Wrapper: Chaining 

Persisting core wrapper for chaining (Fig. 80) is more complex then the committing 

one (Fig. 79) from the previous section as it has to add support for handling the 

SWITCH,  TERMINATE, TERMINATED and RUNNING signals. The idea of point chaining 

stays the same with the exception that chaining is not applied in case of BDL soft-

switching (i.e., result signals leading from [17]). 
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Fig. 80. Implementation of the persisting core wrapper for chaining of BDL points. 

Using BDL Point Chaining for Implementation of sFSM OnTransition Activity 

Importantly, we can use BDL point chaining for the implementation of sFSM 

OnTransition activity 
(Def. 41)

. Instead of directly pointing to the point A we want to 

switch into, we can point the point T that should perform the transition sub-behavior. 

The point T will use the chaining core wrapper that will switch into our real target A 

after the OnTransition sub-behavior T succeeds. 

7.8.3 Modeling Soft-Switching 

We now present extensions to BDL primitives modeling scripting behavior 

primitives that feature BDL soft-switching (Def. 54) of their children. 

Modeling Scripting body with Soft-Switching DM Pattern - BDL Parallel 

Adding support for the BDL soft-switching into the original BDL primitive modeling 

Scripting body behavior primitive is complex. We employ hierarchy of sFSM once 
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more defining the BDL Parallel core (Fig. 81) as a manager of execution of 

respective sFSMs that model executions of BDL Parallel‘s children. Each BDL 

Parallel child execution is captured by sFSM (called PARALLEL) as pictured in  

Fig. 82. 

 

Fig. 81. Part 1/2: The BDL primitive modeling Scripting body with BDL Soft-switching; a BDL 

Parallel. 

We implement BDL soft-switching by utilizing hierarchy of sFSM once more 

encapsulating execution of respective children in separate sFSMs (called 

[1] 

[2] 

[4] 

[3] 
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PARALLEL). The implementation (Fig. 81) then contain repeating pattern of children 

executed in a sequence, which differ only according to the ―state‖ of the point, which 

is either 1) executing, 2) switching out, 3) terminating children or 4) ending and thus 

switching out the rest of running children. The remaining part of hsFSM contains 

checks, whether the primitive should still be running or end and what result it should 

end with. 

 

Fig. 82. Part 2/2: “PARALLEL” sFSM modeling execution of one child of BDL Parallel from Fig. 

81. 

The BDL Parallel primitive contains untyped socket EndsOn, which is used to 

determine when the point should succeed and fail. This socket type may be modeled 

differently to give the BDL Parallel different decision-making meanings. For 

instance, it may have values such as, e.g., SuccessOnAny-FailOnAll that would 

make the Parallel point to succeed immediately after one of its children succeeds but 

fail only if all its children fail. The interpretation of this socket is left to a developer 

to decide on. 
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Importantly, the scripting body behavior primitive does not actually support 

succeeding or failing the body as it executes all its statements regardless the result of 

their previous execution (as modeled in Fig. 71). I.e., Fig. 71 behaves as if EndsOn 

socket was set to AlwaysExecute and RESTARTING socket of each parallel child 

was set to true ensuring that child restarts its execution once it is called after it 

finishes (regardless concrete result).  

Finally, if we fix the EndsOn socket to AlwaysExecute and the RESTARTING 

socket of every PARALLEL sub-sFSM to true, we receive BDL primitive that 

models the parallelism the same way Scripting body and with the same economy 

but including the soft-switching DM feature. 

Modeling Scripting if with Soft-Switching DM Pattern - BDL Switch 

 

Fig. 83. BDL primitive modeling Scripting if behavior primitive with BDL Soft-switching; the 

BDL Switch. 

Adding the BDL Soft-switching into the previous model of Scripting behavior 

primitive if (Fig. 72) is rather straightforward (Fig. 83). Instead of terminating the 

branches, we have to SWITCH them out first before finishing the point. 
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Modeling Scripting switch with Soft-Switching DM Pattern - BDL Value 

Switch 

 

Fig. 84. BDL primitive modeling Scripting switch with Soft-Switching DM feature; the BDL 

Value Switch. 

Adding soft-switching feature into previous model of Scripting behavior primitive 

switch (Fig. 73) is rather straightforward (Fig. 84). Instead of terminating the 

CASE-i child, we have to SWITCH it out first before starting the execution of another 

one. 
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Modeling Scripting Loops with Soft-Switching DM Pattern - BDL Loop 

 

Fig. 85. The BDL primitive modeling Scripting loop with BDL Soft-switching; the BDL Loop. 

Adding the BDL Soft-switching feature into the previous model of Scripting loops 

(Fig. 74) is also rather straightforward (Fig. 85). Instead of terminating the body, we 

have to SWITCH it out first before finishing the point. 

7.9 Summary of Modeled Decision-making Patterns and Features 

Modeling F1 - Terminable and Switchable Actions as Behavior Primitives 

Signals required by terminable (Fig. 23) and switchable (Fig. 24) action models are 

part of BDL signals 
(Def. 51)

 implementing the same semantics thus BDL is allowing 

for F1.  

Modeling F2 - Custom Behavior Primitives 

The BDL language allows custom behavior primitive definitions as developer may 

define custom BDL point Select functions as long as they follow the contracts 
(Def. 

52)
 in order to make them compatible with the rest of BDL primitives. 
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Modeling F3 - Active-stack Computational Model 

Every BDL point tracks its own state and thus forms the state of running behavior 

tree 
(Def. 53)

. Such a tree is always revisited from its root and therefore BDL is 

featuring active-stack computational model 
(Def. 44)

. 

Modeling F4 - Hard/Soft-switching of Behavior Paths - Behavior Path Signal 

Propagation  

Signals modeling terminable and switchable actions are honored throughout whole 

BDL behavior paths allowing BDL to hard- and soft-switch whole sub-behaviors 

(signal propagation is built-in within xTREE computational model of BDL itself). 

Modeling F5 - Arbitrated Behavior Plan Structuring - Caller Reference 

DM feature F5 is supported as BDL point may return result to its callers and callers 

may react to them. 

Modeling F6 - Scattered Behavior Plan Structuring - Dynamic Local Decision 

Space Reconfiguration 

DM feature F6 is supported by implementing the REPLACE signal that any point may 

use to direct future DM evaluation. 

Modeling P1 - Behavior Hierarchy 

BDL points may reference each other and thus they can be used to form hierarchies. 

There are no restrictions on their ordering. 

Modeling P2 - Behavior Prioritization 

DM pattern P2 is modeled by BDL Switch primitive (Fig. 83), that can be used to 

create a chain of switches that behaves similar to the chain of if-then rules thus 

defining the fixed priorities of referenced sub-behaviors via their NEXT sockets. 

Modeling P3 - Parallel Behaviors and Actions 

DM pattern P3 is modeled by BDL Parallel (Fig. 81, Fig. 82). 

Modeling P4 - Behavior Sequence and Alternatives 

We provide general way for chaining any BDL points via core wrappers (Fig. 79, 

Fig. 80). 

Modeling P5 - Behavior Looping 

DM pattern P5 is modeled in both arbitrated style via BDL Loop (Fig. 85)  and 

scattered style via looping Back links 
(Def. 47)

 (as discussed in the sub-section 

Supporting P1 - Behavior Hierarchy 
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We will not be constraining the way how BDL points can reference each other 

through their links; i.e., any BDL point may reference any other BDL point. 

Supporting P5 - Behavior Looping). 

Modeling P6 - Behavior Recursion 

Behavioral recursion is supported via implementation of the RECURSE signal (as 

discussed in the sub-section Supporting P6 - Behavior Recursion). 

7.10 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter we have defined the BDL language and modeled scripting and sFSM 

decision-making features and patterns as identified in Ch. 5 and summarized in Table 

1. As all BDL points defined in this chapter are following Def. 52 contracts, they are 

all interoperable allowing a developer to assemble them in an arbitrary way. We have 

therefore fulfilled the thesis goal G3. 

In the next chapter, we will show the flexibility of the BDL design by 

economically implementing several other ASMs as used both in the academy and in 

the industry. 
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8 Modeling Existing Action-Selection Mechanisms 

Dissecting and modeling four ASMs: AgentSpeak(L), GOAL, SPOSH and Behavior 

trees; show-casing flexibility and versatility of BDL. 

In previous chapter, we have presented Behavior Design Language that combined 

decision-making advantages of scripting and hierarchical sequential finite state 

machines (hsFSM). In this chapter, we discuss four existing action-selection 

mechanisms (ASMs); three of them are actively developed by academics, while the 

fourth is being frequently used by in video game industry. We identify and model 

their decision-making patterns and comment on their limitations wrt. DM features 

and patterns from Table 1. 

ASMs in this chapter are described from computational point of view only. We 

describe how ASMs are making decisions and what decision-making patterns their 

languages allow to express economically. Specifically, we neither discuss 

philosophical, biological, robotic or any other motivations that those ASMs are 

founded upon (e.g., Bratman‘s philosophical theories [Bratman, 1999] that lead to 

the formalization of BDI ASMs or ethological and robotic inspiration behind 

SPOSH), nor we comment on how those motivations map to BDL. Instead, we focus 

on 1) what new decision-making patterns those ASMs allow us to express 

economically and 2) how to model them in BDL. In particular, we will model those 

ASMs in BDL economically. Here we recall to the original video game developer  

question: Why to use a different decision-making language if one can script 

everything eventually? The answer we pursue in this thesis is: because one needs a 

way to represent behavior plans economically. And by economical we mean a simple 

way for expressing decision-making patterns (in terms a number of language 

primitives we need to encode them). Here in this chapter, we find out that described 

ASMs are not allowing for economical representation of decision-making patterns 

from Table 1; on the other hand we show that decision-making patterns they encode 

can be modeled in BDL. 

In total, we describe: 

1) two generic formalization of agent function 
(Def. 3)

 done by Rao and 

Wooldridge: 

a) AgentSpeak(L) (Anand S. Rao, 1996) (Sec. 8.2.1); 
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b) Agent Control Loop Version 7  (M. J. Wooldridge, 2000) (Sec. 8.2.2); 

and 

2) four action-selection mechanisms 
(Def. 10)

: 

c) AgentSpeak(L) (Anand S. Rao, 1996) realization by Jason (Bordini et al., 

2007) (Sec. 8.3); 

d) GOAL (de Boer et al., 2002) (Sec. 8.4); 

e) SPOSH (J. J. Bryson, 2001) (Sec. 8.5); 

f) Behavior trees (Rabin, n.d., Ch. 6) (Sec. 8.6). 

 List of languages is based on the list of ASMs that have been experimentally 

connected with the Pogamut platform and therefore we have a firsthand experience 

in using them; they were originally chosen because they are actively used and 

developed. 

To focus the discussion, we provide abstracted definition of agent action-

selection for discussed ASMs. As ASMs discussed are evolving, we devise abstract 

AS algorithms on our own through the direct analysis of ASMs source code instead 

on relying on their older description from papers. AgentSpeak(L) and GOAL action-

selection definition (Sec. 8.3.1 and Sec. 8.4.1 respectively) were discussed with their 

inventor(s) and/or implementer(s) via emails
48

. We were unable to reach an inventor 

of SPOSH
49

. Behavior trees are described according to (Rabin, n.d., Ch. 6). 

Table 2 summarizes internet resources, which we have obtained ASM source 

codes for the analysis from. We also attached obtained source codes (when possible 

due to licensing) to this thesis so that their analysis can be rechecked. Source code 

for Jason, GOAL and SPOSH have been obtained from classic online repository 

Github. The situation for Behavior Trees (BT) is a bit troubled as there is no 

definitive version of Behavior Trees. BTs are more a collection of ideas every video 

game making studio bases their own Behavior Trees implementation upon. 

Therefore, we have based our analysis on the sources from AiGameDev.com, which 

is highly recognized source of video gaming AI information within video game 

making industry together with (Rabin, n.d., Ch. 6). 

                                                 
48

 AgentSpeak(L) action-selection abstraction was discussed with Rafael H. Bordini in emails 

during 14
th

 and 15
th

 of April 2017; GOAL action-selection abstract was discussed with Koen V. 

Hindriks and Vincent Koeman during 21
st 
– 24

th
 of April 2017.  

49
 I tried to reach to Joanna J. Bryson twice, first on 9

th
 of February 2017 and second 10

th
 

April of 2017, unfortunately she was very busy organizing AISB conference. 
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ASM Source License 
Source code 
modification 

Commit 
number 

AgentSpeak(L) 
subset of Jason 

Github 
(Github, 2017a) 

LGPLv3 
2017-03-31 0d9c8b0… 

GOAL 
Bitbucket 

(Bitbucket, 2017)  
GPLv3 

2017-04-18 1a67b85… 

SPOSH 
Github 

(Github, 2017b)  

Not 
specified

50 

2017-04-05 d130c24… 

Behavior trees 
2nd Gen 

AiGameDev.com  
(Champandard, 
2008) and also 

(Rabin, n.d., Ch. 6) 

 2012-02-26 N/A 

Table 2. List of ASMs described in this chapter detailing their versions we analyzed. 

What is going to be crucial on the way we will be modeling ASMs in BDL is 

that encapsulating new decision-making patterns into primitives may be complex (we 

are wrapping a real code after all). Once done, those primitives can be reused with 

other already existing BDL primitives without any limitations. In  other words, when 

we are modeling new primitives we operate on the level that a developer using BDL 

does not need to interact with at all, i.e., a set of BDL primitives acts more like a 

programming library. 

Each ASM we discuss follow steps that are similar to Sec. 5.2, except we do not 

coin code examples as we directly discuss ASMs action-selection algorithms instead. 

Broadly speaking, we first present abstracted algorithm that performs action-

selection for given ASM, then we model its certain parts with BDL primitives and 

finally, we use those primitives to create a BDL space that models given ASM 

completely.  

 

Before we start describing and modeling ASMs in this chapter, we first present BDL 

diagrams we will use to specify BDL spaces and plans with that we model respective 

ASMs with. 

                                                 
50

 Concerning GitHub, code without an explicit license is protected by copyright and is by 

default All Rights Reserved. The person or people who wrote the code are protected as such. 
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8.1 BDL Diagrams 

In this section, we describe BDL diagrams we will use for the specification of BDL 

spaces and plans. BDL diagrams will be formed of BDL points, which will be 

instantiating various BDL primitives we have described in the previous chapter and 

also BDL primitives we will define in this chapter to model discussed ASMs. 

Additionally, we will sometime include notes into diagrams to ease their 

interpretation. 

 

Fig. 86. Entities of BDL diagrams picturing BDL points and notes used. 

In Fig. 86, we show basic entities BDL diagrams are formed of, these are BDL 

points and notes; BDL space and plan root points are marked with a bold font. 

Following Fig. 87 is detailing description of one BDL point diagram entity. Then, we 

provide examples of points in Fig. 88 linking other points in two styles: reference 

and replace. 
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Fig. 87. Description of a BDL diagram entity specifying one BDL point. Each BDL point 

consists of 1) a name of a BDL primitive used and optionally of 2) arguments for non-BDL 

point sockets and 3) arguments for BDL point sockets (which marks referenced points). 

 

Fig. 88. Examples of BDL point connections. From left to right, top to down: 1) the PARALLEL 

BDL point is picturing links to two other BDL points, 2) the SWITCH BDL point is showing 

links that are using colors instead of socket names (the green arrow is followed if its 

condition evaluates to true, the red arrow otherwise), 3) the DECIDE BDL point is 

showing links that, if traversed, hits points that replace the original DECIDE point, 4) the 

CHAIN BDL point is showing a more complex point setup. 
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8.2 Belief-Desire-Intention Based Architectures 

Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) architectures origin from within the multi-agent 

community and they are based on Bratman‘s philosophical theories (Bratman, 1999) 

that discuss human practical reasoning. Bratman identified three components in 

human practical reasoning namely beliefs, desires and intentions. A concise and 

informative introduction to the philosophical theory is offered by (Setiya, 2009). 

This philosophic theory has been concretized by many, but works often cited are 

of Rao and Georgeff (A. S. Rao & Georgeff, 1995; A.S. Rao & Georgeff, 1997; 

Anand S. Rao, 1996) and Wooldridge (M. J. Wooldridge, 2000). The concept has 

been popularized originally by Procedural Reasoning System (Georgeff & Lansky, 

1987), on which many other BDI architectures build on.  

Typically, in BDI architectures, beliefs describe agent‘s information about itself 

and an environment the agent believes to be true; desires represent agent‘s wishes 

that it wants to accomplish (they may contradict each other), e.g., agent‘s possible 

goals; intentions represent desires an agent has committed itself to, usually 

accompanied with a plan how to fulfill them. Apart from beliefs, desires and 

intentions, Rao and Georgeff also specify how new information from an environment 

(or its simulator) appears within BDI ASM. The communication from an 

environment to an agent is restricted to environment events only and it is unclear 

whether they consider that an agent needs to use sensory methods as well or an agent 

sees the state of the environment through these events and its accompanied memory 

(called belief base) only. There is no unifying definition of BDI based architectures 

apart from general notion they should model terms beliefs, desires and intentions.  

Here we describe two generic BDI formalizations: 1) AgentSpeak(L) interpret 

by Rao (Anand S. Rao, 1996) (Sec. 8.2.1) and 2) Agent Control Loop Version 7 by 

Wooldridge (M. J. Wooldridge, 2000) (Sec. 8.2.2). These algorithms are on the same 

level of abstraction as our ExpertAgent Alg. 1. We show that Alg. 1 is capable of 

abstracting them, they are only one action-selection scheme that a developer can 

adopt for the behavior plan structuring; later on we will see that following those BDI 

formalizations too closely results in a language that is not able to model some 

decision-making patterns from Table 1 economically. 
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Then, we describe AgentSpeak(L) implementation within Jason (Bordini et al., 

2007) (in Sec. 8.3). Finally, we present and discuss GOAL agent programming 

language (de Boer et al., 2002) (in Sec. 8.4).  

8.2.1 AgentSpeak(L) Foundations 

The presented formalization of Bratman‘s BDI theory is by Rao and Georgeff (A. S. 

Rao & Georgeff, 1995). They explain the interpreter cycle (Alg. 6) as follows. 

At the beginning of the cycle, the option generator reads the event queue and 

returns a list of options. Next, the deliberator selects a subset of options to be adopted 

and adds these to the intention structure. If there is an intention to perform an atomic 

action at this point of time, the agent executes it. Any external events that have 

occurred during the interpreter cycle are then added to the event queue. Internal 

events are added as they occur. Next, the agent modifies the intention and desire 

structures by dropping all successful desires and satisfied intentions, as well as 

impossible desires and unrealized intentions. 

  (A. S. Rao & Georgeff, 1995) 

Alg. 6. Generic Belief-Desire-Intention Interpreter Step (Rao & Georgeff, 1995, p.5) 
 

    procedure BDI-Interpreter-Step() 

 // we assume that event queue, beliefs, desires and intentions  

 // are global 
 

01:  options = option-generator(event-queue) 

02:  selected-options = deliberate(options) 

03:  update-intentions(selected-options) 

04:  execute() 

05:  get-new-external-events() 

06:  drop-successful-intentions-and-desires() 

07: drop-impossible-intentions-and-desires() 

The generic BDI Interpreter Step (Alg. 6) is concretization of the agent function 

(Def. 3)
, similarly to one we have done in Alg. 1. 

However, Alg. 6 and Alg. 1 are very different to each other. Alg. 6 divides an 

agent action-selection into multiple phases: 1) deciding what options to assess (row 

01), 2) deciding which options to tend to (row 02), 3) update the state of intentions 

(row 03), 4) execution (row 04), 5) accepting next batch of events from the 

environment (row 05) and 6) cleaning up action-selection data structures (row 06, 

07).  
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In contrast, Alg. 1 speaks about iterative application of two phases: reasoning 

(row 04) and decision-making (row 05) only. 

We can realize Alg. 6 in Alg. 1 if we reorder Alg. 6 rows. We can treat Alg. 6 

row 05 as agent perception (Alg. 1 row 02). After perceiving new events, we 

interleave reasoning and decision-making, i.e., we perform Alg. 6 rows 06, 07, 01, 

02, 03, gathering agent body actions to be executed along the way (Alg. 1 row 06). 

Alg. 6 row 04 then executes agent body actions within an environment (i.e., they are 

executed by the simulator). Therefore, after the Alg. 6 row 03 is simulated by Alg. 1, 

we have all actions intended for execution gathered (we are collecting actions in Alg. 

1 on row 06 gradually). So we exit Alg. 1 and returns those actions for execution to 

the simulator (Alg. 1 row 08). Once Alg. 1 is invoked again, it begins with 

perceiving new events (i.e. Alg. 6 row 05) and so new iteration of BDI interpreter 

step begins. 

As such Alg. 6 represents just one action-selection scheme we can adopt for the 

structuring of behavior plans.  

Later on, Rao concretized the algorithm in the paper on the AgentSpeak(L) 

language (Anand S. Rao, 1996). The concretization is closely following Alg. 6. The 

AgentSpeak(L) was then implemented as Jason (Bordini et al., 2007), which again is 

closely following Alg. 6. As we will observe, AgentSpeak(L) will not be able to 

express all decision-making patterns from Table 1 economically and the root of this 

problem is the fixed action-selection scheme within Alg. 1. 

8.2.2 Agent Control Loop 

Another concretization of Bratman‘s theory was done by Wooldridge (M. 

Wooldridge, 2009) that presented a general agent loop (Alg. 7). As Alg. 7 can be 

viewed as an extension to Alg. 6 we provide the mapping of Alg. 7 rows onto the 

Alg. 6 rows in the boxes next to the row numbers; rows of Alg. 6 are referenced 

using A6Rx notation, where x is the x-the row of Alg. 6. 
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Alg. 7. Agent Control Loop Version 7 Cycle (M. J. Wooldridge, 2000) 
  Agent-Control-Loop-Step 

 // we assume B and I to be globals 

 

01:     get next percept p; 

02:    B = brf(B, p)       // update beliefs 

03:    D = options(B, I)   // generate desires 

04:    I = filter(B, D, I) // commit to a desire 

05:    Pi = plan(B, I)     // get a plan how to fulfill the intention 

06:    while not (empty(Pi))  

07:          or succeeded(I, B) 

08:          or impossible(I, B) do 

09:     A = head(Pi) 

10:     execute(A) 

11:     Pi = tail(Pi)  // here we think that A finished (our comment) 

12:     get next percept p 

13:     B = brf(B, p) 

14:     if reconsider(I, B) then 

15:      D = options(B, I) 

16:      I = filter(B, D, I) 

17:     if not sound(Pi, I, B) then 

18:   Pi = plan(B, I) 

Alg. 7 rearranges Alg. 6 rows and specifies execution of an agent‘s intention in 

greater detail. Alg. 7 first starts with accepting new percepts (row 01) and then it 

deliberates what intention it should commit to (rows 02-04). Once decided, it plans 

(or retrieve a reactive plan) that should fulfill the intention (row 05) and starts 

executing it as long as the plan has steps left (row 06), the intention has not 

succeeded yet (row 07) and it is possible to carry on (row 08). The execution than 

always takes the first action (row 09), executes it (row 10) and pops it out of the plan 

(row 11). At this point (after execution of row 111), we have executed one step of 

Alg. 6 already. That‘s why we continue with the perception again (row 12) and 

continue with checking if we want to stick to the intention we have executed 

previously (rows 13-17) and if not, we replan (row 18).  

As a result, Alg. 7 is more concretized version of Alg. 6 and therefore we can 

realize it in the context of our Alg. 1 as discussed in the  previous sub-section. 

Moreover, this concretization (Alg. 7) rises a few questions, if we try to use this 

formalization of agent function for IVAs. 

1) What if an agent wants to execute multiple intentions in parallel? E.g., an 

agent is smoking while listening to his buddy in the pub clapping his feet into 

the rhythm of loud music. The algorithm always pursues single intention only 

and switch to a different plan only if the current one is found unsound (row 

17) or finishes (rows 06, 07) or is found impossible to proceed with (row 08).  

[A6R5] 

[A6 
R1-3, 
R6-7] 

[A6R4] 

[A6R5] 

[A6 
R6-7 
R1-3] 

[A6R4] 
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2) How do we represent contingencies? It seems that the plan is a sequence of 

actions as we always execute the head of the plan. Does it mean always to 

replan, i.e., to come up with another sequence of actions as row 18 is 

indicated? That is, we cannot have a plan with contingencies? 

3) How does it cope with durative actions? It seems that actions are modeled as 

blocking (Fig. 21) as there are no waiting on its end (row 10 and our 

comment on row 11) thus the agent does not act interactively during 

execution of such an action. 

Due to these questions, the algorithm is not that suitable for modeling reactive 

IVA behaviors. 

8.3 AgentSpeak(L) with Atomic Intentions Extension 

Traditional theoretical implementation of the BDI-based action-selection is the 

AgentSpeak(L) language (ASL) and its operational semantics as described by Rao 

(Anand S. Rao, 1996). It was then implemented by Rafael Bordini and Jomi H bner 

as Jason (Bordini et al., 2007). We base description of ASL on Jason 

implementation, but we do not describe many Jason extensions to the original ASL 

like, e.g., execution control (if, while, for statements that can be part of the plan‘s 

body), meta-programming that allows for argument reflection or BDI meta-reasoning 

that allows to reason over instantiated intentions, as we focus on the replication of 

BDI decision-making scheme only (as discussed in Sec. 8.2).
51

 However, we include 

one Jason extension and that is the prioritized execution of atomic intentions 

(detailed later). We cover this extension as it provides a way for synchronization of 

running intentions, which is universally reusable (we model this with one BDL 

primitive). 

                                                 
51

 List of Jason documented language features can be found in: 

http://jason.sourceforge.net/api/jason/stdlib/package-summary.html#package.description. We do not 

cover them all as they are only an extension to the AgentSpeak(L) decision-making scheme in 

multitude of dimensions; ones extend AgentSpeak(L) plan capabilities but with primitives we already 

covered when modeling scripting, others are AgentSpeak(L) decision-making specific extensions (like 

―pausing and resuming‖ intentions), which will cease to work once we change this scheme (which we 

can do in BDL easily), i.e., if we stop speaking in terms of ―intentions‖ but start speaking in the terms 

of ―behaviors‖ (e.g., [Joanna J. Bryson, 2001]). 

http://jason.sourceforge.net/api/jason/stdlib/package-summary.html#package.description
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8.3.1 Definition 

ASL has roots in logic programming and can be seen as its extension. The agent 

behavior (Def. 61) is described by the set of initial beliefs (Prolog facts) and the set 

of ASL plans and four functions: sense, select-event, select-plan and 

select-intention. During agent runtime, ASL interpreter maintains agent‘s 

belief base and a list of  active intentions. 

Def. 61. AgentSpeak(L) Behavior 

 Configuration:  (B, P, sense, select-event, select-plan, 

    select-intention) 

B the set of initial believes (Prolog facts) 

P the set of AgentSpeak(L) plans 

 Plan is quadruple (T, H, C, B) 

  T triggering symbol + or - 

  H head formed of a Prolog term 

  C plan context, a disjunctive normal form of Prolog terms 

 B plan body, which is a sequence of agent body actions, sub-goal invocations, fact 

   assertions or retractions and belief base queries 

sense 

 Function that reads new percepts from the environment (through agent body). 

select-event 

 Function that selects a next event for processing. 

select-plan 

 Conflict resolution function that selects a plan for instantiation in case 

  that multiple plans unified with the event and have valid contexts. 

select-intention 

 Function that selects an intention for execution. 

Runtime: (beliefs, events, intentions) 

beliefs  A Prolog-like knowledge base. 

 events A list of external (from an environment) as well as internal (from the 

deliberation) events an agent is processing. 

intentions A list of active intentions. 

An abstracted form of an interpreter implementation is given in schema in the 

following Fig. 89. 
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Fig. 89. Schema of the AgentSpeak(L) action-selection step; SE - select-event function, 

SO - select-plan function, SI - select-intention function. The figure also 

contains numbering of the interpret phases (depicted with [X]) that are referenced by 

ASL ASM Alg. 8. The figure is recreated according to (Machado & Bordini, 2002). 

To elaborate on Fig. 89, ASL AS works as follows, we: [A] begin the step by 

accepting new percepts and update our belief base [2] and events [1]; [B] select one 

event to process via select-event function; [C] find a list of plans, whose heads 

unifies with the event (such plans are referred to as relevant plans); [D] filter out 

plans, whose contexts do not hold within the belief base (relevant plans whose 

contexts holds within agent belief base are referred to as applicable plans); [E] select 

one applicable plan as a response to the event via select-plan function; [F] use 

the plan to update list of active intentions, that is, we either push the plan to the 

existing intention (if the event was a sub-goal raised by that intention) or instantiate a 

new intention; [G] select an intention for execution via select-intention 

function; [H] execute the intention (execute intention stack‘s top element); [I] update 

the intention list according to the execution result, popping the top executed action or 

failing the intention. 

The formal description of the ASL action-selection interpreter is given in the 

following Alg. 8 (our own abstraction approved by Rafael H. Bordini). ASL 

algorithm (Alg. 8) interpreting the AgentSpeak(L) behavior contains references to 

[A] 
[B] 

[C] 

[D] 

[E] 

[F] 

[G] 

[H] 

[I] 
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Fig. 89 mapping its code to respective steps (depicted by letters) within the figure. 

The prioritized execution of atomic intentions is implemented at rows 12-13, where 

we check if there is an atomic intention present within agent‘s intention list and if so, 

we select such an intention for execution. The main ASL action-selection function of 

the Alg. 8 (rows 02-27) follows Fig. 89 entirely as phase letters next to row numbers 

are suggesting. The rest of functions within Alg. 8 detail the implementation of 

respective steps. 
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Alg. 8.  AgentSpeak(L) Action-selection Mechanism with Atomic Intentions 

  Based on our analysis of the Jason code base from (Github, 2017a).   
 

 (ASLBC) [ASLBR] ASL-INIT() // ASLB ~ ASL behavior 
(Def. 61)

 

01:  ASLBR.beliefs.addAll(ASLBc.B) 
 

 (ASLBC) [ASLBR] ASL-ASM() // ASLB ~ ASL behavior 

02:  (ASLBR.beliefs, ASLBR.events).update(ASLBc.sense()) 

03:  event = ASLBc.select-event(events) 

04:  possible-plans = select-plans(event, ASLBc.P) 

05:  applicable-plans = check-contexts(possible-plans) 

06:  plan = ASLBc.select-plan(applicable-plans) 

07:  if (event is external) 

08:   intentions.add(make-intention(plan)) 

09:  else  

10:   push-to-intention(event.intention, plan) 

11:  if (atomic intention on top) 

12:   intention = intentions[atomic intention on top] 

13:  else 

14:   intention = ASLBc.select-intention(intentions) 

15:  ([action, executedPlan], result) = execute-intention(intention)  

16:  if (result == FAIL) 

17:    alternative-plan = null 

18:    while (executedPlan != null && alternative-plan == null) 

19:     intention.removeActions(executedPlan) // remove failed plan 

20:     alternative-plan = ASLBc. 

        select-plan( 

       check-contexts(select-plans(-[!]executedPlan.H, ASLBc.P)))
52
 

      ) 

21:     executedPlan = intention.topPlan  

22:    if (alternative-plan != null) 

23:     push-to-intention(intention, alternative-plan) 

24:    else 

25:     intentions.remove(intention) // intention fails 

26:   else 

27:    if (intention is empty) intentions.remove(intention) // inten. succeeds 
 

 function select-plans(event, asl-plans) 

28:  result = [] 

29:  for (plan in asl-plans) 

30:   mgu = unify event with plan.H 

31:   if (mgu exists) 

32:     candidate = clone(plan) 

33:    candidate.H = candidate.H[mgu] 

34:    candidate.C = candidate.C[mgu] 

35:    candidate.P = candidate.P[mgu] 

36:    result.add(candidate) 

37:  return result 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
52

 ―-‖ stands for ―plan alternative‖, ―!‖ is presented if the plan should match plans for internal 

events only. 

[A] 

[B] 

[C] 

[D] 

[E] 

[F] 

[G] 

[H]  

[I] 

[C] 
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 function check-contexts(asl-plans) 

38:  result = [] 

39:  for (plan in asl-plans) 

40:   if (plan.C holds given beliefs and intentions) 

41:    result.add(plan) 

42:  return result    
 

 function make-intention(asl-plan) 

43:  intention = new stack 

44:   push-to-intention(intention, asl-plan) 

45:   return intention 
 

 function push-to-intention(intention, asl-plan) 

46:  for (action in asl-plan.P reverse order) 

47:   intention.stack.push( [action, asl-plan.P] ) 

48:   return intention 

 

 function execute-intention(intention) 

49:   [action, plan] = intention.pop() 

50:   switch (action.type) 

51:    case belief base query: 

52:     if (action holds in beliefs) 

53:      return ([action, plan], SUCCESS) 

54:     return ([action, plan], FAIL) 

55:    case belief base manipulation: 

56:     beliefs.apply(action) 

57:     return ([action, plan], SUCCESS) 

58:   case body action: 

59:     actionResult = execute body action    // sync/async 

60:     if (action is async) intention.push([action,plan]) 

61:     return ([action, plan], actionResult) // action may fail 

62:    case plan call: 

63:     events.add( action ) // action is in the form +[!]head 

             // “+” means we look for standard plan (not 

             // alternatinve 

             // ! is used to mark internal intention event  

                      // see row 7, if omitted, event is external 

64: return ([action, plan], SUCCESS) 

We continue by detailing Jason code base analysis we have formulated the 

algorithm Alg. 8 upon. 

Jason Code Analysis Notes 

Formulation of Alg. 8 is based on the analysis of Jason code obtained from (Github, 

2017a). We are interested in modeling AgentSpeak(L) idioms mostly thus we left 

many Jason extensions out. The result (Alg. 8) was consulted with Rafael H. Bordini, 

who found it ―very expressive‖. We now provide details of the code analysis, which 

maps the Alg. 8 onto the Jason‘s code base. The following analysis is hard to read 

without parallel reading of Jason code itself. 

The main Jason class is Agent that represents an agent mind. It also provides 

default implementations to functions required by ASL 
(Def. 61)

 that is 

[D] 

[H] 

[F] 

[F] 
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Agent.selectEvent(…) that corresponds to ASL select-event function, 

Agent.selectOption(…) that corresponds to ASL select-plan function and 

Agent.selectIntention(…) that corresponds to ASL select-intention 

function. These functions are then referenced by the class TransitionSystem, 

whose code can be mapped on the majority of Alg. 8. 

The TransitionSystem is providing three so-called reasoning-cycle methods: 

sense(), deliberate() and act(). They are called in various styles depending 

on the Jason agent execution style. The default execution is encapsulated by method 

reasoningCycle(), which calls those methods in the stated order. The context of 

the execution is stored within the Circumstance class instance, which is being read 

and written to along the whole reasoning cycle. 

TransitionSystem.sense() method provides a way for adding and 

removing percepts into and from the belief base as well as events, Alg. 8 row 02. 

TransitionSystem.deliberate() method implements selection of an 

event to attend to and finding a plan how to respond to the event, i.e., Alg. 8 rows 03-

10. It is doing so by invoking applySemanticRuleDeliberation() repeatedly 

as long as the deliberation needs to continue. Internally, 

applySemanticRuleDeliberation() method is implemented by a switch that 

(according to the state of deliberation) recalls different sub-methods. Those are 

typically called in the sequence as follows: applySelEv() for selecting an event 

(Alg. 8 row 03), applyRelPl() for finding relevant plans (plans, whose heads that 

unifies with the selected event; Alg. 8 row 04), applyApplPl() that filters out 

relevant plans, whose contexts does not hold within the belief base (Alg. 8 row 05), 

applySelAppl() that selects a single plan for the event (Alg. 8 row 06) and 

applyAddIM() that either instantiates a new intention or pushes the plan into the 

existing one (Alg. 8 rows 07-10). 

TransitionSystem.act() method then implements selection of the intention 

and its execution, i.e., Alg. 8 rows 11-27.  It is doing so by invoking 

applySemanticRuleAct() until it executes some intention. Internally, 

applySemanticRuleAct() method is implemented by a switch that (according 

to the state of intention execution) recalls different sub-methods. Those are typically 

called in the sequence as follows: applyProcAct() is resuming intentions whose 

blocking environment actions has finished running (we model this differently as an 
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action that remains within the intention even though it is blocking, Alg. 8 row 60), 

applySelInt() that selects an intention to execute (similar to the Alg. 8 rows 11-

14), applyExecInt() executes next step of the intention (similar to Alg. 8 row 15 

and the execute-intention function on rows 49-64), and finally 

applyClrInt() that implements handling the result of intention execution (similar 

to Alg. 8 row 16-27). 

Thus, the formulation of Alg. 8 is justified. 

8.3.2 Modeling DM Patterns and Features in AgentSpeak(L) 

Píbil (Píbil et al., 2012) commented on problems encountered when using Jason for 

implementation of a Cows & Cowboys problem of the Multi-Agent Programming 

Contest editions 2009 and 2010 (MAPC, 2017); however the paper lacks comparison 

with other ASMs. Here we provide a parallel between Jason and Scripting and 

hsFSM by modeling DM features and patterns from Table 1. 

Modeling F1 - Terminable and Switchable Actions as Behavior Primitives 

ASL does not support terminable and switchable actions out of the box as it 

understands an action as blocking or asynchronous only (Alg. 8 rows 59-60). Either 

the action is executed as instant action (Fig. 20) or follows the blocking action model 

(Fig. 21) that blocks the ASL execution completely or is pushed back onto the 

intention stack thus following asynchronous action model (Fig. 22). Importantly, 

there is no way to terminate or switch the action that is being executed. Therefore, 

this feature is not supported economically. 

Modeling F2 - Custom Behavior Primitives 

ASL does not allow extending its language easily, albeit it allows a developer to 

create new Java actions easily
53

. 

Modeling F3 - Active-stack Computational Model 

ASL does not maintain running behavior path, e.g., it is not tracking what intention it 

executed during previous evaluation. Additionally, execution of sub-goals is not 

tracked; once a plan is found as a respond to internal event, it is pushed on top of the 

intention stack (Alg. 8, row 10) and ASL never rechecks this decision. Therefore, 

                                                 
53

 Jason extensions are ―embeded‖ in its code base, cf. BDL primitives that can be created 

separately and they can be add or removed easily.  
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every ASL intention stack features passive-computational model 
(Def. 38)

. Therefore 

ASL does not feature active-stack computational model 
(Def. 44).

 

Modeling F4 - Hard/Soft-switching of Behavior Paths - Behavior Path Signal 

Propagation 

Even though ASL does not feature active-stack computational model, it is tracking 

the sub-plans that are being pushed onto the intention stack (Alg. 8, row 47). 

Therefore, if an action fails, it does not fail the whole intention but it recursively fails 

plans that the intention stack is formed of (Alg. 8, rows 18-25). We could say, that 

ASL supports propagation of a FAILURE signal. However, this form of signal 

propagation works in plan-call reverse order only and is not customizable and 

therefore it is not sufficient for realization of intention hard/soft switching. 

Therefore, a developer must implement hard/soft-switching of intentions manually. 

Hard/soft-switching of ASL intentions can be realized through Jason extension, 

which allows a developer to fail a goal
54

. As conveyed by Code 21, this realization is 

not economical as we have to track what intention is ―running‖ in order to know 

what intention we want to switch out plus implementing the switch out of every 

intention manually. The following code is also using Jason extension that allows us 

to use while cycles within plan bodies. 

                                                 
54

 Constult http://jason.sourceforge.net/api/jason/stdlib/fail_goal.html for technical details. 

http://jason.sourceforge.net/api/jason/stdlib/fail_goal.html
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01: +Goal1 

02:   :  true 

03:   -> +Running(Goal1); 

04:      action1_Execute(); 

05:      … 

06:      actionN_Execute(); 

07:      -Running(Goal1) 

08: . 

 

09: -Goal1 [atomic] 

10:   :  SwitchingOut 

11:   -> -Running(Goal1); 

12:      while (action1_IsRunning) actionASwitch; 

13:      … 

14:      while (actionN_IsRunning) actionNSwitch. 

 

15: +Goal2 

16:   :  true 

17:   -> !SwitchOut(); 

18:      … plan body … 

19: . 

 

20: +!SwitchOut()  

21:   :  Running(X) 

22:   <- +SwitchingOut; 

23:      fail_goal(X); // extension 

24:      -SwitchingOut; 

25:      !SwitchOut(). 

   

26: +!SwitchOut() 

27:   :  true  

28:   <- true. 

Code 21. Example of Jason code where Goal2 intention cannot run concurrently with 

other Goal1 intention and thus it needs to fail it first if present. Text in red represents the 

code overhead roughly when compared to behavior switching in BDL. 

Following Code 21, we have two plans for two external events Goal1 and Goal2. 

The rest of plans are for internal events (i.e. sub-goals). Plan for Goal1 (rows 01-07) 

is executing some actions in sequence (rows 04-06). If we need a plan that cannot 

run with Goal1 concurrently, we have to implement some switch out mechanism for 

Goal1. The example in Code 21 is using manual tracking of running intentions 

(rows 03, 07), that is then exploited by the SwitchOut plan (rows 20-28). Once the 

SwitchOut plan is invoked and it finds some intention running via its context (row 

21), it will use Jason extension to fail the intention (row 23). Failing the intention 

result in seeking alternative -Goal1 plan (plan on row 09 in our case) that will 

terminate Goal1 intention actions (rows 09-14). Moreover, the plan -Goal1 is 

marked as atomic, which ensures it will finish before any other intention get 

executed (due to Alg. 8 rows 11-12). 
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Modeling F5 - Arbitrated Behavior Plan Structuring - Caller Reference 

Caller referencing is not supported as sub-goals cannot directly return results to their 

callers. However, it can be simulated via communication between plans using belief 

base (which implies cluttering agent memory with facts that represents the state of 

agent‘s decision-making). 

01: +!Switch(params) 

02:    : true 

03:    <- !Expression(ID, args); 

04:       !Case(ID, params). 

05:        

 

06: +!Expression(ID, params) 

07:  : true 

08:  <- -ExpressionValue(ID, _); 

09:       … some computation … 

10:       +ExpressionValue(ID, value).   

  

11: +!Case(ID, params) 

12:  : ExpressionValue(ID, value1) 

13:  <- …. 

… 

14: +!Case(ID, params) 

15:  : ExpressionValue(ID, valueN) 

16:  <- …. 

 

Code 22. Example of a plan that mimics functionality of the scripting switch 

behavior primitive. Text in red represents the code overhead roughly when compared to 

scripting. 

In Code 22, we present an implementation of Scripting switch behavior 

primitive that requires a language to feature caller reference capability if we want to 

discuss result of a sub-behavior. Once we execute plan Switch (row 01), we first 

execute computation of its expression by calling sub-goal Expression (row 03). As 

there can be multiple realization of switch behavior primitive, we need to bind the 

expression computation with some ID in order to pair expression computation result 

with concrete switch. The computation of the Expression may be much more 

complex and spawns other plans as well. After we compute expression‘s value (or 

finish the sub-behavior), we write the result into the belief base (row 10).  Then, after 

its computation ends successfully, we discuss the result via invoking the Case plan 

(row 10). According to ExpressionValue within belief base, an appropriate Case 

plan is deemed as applicable (Alg. 8, rows 05 and 40) according to the Case plans‘ 

contexts (Code 22, rows 12, 15). 
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Modeling F6 - Scattered Behavior Plan Structuring - Dynamic Local Decision 

Space Reconfiguration 

Scattered behavior plan structuring in ASL is supported but not as economically as in 

sFSM. Even though ASL plan body is already a sequence and ASL provides a way 

for definition of plan alternatives (Alg. 8 rows 16-25), implementation of a transition 

from within plan‘s body (Code 23) is not as economical as for the sFSM state.  

01: +State(args) 

01:    :  true 

02:    <- +transition(t1); 

03:    ?not CND-1; 

04:      -transition(t1); 

05:    … 

06:     +transition(tN); 

07:    ?not CND-N; 

08:     -transition(tN); 

09:       … plan part we do not want to execute if plan replacement happens … 

10: . 

 

11: -State(args) 

12:  : transition(t1) 

13:  <- -transition(t1); 

14:    +!Transition-1-State(args’).   

 

… 

 

15: -State(args) 

16:  : transition(tN) 

17:  <- -transition(tN); 

18:    +!Transition-N-State(args’). 

Code 23. Example how plan replace mechanism may be implemented in ASL. Text in 

red represents the code overhead roughly when compared to the definition of a transition in 

sFSM. 

As Code 23 states, we have a plan +State that needs to transition completely 

into a different plan from within the middle of its execution (i.e., similar to sFSM 

state that may be executing its OnInternal activity for several frames and then trigger 

a transition).  If we want to replace plan +State with another plan, we can only 

utilize ASL plan failure mechanism (Alg. 8, rows 16-25). We do so by defining 

alternative plans -State, one for every plan we want to transition to from the plan 

+State. Once we want to check if a transition should be made, we mark a transition 

we are checking (e.g., Code 23 row 03) and then check whether the transition 

condition holds (e.g., Code 23 row 04). We negate the transition condition value (e.g. 

Code 23, row 04) as we need the +State plan to fail in case the condition holds. 

Finally, as we have concrete transition marked, we can easily differentiate between 
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alternative -State plans using their contexts (e.g. row 13). As a result, we always 

receive only one applicable plan as an alternative during alternative plan lookup. 

Modeling P1 - Behavior Hierarchy 

Every ASL plan can call other plans (Alg. 8 rows 62-64) and thus supports their 

hierarchical composition. However, the hierarchy can be realized through plans only, 

cf. Scripting, where we can nest if-then rules into themselves without the need to use 

encapsulation into methods. This need to wrap code that a developer wants to nest 

hierarchically it not economical; it can be mitigated by Jason extensions, which allow 

to use standard if, for and while scripting behavior primitives within plans‘ 

bodies. 

Modeling P2 - Behavior Prioritization 

Even though not supported directly by AgentSpeak(L), one of Jason extensions 

allows a developer to specify user-defined plan annotations. Using this extension, we 

can define an annotation that would mark the plan priority and implement select-

plan function around those priorities; whenever multiple plans are found to be 

applicable (Alg. 8, row 5) for a given event, we select a plan with higher priority 

(during Alg. 8 row 06 and 20). Therefore, only Jason supports this pattern 

economically. 

Modeling P3 - Parallel Behaviors and Actions 

ASL may run multiple actions in parallel as it may have multiple asynchronous 

actions running (Alg. 8 rows 59-60). Multiple instantiated intentions can be then 

thought of as running in parallel even though it is up to the select-intention 

function whether they will truly run in parallel (select-intention function may 

favor execution of one intention to the other and vice versa). 

Modeling P4 - Behavior or Action Sequence and Alternatives 

As ASL asynchronously waits on the action execution end (Alg. 8 rows 57-58), 

sequence is fully supported. ASL also allows a developer to specify alternative plans 

in case of plan failures (Alg. 8 rows 16-25). Therefore, behavior sequences and 

alternatives are supported. However, alternatives can be given only in the form of 

alternative (―-‖) plans and therefore requires additional effort to encode than in sFSM 

or BDL; therefore expressing alternatives is not economical. 
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Modeling P5 - Behavioral Looping 

Behavioral looping is supported via manually tracking the local loop variables within 

belief base and reexecuting the loop by referring back to the plan that acts as the loop 

(Code 24). 

01: +!Loop(args) 

02:    : …some context leading to execution of this loop… 

03:    <- …loop initialization code…; 

04:       !LoopCycle(args). 

 

05: +!LoopCycle(args) 

06:    : LoopCondition 

07:    <- …loop body code…; 

08:    …loop increment code…; 

09:       !LoopCycle(args).
55
 

 

10: +!LoopCycle(args) 

11:  : !LoopCondition  

12:  <- true.   

Code 24. Example implementation of a loop within ASL. The implementation would be 

economical if would not have to supply loop-terminating plan (rows 06-08). 

Following Code 24, we have the +Loop plan representing a Scripting for 

behavior primitive. It begins with loop initialization (row 03) and then referring the 

+LoopCycle plan. This plan is used to perform the loop-condition check via its 

context (row 06). If the condition holds, plan defined on rows 05-09 is executed; if 

we should exit the loop, plan on rows 10-12 is executed. Therefore, behavior looping 

is not supported economically. 

Jason contains an extension to ASL that allows to use loops within plans‘ 

bodies, i.e., Jason allows to represent behavior looping economically. 

Modeling P6 - Behavioral Recursion 

Behavioral recursion is fully supported in ASL as we can recursively call plans per 

se. 

8.3.3 Modeling AgentSpeak(L) in BDL 

In this sub-section we discuss how we can model AgentSpeak(L) in BDL. There are 

two approaches how we can model AgentSpeak(L) Alg. 8 in BDL.  
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 Another Jason extension allows to perform the tail-recursion by calling the sub-goal via 

!! instead of simple !. 
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Either, given an arbitrary ASL behavior for AgentSpeak(L) 
(Def. 61)

, we can model 

it by creating single BDL point that will have Alg. 8 as its Select function and that 

will have three sockets select-event, select-plan and select-intention 

for insertion of BDL spaces that will model corresponding ASL behavior functions. 

BDL spaces modeling those three functions exist due to Lemma 2. As BDL can 

model scripting entirely and economically, their representation will be as economic 

as the implementations of those functions we need to model (they are given as Java 

methods). However, that would be cheap. 

Or, we can approach it from the decision-making patterns point of view and 

identify patterns that Alg. 8 is fixing and then reimplement those in BDL. We rather 

describe this approach. 

We do this in two steps: 1) we observe that if ASL is to be used for NPCs/IVAs 

behavior plans we cannot have arbitrary number of intentions executing agent body 

actions active and so we define constrained version of ASL behavior; 2) we provide 

a BDL model for constrained ASL behaviors. 

Constrained ASL Version for NPCs/IVAs  

To constrain the number of NPCs/IVAs active intentions, we make the following 

observation.  

An NPC/IVA cannot pursue two intentions that control the agent body in a 

conflicting way, e.g., executing body actions that would interfere (move left & move 

right). For instance, if an agent is cooking and stirring the spoon in the pot, and 

telephone rang, which forces it to leave the cooker for the phone, we cannot get back 

to stirring the spoon easily. The Cooking-intention cannot run with answering-the-

phone-intention in parallel as the agent body cannot be at two places at once. 

Answering-the-phone-intention needs to execute a move body action that conflicts 

with the cooking-intention that needs an agent to remain near the cooking plate. 

Therefore, cooking-intention needs to be interrupted in the middle of stirring. 

To rephrase the example using the BDI theory, we cannot have two 

contradicting intentions instantiated in general. For NPCs/IVAs, we interpret this as 

we cannot have two intentions that would execute interfering body actions. 

Moreover, if we want to return back to the interrupted intention, we typically need to 

restart it altogether. Sticking to the cooking example, if an agent tries to resume the 

cooking-intention after it answers the phone, it would resume it in the point we 
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interrupted it; that is stir-the-spoon action. However, it just finished answering the 

phone and it is standing near the phone, not the cooking plate. Therefore, stir-the-

spoon action fails and the intention will seek an alternative plan to execute. Instead 

of seeking an alternative plan, we can invoke the cooking-intention from the start 

again and model it so it is able to resume its execution (i.e., checking that we do not 

have to start over again but walk back to a cooking plate and continue cooking). 

This observation allows us to limit the number of intentions instantiated at the 

same time by an IVA. As ASL program is finite, it recognizes only finite number of 

external events. For every external event, we have finite number of relevant plans. 

For every plan that contains execution of agent body action, we may have 

instantiated only one intention at maximum. All plans that do not use agent body 

actions then falls into the agent reasoning category 
(Def. 26, Lemma 6)

 and thus we do not 

need to model them. As the result, we cannot have two intentions that instantiate the 

same plan (having two of them active would surely interfere as all NPCs/IVAs body 

actions affects its body and have therefore only local effects 
(Def. 1, point 2)

, they cannot, 

i.e., search the internet in parallel as web servers) and therefore we have finite 

number of intentions an IVA may pursue. 

Based on this observation we define a Constrained AgentSpeak(L) Behavior in 

the following Def. 62. 

Def. 62. Constrained AgentSpeak(L) Behavior 

Constrained AgentSpeak(L) Behavior is AgentSpeak(L) Behavior (Def. 61), where we can 

have as many number of intentions as there are unique names of +plans heads. 

Modeling Constrained ASL Behavior in BDL 

In order to model a given constrained ASL behavior 
(Def. 62)

 we need a) to model ASL 

plans bodies, b) to model ASL ASM (Alg. 8), i.e., the way how the plans are selected 

for the execution. 

Ad a) Modeling AgentSpeak(L) Plan Bodies 

For every ASL plan body 
(Def. 61)

, we can create matching counterpart in BDL. A plan 

body is a sequence of 1) agent body actions, 2) sub-goal invocations, 3) fact  

assertions or retractions and 4) belief base queries. As sequence is already supported 

by BDL economically, we need to discuss only representation of elements. 
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Ad 1) BDL supports representation of actions economically; therefore we will 

have a BDL primitive for every agent body actions. Therefore, BDL can represent 

them. 

Ad 2) Sub-goal invocations can be represented with a BDL plan-call (Fig. 63). 

Their concrete representation will be discussed in the next sub-section as they relate 

to how Alg. 8 (rows 04-14) is handling sub-goaling. 

Ad 3+4) These are reasoning actions that can be directly executed during BDL 

space evaluation in the form of, e.g., a script. 

Therefore, we can create a BDL plan for every plan within ASL behavior. 

Ad b) Modeling AgentSpeak(L) Action-Selection (Alg. 8) 

The idea is to dissect Alg. 8 into several parts and model them separately in one BDL 

space. Inspecting Alg. 8, we find the following parts: 

1. Reasoning over which intention to instantiate and/or execute (rows 03-14). 

2. Execution of an intention (row 15). 

3. Handling of plan failures and seeking alternative plans (rows 16-25). 

4. Removing empty intentions (rows 26-27). 

Ad 1) this is almost exclusively implemented by custom functions select-

event, select-plan and select-intention. As such it can be left for a 

developer to specify in the BDL space. We only need to detail how concrete plans 

are selected for the execution for a given external event and therefore for a 

corresponding intention. 

Ad 2) Execution of a plan can be modeled by executing some BDL plan a 

developer creates as ASL behavior plan bodies can be fully modeled (as detailed in 

the previous sub-section).  

Ad 3) Handling of plan failures and replacing them with viable alternatives is 

clearly a decision-making pattern that needs to be and will be modeled. 

Ad 4) Removing empty intentions is trivial; once the intention‘s plan succeeds 

we remove it from the list. 

 

We split modeling of ASM for constrained ASL behavior into two parts: a) reasoning 

over events and active intentions, and 2) intention executions. The first part is 

modeling ASL event selection and intention instantiation (Alg. 8, rows 03, 14), while 

the second part is modeling almost everything else, i.e., intention execution and 

alternative-plan lookup (Alg. 8 rows 04-06, 15-27). We do not model Alg. 8 rows 
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07-08 as the list of intentions is fixed for the constrained ASL version; we do not 

model Alg. 8 rows 09-10 as the sub-goaling is part of plan execution itself as detailed 

later on; we do not model Alg. 8 rows 11-13 at this stage as we will model atomic 

intentions later on as part of the plans. Therefore, we aim to cover ASL-ASM from 

Alg. 8 completely. 

 The generic DM pattern of ASL is captured by the following BDL space as 

pictured in Fig. 90.  

 

Fig. 90. BDL Space modeling constrained version of ASL for IVAs; we execute reasoning over 

events and intentions (Alg. 8, rows 03, 14) and intention execution (Alg. 8 rows 04-06, 15-

27) in parallel every action-selection frame. 

Reasoning over Events and Active Intentions 

During this phase, we go through the list of external events and decides whether we 

make new intentions active (enable them) or make them inactive (disable them). The 

outcome of this phase is the list of intentions that are active; we store this 

information within agent‘s determination. This step models select-event and 

select-intention ASL functions as it determines how external events maps onto 

activating and deactivating agent intentions. As those functions are part of ASL 

behavior, not the algorithm, we do not need to discuss them further as they are 

provided by a developer.  

Intention Execution 

As we have the list of active intentions set, we can start executing them. This step 

includes: 1) switching between active intentions (the effect of choosing different 

intention for the execution by Alg. 8 row 14), 2) determining applicable plans and 
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plan selection (Alg. 8, row 08), 3) handling plan failures (Alg. 8, rows 16-25), 4) 

inactivating an intention that finishes (Alg. 8, rows 26-27). 

Ad 1) Switching between active intentions can be solved on the top of the 

intention executor‘s plan (referring to the name of the plan from Fig. 90) as pictured 

in Fig. 91.  

 

Fig. 91. BDL plan for INTENTION EXECUTOR; we execute intentions in parallel but only if they 

are active. We use GUARD (Fig. 117) to check whether we want the intention to be 

executed. Once the intention stops to be active, the guard primitive will switch it out 

(eventually stopping its execution). 

Ad 2) Determining an applicable plan can be implemented together with its 

selection. For every intention plan we want to instantiate, we create a BDL plan that 

selects some plan for the execution (Fig. 92). 
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Fig. 92. BDL plan for executing some intention that is composed of select-plan part (that can 

be even customized for every intention separately) and executions of respective plans. 

Fig. 92 is referencing all plans that we have for fulfilling particular intention; its 

top part then realizes ASL behavior select-plan function for intention‘s plans. 

We utilize  BDL‘s REPLACE signal in BDL Decide primitives (Fig. 95), i.e., we 

always commit to a plan that is once selected. 

Ad 3) handling plan failures is then solved on the level of respective intention‘s 

plans. Each intention plan has the following structure as pictured in Fig. 93. 

 

Fig. 93. BDL plans that executes some intention plans including handling of failures. The plan 

is using chaining of BDL primitives (Fig. 80); we are executing the plan’s implementation 

and in case of failure, we replace the plan with some alternative. 

Finally, searching for an alternative plan is very similar to selecting a plan for an 

intention, we only reference alternative ―-― intention plans instead (Fig. 94). 
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Fig. 94. BDL plans picturing execution of respective plans. Upon their failure, we resort to 

seeking an alternative plan to try out. 

Ad 4) Once we succeed with the intention execution, we mark it as inactive (in 

the context of the SUCCESS primitive in Fig. 93. 

Finally, we provide details of newly used BDL primitive Decide (Fig. 95). 

 

Fig. 95. The BDL primitive Decide, a committing BDL point that decides whether to commit 

to TRUE or FALSE child given the result of a condition evaluation. 

The primitive either commits to the execution of the TRUE point or the FALSE 

point given the value of its condition. 

Therefore, we provided a general way for creating a BDL space for constrained 

ASL behavior. 

We now specifically comment on the implementation of atomic intentions (Alg. 

8 rows 11-12). 
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Atomic Intentions 

The last untouched piece is the atomic execution of plans, Alg. 8 rows 11-12. We 

propose the following BDL primitive Atomic to resolve the issue; the idea of the 

primitive is to override any attempt of soft-switching, that can be issued on the 

intention execution level during, e.g. evaluation of BDL Guards within intention 

executor in Fig. 91. 

 

Fig. 96. The BDL primitive Atomic modeling Jason Atomic intention extension. It overrides 

any attempts to soft-switch its child out, i.e., ensuring that the child will be executed 

unless hard-switch occurs or the child finishes. 

A developer than may begin any plan it wants to behave as atomic with this 

point to ensure an intention executor will not be able to soft-switch out the plan. 

Importantly, we can mark only sub-parts of the plan as atomic thus increasing 

usability of this decision-making pattern. 

Closing Remarks 

Our BDL model of the constrained ASL behavior have greater flexibility then 

original ASL; namely 1) we are supporting switchable action model, 2) ASL plan 

body may be modeled with BDL primitives and thus we are not constrained to the 

sequence of actions, 3) we extended reusability of atomic intentions as we do not 

require the whole plan to be atomic, but a developer may mark only some of its parts 

as such. 
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8.4 GOAL 

GOAL is a rule-based programming language for programming cognitive 

agents that interact with an environment and with each other. Agents receive 

information about their environment through percepts and can request the 

environment to perform actions. Agents are part of a multi-agent system and can 

exchange information between themselves through messages. Cognitive agents 

maintain a cognitive state that consists of the knowledge, beliefs, and goals of the 

agent which are represented in some knowledge representation (KR) language. Goal 

promotes a view of agent-oriented programming as programming with cognitive 

states. These states have additional structure compared to more traditional database 

programming and are very different from states in most other programming 

languages such as object-oriented programming. Cognitive agents are autonomous 

decision-making agents that derive their choice of action from their beliefs and goals. 

The GOAL language is a high-level programming language for programming multi-

agent systems. The language has been designed for the programming of cognitive 

and autonomous decision-making agents. GOAL is a rule-based language that 

supports reasoning about knowledge and the goals an agent pursues. Cognitive 

agents maintain a mental state and derive their decisions on what to do next from 

their beliefs and goals. This programming guide advocates a view of agent-oriented 

programming as programming with mental states. 

 (Hindriks, 2017)  

8.4.1 Definition 

Following agent action-selection architecture from Fig. 8, GOAL may use various 

knowledge representation and reasoning languages (abbreviated as kr-languages) as 

reasoner, e.g., SWI Prolog (SWIProlog, 2017), and a GOAL language for a decision-

maker. The GOAL language can be characterized as extending Prolog with if-then 

rules. All GOAL rules have a condition associated that is matched against its Prolog 

bases, if the most generalized unifier (mgu) is found, rule action (or actions) is (or 

are) executed using the variables bound in mgu.  

The agent behavior in GOAL is defined by a set of modules (Def. 63), which 

wraps agent‘s beliefs, goals, action specifications and action production rules. GOAL 

is working with three Prolog bases: percepts, knowledge and goals; we are 

intentionally leaving messaging between agents out (similar to AgentSpeak(L) and 

Jason). Similar to AgentSpeak(L), GOAL is using a kr-languages for both 

specification of percepts, beliefs and goals as well as query language. GOAL differs 
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AgentSpeak(L) in the way it models knowledge bases and the way it models goals 

and searches for actions to execute. Whereas ASL has single knowledge base that 

consists only of beliefs (Prolog facts), GOAL allows a developer to specify full (e.g.) 

Prolog predicates. Whereas ASL executes intentions that models sequences of 

asynchronous actions, GOAL is a rule-based system consisting of a fixed set of (not 

only) if-then rules that are periodically evaluated. 

GOAL agents execute a basic reasoning cycle that consists of two phases. The 

purpose of the first phase is to process all events such as percepts and messages and 

make sure that the agent‘s mental state is up-to-date. In this phase the GOAL agent 

retrieves and processes all perceptual information available from the environment to 

update the beliefs and goals of the agent. In the second phase of the cycle agents 

decide what to do next. Typically, in this phase one environment action is selected 

and sent to an environment.  

 (M. P. Korstanje, 2013, p.5)  

The GOAL behavior code is typically split between three GOAL modules at 

least: init, event and main modules. 

Def. 63. GOAL Behavior 

Definition: (modules, init, event, main) 

modules Set of GOAL modules that can be referenced by other modules. 

init    modules, GOAL module that is evaluated at the beginning of the behavior. 

event    modules, GOAL module that processes percepts and update goals. 

main    modules, GOAL module that serves as the root for action-selection. 

Runtime: (percepts, beliefs, goals, stack) 

percepts Prolog knowledge base holding agent’s current set of percepts. 

beliefs Prolog knowledge base holding agent’s beliefs, an agent’s belief base. 

goals  Prolog knowledge base holding agent’s goals, an agent’s goal base. 

stack  Stack of modules a GOAL ASM is executing.  

The concept of a module is a key programming construct in GOAL for 

structuring and writing larger agent programs. A module basically is a container for a 

set of rules. A GOAL agent program then is a set of modules. The event module 

corresponds to the first phase in the agent‘s cycle and is designed to support event 

processing whereas the main module corresponds to the second phase and is 

designed to support decision making. In addition, a special init module is available 

for initializing the mental state and other components of an agent. A programmer can 
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also add and write its own set of modules for structuring and organizing code. GOAL 

also provides support for communication between agents. 

 (M. P. Korstanje, 2013, p.5) (italics ours) 

Each module in GOAL (Def. 64) has unique name and consists of multiple 

sections.  

Def. 64. GOAL Module 

Definition: (name, knowledge, focus, exit, beliefs, goals, actionspecs, program) 

name  Unique name of the module that can be referenced by program rules. 

knowledge  

   A list of Prolog facts and predicates that are used during searching for 

    conditions’ the most general unifiers (mgus). 

beliefs A list of Prolog facts that are added into belief knowledge base 

   before program execution. 

focus    {none, new, select, filter } 

     A modifier of module focus wrt. the goal base. Determines how module’s 

    attention set is formed and “a-goal” queries are evaluated. Default is none. 

exit    {always, never, nogoals, noaction} 

    When the module should terminate; always - always exit the module after we 

    finish evaluation of its rules; never - never exit the module unless explicitly 

     requested by exit module action; nogoals - exit the module once there are no  

     goals to pursue in the goals base; noaction - exit the module, if it does not 

     execute any action.  

goals  A list of Prolog facts representing initial module goals that are added 

   into the attention set base before module’s program execution.  

actionspecs  

   A set of body actions an agent may output. 

   Each action has a form: name(pre, eff)  

    name  Name of the action. 

    pre  Preconditions of actions,  preconditions must hold before the 

       action execution and whenever an action is executed. 

    eff   Effects of the action, action effects are added into GOAL belief 

       base after the execution of the action. 

program A triple (exit, eval, rules) 

    exit   {no-goals, no-action, always, never} 

     Module termination condition, default is always. 

    eval   {linear, linearall, random, randomall} 

      Order of program rules evaluation. Linear evaluates rules in order as 

specified stopping the search once some rule fires; linearall evaluates all 
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rules in order as specified; random is linear but the order of rules is 

randomized; randomall is linearall but the order of rules is randomized 

    rules A list of rules; a rule is a triple (op, cnd, actions)  

     op   Rule operator, either if, forall or listall. 

     cnd  List of prolog queries. 

     actions list of possible actions that are of types: 

         1. body actions; 

          2. knowledge and attention set bases base query; 

          3. module calls; 

          4. module exit action. 

Runtime: (attention, first, shouldTerminate) 

attention A set of goals that the module is using for goal queries; a module’s 

    attention base. 

first   Whether a module has been newly added onto the stack; default: true. 

shouldTerminate 

     Flag whether the module should not be executing; default: false. 

To elaborate on Def. 64, knowledge models the domain knowledge an agent has 

about the environment; it captures the static properties of an environment and their 

relationships using prolog facts resp. predicates. This section is used by both beliefs 

base as well as goals base.  

The module‘s focus option allows a developer to constrain goals base queries; 

as modules are thought to be created to solve a specific types of goals, they must 

typically work only with a subset of goals. The focus module option allows for that. 

The module‘s exit option specifies when GOAL should exit the execution of an 

module; module‘s rules are evaluated as long as it does not exist. 

The module‘s beliefs section provides initial beliefs an agent has about the 

environment; it captures runtime state of the environment an agent believes is true. 

This section is formed by prolog facts only. 

The module‘s goals section provides initial goals a module has; it is formed of 

prolog facts an agent wants to achieve. 

The module‘s actionspec section defines agent body actions a module can 

perform. Each action is defined by its name, arguments and the list of pre- and post-

conditions (in the form of prolog facts). Preconditions must hold in agent‘s beliefs 

base at the time an action is executed. Once a GOAL executes an action, it 

immediately insert/retract actions post-conditions. 
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Finally, the module‘s program section contains list of if/forall/listall 

(condition) then/do (actions) rules. An action is either a body action specified 

within actionspec section or actions for updating percept, beliefs or goals bases
56

 or 

a call to another module (recursion is allowed), or the request to terminate the 

module execution. 

We continue by defining GOAL action-selection algorithm (Alg. 9). 

Alg. 9. GOAL Action-Selection Mechanism 

Based on our analysis of the GOAL code base from (Bitbucket, 2017). 
 

  (GOALC) [GOALR] procedure GOAL-ASM-INIT 

01:  GOALR.beliafs.addAll(GOALC.init.knowledge) 

02:  GOALR.beliefs.addAll(GOALC.init.beliefs) 

03:  GOALR.goals.addAll(GOALC.init.knowledge) 

04:  GOALR.goals.addAll(GOALC.init.goals) 

05:  GOALR.stack.push(GOALC.main) 
 

 (GOALC) [GOALR] function GOAL-ASM(percepts) 

06:  percepts.deleteAll( percept(*) ) 

07:   percepts.pushAll( percepts ) 

08:  GOALC.event.Execute(GOALR) // executing GOAL event module 

09:  (GOALC)[GOALR].Execute-Stack() // executing top module on the stack 
 

 (GOALC) [GOALR] function Execute-Stack()  

                 returns SUCCESS or FAIL or RUNNING 

10:  do { 

11:     topModule = GOALR.stack.top() // if required, the module will pop out of 

                                      the stack by itself 

12:    result = topModule.Execute(GOALR) 

13:   } while (result != RUNNING and GOALR.stack is not empty) 

 

 (MODULEC) [MODULER] function Execute(GOALR)  

                    returns SUCCESS or FAIL or RUNNING 

14:   if (MODULER.first) // initialization of the module 

15:      beliefs.addAll(module.beliefs) 

16:     goals.addAll(module.goals) 

17:     MODULER.first = false 

18:   elseif (MODULEc.exit holds or MODULER.shouldTerminate) 

19:    GOALR.stack.pop() // we exit module’s execution 

20:    return SUCCESS 

21:   result = (MODULEC)[MODULER].Execute-Program(GOALR) 

22:    if (result == RUNNING) 

23:      return RUNNING 

24:   if (MODULEc.exit holds or MODULER.shouldTerminate) 

25:    GOALR.stack.pop() // we exit module’s execution 

26:    return SUCCESS 

27:   return RUNNING  

                                                 
56

 To assert or to retract a fact into or from belief knowledge base an insert action or a 

delete action is used respectively. Similarly an adopt action and drop action is used to assert and 

to retract a fact into and from goal knowledge base respectively. 
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 (MODULEC) [MODULER] function Execute-Program(GOALR) 

                     returns SUCCESS or FAIL or RUNNING 

28:   program = MODULEC.program.clone() 

29:    if (program.eval == random || program.eval == randomall)  

30:    shuffle(program.rules) // randomize the order of rules 

31:   switch(program.eval) 

32:    case linear || random:
57
 

33:     for (rule in program.rules) 

34:      result = (MODULEC)[MODULER].Execute-Rule(GOALR,rule) 

35:      if (result == SKIPPED) 

36:       continue 

37:      if (result == SUCCESS || result == FAIL) 

38:      return result 

39:      yield return RUNNING // result == RUNNING 

40:     return SUCCESS 

41:    return FAIL // no rule fired 

42:   case linearall || randomall: 

43:     for (rule in program.rules) 

44:      result = (MODULEC)[MODULER].Execute-Rule(GOALR,rule) 

45:      if (result == RUNNING) 

46:       yield return RUNNING 

47:     return SUCCESS 
 

 (MODULEC) [MODULER] function Execute-Rule(GOALR, rule)  

                      returns SUCCESS or FAIL or RUNNING or SKIPPED 

48:  switch (rule.op) 

49:    case forall:  return (MODULEC)[MODULER].Execute-Forall(GOALR, rule) 

50:    case listall: return (MODULEC)[MODULER].Execute-Listall(GOALR, rule) 

51:    case if:      return (MODULEC)[MODULER].Execute-If(GOALR, rule) 
 

 (MODULEC) [MODULER] function Execute-Forall(GOALR, rule) 

                     returns SUCCESS or FAIL or RUNNING 

52:  if (no mgu for rule.cnd) 

53:    return FAIL 

54:   while (has next mgu for rule.cnd) 

55:   result = (MODULEC)[MODULER].Execute-Actions(GOALR, rule.cnd, 

                                               rule.actions, mgu) 

56:    if (result == RUNNING) 

57:     yield return RUNNING 

58:   return SUCCESS 
 

 (MODULEC) [MODULER] function Execute-Listall(GOALR, rule) 

                     returns SUCCESS or FAIL or RUNNING 

59:  mgus = create a list of all mgus for rule.cnd 

60:  return (MODULEC)[MODULER].Execute-Actions(GOALR, rule.cnd, rule.actions,  

                                            (L <- mgus)) 
 

 (MODULEC) [MODULER] function Execute-If(GOALR, rule) 

                     returns SUCCESS or FAIL or RUNNING or SKIPPED 

61:   if (has some mgu for rule.cnd) 

62:    return (MODULEC)[MODULER].Execute-Actions(GOALR, rule.cnd, 

                                                 
57

 In fact GOAL recognizes one more order and that is ―linearrandom‖, as pointed out by 

Vincent Koeman. It alters the way how the final mgu is selected within the if-rule. As it does not 

change the structuring of GOAL algorithm decision-making, we are leaving this option out for the 

sake of brevity. 
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                                             rule.actions, random mgu) 

63:   return SKIPPED 
 

 (MODULEC) [MODULER] function Execute-Actions(GOALR, cnd, actions, mgu) 

                     returns SUCCESS or FAIL or RUNNING 

64:   actions = actions.clone().apply(mgu) 

65:  for (action in actions) 

66:    switch(type of action) 

67:     case Prolog base query or update: 

68:      result = GOALR.apply(MODULER.focus, MODULER.attention, action)  

                          // query/alter beliefs or goals given module’s focus  

69:    case body action: 

70:     if (action.pre does not hold in beliefs) 

71:       throw cannot-execute-action-exception 

72:      result = action.execute() // calling the agent body effector 

73:     beliefs.addAll(action.eff) 

74:      GOALR.dropAchievedGoals() 

75:     if (module exit condition holds) 

76:       return SUCCESS       

77:    case module call action: 

78:      newModuleExec = action.module.clone() 

79:      newModuleExec.attention = create according to cnd and  

                                      action.module.focus type 

80:     stack.push(newModuleExec) 

81:      return Execute-Module(newModuleExec) 

82:     case module exit action: 

83:      MODULER.shouldTerminate = true; 

84:      return SUCCESS 

85: return SUCCESS  

To comment on Alg. 9, every action-selection, GOAL updates its percepts (rows 

06-07), executes an event module (row 08) that is thought, e.g., to update percepts 

within belief base, adjust agent goals, etc. It then executes its stack (row 09). 

The stack consists of modules and the execution always begins from the top, i.e., 

GOAL features passive-stack computational model 
(Def. 38)

. GOAL then executes the 

modules as long as there is any and they are finishing (rows 10-13). 

Execution of the module begins at row 14. If module happens to be executed on 

the stack for the first time (modules are cloned onto the stack anew every time they 

are pushed in there, row 78), it initializes itself (rows 14-17). Otherwise, we check 

whether we should not exit the module already (rows 18-20); such a situation may 

arise if the module execution is invoked within next action-selection frame while the 

module remained on the stack in the previous frame. The execution of its rules is 

then triggered on row 21. If the execution results with RUNNING, we end the 

execution and wait for another cycle. Otherwise, we check for the module 

termination again (rows 24-26) and if we should not exit the module, we leave the 

module on stack and return the module is RUNNING (row 27). 
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Yield Return Statement 

Further functions, specifically Module.Execute-Program and Module.Execute-

Forall, is using yield return statement within for-cycles (i.e. iterations). This marks that 

the state of the function execution is persisted upon return, the execution is interrupted at that 

given place and when the function is called next, its execution will continue with the next 

function row following the yield return statement (C#-like semantics). This description is 

adopted as it greatly simplifies the algorithm design. 

Module rules execution is captured by rows 28-47. It implements different 

module program evaluation orders; we can evaluate rules in the winner-takes-it-all 

manner, stopping the evaluation once some rule fires (rows 33-41) or evaluate all 

rules (rows 43-47). We can also choose between fixed rule evaluation order or 

randomized rule evaluation order. 

GOAL provides three different rule types (a forall-rule, a listall-rule and an if-

rule), we execute them in separate methods as dispatched on rows 48-51. 

The forall-rule (rows 52-58) is iterating through mgus satisfying the rule 

condition (row 54) executing its action multiple times (rows 55-57); if the actions 

results with RUNNING, we interrupt the rule evaluation (row 57). 

The listall-rule finds all mgus that satisfy the rule condition (row 59) and then 

execute an actions with this list (row 60). 

The if-rule then checks if mgu for the rule condition exists (row 61), chooses one 

at random and execute rule‘s actions (row 62). If the rule is not firing, we return 

SKIPPED (row 63), so the module rules evaluation may continue (row 35). 

The last method is executing the rule‘s actions (rows 64-85). Each rule may have 

multiple actions associated, which are all executed if the rule fires. We start their 

execution by applying mgu to them (row 64), then we iterate through actions (row 

65) and executing them according to their type (row 66). 

The action can be of four types
58

: Prolog bases manipulation (rows 67-68), 

execution of agent body action (rows 69-76), calling another module (rows 77-81) 

and exiting the module immediately (rows 82-84). Once all actions are executed we 

return SUCCESS (row 85). 

We continue by detailing GOAL code base analysis we have formulated the 

algorithm Alg. 9 upon. 

                                                 
58

 We are omitting actions for sending messages to other agents, logging actions and sleeping 

actions (pausing the agent for some time specified). 
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GOAL Code Analysis Notes 

The analysis is based on code obtained from (Bitbucket, 2017) namely the runtime 

project.  We are interested mostly in decision-making capabilities of GOAL and so 

we leave details of finding rule conditions‘ mgus apart (which makes the reasoning 

part of GOAL interpreter). The result (Alg. 9) was consulted with Koen V. Hindriks 

(author of GOAL) and Vincent Koeman (recent main contributor to the GOAL code 

base). Koeman commented on the algorithm ―All your algorithms look in order, a 

nice abstraction…‖, even though he noted that that the GOAL programs are now 

defined a bit differently from what the module definition Def. 64 is suggesting 

(mainly the difference is in the syntax and code organization, not semantics). The 

following analysis is hard to read without parallel reading of GOAL code itself. 

The main GOAL class is Agent that represents an agent mind. Its action-

selection is encapsulated within own thread that is started in Agent.start(). This 

method invokes its controller.run() method that adds a Runnable job into the 

thread pool executor; the standard controller of the Agent is GOALInterpreter 

and the Runnable job is specified within GOALInterpreter.getRunnable(). 

This job is periodically reexecuted by adding it back to the thread pool 

(GOALInterpreter:254). The interpreter is then running as long as it has a task to 

run as the result of the job execution (GOALInterpreter:248-251); once the job 

results with null task, the interpreter terminates (GOALInterpreter:257-260). 

The first execution of the job initializes the agent (GOALInterpreter:203-246, 

maps to Alg. 9 GOAL-ASM-INIT). The action-selection is then triggered by 

executing an agent cycle (GOALInterpreter.executeCycle()) that maps to 

Alg. 9 GOAL-ASM function; however the mapping is not direct as detailed in next 

paragraphs. 

GOALInterpreter  always executes the top element of its stack only (maps to 

Def. 63, stack). Every time a stack element within GOALInterpreter is popped, 

element‘s popped() method is executed that carries out scheduled element action; 

as elements are executed from the top, it is using passive stack computational model 

(Def. 38). To understand action-selection features of GOALInterpreter we need to 

understand what elements can be scheduled on its stack and how they behave once 

they are popped out. The GOAL is using this stack as modules and rules may linger 

on the stack for multiple execution cycles (by pushing themselves back onto the 
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stack). In Alg. 9, we model this differently; we only pushes modules on the stack, 

while maintaining the execution stack of respective modules through ―yield 

return‖ (C# style) as this have the same semantic. 

Technically, the GOALInterpreter stack is composed of StackExecutor 

instances, they then roughly corresponds to rule executors from Def. 64. There is 

ActionStackExecutor that can execute on action or knowledge/goal query or 

module call action (maps to Alg. 9 rows 64-85); ActionComboStackExecutor 

that is able to execute chain of multiple actions and/or queries and/or module call 

actions (implementing roughly iteration over actions within Alg. 9 row 65); 

ModuleExecutor that is executing a GOAL module (maps roughly to Alg. 9 rows 

14-47); and finally RuleStackExecutor that can execute one GOAL rule, be it an 

if-rule, a forall-rule or a listall-rule (maps to Alg. 9 rows 48-63). These executors 

are, apart from executing actions, also manipulating the GOAL stack and thus 

defining how GOAL action-selection proceeds next. 

We discuss those executors in order: 1) ModuleExecutor, 2) 

RuleStackExecutor, 3) ActionComboStackExecutor and 4) 

ActionStackExecutor. 

Ad 1) The ModuleExecutor is in fact an abstract class and its only 

implementation is LinearModuleExecution that implements different evaluation 

styles of module rules execution, that is: linear, linearall, random, randomall (as 

listed in Def. 64 for program.eval). Execution implemented within 

LinearModuleExecution.popped() corresponds to Alg. 9 

Module.Execute() and Module.Execute-Program() functions.  

The ModuleExecutor  implementation has three parts: a) initialization of the 

module (maps to Alg. 9 rows 15-17) including its focus (maps to Alg. 9 row 79)  and 

shuffling rules in case of random or randomall executions (maps to Alg. 9 on rows 

32, 42), which is implemented at LinearModuleExecution:126-139; b) an  

execution of the module program together with module exit condition checking 

(maps to Alg. 9 rows 18-20 and rows 24-26), which is implemented  at 

LinearModuleExecution:140-187; c) an execution of GOAL event module that 

takes place during every GOAL-ASM (Alg. 9, row 08), which is implemented at 

LinearModuleExecution:183,within LinearModuleExecution.doEvent(), 
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where we check whether the module is executed in the context of new action-

selection frame. 

Finally, LinearModuleExecution:184-185 lines are scheduling the 

execution of rules (pushing RuleStackExecutor onto the stack) and this maps 

onto module program executions (Alg. 9 rows 28-47). However, we are not pushing 

rules onto the stack in Alg. 9. Instead, we are persisting the state of rule execution 

order within the Alg. 9 Execute-Program function itself using ―yield return‖ 

instruction in the C# style as that has the same semantics. 

Ad 2) Technically, execution of one GOAL rule is carried out by 

RuleStackExecutor. It references an implementation of Rule abstract class that 

has three implementation ForalldoRule (its execution maps to Alg. 9 52-58), 

ListallRule (its execution maps to Alg. 9 rows 59-60) and  IfThenRule (its 

execution maps to Alg. 9 61-63). The rule execution is divided into two parts: a) 

evaluating rule‘s condition and b) execution of rule‘s actions.  

Ad a) An evaluation of a rule condition is implemented for all three types of 

rules at once. It is done by finding mgus for a rule condition 

(RuleStackExecutor:113) that generates all the possible mgus; for each mgu we 

instantiate an ActionComboStackExecutor bound with one mgu (implemented 

within  RuleStackExecutor.generateExecutors(…)). However, all those 

executors are carried out only in case of forall-rule execution and thus this is 

expressed only in Alg. 9 Module.Execute-Forall function.  

Ad b) According to the rule type, we execute all rules for forall-rule (Alg. 9 

rows 52-58), or just one action that is passed all mgus we have found, i.e., listall-rule 

(Alg. 9 row 59-60), or only one action for if-rule (Alg. 9 row 61-63). 

Concerning an execution of a forall-rule, we do not model execution of actions 

through pushing them into GOAL stack, as we are persisting the action stack within 

Execute-Forall function of Alg. 9 itself using ―yield return‖ instruction in 

the C# style as that has the same semantics. 

ActionComboStackExecutor is implementing the execution of an action 

chain (maps to Alg. 9 row 65); it just reference to respective instances of 

ActionStackExecutors it persists within itself. 

ActionStackExecutor is implementing execution of one action, either a 

knowledge base query or update, a body action or a module call action (maps to 
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Alg. 9 67-85). Technically, ActionStackExecutor relays the action execution 

onto ActionExecutor subclasses; a list of all action executors can be found within 

package goal.core.executors.actions. They are all referenced from 

ActionExecutor.getActionExecutor() static method that is used by 

ActionStackExecutor to construct an action executor according to action‘s type 

it has to execute (maps to Alg. 9 row 66). 

Thus, the formulation of Alg. 9 is justified. 

8.4.2 Modeling DM Patterns and Features in GOAL 

Modeling F1 - Terminable and Switchable Actions as Behavior Primitives 

Actions in GOAL are modeled as instant (Fig. 20)
59

 or blocking (Fig. 21) as they are 

deemed to be finished after they are executed (Alg. 9 row 72). Therefore, durative 

actions and behaviors are not supported in GOAL economically. As GOAL 

programming manual states, durative actions are represented as having their 

preconditions and effects empty and it is up to the developer to monitor the state of 

such action execution. In practice, the switchable action will need to be represented 

by three GOAL actions as we need three different signals for managing the action 

execution (as required by the switchable action model in Fig. 23). 

Modeling F2 - Custom Behavior Primitives 

The GOAL language is fixed, a developer has no means to define own behavior 

primitives; a module cannot be used for defining a custom behavior primitive as it is 

not as flexible as classes in scripting, we cannot mimic an OOP approach to behavior 

primitive definitions using modules. Therefore, this feature is not economically 

supported. 

Modeling F3 - Active-stack Computational Model 

GOAL leaves a module on the stack in-between action-selection frames if the 

module does not exit its execution (Alg. 9 rows 18-20 and 24-23). However even if 

tracked, the GOAL stack is using passive computational model 
(Def. 38)

 as we always 

executes only the top of the stack (Alg. 9 rows 10-13) without rechecking whether 

                                                 
59

 Instant actions can be used to start and stop durative actions; if such an approach is used a 

developer must manually monitor course of those actions if they want to encode, e.g., a sequence of 

actions. 
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decisions that lead to the module execution are still valid. Therefore, GOAL does not 

feature active-stack computational model 
(Def. 44)

. 

Modeling F4 - Hard/Soft-switching of Behavior Paths - Behavior Path Signal 

Propagation 

As GOAL is not using active-stack computational model, there is no running 

behavior path maintained, we cannot send signal through it to terminate it or switch it 

out (cf. hsFSM and Alg. 4, row 5 that effectively propagates SWITCH signal through 

the running hierarchy of sFSM states). If required, we would have to manually pass 

those signals through adding facts into the belief base of an agent. Therefore, this 

feature is not economically supported. 

Modeling F5 - Arbitrated Behavior Plan Structuring - Caller Reference 

Arbitrated decision-making structuring is supported but not economically. The 

support is similar to ASL (see Modeling F5 - Arbitrated Behavior Plan Structuring - 

Caller Reference in ASL). As we do not have means to return values back to the 

caller of the module directly (Alg. 9, rows 14-27, Execute-Module only reports 

whether it is RUNNING or has FINISHED), we have to communicate results through 

GOAL beliefs. 
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01: order=linearall 

02: module switch { 

03:  if true then delete( expressionValue(_) ) 

04:   if true then expression 

05:   if bel( expressionValue( case1 ) ) then case1 

06:   … 

07:   if bel( expressionValue( caseN ) ) then caseN 

08: } 

 

09: order=linear 

10: module expression { 

11:  … “compute the expression result” rules, e.g.: 

12:  if bel( something ) then insert( expressionValue(somethingElse) ) 

13: } 

  

14: module case1 { 

15:  … “Case 1” rules … 

16: } 

 

… 

 

17: module caseN { 

18:  … “Case N” rules … 

19: } 

 

Code 25. Example of GOAL modules that are simulating scripting behavior primitive 

switch. Text in red represents the code overhead roughly when compared to the use of 

scripting switch behavior primitive. 

In Code 25 we present an implementation of scripting switch behavior 

primitive. We use the ability to execute all rules of the module (Code 25 row 01; 

Alg. 9 45-48) and thus we first compute the expression value (Code 25 row 04), pass 

its result via beliefs (Code 25 row 12) and then discus it (Code 25 rows 05-07).  

Modeling F6 - Scattered Behavior Plan Structuring - Dynamic Local Decision 

Space Reconfiguration 

GOAL does not support the scattered decision-making structuring, as we have no 

means to replace a module that is on the stack with a new one; we can only exit the 

module (Alg. 9 rows 18-20, 24-26). 

Modeling P1 - Behavior Hierarchy 

Every GOAL module can call other modules and thus supports hierarchical 

composition of behaviors. 

Modeling P2 - Behavior Prioritization 

Behavior prioritization is directly supported as we can have a module that has a 

linear order of execution. Such a module than iterates through respective rules in 

the order they have been declared (Alg. 9, row 24) and once some rule triggers, its 
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action is executed (Alg. 9, row 25) and no other rules are evaluated then. In this way, 

we use simple-switch (Def. 30) to define fixed priorities of sub-behavior executions. 

Therefore, this pattern can be modeled economically. 

Modeling P3 - Parallel Behaviors and Actions 

GOAL supports parallel behavior and action execution as a module may be executed 

in a linearall mode; one module may execute multiple body actions or call 

multiple modules in parallel (Alg. 9 rows 43-46). Therefore, this pattern can be 

modeled economically. 

Modeling P4 - Behavior or Action Sequence and Alternatives 

GOAL cannot economically represent sequences or alternatives of actions and 

behaviors. This stems from the fact that it models actions as instant (using blocking 

actions to define sequences or alternatives will strip the agent of its interactive 

capabilities). Therefore, a developer is forced to track the state of the sequence 

similar to Code 10 in scripting or the state of tried alternative sub-behaviors for 

achieving some goal manually. Therefore, this pattern cannot be modeled 

economically. 

Modeling P5 - Behavioral Looping 

GOAL provides a forall-rule that can be used to implement loops. However, it is not 

suitable for the implementation of behavioral looping. The problem is, that if one 

wants to a behavior N-times using forall-rule, they must make sure that the module 

referenced from the forall-rule does not terminate immediately (Code 26). 
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01: order=linearall 

02: module behavior_looping { 

03:  if true then insert( loop(1), loop(2), …, loop(N) ) 

04:   forall bel( loop(X) ) do behavior 

05:   if true then delete(loop(1), loop(2), …, loop(N) ) 

06: } 

 

07: exit=never 

08: module behavior { 

09:  if bel( behavior ended ) then exit-module 

10:  … behavior rules … 

11: } 

Code 26. Example of GOAL module behavior that is being looped by the module 

behavior_looping. The problem is that behavior module must not terminate (we 

use exit=never option) in order for the behavior looping to work, i.e., we have to manually 

end the behavior once it finishes (row 09); otherwise the module would exit immediately 

and it will be called within the same action-selection frame again resulting in the parallel 

execution of the same behavior rather than looping. 

However, such an approach to behavioral looping (Code 26) is stripping the 

agent of its interactive capabilities as rules that lead to the execution of module 

behavior are not revisited during consecutive action-selection frames. 

Therefore, we have to implement behavioral looping through manual loop-state 

tracking (Code 27). 

01: order=linearall 

02: module behavior_looping { 

03:  if bel( not loop_started ) then insert( loop_started ) + insert( loop(1) ) 

04:    if bel( not loop(5) ) then behavior 

05:    if bel( loop(5) ) then delete( loop_started ) + delete( loop(5) ) 

                          + continue with next behavior 

06: } 

 

07: module behavior { 

08:  if bel( behavior ended ) then loop_next + exit-module 

09:  … behavior rules … 

10: } 

11:  

12: module loop_next { 

13:    if bel( loop(N) ) then delete( loop(N) ) + insert( loop(N+1) ) 

14: } 

Code 27. Example of a GOAL module behavior_loop that is implementing 

behavior looping in an interactive way. Text in red represents the code overhead roughly 

when compared to the use of BDL Loop primitive (Fig. 85). The code is not economical. 

Code 27 is an example of behavioral looping in GOAL. This time, module 

behavior is terminated and revisited every action-selection frame as we left out the 

exit=never option (cf. Code 26). This difference, required us to change the 
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implementation of behavior_looping module that cannot use forall-rule, but the 

set of if-rules only. At row 03, we begin the loop. Row 04 is then looping the 

behavior module for 4 times at row as the loop(N) belief is incremented by one 

(row 13) every time the behavior ends (row 08). Unfortunately, such an 

implementation is not economic when compared to the use of single BDL primitive 

Loop for performing the behavioral looping (Fig. 85). 

Modeling P6 - Behavioral Recursion 

Modules may recursively reference each other (they are cloned when pushed onto the 

stack, Alg. 9 row 78) and thus behavioral recursion is supported. 

8.4.3 Modeling GOAL in BDL 

To model GOAL in BDL means to model its decision-making part. According to 

Lemma 6, it means to model only rules that leads to the execution of agent body 

actions. Any rule that does not execute agent body action or calls a module that may 

execute one, can be modeled within agent‘s reasoner library and referred to it 

through, e.g., an instant reasoning action. Specifically, this relates to any knowledge 

base queries and updates as they are not triggering execution of agent‘s body actions. 

However, that does not filter out the use of any type of GOAL rule or module calls as 

they may end up with the invocation of an agent‘s body action. Therefore, we need to 

discuss them all. 

In particular we need to model: 

1) the bindings of variables for mgus within rule conditions and make it possible 

to reuse those variables in rule actions; 

2) the GOAL module program if-rule; 

3) the GOAL module program forall-rule; 

4) the GOAL module program listall-rule; 

5) four different evaluation orders of module program rules. 

Then, we need to discuss: 

6) how to model the GOAL‘s stack of modules; 

7) the effect of different module exit conditions as well as exit-module action on 

the agent decision-making; 

8) how to implement module‘s focus option that alters how GOAL rule queries 

are evaluated; 
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9) how to ensure that GOAL event module is evaluated every action-selection 

frame regardless the state of GOAL‘s stack of modules; 

If we show that we can support all those points in BDL seamlessly, we will be 

able to model GOAL action-selection within BDL completely. 

Finally, we will be modeling GOAL primitives for the use with terminable 

actions only, i.e., primitives will be modeled in hard-switch variants only for the sake 

of brevity; soft-switchable variants are doable, however their implementation would 

needlessly complicate the primitives‘ implementations (compare implementations of 

scripting if primitive in hard-switch variant, Fig. 72, with its soft-switch variant Fig. 

83). 

Ad 1) Modeling Bindings of Prolog Variables 

The modeling of variable bindings in BDL is not that straightforward as we do not 

have a primitive that would provide both selection of the action and its execution, cf. 

GOAL rule that contains them both 
(Def. 64, the rule definition)

. As GOAL‘s rule primitive 

includes both the condition and the action, it is easy for GOAL to apply mgus from 

the rule‘s condition onto rule‘s action (e.g., the mgu to be used for actions is passed 

into Execute-Actions function). In BDL, the situation is quite different. 

In BDL, we are purposefully not binding the effects of making a decision 

(choosing some option to follow) with requirements on what we can execute after we 

travel through the option, i.e., the antecedent of some decision may be another 

arbitrary decision-point. This makes the passing the mgus down through the options 

more challenging, but not overly complex. 

The idea described here is to accumulate bound variables within the context of 

decision-making and maintain this context correctly (i.e., unbound the variables once 

we exit a point that bounds it). As BDL contract 8 
(Def. 52)

 implies we always reply 

with some result signal to the point‘s caller. Therefore, we can implement the 

maintenance variable context. The idea is exemplified on the general BDL point 

Scope, that allows us to establish any modifications to consequent decision-making 

in general (Fig. 97). 
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Fig. 97. The BDL primitive modeling setting up module’s focus or variable bindings; the BDL 

Scope. 

The idea is to alter an agent memory or agent determination when we enter the 

sub-behavior through BDL Scope point. We do this by executing script In once we 

enter the point and clean up the agent memory or determination once we are exiting 

the sub-behavior by executing script Out. This is a light-weight implementation of 

already described executions of OnEnter and OnExit scripts and behaviors (Fig. 77). 

Therefore, any point that wishes to modify bound variables may do so by storing 

variable bindings within agent determination and clearing those bindings upon 

exiting the sub-behavior. That is, In script may be passed an variable bindings 

within ―user_args‖ and write them into agent determination, which we can refer to 

from any of CHILD sub-behavior then. If we are looped, we have an opportunity to 

change the variable context through the invocation of Looped script (i.e. bind next 

available mgu) and once we are finished or terminated, we can clean after ourselves 

ensuring agent determination consistency through the invocation of Out script. 
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Even though this primitive is usable, we will use alteration of variable context in 

primitives modeling GOAL within themselves. 

Ad 2) Modeling GOAL if-rule 

We implement GOAL if-rule within BDL with the following primitive (Fig. 98). 

 

Fig. 98. Modeling GOAL if-rule as BDL primitive; the model is similar to the model of scripting 

if behavior primitive (Fig. 72), the difference is that we do not model ELSE branch and 

that we need to bind condition mgu into the variables context before the execution of 

THEN point and unbound it once we switch-out from the THEN point. 

The idea of implementation is to monitor if mgu bound for the condition holds 

for the consecutive executions of the rule; if mgu ceases to hold, we restart THEN 

sub-behavior if we are able to found new mgu for CND. 
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Ad 3) Modeling GOAL forall-rule 

The semantics of an forall-rule is the same as for scripting while behavior primitive 

(that is: while we have next mgu, execute). We only need to modify variables context 

correctly using the idea we have sketched in subsection 1. Therefore, we can 

implement GOAL forall-rule within BDL with the following primitive (Fig. 99). 

 

Fig. 99. Modeling GOAL forall-rule as BDL primitive; the model is similar to the model of the 

scripting for behavior primitive (Fig. 74), the difference here is that we are iterating 

over mgus for given condition. 

Somewhat challenging is maintaining BDL point contracts. Specifically, we 

have to be aware whether the BODY sub-behavior is running or whether we are soft-
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switching out of the behavior via SWITCH signal or hard-switching out using 

TERMINATED signal to answer properly. 

Ad 4) Modeling GOAL listall-rule 

Modeling GOAL listall-rule is straightforward, we only need to make sure that we 

correctly bind a list of mgus for passed condition into the variables context (Fig. 

100). 

 

Fig. 100. Modeling GOAL listall-rule as BDL primitive. 

Ad 5) Modeling GOAL Rule Evaluation Orders 

There are four evaluation orders of rules GOAL supports 
(Def. 64)

: linear, linearall, 

random, randomall. 

The linearall evaluation order acts as the scripting body behavior primitive (we 

execute all rules during one action-selection frame) and therefore can be modeled by 

its BDL counterpart from Fig. 71. 

The randomall evaluation order could be modeled similarly to Fig. 71, we would 

just randomized the order of its children (which would be hard to picture using sFSM 

semantics and thus is omitted for the sake of brevity).  
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Linear evaluation order is modeled by the following BDL primitive (Fig. 101). 

Random execution order could be done by randomizing child execution order within 

this primitive. 

 

Fig. 101. Modeling GOAL linear execution order of module rules with a BDL primitive. 

As every different CHILD may be selected for the execution every action-

selection frame, we must take care not to have multiple children running as that 

would not be modeling linear execution order. Therefore, we must be terminating a 

previously running CHILD if we get yourself into a situation we executed a different 

CHILD then before. 
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Ad 6+7) Modeling GOAL Stack of Modules 

We model GOAL stack of modules together with a primitive that marks execution of 

a GOAL module. We do this in a straightforward by saving the GOAL stack within 

the agent determination and maintaining this stack during action-selection. 

We first present the primitive realizing GOAL stack of modules (corresponding 

to Alg. 9 rows 10-13) in the following Fig. 102. 

 

Fig. 102. Modeling GOAL stack of modules with the BDL primitive; the BDL primitive 

Stack. We keep executing the stack until it is empty or we encounter an element that is 

running. The stack consists of BDL points only.  

Second, we provide a BDL primitive for GOAL module. We connect the BDL 

primitive not only with management of the GOAL stack module (corresponding to 

Alg. 9 rows 19, 25, 80) but also with GOAL module exit condition (corresponding to 
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Alg. 9 rows 18, 24). The BDL primitive does not returns FAIL as this is the intended 

semantics of GOAL module execution within Alg. 9 (rows 14-27). 

 

Fig. 103. Modeling  a GOAL module including its exit condition. 

8) Modeling GOAL Module Focus Option 

We can model the GOAL module focus option in a similar way we are modeling 

variable contexts; we could mark current attention set we are currently working with 

within the agent determination (the same way the Scope, Fig. 97, alters the 

determination) provided we are passed parameters how to setup the GOAL module 

focus. 

9) Modeling GOAL Event Module Execution 

To ensure that GOAL event module is called during every action-selection frame, we 

create a new BDL primitive called ThinkAct (Fig. 104) that ensures that we first 

―think‖ (e.g. executing the GOAL event module) and then ―act‖ (e.g. executing 

GOAL‘s stack of modules). 
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Fig. 104. Modeling ThinkAct decision-making pattern that can be used for the parallel 

execution event module (called THINK in the figure) and GOAL stack of module (called 

ACT in the figure). 

The BDL primitive ThinkAct has to track what parts are currently being running 

and therefore its description (Fig. 104) contains three parts informally called as 

―THINK RUNNING‖ (the top one), ―THINK+ACT RUNNING‖ (the middle one) and ―ACT 

RUNNING‖ (the bottom one). Every time the point is executed, it first executes a 

THINK child sub-behavior and then executes ACT sub-behavior. As GOAL have 

those modules always running, the point finishes only if both children finishes. 

Otherwise it stays running. A feature that might need to be altered if a developer 
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would like to have the point fail upon ACT failure. However, in such a case a 

developer can use already defined BDL Parallel primitive (Fig. 81). 

Mapping BDL Model of GOAL onto GOAL 

In previous sub-sections, we have defined BDL primitives that models many parts of 

GOAL ASM (with respect to Alg. 9). In this sub-section we show how to assemble 

them to model any GOAL ASM completely. 

The initial BDL behavior modeling GOAL interpreter is given in the following 

Fig. 105. 

 

Fig. 105. GOAL interpret model in BDL. 

The GOAL interpret in BDL begins with GOAL initialization first, i.e. calling 

GOAL-ASM-INIT (Alg. 9), which also initializes the GOAL stack‘s of module. We 

then use ThinkAct point (Fig. 104) to ensure that GOAL event module will be called 

every action-selection frame before we execute the GOAL stack. 

The GOAL stack is then always filled with references to BDL GOAL Module 

points (Fig. 103). The GOAL module program 
(Def. 64, program)

 can be then translated 

into BDL 1:1 using BDL primitives we have defined in previous sections as we have 

modeled all program evaluation orders as well as every GOAL rule type. 

Therefore, we can model any GOAL action-selection in BDL completely. 
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Our BDL model has greater flexibility than original GOAL; namely: 1) we are 

supporting terminable action model as all primitives are modeled as hard-switchable, 

2) we are not constrained to the limited set of GOAL rules, but we can use any other 

already defined BDL point to be a ―rule‖ within GOAL program, e.g., we can repeat 

ThinkAct decision-making pattern on the level of respective modules, use Jason‘s 

Atomic intentions or any BDL counterparts of Scripting behavior primitives. 

Closing Remarks 

Finally, modeling GOAL in BDL benefits BDL as well: 1) we have defined a 

primitive for the ThinkAct decision-making pattern (Fig. 104) that can be universally 

used, 2) we provided a way for modeling an execution of a stack of points (Fig. 102), 

and finally, 3) we have shows how to establish scopes of sub-behavior executions 

(Fig. 97). 

8.5 SPOSH 

 POSH (Parallel-rooted, Ordered Slip-stack Hierarchical) dynamic plans are the 

structures used for action selection (also known as behavior arbitration or 

coordination) in Behavior Oriented Design (BOD). 

 (Bryson & Drugowitsch, 2008)  

POSH action selection was originally developed in the late 1990s in response to 

criticism of what was at the time an extremely popular agent design approach (at 

least in academic discussion): the Subsumption Architecture (SA) (R. A. Brooks, 

1986). SA was used to produce considerable advances in real-time intelligent agents, 

particularly robotics. It consists primarily of two components: a highly modular 

architecture where every action is coded with the perception it needs to operate; and 

a complex, highly distributed form of action selection to arbitrate between the actions 

that would be produced by the various modules. Although extremely well-known and 

heavily cited, the SA was seldom really used outside of its developers. Bryson 

hypothesized that the emphasis on modular intelligence was actually the core 

contribution of SA, but that the complexity of action selection, while successfully 

enforcing a reactive approach, confused most programmers who were not used to 

thinking about concurrent systems. 

POSH was developed then to simplify the construction of action selection for 

modular AI. Briefly, a programmer used to thinking about conventional sequential 

[JvP1] 

http://www.cs.bath.ac.uk/~jjb/web/as.html
http://www.cs.bath.ac.uk/~jjb/web/bod.html
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programs is asked to first consider a worst-case scenario for their agent, then to break 

each step of the plan to resolve that scenario into a part of a reactive plan. 

Succeeding at a goal is the agent‘s highest priority, so should be the thing the agent 

does if it can. The programmer then describes for the agent how to perceive that its 

goal has been met. Then for each step leading up to the goal the same process is 

followed: a perceptual condition is defined allowing the agent to recognize if it can 

take the action leading most directly to its goal (J. J. Bryson, 2001, 2003). The 

actions are each small chunks of code that control the agent, so-called behavior 

primitives. 

In this work we will describe SPOSH in detail (rather than POSH) as they differ 

only slightly and it is seldom the case that plans can be more economically 

implemented in POSH than SPOSH (Bryson & Drugowitsch, 2008). We also omit 

the definition of a drive collection and speak only about drives
60

 (for the sake of 

brevity) and simplify the definition of sensor list (expressions) both without the loss 

of generality. 

8.5.1 Definition 

Agent behavior in SPOSH (Def. 65) is split into several drives (Def. 66) that 

decompose further into competences (Def. 67) and/or action-patterns (Def. 68) 

and/or actions. The last building block is sensors, which encapsulates computation of 

percepts and/or goal checks; sensors are used to form boolean expressions of 

conjunctive clauses (called triggers in SPOSH). SPOSH sensors and actions  are 

labeled as SPOSH primitives (Def. 70) as they form a bridge between SPOSH and 

the rest of the agent. 

                                                 
60

 However, the beginning of SPOSH ASM algorithm (Alg. 10) is implementing the 

semantics of a drive collection, we are just not mentioning it in the definition of a behavior.  
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Def. 65. SPOSH Behavior 

Configuration: (goal, drives, competences, action-patterns, actions, sensors) 

goal     expression based on SPOSH sensor primitives 

drives     an ordered list of SPOSH drives 

competences  a set of named SPOSH competences 

action-patterns  a set of named action-patterns 

primitives   a set of agent primitives (sensors and actions) 

Runtime: (drive) 

drive     SPOSH drive that has run last cycle 

Roughly speaking, SPOSH behavior (Def. 65) is formed of drives. Every drive is 

a top-level behavior that is composed of other SPOSH elements (competences and/or 

action-patterns and/or actions). Different drives may reference the same elements but 

they may never reference other drives. 

Def. 66. SPOSH Drive 

Configuration: (name, trigger, element, frequency) 

name   unique name of the drive 

trigger  expression based on SPOSH sensor primitives 

element  SPOSH competence or action-pattern or action  

frequency how often the drive can be attended to; milliseconds that must  

    pass between respective evaluations; optional parameter 

Runtime:  (currElem, time) 

currElem  current element the drive is executing, default is element 

time    last time the drive was evaluated, default is 0 

Every SPOSH drive (Def. 66) is then composed not only of an element it 

reference but also a condition that triggers its execution (trigger) and optional 

execution limiter (frequency) that, if specified, limit maximum frequency of a drive 

execution. During runtime, a drive maintains a reference to the element it is currently 

executing and the last time it was executed previously. 
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Def. 67. SPOSH Competence 

Configuration: (name, goal, rules) 

name   unique name of the competence that is used to reference the competence 

goal   expression based on SPOSH sensor primitives 

rules   an ordered list of doubles in the form of (trigger, element) 

    trigger expression 

     element SPOSH competence or action-pattern or action 

In addition to its rules, every competence (Def. 67) is associated with a condition 

(goal), that if found to be satisfied, ends the execution of the competence. 

Def. 68. SPOSH Action-pattern 

Configuration: (name, elements) 

name   unique name of the action-pattern that is used to reference the action- 

    pattern 

elements  an ordered list of SPOSH actions and/or sensors; last element may be 

    a competence (but that may not be used to form a circle within element 

    references) 

Runtime: (index) 

index   current action index to execute, default is 0 

An action-pattern (Def. 68) may consists not only of actions but also sensors that 

may be used to check the action-selection context. Additionally, it may end up with a 

competence. Therefore, it is theoretically possible to define a circular reference 

between action-pattern and some competence (they may reference each other). 

However, such ―a recursion‖ is forbidden in practice as SPOSH parser will report 

that as an error and terminate. 

Def. 69. SPOSH Sensor 

Configuration: (name, type, run) 

name  unique name of the primitive 

type  return value type, boolean, integer number, real number or a string 

run  function that executes (query) the sensor 

Def. 70. SPOSH Action 

Configuration: (name, run) 

name  unique name of the primitive 

run  function that executes the action; returns SUCCESS or FAIL 
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Having SPOSH elements defined we provide an SPOSH action-selection 

mechanism algorithm (Alg. 10).  

Alg. 10. SPOSH Action-Selection 

Based on our analysis of the SPOSH code base from (Github, 2017b) 
 

 (SPOSHC) [SPOSHR] SPOSH-ASM() returns SUCCESS or FAIL or CONTINUE 

01:   if (sposh.goal) return END 

02:  for (drive in SPOSHC.drives)  

03:   if (drive.trigger && drive frequency not exceeded) 

04:      return drive.Execute() 

05:  return FAIL 
 

 (DRIVEC) [DRIVER] Execute() 

06:  DRIVER.time = now 

07:   if (DRIVER.currElem == null)  

08:    DRIVER.currElem = DRIVEC.element.clone() // drive (re)starts 

09:   (result, DRIVER.currElem) = DRIVER.currElem.Execute() 

10:   return result 
 

 (ACTIONC) function Execute() 

11:  return (ACTIONC.run(), null) 
 

 (APC) [APR] function Execute() 

12:   if (APR.index >= APC.actions.length)  

13:   APR.index = 0 // AP restarts 

14:    return (CONTINUE, null) 

15:   if (APC.actions[APR.index] is action or is sensor) 

16:    (result, _) = APC.actions[APR.index].Execute() 

17:    if (result == SUCCESS) 

18:     APR.index++ 

19:     return (CONTINUE, this) 

20:    APR.index = 0 // in case of failure, AP restarts 

21:    return (FAIL, null) 

22:   lastIndex = APR.index 

23:   APR.index = 0 // AP restarts 

24:   return (CONTINUE, ap.actions[lastIndex].clone()) 
 

 (COMPC) function Execute() 

25:  if (COMPC.goal) 

26:    return (SUCCESS, null) 

27:   for (rule in COMPC.rules)  

28:    if (rule.trigger) 

29:    return (CONTINUE, rule.element.clone()) 

30: return (FAIL, null) 

SPOSH action-selection (Alg. 10) begins with the selection of a drive to run 

(rows 02-04). The first drive that triggers and does not have its execution frequency 

exceeded (row 03) is executed (row 04). 

The drive execution means to execute its current element then (row 09). If the 

drive is started for the first time, or last element succeeds the execution, or is reset, 

we initialize the stack by resetting its current element (rows 07-08). 
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The drive‘s current element execution (row 09) executes appropriate function 

according to the element‘s type (dynamic-dispatch style). The result of the execution 

is twofold: first it reports on the state of the execution (whether the drive‘s execution 

succeeded or failed or it should continue its execution), second it returns element to 

be executed next by the drive (or null, which means to reset the drive). 

The action execution (row 11) is than thought of to be executing either instant 

(Fig. 20) or blocking (Fig. 21) action as it always returns ―null‖ as the next element 

to execute. I.e., the action execution does not support durative actions that would 

required to return the same action back to have it executed for multiple frames. 

The action-pattern execution is maintaining the action-pattern element as the 

current drive element as long as it has elements to execute (rows 12-14). It then 

executes next action or sensor (rows 15-21). This execution (row 16) may either 

succeed (row 17), in which case we move action-pattern index forward (row 18) and 

continues the drive execution (row 19), or the execution may fail, in which case we 

restart the action-pattern by resetting its index (row 20) and reporting failure (row 

21). Finally, if encountered element within action-pattern is not action or sensor, it 

means it is a competence and action-pattern index points onto the last element (from 

Def. 68). In this case we restart the action-pattern (row 23) and sends the competence 

to be executed next by the drive (row 24). 

The competence execution first checks whether it needs to be executed by 

checking its goal condition (row 25), if goal condition holds, it terminates drive with 

SUCCESS (row 26). If not, it iterates over its rules and returns one it triggers (rows 27-

29). If no competence rule is found to be triggering, it reports failure (row 30). 

SPOSH competence rules (Def. 67) resembles the list of SPOSH drives, 

however, the main difference is that competence rules cannot interrupt each other. 

Once some competence rule is selected for the execution, this decision is not 

reevaluated as the competence is replaced with another element. Cf. execution of 

drives, where drive with higher priority may interrupt a drive with lower priority, as 

drives‘ triggers are checked every action-selection frame (rows 02-04). 

Finally, it is important noting that SPOSH features a stepping-architecture in the 

sense that it always execute only one element of its drive at a time, i.e., there is no 

while- or for-cycle within SPOSH drive execution (rows 06-10). This is the result of 

SPOSH having roots also in robotics, where SPOSH program is thought to be 

executed in parallel with other robot modules. Therefore, SPOSH makes sure that it 
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is periodically checking its drive conditions even during the evaluation of single 

drive - rows 02-04 are executed multiple times before the drive is fully evaluated. 

This is a feature we have not seen in any of discussed ASMs so far. 

SPOSH Code Analysis Notes 

The formulation of Alg. 10 is based on the analysis of POSH code obtained from 

(Github, 2017b). We are interested in modeling strict variant of the POSH (called 

SPOSH) therefore we analyze code from POSH.sys.strict namespace of 

POSH.core project within POSH-sharp.sln solution. The result (Alg. 10) was 

sent to Joanna J. Bryson, who unfortunately did not have time to answer. However, 

SPOSH code base is quite clean and therefore we are confident that the formulation 

of Alg. 10 is correct. The following analysis is hard to read without parallel reading 

of SPOSH code itself. 

The main SPOSH class is Agent that represents an agent mind. It contains 

reference to agent‘s drive collection (a field dc, line 26), an instance of 

DriveCollection, that represents an ordered list of agent‘s drives (Def. 65). The 

agent itself is executed by invoking Agent.StartLoop() method that instantiates a 

new thread that executes Agent.LoopThread() method. This method than 

periodically calls Agent.FollowDrive(), which is triggering the execution of 

agent‘s drive collection (via DriveCollection.fire()), i.e., periodically 

triggering execution of SPOSH-ASM function from  Alg. 10. 

DriveCollection, in its fire() method, checks whether the agent‘s goal has 

not been satisfied first (Alg. 10 row 01) and then iterates through the list of its drive 

elements (Alg. 10 rows 02-04). First drive that ―fires‖ (Alg. 10 rows 03) ends the 

action-selection (Alg. 10 row 04). 

Technically, SPOSH drive is represented by DriveElement class, which is 

wrapped in the DrivePriorityElement instance. In the code, it can be seen that 

DrivePriorityElement instance may reference multiple DriveElement 

instances, however this is not utilized in strict variant of POSH as SPOSH cannot run 

drives in parallel (cf. POSH). 

DriveElement class than implements SPOSH drive (Def. 66). Its isReady() 

method implements trigger checking and execution frequency limitation (Alg. 10 

rows 03) and its fire() method implements drive execution semantics (Drive 

Execute function in Alg. 10). The DriveElement.fire() method executes its 
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current element and then rewrite this current element with the one that is returned 

(Alg. 10 row 09). 

Action execution is captured within Action class, whose fire() method just 

runs the action and terminates the execution of the drive (Alg. 10 row 11). 

Action-pattern execution is captured within ActionPattern class, whose 

fire() method matches Alg. 10 rows 12-24 almost entirely. 

Competence execution is captured within Competence class. Its fire() 

method first checks the competence goal (Alg. 10 row 25) and then iterates over its 

rules (Alg. 10 rows 27-29); first rule that fires has its element returned. Technically, 

every rule is represented by CompetenceElement class. 

Finally, there are two differences between Alg. 10 and SPOSH code base. 

First, SPOSH code base immediately executes an action instead of scheduling it 

for execution by the drive; e.g. if competence‘s firing rule is referencing an action, it 

immediately executes it instead of returning it (as is the case of Alg. 10 row 29), 

which does not matter semantically (Alg. 10 requires one less iteration to execute an 

action than SPOSH). 

Second, we do not discuss SPOSH ―latched behavior‖ that we describe in the 

chapter on transition behaviors (Ch. 9). 

Thus, the formulation of Alg. 10 is justified. 

8.5.2 Modeling DM Patterns and Features 

Modeling F1 - Terminable and Switchable Actions as Behavior Primitives 

Actions in SPOSH can be modeled only either as instant (Fig. 20) or blocking (Fig. 

21) as they are deemed to be finished after they are executed (Alg. 10 row 11). In 

practice, the switchable action will need to be represented by three SPOSH actions as 

we need three different signals for managing the action execution (as required by the 

switchable action model in Fig. 23). This is similar to AgentSpeak(L) and GOAL. 

Modeling F2 - Custom Behavior Primitives 

The SPOSH language is fixed, a developer has no means to define own behavior 

primitives. 
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Modeling F3 - Active-stack Computational Model 

SPOSH drive tracks only the last executed element (Alg. 10 row 09) and SPOSH 

itself is not tracking, which drive it has executed last. Therefore, SPOSH does not 

have active-stack computational model. 

Modeling F4 - Hard/Soft-switching of Behavior Paths - Behavior Path Signal 

Propagation 

Internally, SPOSH is propagating ―run‖ signal to a drive it wants to run and the 

drive relay this signal to the last element it executed; there is no tracked behavior 

path to propagate signals through. Moreover, SPOSH features only simple-switching 

(Def. 31)
 of its drives (Alg. 10 rows 03-04). 

Modeling F5 - Arbitrated Behavior Plan Structuring - Caller Reference 

Arbitrated decision-making structuring is supported economically, even though their 

general implementation is not straightforward and it is not ―caller reference feature‖ 

per se.  

It is possible to inspect the result of some sensor, i.e., a sensor may return a 

value that is discussed either in drives or competences. However, if we would like 

to discuss result of some action we need to implement an action pattern that ends 

with a competence discussing its result (Code 28). 

01: (AP actionThenSwitch (acition switch)) 

 

02: (C switch (goal((false))) ; do not finish prematurely 

03:   (elements 

04:     ((case1 (trigger ((actionResultCase1))) performCase1)) 

… 

05:     ((caseN (trigger ((actionResultCaseN))) performCaseN)) 

06:     ((default (trigger ((true))) performDefault)) 

07:   ) 

08: ) 

   

Code 28. Example of SPOSH program part simulating switch over action’s result. Text 

in red represents the code overhead roughly when compared to scripting. The code is 

therefore not economical. 

Following Code 28, the representation of the Scripting behavior primitive 

switch that is discussing result of some action execution begins with execution of 

action pattern actionThenSwitch. The action pattern first executes the 

action and then continues with execution of the switch competence (as allowed 
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by action pattern Def. 68). The switch competence then discusses the action 

result through specialized sensors. 

Modeling F6 - Scattered Behavior Plan Structuring - Dynamic Local Decision 

Space Reconfiguration 

Discussing F6 is a bit problematic in case of SPOSH. SPOSH competences perform 

switches similar to state switches in sFSM as a competence replace itself as the drive  

element with one of its triggering elements (Alg. 10, rows 27-30). However this 

implementation also means that competence is not a state as it never leaves itself on 

the stack once executed (cf. sFSM, Alg. 3, after execution of row 8, sFSM current 

state remains unchanged); the same holds for an action pattern that ends with a 

competence. Therefore, the ―replace‖ mechanism is present in SPOSH but a 

developer cannot use it for, e.g., implementation of the sFSM state (cf. BDL). 

Modeling P1 - Behavior Hierarchy 

Behavior hierarchy is supported but not consistently. Competences and action 

patterns may reference each other but they cannot reference drives. 

Modeling P2 - Behavior Prioritization 

Behavior prioritization is directly supported as drives‘ and competences‘ rules are 

evaluated in the order of their declaration (Alg. 10, rows 02 and 27 respectively). 

Modeling P3 - Parallel Behaviors and Actions 

SPOSH does not support parallelism as it is a light weighted version of POSH. 

However, original POSH is supporting them. 

Modeling P4 - Behavior Sequence and Alternatives 

Even though action pattern is directly modeling a sequence, it models only 

sequence of actions as we cannot have sequence of competences or drives. There 

is no support for alternatives as when an action fails it resets the stack (Alg. 10, row 

10). Moreover, SPOSH uses instant action model (Fig. 20) and thus action 

pattern is not appropriate for the representation of a sequence of durative actions as 

SPOSH does not wait on their ends. 

Alternatives are not supported. If an action fails, it fails the whole drive without 

possibility to react to such a failure; an action failure is not reacted upon (Alg. 10 

row 11), i.e., it is not interpreted by the drive, which only pass it as a result of the run 

(Alg. 10 row 10) and action-pattern reacts with termination of itself (Alg. 10 rows 

20-21). 
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Therefore, this pattern is not supported economically. 

Modeling P5 - Behavioral Looping 

SPOSH does not support looping directly as SPOSH parser does not allow 

competences and action patterns to reference each other in a circle
61

. Therefore, 

this pattern is not supported economically. 

Modeling P6 - Behavioral Recursion 

Recursion is forbidden as SPOSH parser does not allow competences and action-

patterns to reference each other
65

. 

8.5.3 Modeling SPOSH in BDL 

To model SPOSH in BDL means to model its 1) behavior goal property, 2) drives 

including 3) limitations of their execution frequency, 4) competences, 5) action-

patterns and finally 6) stepping architecture that interleaves checking of drive‘s 

triggers with drive execution. 

Ad 1) Modeling SPOSH Behavior Goal 

SPOSH Behavior 
(Def. 65)

 contains a goal that is checked every SPOSH evaluation 

(Alg. 10, row 01). We model it as a persisting BDL primitive that checks the goal 

every time behavior path is traversed (Fig. 106). 

                                                 
61

 Even though it would not be hard to patch that and exploit it. 
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Fig. 106. The BDL primitive modeling SPOSH behavior goal; the BDL primitive Goal. 

The implementation of the primitive is checking whether the goal condition 

holds every time it is executed. If the goal holds, it ultimately finishes with SUCCESS. 

Ad 2) Modeling SPOSH Drive 

Drives in SPOSH can subsume each other according to the order of their declaration 

(Alg. 10, rows 02-04). Additionally subsumed drive does not reset its stack and 

resumes it when SPOSH returns to the drive later on. Therefore, it differs from BDL 

Switch (Fig. 83) that first switches out ELSE child before it subsumes its execution. 

We alter the BDL Switch not to switch out its ELSE branch and thus receive SPOSH 

drive (Fig. 107). 
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Fig. 107. BDL primitive implementing SPOSH Drive; BDL primitive Subsume On. 

SPOSH drive implementation for BDL resembles ThinkAct primitive from 

GOAL (Fig. 104) with the exception that we have to be checking for the value of 

drive‘s condition. 

As BDL Subsume On primitive does not switching out or terminating point of 

lower priority (ELSE), the state of previously running behavior path is left intact, 
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which translates to the ability of SPOSH drive to maintain its element after it is 

subsumed. 

Parallel between SPOSH Drives and Jason Intentions 

SPOSH drives have much in common with Jason intentions. If we put aside that the Jason 

intention list can grow and shrink, than SPOSH drives represents a fixed set of Jason intentions 

and vice versa, a snapshot of Jason intentions state represent a list of SPOSH drives. In SPOSH, 

top-level elements are drives; in Jason, these are intentions. In SPOSH, a priority ordered list of 

drives’ triggers decides, which drive will be executed; in Jason, it is a select-intention function. 

SPOSH drive stack is a passive stack, which is also true for Jason. We can say that SPOSH drives 

are fixed agent’s intentions that are waiting for the right time to be execute (as specified by 

drives’ triggers). 

3) Drive Execution Frequency Limiter 

SPOSH Drive execution may be limited by the number of executions per second 

according to its frequency parameter 
(Def. 66)

. We can model this with BDL primitive 

that is similar to the BDL primitive Subsume On (Fig. 107), where we specify its 

condition as the frequency limitation check and mark last execution times upon 

executing THEN child as pictured in the following Fig. 108. 
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Fig. 108. The BDL primitive implementing limitation of execution frequency of its 

THEN child; the BDL primitive Limit frequency. It can be used to implement frequency 

property of SPOSH drives (Def. 66). Technically, this primitive features the same 

implementation as Subsume On (Fig. 107), only their conditions differ. 

Ad 4) Modeling SPOSH Competence 

SPOSH Competence (Def. 67) is a container of rules that once fires, replaces the 

competence as the drive‘s element (Alg. 10, rows 25-30). Therefore, instead of 

modeling the competence, we will model only its rules as they can be chained 
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together in order to form the competence. We already defined such a BDL primitive 

when we were modeling AgentSpeak(L) select-plan function (Fig. 95). The chain of 

BDL Decide primitives (Fig. 95) effectively models SPOSH Competence rules. Such 

a model is more costly as a developer has to manually wire the chain of Decide 

points; therefore we also offer an alternative (Fig. 109) that is economical 

representation of SPOSH competence rules. 

 

Fig. 109. The BDL primitive implementing SPOSH Competence; the BDL primitive 

Choose. 

Finally, we model SPOSH Competence goal property (the check in Alg. 10 at 

rows 25-26) as separate BDL primitive as it can be reused universally then (Fig. 

110). 
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Fig. 110. BDL primitive implementing SPOSH Competence goal checking; the BDL 

Check primitive. 

The SPOSH Competence goal is modeled as committing BDL primitive as the 

competence GOAL is checked only once before we choose a competence rule to 

follow (Alg. 10 rows 25-30). Once the competence execution passes the 

competence‘s goal check (Alg. 10 row 25), we replace the competence with some 

rule that fires (Alg. 10 row 29) or fails (Alg. 10 row 30). 

Ad 5) Modeling SPOSH Action-pattern 

An action-pattern can be already simulated using BDL point chaining (Sec. 7.8.2). 

However, the development cost of such a chain is higher than the development cost 

of SPOSH action-pattern. Therefore, we also offer an alternative that wires the 

chaining in itself (Fig. 111) thus providing an economical way of SPOSH action-

pattern modeling. 
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Fig. 111. The BDL primitive implementing SPOSH Action-pattern; the BDL primitive 

Sequence. 

Ad 6) SPOSH Action-Selection Stepping 

POSH drive execution does not execute its chain of elements at once but only 

evaluates its current element (Alg. 10, row 09) and then returns. This is (technically) 

unknown to xTREE that keeps evaluating its elements until DONE signal is received 

(Alg. 5, row 18). However, xTREE design (Def. 45) allows us to create a stepping 

algorithm that executes only single xTREE step and reports the state of the 

evaluation higher up (Alg. 11). 
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Alg. 11. xTREE Decision-Making Stepping 
 

 (c : xTreeConfiguration( 

   xTree : xTREE    

 ) 

 [d : xTreeDetermination( 

  root       : xTreePoint, 

  rootSignal : Signal, 

  done       : Set<Signal> 

   caller     : xTreePoint,  

   curr       : xTreePoint, 

   signal     : Signal 

 ) 

 ] 

 function xTree-Step(p : Percepts, m : Memory) 

 returns ( ReasoningActions, BodyActions, Result ) 
 

01:  if (d.signal == DONE(*))  

02:    d.caller = null         // reset the caller  

03:    d.curr = d.root         // restart the search, switch to the root 

04:    d.signal = d.rootSignal // and mark initial signal 

05:  link = null 

06:  (link, d.signal, reasoningActions, bodyActions)  

     = [d.curr.O’’, d.curr.D’] d.curr.Select(d.caller, d.signal, p, m) 

07:  if (link != null) 

08:   d.caller = d.curr   // mark this point as caller of the next 

09:   d.curr   = link.x   // switch into next point 

10:   d.signal = signal   // mark signal we’re sending to the point 

11:  if (reasoningActions is not empty) // do we need to reason? 

12:   return ( reasoningActions, bodyActions, null ) 

13:   return ( reasoningActions, bodyActions, d.signal ) 

  

 (c : xTreeConfiguration) 

 [d : xTreeDetermination] 

 procedure xTree-Reset(s : Signal) 

14:   d.caller = null             // reset the caller  

15:  d.curr = d.root             // restart the search, switch to the root 

31: d.rootSignal = d.signal = s // and mark new initial signal 

Alg. 11 limits xTREE evaluation to single step (xTree-Step function), which 

is in contrast with Alg. 5. We additionally defined reset function that can reset the 

evaluation (xTree-Reset function); importantly reset function allows us to change 

xTREE root signal. 

Having stepping algorithm defined, we can create generic stepping BDL 

primitive that allows a developer to fine-tune granularity of xTREE execution (Fig. 

112). 
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Fig. 112. The BDL primitive that models SPOSH Drive stepping; the BDL primitive 

Stepping. 

The BDL primitive Stepping is referencing some BDL space that it executes 

using Alg. 11. The primitive allows us to perform just a single step (e.g., pass one 

signal) during one evaluation of BDL, which models the way SPOSH drives perform 

their execution (once SPOSH invoke some drive, Alg. 10 row 04, it evaluates the 

drive‘s element only, Alg. 10 row 09, not the whole behavior). 

 There are a few points that allowed us to define this primitive: 1) as all BDL 

primitives must support behavior looping, we can safely reset SPACE and starts from 

the beginning; 2) the BDL Root (Fig. 69), is not returning plain DONE signal, but also 

passes the final result signal back to xTREE and therefore we can react to that in the 

Stepping primitive. 3) The xTree-Step function (Alg. 11) is returning a signal 

returned by a called point. 2+3 allows us to recognize that the space executed by the 

Stepping primitive finished and pass this finish signal back to the caller. 

The BDL primitive Stepping is another good example of xTREE versatility as 

we could envision, e.g., a timed stepping primitive that would execute for at max 

amount of time. As timed stepping primitive would be just another BDL primitive, 
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we could mix it with other BDL primitives. This can be then used to model periodic 

checking of SPOSH drive conditions. 

Mapping BDL Model of SPOSH onto SPOSH 

In previous sub-sections, we have defined BDL primitives that are sufficient to 

model any SPOSH program (with respect to Alg. 10) completely. The initial BDL 

behavior modeling SPOSH action-selection is given in the following Fig. 113. 

 

Fig. 113. The SPOSH interpreter model in BDL. 

The SPOSH interpret in BDL always begins with checking the behavior goal 

(Alg. 10 row 01). It then iterates over respective drives in the same manner as Alg. 

10 on rows 02-04. Each drive is modeled here with two BDL points: one for limiting 

the frequency of a drive execution and one for implementing the drives‘ 

subsumptions (we could combine those two together to make the development cost 

of the space as economical as in SPOSH). Each drive then calls onto the BDL 

Stepping point that provides stepping of the space that the drive references. As we 

have modeled SPOSH competences and action-patterns completely, we can always 

construct such a space. 
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Our BDL model has already greater flexibility than original SPOSH; namely: we 

are supporting switchable action model as all SPOSH primitives are modeled as soft-

switchable, 2) we are not limited to the set of drive elements, but we can use any 

other already defined BDL point to act as an element and SPOSH drive references. 

Closing Remarks 

Finally, modeling SPOSH in BDL benefits BDL as well: 1) we have shown the way 

how to limit execution of sub-behaviors, 2) we devised a way for generic 

subsumption (simple-switching), 3) we introduced the Stepping primitive allowing 

us to control the granularity of the BDL space execution. 

8.6 Behavior Tree (BT) 

Behavior tree (BT) (Champandard, 2008) and also (Colledanchise & Ogren, n.d.; 

Rabin, n.d., Ch. 6) is action-selection mechanism that originates from the video game 

industry itself. There are two variants of behavior trees; one is behaving in similar 

manner as hsFSM as they maintain a pointer onto an active element and the other one 

is always traversing the tree from its root (similar to xTREE and BDL). As the 

former version is very similar to hsFSM, we will describe only the latter. 

This version of behavior trees can be seen as an extension of if-then rules (they 

are always evaluated from their root) and finite-state machines (behavior tree nodes 

are maintaining own states during the simulation). xTREE and BDL are inspired by 

BT and it can be seen as their generalization.  

Main differences between BDL and BT are that BT nodes neither allow 

changing the BT locally nor they support switchable action model (and custom 

signals in general). Finally, a BDL space can have a form of directed graph whereas 

BT is always a tree. 

8.6.1 Definition 

Similar to BDL, the behavior tree consists of various nodes that are connected by 

oriented edges (Def. 71 pod). Nodes (Def. 72 pod) either have multiple children and 

controls the order of their evaluation within the tree during its traversal, or they are 

leafs executing agent body actions or scripts in general. The broadness of behaviors 

that can be expressed economically by BTs comes from the palette of behavior tree 

node types (similar to the pallet of primitives within BDL) and their evaluation 

semantics, i.e., how they affect evaluation of the tree.  
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There are nodes for expressing sequences, parallelisms, state checking, loops, 

etc. Such nodes are typically stateful (e.g., a sequence node needs to track, which 

child it is executing currently) and thus spare the user from the necessity of 

maintaining that information manually (the same way BDL does). 

Def. 71. Behavior Tree (Behavior) 

(N, E, r) 

N the set of behavior tree nodes 

E the set of directed edges that connects respective nodes from N (edges cannot  

 form directed cycles)  

r    N that is being marked as the root node 

Def. 72.  Behavior Tree Node 

Definition: (P, C, init, visit, childResult, terminate) 

P  parameters of the node (defined by each node separately) 

C   list of node’s children 

Runtime: (I, E) 

I internal state of the node (its content is depending on the node type) 

E current execution state   {READY, INVALID, RUNNING, SUCCESS, FAIL} 

 

(P) [I, E] init:   →   

  Given the node’s parameters the function is supposed to reset the node’s internal 

  state, and set it’s execution state E to ready. 

(P) [I, E] visit:   → *     + x {RUNNING, SUCCESS, FAIL} 

  Function that should either indicate success or failure 

  or the continuation of evaluation on selected node’s child(ren). 

(P) [I, E] childResult:   

  {RUNNING, SUCCESS, FAIL} → *     + x {RUNNING, SUCCESS, 

                     FAIL} 

  Given the result of child execution, the node should return what to do next.  

(P) [I, E] terminate:    →   

       Once the node stops RUNNING, this function should terminate any actions and/or 

  subtrees the node has made running so far. 

The evaluation of the behavior tree can be expressed recursively (Alg. 12); the 

actual semantics depends heavily on the types of internal nodes used within concrete 

BT instance similar to xTREE and BDL. 
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Alg. 12. Behavior Tree Action-Selection Mechanism (Rabin, n.d., Ch. 6) 62 
 

 (BTC) function BT-ASM() 

01:  return BTc.r.Evaluate () 
  

 (NODEC) [NODER] function Evaluate () 

02:    if (NODER.state == INVALID) 

03:    this.init() 

04:   [child-to-execute, result] = this.visit() 

05:    while (child-to-execute != null) 

06:    child-result = child-to-execute.Evaluate() 

07:    [child-to-execute, result] = this.result(child-result)   

08:   if (result != RUNNING) 

09:    this.terminate() 

10:    NODER.E = INVALID 

11:   else 

12:    NODER.E = RUNNING 

13:   return result 

Similar to xTREE Alg. 5 that is recalling points of its space, BT action-selection 

mechanism Alg. 12 is recalling tree‘s nodes. The action-selection always starts at the 

root of the tree (row 01). First, if we visit a node in the INVALID state, we initialize it 

(rows 02-03). Then, we visit the node, that should give us either the result of the 

execution or a child to visit (row 04). While we have the child to visit (row 05), we 

are recursively evaluating them (row 06) reporting children results to the node that in 

turns gives us another child or a node‘s result (row 07). If we have no more children 

to visit (while condition ceases to hold at row 05), we discuss the result of the node 

(rows 08-13). If the row stops running, we terminate it (rows 08-10). Otherwise, we 

mark it RUNNING (row 12). Finally, we return the result back to the node‘s caller (row 

13).
 63

 

 

The expressiveness of the behavior trees is dependent on the palette of BT nodes we 

can work with. These node types are usually categorized either as selectors, loops, 

decorators or gates, actions and utility nodes. 

Selectors are nodes having 1 to N children providing selection semantics over 

them. This category typically contains: a sequence, a parallel, a  passive selector (an 

                                                 
62

 We provide an abstraction of so-called second-generation behavior trees. We do not 

discuss event-driven behavior trees from (Rabin, 2013, Ch. 6) as it is not clear how a queue of 

behaviors modeling one running behavior path 
(Def. 24)

 within such a behavior tree can be used to 

model parallel execution of nodes that requires the notion of the active behavior tree 
(Def. 53)

. 

63
 Naming of BT node categories and respective nodes varies. 
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alternative in our terminology), or an active selector (a switch in our terminology) 

and random selectors.  

Loops are nodes that express looping based on certain conditions and they 

always have single child only. This category typically contains: a loop-forever, a 

loop-n, a loop-until, a loop-while, a loop-until-success, a loop-until-failure. 

Decorators or gates are nodes having single child implementing guards such as 

timeouts or frequency of execution, conditioning the execution or transform 

execution result of their child. This category typically contains: a timeout, a gate-

condition, a context-condition, a always-succeed, an always-fail. 

Finally, behavior trees may contain various utility nodes, such as script, bt-

reference, message-handler, etc. 

As BTs are similar to BDL, we give descriptions of respective nodes in Sec. 

8.6.3 where we present implementations of those nodes for BDL. 

8.6.2 Modeling DM Patterns and Features 

Modeling F1 - Terminable and Switchable Actions as Behavior Primitives 

Once BT node decides to deviate from the running behavior path 
(Def. 28)

, it also has a 

possibility to terminate any running child (using child‘s terminate function). 

Therefore, we can map BTs functions onto the terminable action signals (Fig. 23). 

The node‘s visit function can be mapped to the EXECUTE signal and node‘s 

terminate function to the TERMINATE signal. Therefore, BT can support terminable 

actions and behavior paths in general. However, we do not have a method we could 

map the SWITCH signal onto and therefore BT does not support the switchable action 

model (Fig. 24) economically. 

Modeling F2 - Custom Behavior Primitives 

BT allows a user to create new node types and thus allows for the creation of new 

behavior primitives. Therefore, this feature is economically supported by BT. 

Modeling F3 - Active-stack Computational Model 

Every BT node may store its state and therefore track the state of its children 

execution. Moreover, the evaluation of BT always starts from its root (Alg. 12, row 

01) and therefore all decisions made previously can be reevaluated by the nodes on 

the running behavior path. Therefore, BT is featuring an active-stack computational 

model 
(Def. 44)

. 
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Modeling F4 - Hard/Soft-switching of Behavior Paths - Behavior Path Signal 

Propagation 

Technically, BT does not provide a way for propagating different signals than those 

conveyed by BT nodes‘ visit and result functions. However, their nodes can be 

used to propagate at least EXECUTE and TERMINATE signal (as discussed in Modeling 

F1). Therefore, hard-switching of behavior paths is supported. As there is no method 

we could use for propagating the SWITCH signal, soft-switching of behavior paths is 

not supported economically. 

Modeling F5 - Arbitrated Behavior Plan Structuring - Caller Reference 

As the state of the execution of node‘s children is reported back to nodes (Alg. 12, 

row 07), we can direct the BT action-selection based on the result of children 

executions. Therefore, BT is supporting arbitrated decision-making structuring 

economically. 

Modeling F6 - Scattered Behavior Plan Structuring - Dynamic Local Decision 

Space Reconfiguration 

Once a node finishes its execution (either resulting with SUCCESS or FAIL), it cannot 

tell BT where to continue next (cf. sFSM state and BDL points). It can only report 

the result back to its caller in the style of scripting. Therefore, scattered decision-

making structuring is not supported economically. 

Modeling P1 - Behavior Hierarchy 

Behavior hierarchy is supported as all BT nodes may reference each other without 

constraints. 

Modeling P2 - Behavior Prioritization 

Behavior prioritization can be modeled economically by the BT node switch (active 

selector). 

Modeling P3 - Parallel Behaviors and Actions 

Parallel behaviors and actions are supported economically as BT has the parallel 

node type. 

Modeling P4 - Behavior Sequence and Alternatives 

Sequences and alternatives are supported economically as BT has sequence and 

alternative (passive selector) node types. 
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Modeling P5 - Behavior Looping 

BT contains loop node category, therefore behavior looping is supported 

economically. 

Modeling P6 - Behavior Recursion 

Single BT is unable to perform behavior recursion internally as its space always has 

to be a tree. However, BTs implementations usually include a reference node that 

may reference another tree. If this node is present, a behavior recursion is supported 

economically. 

8.6.3 Modeling BT in BDL 

As BT traversal is similar to the one from xTREE (Alg. 5), all we need to do to 

model BTs in BDL is to provide BDL counterparts for different BTs node types. In 

this sub-section, we present both nodes that are common for behavior trees as well as 

their implementation as BDL primitives. We split the description into sub-sections 

according to different node categories: selectors, loops, decorators (or gates), actions 

and utility nodes. 

BT Selectors 

Selectors are nodes having 1 to N children providing a selection semantics over 

them. This category typically contains: a) a sequence, b) a parallel, c) a passive 

selector (or alternatives), d) an active selector (or a switch) and e) random selectors. 

Ad a) A sequence node is a node that executes its children in a sequence. 

Therefore, it has semantics we already encountered in hsFSM, AgentSpeak(L) 

(plan‘s body is a sequence) or SPOSH (action-pattern). We already modeled 

corresponding primitive in the section on SPOSH (BDL primitive Sequence, Fig. 

111). 

Ad b) A parallel node is a node that executes all of its children in parallel every 

action-selection frame. Therefore, it has semantics we already encountered in 

Scripting (the  body primitive) and GOAL (program with linearall eval). We 

already modeled corresponding primitive in the section on hsFSM where we 

provided a parallel with soft-switching feature (Fig. 81, Fig. 82). 

Ad c) A passive selector (or alternatives) node is a node that is sequentially 

trying to execute its children and succeeds whenever one of its children succeeds. 
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We first provide a model of passive selector that has only two children; one is a sub-

behavior to be tried and the other is an alternative (Fig. 114), the BDL primitive Try. 

 

Fig. 114. The BDL primitive Try that is implementing one option of the BT passive 

selector. 

The BDL primitive Try is using REPLACE signal to switch into the alternative 

once its child fails; otherwise it features standard execution of its child providing 

both hard- and soft-switching capabilities. 

 In order to receive the full BT passive selector, we group multiple BDL Try 

primitives into single primitive Alternatives (Fig. 115). The difference from the  Try 

primitive is that we do not need to use REPLACE signal as we are switching between 

nodes directly within the point itself. 
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Fig. 115. The BDL primitive implementing behavior tree passive selector; the BDL 

primitive Alternatives. 

Ad d) An active selector (or switch) node is a node that is used to periodically 

monitor the state of some condition and provides a switching between two (or more 

in general) sub-behaviors. It is a composition of N chained Switch BDL primitive 

(Fig. 84). We would receive such a node by assembling multiple Switch BDL 

primitives into single node, the same way we composed the node implementing the 

BT passive selector node (Fig. 115) out of respective Try BDL primitives (Fig. 114). 

Ad e) A random (active or passive) selectors have the similar semantics to 

active or passive selectors but they randomize the order of their children similar to 

a way how random and randomall rules evaluation order works in GOAL. 

BT Loops 

Loops are nodes that express looping based on a certain conditions and they always 

have single child only. They are  similar to BDL primitive Loop (Fig. 85), they differ 

only in the condition used. 
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BT Decorators 

Decorators or gates are Bt nodes having single child only. They are thought to alter 

the way their sub-behavior is executing. They are implementing, e.g., guards such as 

timeouts or frequency limitation of execution, conditioning the execution or 

transform execution result of their child. This category typically contains: a) timeout, 

b) gate-condition, c) context-condition, d) always-succeed, e) always-fail. 

Ad a) A timeout node is a decorator that fails its child if it does not finish in a 

given time (Fig. 116). 

 

Fig. 116. The BDL primitive implementing behavior tree timeout; the BDL primitive 

Timeout. 

Ad b) A gate-condition node is a decorator that behaves the same as BDL 

primitive Check (Fig. 110). 

Ad c) A context-condition node is a decorator that is similar to the BDL 

primitive Goal (Fig. 106). However, it is monitoring whether the condition holds (cf. 

BDL primitive GOAL). We model it as the BDL primitive Guard (Fig. 117). 
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Fig. 117. The BDL primitive implementing the behavior tree context-gate; the BDL 

primitive Guard. 

Ad d) An always-succeed node is a decorator that is used to make sure its child 

never fails (Fig. 118). 
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Fig. 118. The BDL primitive implementing the behavior tree decorator always-success; 

the BDL primitive Make Success. 

Ad e) An always-fail node is a decorator is similar to the always-fail decorator, 

only it makes sure its child never succeeds (Fig. 119). 

 

Fig. 119. The BDL primitive implementing the behavior tree always-fail decorator; the 

BDL primitive Make Fail. 

BT Actions 

BT actions are following terminable action model (Fig. 23) and therefore this action 

model is the BDL implementation of such a node. 
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BT Utility Nodes 

Finally, behavior trees may contain various utility nodes, e.g.: a) script, b) bt-

reference, c) message-handler. 

Ad a) A script node is a node that executes some script written in a scripting 

language. 

Ad b) A reference node is a node that is used to refer to another BT in the plan 

collection. As it is linked with the code organization, implementations vary. We 

discussed plan reference functionality for BDL in Sec. 7.5. 

Ad c) A message handler node is  used for the implementation of 

communication between agents, its node is periodically visited and if a message is 

found in its mail box, a script handler is executed for the mail box; similar primitive 

can be used in BDL. 

Mapping BDL onto Behavior Trees 

As we have provided BDL primitives for all described BT nodes, we can translate 

any behavior tree into a BDL space directly. 

8.7 Summary 

In this chapter we have discussed four action-selection mechanisms: AgentSpeak(L) 

including some extensions from AgentSpeak(L) (Sec. 8.3), GOAL (Sec. 8.4), 

SPOSH (Sec. 8.5) and Behavior trees (Sec. 8.6). We have identified their decision-

making patterns and features and model them as primitives in BDL. Including 

Scripting (Sec. 7.7) and hsFSM (Sec. 7.8), we showed that BDL is capable of 

simulating 6 existing action-selection mechanisms. As all BDL primitives are 

compatible between themselves, a developer using BDL has an ability to combine 

identified patterns as they see fit. 

Following Table 3 provides summary of DM patterns and features as they are 

supported by discussed ASMs; BDL supports them all. 
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Table 3. Summary of decision-making patterns and features and their support by 

respective ASMs. “x” means that the given feature or pattern is supported 

economically in a given ASM. “Jason ext.” in the ASL column means “with some 

Jason extension”. “Term. only” in the BT column means that it supports terminable 

actions only. 

 

No. Name Scr. 
5.3.4 

hsFSMs 
6.1 

ASL 
8.3.2 

GOAL 
8.4.2 

SPOSH 
8.5.2 

BT 
8.6.2 

BDL 
7.2.1 

F1 
Terminable and Switchable 
Actions as Behavior 
Primitives 

via 
OOP 

x    
Term. 
only 

x 

F2 
Custom Behavior 
Primitives 

via 
OOP 

    x x 

F3 
Active-stack 
Computational Model 

via 
OOP 

x    x x 

F4 
Arbitrated decision-making 
structuring - Caller 
reference 

x x    x x 

F5 

Scattered decision-making 
structuring - Dynamic local 
decision space 
reconfiguration 

via 
OOP 

     x 

F6 
Behavior path signal 
propagation 

via 
OOP 

x    x x 

P1 Behavior hierarchy x X 
Jason 
ext. 

x x x x 

P2 Behavior prioritization x  
Jason 
ext. 

x x x x 

P3 
Parallel behaviors and 
actions 

x x x x 
POSH 
only 

x x 

P4 
Behavior sequence or 
alternatives 

via 
OOP 

better 
than 

scripting 
w/o OOP 

x   x x 

P5 Behavior looping 
via 

OOP 
 

Jason 
ext. 

  x x 

P6 Behavior recursion 
via 

OOP 
 x x  x 

x 
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Following Table 4 provides a summary of all BDL primitives we have modeled 

and their support by discussed ASMs. 

Table 4. Summary of important BDL behavior primitives created throughout the 

thesis; we do not cover some technical primitives created for theoretical support of 

some ASM. Legend: X - native primitive required to simulate given ASM; x - primitive 

that can be modeled in given ASM economically (without proofs for some of them). 

“Jason ext.” in ASL column means “with some Jason extension”. All BDL primitives 

are wrapping some decision-making pattern a developer can use economically in 

BDL. 

Looking at Table 4, we can see the list of primitives we have modeled in BDL. 

However, none of the discussed ASMs supports their small subset. Therefore, we can 

No. BDL Primitive Script. hsFSMs ASL GOAL SPOSH BT 

B1 Switchable action (Fig. 24)       

B2 Loop (Fig. 85) X x 
Jason 
ext. 

  X 

B3 State (Fig. 75)  X     

B4 Parallel / Body (Fig. 81) X   X 
POSH 
only 

X 

B5 Soft Switch (Fig. 83) X      

B6 Value Switch (Fig. 84) X      

B7 Decide (Fig. 95)   X x x  

B8 Atomic (Fig. 96)   X    

B9 Scope (Fig. 97)    X  x 

B10 Try (Fig. 115)  X X   x 

B11 Stack (Fig. 102)    X  x 

B12 ThinkAct (Fig. 104) x   X  x 

B13 Goal (Fig. 106) x   x X X 

B14 Subsume On (Fig. 107) x   x X x 

B15 Limit Frequency (Fig. 108)     X x 

B16 Choose (Fig. 109)  x x  X  

B17 Check (Fig. 110)  x   X  

B18 Sequence (Fig. 111)  x x  X X 

B19 Stepping (Fig. 112)     X  

B20 Try (Fig. 114)       

B21 Alternatives (Fig. 115)  x x   X 

B21 Timeout (Fig. 116) x    
POSH 
only 

X 

B22 Guard (Fig. 117) x   x  X 

B23 Make Success (Fig. 118) x     X 

B24 Make Fail (Fig. 119) x     X 
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hypothesize that each ASM may seem like a viable choice for certain types of 

behaviors. 

Additionally, we provided BDL primitive wrappers that can be used to extend 

functionality of many BDL primitives listed above (Table 5). 

 

In this chapter, we finished review of chosen ASMs and thus fulfilled thesis goal 

G4. 

 

No. BDL Primitive Extension Script. hsFSMs ASL GOAL SPOSH BT 

BE1 On Enter / On Exit (Fig. 77)  X     

BE2 Chaining (Fig. 79, Fig. 80)  x     

Table 5. BDL primitive extensions we can use to extend capabilities of many BDL 

primitives. 
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9 Advanced Decision-making Patterns 

Describing several behavior transition decision-making patterns; show-casing soft-

switch behavior path transitions as generalization of behavior transitions. 

In this chapter we describe and provide generalization for several advanced decision-

making patterns, namely behavior transitions as described by Brom (Brom, 2006), 

Mikula (Mikula, 2006) or used by Sengers (Sengers, 1999), delayed rule activation 

by Mikula (Mikula, 2006), Plch‘s sticky rules and interrupt-safe behaviors (Plch, 

2009), and finally behavior latching as described by Rohlfshagen (Rohlfshagen & 

Bryson, 2010). Those decision-making patterns have one thing in common. They are 

describing agent decision-making amid of the behavior path switch 
(Def. 30)

 as will be 

shown in Sec 9.2,  Therefore, we label them as behavior transition decision-making 

patterns colloquially. Given the notion of a behavior path 
(Def. 23)

, we provide 

a unifying view onto those decision-making patterns together with means how to 

implement them within BDL economically. 

We start by reviewing those decision-making patterns (Sec. 9.1), thereafter we 

map those patterns onto the notion of BDL Space and its computational model 

xTREE (Sec. 9.2) and finally, we propose a general mechanism how to model them 

(Sec. 9.3). 

This chapter will fulfill thesis goal G5. 

9.1 Behavior Transition Decision-making Patterns 

In this section we review the definition of behavior transition decision-making 

patterns to lay a basis for their discussion and modeling in BDL in Sec. 9.2.  

Sengers in her work notes that when agent switches between behaviors, it needs 

to accompany the switch with the change in their emotions and more importantly 

communicate this emotional state through face expressions or small animation 

deviations in order to convey them to the player (Sengers, 1999). 

Brom and Mikul (Brom, 2006; Mikula, 2006) discuss transition behaviors as 

short behaviors (in terms of simulation time span) that need to be performed when 

agent is switching behaviors on a certain depth level from the behavior root. They 

coin an example of a gardener that is interrupted in the middle of watering the garden 

with hunger; as gardener is holding a can full of water he cannot easily go for home 
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as he needs to drop the can first. As this short clean-up sub-behavior does not fit into 

the ―satisfy hunger‖ behavior that cannot contain all edge-cases an agent happens to 

be in when its previous behavior is interrupted (due to behavior plan modularity), 

they express it separately as a transition behavior that was invoked before ―satisfy 

hunger‖ behavior gets executed and after ―watering the garden‖ behavior gets 

interrupted.   

Plch (Plch, 2009) discuss weaknesses of hierarchy of if-then rules (HRP) as 

described by Brom, which are also connected to the behavior switching within lower 

levels of if-then rules. He argues that sometimes an agent may be executing 

uninterruptible actions or sub-behaviors in general that must prevent the switching up 

within the if-then rules hierarchy (labeled as interrupt-safe rule feature). He also 

describes a mechanism for committing to a certain rule execution for a period of time 

even after the releaser of the rule (the condition triggering the rules) ceased to hold 

(so called delayed rule activation). 

Finally, Rohlfshagen (Rohlfshagen & Bryson, 2010) describes behavior latching 

as a mechanism that allows their agents to retain the execution of the running 

behavior even though they should be interrupted by a behavior of higher priority. In 

this example, the mechanism is biologically inspired as not to interrupt the running 

behavior during its appetitive phase, till the ratio of the cost of the performed taxis 

sub-behavior to the benefit of the appetitive sub-behavior becomes favorable; they 

show that this behavior latching allows their animal-like entities to reach higher 

simulation scores in terms of life longevity. 

9.1.1 Brom‘s Transition Behaviors  

Brom discusses transitions in behaviors in his work on IVE (Brom, 2006, p. 158) as 

follows
64

: 

 ―Transition‖ is a short act, which a human (or an animal) executes, when it 

refocus its attention from one task to another. If a gardener waters (his garden) and 

they get hungry and therefore decide to interrupt the watering, they should drop 

down a watering can before they will go to eat. Dropping the watering can down is a 

transition behavior. 

                                                 
64

 Translation from Czech to English is mine. 
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Brom recognizes two different transition behaviors: a cognitive and a reflexive 

transition behavior. He defines cognitive transition behavior as a transition behavior 

learned in the concrete cultural-social system, e.g., stopping the water when washing 

dishes before an agent answers a ringing phone. Example of a reflexive transition is 

throwing a plate at a robber that appears in a door to a kitchen. He binds cognitive 

transition behaviors as to be possible finalizers of a behavior we transition out from. 

Reflexive transition behaviors are than thought of to be initializers of a behavior we 

transition into. 

Brom then suggests following algorithm (Alg. 13) for the implementation of 

transition behaviors, both cognitive and reflexive, in the following Alg. 13. 

Alg. 13. Brom’s Transition Behavior Resolution 
 

01: The current sub-behavior asks the running sub-behavior to interrupt until a 

given deadline. 

02: If the given timeout is not of a zero-length, the running sub-behavior 

  switches onto a finalizing sub-behavior that fits the given timeout the best. 

After finishing this finalizing sub-behavior it allows the current 

sub-behavior to perform the switch. 

03: If the given timeout is of a zero-length, the running sub-behavior is 

terminated immediately and the control is given to the current sub-behavior. 

9.1.2 Mikula‘s Transition Behaviors 

Mikula (Mikula, 2006, Ch. 4) suggests a different approach to transition behaviors. 

In his work, he labels sub-behaviors as simply behaviors even though they may be 

hierarchically nested into each other. He thinks about transition behaviors in the 

sense of Brom as being short acts carried out when switching from the running 

behavior into a new one. However, he proposes to represent the possible transition 

behaviors with a matrix that acts as a lookup table for a transition behavior that 

should happen when an agent needs to make a transition from behavior A to behavior 

B.  

Finally, he also discusses what should happen if we have to interrupt a transition 

behavior. Whenever a transition behavior TAB should be interrupted when making a 

transition from A to B due to the action-selection context change that requires to 

switch from A to C instead, he is suggesting to terminate TAB and starts executing 

TAC instead. 
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9.1.3 Mikula‘s Delayed Behaviors, Plch‘s Sticky Rules 

Mikula (Mikula, 2006, Ch. 5) also discusses so-called Delayed Behaviors. Delayed 

behaviors are effectively the same as Plch‘s Sticky Rules. Whenever we encounter a 

situation that a behavior A wants to switch out a behavior B, we might be in the 

situation that the behavior B is about to achieve its goal. Immediate interruption of B 

would therefore waste agent‘s resources as it would not allow the behavior B to 

reach its intended goal. Mikula describes this on the example with a gardener 

(Mikula, 2006, p. 20)
65

. 

 A man waters his garden and gets hungry. He sees that the watering is nearly 

finished and therefore he waits, until he finishes watering a few garden beds that are 

left. Then, he cleans up and goes to have a meal. In this case, he did not perform a 

transition behavior. Watering the garden have been correctly finished because having 

a meal could have wait. 

As Mikula worked with prioritized hierarchical if-then rules, he proposed an 

extension of if-then rule with an estimating function E and a tolerance T. Using our 

terminology, if a rule R1 wants to switch-out running rule R2 we check T1 against E2; 

if the estimation functions returns smaller number than T1 we let the R2 to finish its 

sub-behavior. 

9.1.4  Plch‘s Interrupt-safe Behaviors 

Plch (Plch, 2009, p. 23), among other decision-making patterns, discussed so-called 

interrupt-safe rules.  

The rule flagged as interrupt-safe cannot be replaced/surpassed by a higher 

priority rule chosen by the ASM. The interrupt-safe rule stays active, until finished or 

isn‘t interrupt-safe anymore. 

 (Plch, 2009, p. 23) 

In our terminology, a sub-behavior A marked as interrupt-safe cannot be 

switched-out at all. 

He then shows this on an agent behavior for a first-person shooter video game. 

The example … is designed based on behavior of computer game players. It is 

well established, that running around in the virtual world being low on ammunition in 

a weapon is risky. Encountering an enemy with almost no ammo, can lead to 

                                                 
65

 Tanslation from Czech to English is mine. 
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reloading in mid-battle conditions and that is the worst possible scenario. Reloading 

regularly, when no enemy is around and when low on ammo, is common, even 

potentially dangerous - an enemy could catch upon you while reloading. When the 

enemy is sighted even while reloading, it is without argument, that first, the 

reloading has to be finished and then the enemy can be engaged. 

 (Plch, 2009, p. 23) 

9.1.5 Rohlfshagen‘s Behavior Latching 

Rohlfshagen (Rohlfshagen & Bryson, 2010) does not discuss transition behaviors but 

rather an approach how to weighs two decision-making options: 1) sticking with the 

execution of current sub-behavior, 2) switching the current sub-behavior out for the 

execution of an another. 

He exemplifies the need for complex weighing of those options on a simplified 

model of a primate behavior. A primate behavior was modeled as having four sub-

behaviors: eating, drinking, grooming and exploring. He then created a simulation 

that was measuring how long virtual primates were able to survived in a virtual area 

of limited resources given different sub-behavior switching conditions. 

Each primate was assigned an energy E, which was dissipating with each 

simulation step and restored by performing consummatory part of sub-behaviors. 

Sub-behavior switching conditions were than based on the rational how much energy 

an agent has stored in order to be able to perform lower-priority sub-behaviors. The 

primary concern of the simulation was then to estimate how many times a primate 

agent has been able to execute its lower-priority sub-behaviors such as grooming. 

To exemplify the idea, let us consider a condition that leads to the execution of 

the eating sub-behavior, which is the i-th sub-behavior. If the condition for the 

execution of eating is E < Di (meaning we are hungry if our energy is lower than Di) 

and we stop eating once our energy E raises above Di, it means that we stop eating 

once we are not that much hungry, but certainly not full. This would lead to sub-

optimal behavior by switching between eating a bit and trying to do something else 

(e.g., grooming). If we therefore turn to sub-behaviors of lower-priority without 

accumulating enough energy to finish them, we will soon interrupt it with higher-

priority behavior (e.g. eating). Rohlfshagen calls this a simple form of an condition, 

or an unlatched condition. 
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He then suggested to use a flexible form of latching instead. First, we decide on 

Di < Fi and use this Fi as a value that would make the sub-behavior i to terminate 

once we start executing it (instead of using former Di that was used to trigger the 

behavior). Finally, he also suggested to define Gi < Fi that we check if the behavior 

is interrupted due to exogenous events (e.g. a food we were eating disappeared or our 

partner left the grooming) to determine whether we should exit the behavior (E > 

Gi) or restart the behavior (E < Gi). 

We summarize and generalize the latching of sub-behavior switching within the 

following algorithm Alg. 14.  

Alg. 14. Rohlfshagen’s Flexible Latching 
 

01: If we start executing sub-behavior A due to condition C we create conditions 

 GOAL and SATIATED. We do not assess C in further action-selection frames as 

long as A is running. GOAL represents a sub-behavior goal. SATIATED 

represents a situation the sub-behavior is deemed satiated (which is 

typically “less” than GOAL, which translates to fully satiated). 

02: If during the next execution we satisfy GOAL, we terminate the sub-behavior. 

03: If during the next execution the action-selection context changes so we are 

 unable to carry on with the sub-behavior, we check the situation against 

condition SATIATED; if behavior is found SATIATED we terminates it; if not we 

restart it. 

9.2 Behavior Transition Decision-making Patterns and BDL 

All decision-making patterns presented within previous section have one common 

theme and that is the question: “When and how the (sub-)behavior change should 

happen?” Therefore, it is related to our definition of plain/hard/soft-switching of 

behavior paths 
(Def. 30)

. As defined, behavior path switch occurs whenever a BDL 

point on the running behavior path wants to select a different option than before. The 

question is, whether the point 1) ―can switch to a new option‖ and thus deviate with 

current behavior path and 2) ―how to switch to a new option‖.  

Ad 1) This question refers to Mikula‘s Delayed Behaviors and Plch‘s Sticky 

Rules as the running sub-behavior that we want to switch-out from might want to 

override this decision for some time, i.e., we need to employ soft-switching of a 

running sub-behavior. It also relates to Rohlfshagen flexible latching as we want to 

override the switch-out decision in case we have not satiated the behavior. 

Ad 2) This question refers to the Brom‘s Transition Behaviors and Mikula‘s 

Transition Behaviors. In other words, we should not sometimes switch to the new 
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option as-is, but we should perform some transition behavior before; a scenario for 

soft-switching of running sub-behavior as well. 

As a result, all described decision-making patterns from the next Sec. 9.3, are 

make use of the BDL soft-switching mechanism. That is, instead of just simple-

switching 
(Def. 30)

 to a new option, we propagate SWITCH signal through the running 

sub-behavior first to check, whether we can actually do it. The running sub-behavior 

(and the most importantly any of its running sub-part) may decide to ignore the 

signal (delay the switching) or perform a transition behavior before it succeeds the 

switching. Moreover, this switching  

9.3 Implementing Behavior Transition Decision-making Patterns in 

BDL 

In this section we implement decision-making patterns we described in Sec. 9.1. 

Implementing Brom’s Transition Behavior Resolution 

We implement Brom‘s Transition Behavior resolution along the propagation of BDL 

SWITCH signal. We use an option to pass user-defined arguments along BDL signals 

(Def. 51)
 and pass ―a time frame‖ the switched-out sub-behavior has for the transition 

together with the indication what sub-behavior we are switching-into. We than define 

a generic BDL primitive for executing a transition behavior Fig. 120. 
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Fig. 120. The BDL primitive modeling execution of transition behavior (in the sense of 

Brom’s cognitive transition behaviors). 

The idea of the BDL primitive Transition Out is not to switch-out its sub-

behavior (CHILD), but terminate it and execute a transition sub-behavior 

(TRANSITION) instead. We also pass any user arguments we receive during SWITCH 

and thus allowing for the transition behavior to decide, on which concrete transition 

behavior to perform. 

Finally, Brom‘s reflexive transition behaviors can be executed as ordinary parts 

of sub-behaviors, e.g., we can structure them in a sequence: we first execute reflexive 

transition behavior (if required) and then continue with the sub-behavior body. 

Implementing Mikula’s Transition Behaviors 

Using Transition Out primitive can be used to implement Mikula‘s transition 

behaviors as well. As noted by Mikula‘s itself, his transition behaviors do not need to 

be organized within the matrix itself. Therefore, we can have them attached to the 

sub-behaviors itself (thus promoting self-encapsulation of sub-behaviors), we only 

need to make sure to send an information what behavior we are switching-out for, 

which is possible in the style of Code 7. 
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Finally, we can handle ―interruption of transitions as well‖, which is an 

extension of Mikula‘s mechanism. Whenever we get into the scenario that we started 

executing a behavior transition from A->B and in the next frame we are signaled to 

perform behavior transition A->C, we can discuss this change as we receive ―C‖ 

within the parameter of the switch signal. As we can have persisted ―B‖ during 

previous action-selection frame, we can initiate transition from A->B to A->C and 

thus having specific behavior transitions from within behavior transitions 

themselves. 

Implementing Mikula’s Delayed Behaviors and Plch’s Sticky Rules 

Implementing delay in the switching-out of a behavior is an extension of BDL 

primitive Atomic (Fig. 96) we have modeled for the execution of Jason‘s atomic 

intentions; we only extend it with a condition that enforces the atomicity only in 

certain cases (Fig. 121). 

 

Fig. 121. The BDL primitive Sticky that implements Mikula’s Delayed Behaviors and 

Plch’s Sticky-Rules. 
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The idea of BDL primitive is not to switch-out its child if its STICK-TO 

condition holds. The condition than may be, e.g., checking whether the sub-behavior 

is near its goal to postpone the switching. 

Implementing Plch’s Interrupt-safe Behaviors 

Plch‘s interrupt-safe behaviors were already implemented using BDL primitive 

Atomic (Fig. 96) we have modeled for the execution of Jason‘s atomic intentions. It 

can be argued that the Atomic primitive does not implement interrupt-safety as it 

interprets TERMINATE signal. However, that is, what TERMINATE signal is for as it is 

unconditional termination associated with taking the responsibility for not-well-

defined behavior and agent body states. 

Implementing Rohlfshagen’s Behavior Latching 

To implement Rohlfshagen‘ flexible latching, we extend BDL primitive Switch (Fig. 

83) with two more conditions modeling flexible latch‘s GOAL and SATIATED 

conditions in accordance to Alg. 14 as pictured in the following Fig. 122. 

 

Fig. 122. The BDL primitive Flexible Latch implementing Rohlfshagen’ flexible latching. 

The idea of the primitive is not to use CONDITION for the switch-out of THEN 

child after we start executing it (Alg. 14, row 01). We use GOAL condition instead 

(Alg. 14, row 02). Moreover, if the sub-behavior THEN fails (or it is signaled to 
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switch out), we check condition SATIATED if we should keep executing the sub-

behavior (Alg. 14, row 03). 

At this point, it can be shown that the Flexible Latching is a considerable 

extension to the thermostat behavior as described by Wooldridge (M. Wooldridge, 

2009). To control a thermostat, Wooldridge uses two if-then rules (LBDC 6) to 

switch thermostat on and off. That is quite a different thing we have modeled in Fig. 

122, where we have stateful primitive having 14 states to work under both hard- and 

soft-switching scenarios. The reason for this implementation is that it is universally 

reusable at any part of the behavior, cf. thermostat rules, which are designed to work 

separately. 

9.4 Summary 

In this chapter we have reviewed several advanced decision-making patterns 

concerning delaying sub-behavior switch-out and transition behaviors. We discussed 

Brom‘s Transition Behaviors, Mikula‘s Transition Behaviors, Mikula‘s Delayed 

Rule Activation and Plch‘s Sticky-Rules, Plch‘s Interrupt-Safe Behavior and 

Rohlfshagen Flexible Latching. We have noted that they are all specific cases of 

more general soft-switching scenario BDL is realizing with its SWITCH signal. We 

have therefore been able to provide primitives for their implementation. 

Additionally, we provided new decision-making pattern: transition behaviors from 

within transition behaviors. Finally, we did not break any BDL point contract 
(Def. 52)

 

and therefore new BDL primitives defined in this chapter are generally reusable 

along all other BDL primitives we defined in previous chapters. 

Therefore, we have fulfilled thesis goal G5. 
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10 BDL Example Behavior 

An example behavior done in BDL using primitives that cannot be economically 

modeled in many other ASMs we have discussed.. 

In previous chapters, we have defined the new behavioral language BDL (Ch. 7), we 

showed its flexibility as we have used it to model six other ASMs (Ch. 7, Ch. 8) and 

we have provided BDL primitives for behavior transition decision-making patterns 

(Ch. 9). In this chapter we present an example behavior that is inspired by Brom‘s 

virtual gardener (Brom, 2006, p. 132) (also used by Mikula [Mikula, 2006]). We 

exemplify use of several DM patterns that are not available in other ASMs we have 

described and comment on other advantages stemming from the use of BDL. We do 

this in two steps. 

First, we define a light-weight version of the BDL Plan-call primitive (Fig. 67) 

that does not have continuous performance hit (Sec. 10.1). Second, we describe 

virtual gardener behavior (Sec. 10.2) together with commenting on the plan 

structuring, use of DM patterns in the virtual gardener behavior plan and DM 

features of xTREE that enables them. 

10.1 BDL Plan Referencing 

One advantage of BDL plan structuring we exemplify in the next two sections is 

their performance. The behavior plan will also be organized into multiple plans, 

which implies use of the BDL plan-call primitive (Fig. 67). However, using BDL 

plan-call primitives is connected with a performance hit as the point is persisting (it 

remains to be the part of the plan) and it is active every time it is visit; it is actively 

rising the plan call counter argument of BDL signals 
(Def. 51)

. However, we need to use 

plan calls only in situations when a given plan can appear within the active behavior 

tree 
(Def. 53)

 more than once. In other words, a plan call counter is important only if we 

need to execute the same plan twice within single action-selection frame (which is 

required to pick up a correct BDL point shell with respect to the value of this 

parameter, Fig. 64). If such a scenario is ruled out by the developer, we can use a 

light-weight version of the BDL plan-call primitive we will call BDL plan-reference. 

The difference is that in contrast to the plan-call, the plan-reference is a committing 

BDL point and therefore it exempts itself from future evaluations after it finds a plan 
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to execute. In other words; the BDL plan-reference finds the plan and then replaces 

itself with the root point of that plan thus eliminating recurring performance hit that 

the use of BDL plan-call would imply. 

The BDL Plan-reference primitive is defined by the following Fig. 123. 

 

Fig. 123. The BDL primitive Plan-reference. It is a light-weight version of the BDL Plan-

call (Fig. 67) that can be used if we are sure that referenced plan will never appear 

within the active behavior tree (Def. 51) more than once. 

The implementation of the plan-reference primitive, namely its sockets, follow the 

discussion from Sec. 7.5; we allow for plan name late binding by allowing a 

developer to implement custom plan implementation discovery for provided 

parameters‘ values.  

The implementation is rather straightforward, we find the plan and then replace 

ourselves with the plan‘s root. Therefore, the BDL plan-reference points evaluates 

only in times we are extending a behavior path of the active behavior tree. 

10.2 Virtual Gardener Behavior 

A virtual gardener behavior is designated as a behavior for an ambient character 

coloring a virtual world (similar to day-to-day characters as used in (Černý, Plch, 

Marko, Ondráček, & Brom, 2014)). As such it is thought to be living in some home 

with a garden. It has a few needs and/or goals: sleeping, eating, gardening, having 

fun. This kind of ambient characters typically have a day schedule. 
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Our behavior plans for the virtual gardener are non-exhaustive; we provide 

details for gardening only and the representation of a day schedule. Regarding 

gardening, we focus on the watering behavior only even though we will also provide 

a high-level control plan for the gardening as well. 

The virtual gardener behavior is (partially) implemented by four plans: 

Gardener‘s Day Schedule (Fig. 124), which also acts as the behavior‘s root space 
(Def. 

48)
, Gardening (Fig. 125 pod), Garden-work (Fig. 126 pod) and Watering (Fig. 127 

pod). 

10.2.1 Day Schedule 

A gardener‘s day schedule (Fig. 124) is given in the sFSM-like approach and its 

structure resembles a matrix 7x2. At every time point the scheduling behavior is in 

some state executing corresponding sub-behavior (which translates to every row of 

the plan). The state is then checking whether it is not a time to switch into another 

sub-behavior (conditions of points from the first column). A condition within each 

State point is referring to the time when to switch to the next state in the loop (not 

when to execute corresponding on internal activity). 

We provide details only for a sub-behavior (plan) Gardening (rows 3 and 5). 
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Fig. 124. A virtual gardener’s day schedule; a behavior space root. It provides sFSM-

like specification of a sub-behavior a gardener should be performing. LBDC(plan) = 28  

(states) + 14 (plan calls) = 42 

Plan Remarks 

One interesting point is that the BDL space root is ―floating‖. As the root is defined 

as the BDL primitive State, it may replace itself with another state in the pictured 

loop. As such, the space root will be floating as the day time will progress. 
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Additionally, if we did not have a way to dynamically reconfigure BDL space 

(F6 nad), we would not be able to use the BDL primitive State for defining this 

schedule. Instead, we would be forced to use a list of if-then rules. Those if-then 

rules would then have negative performance impact as they would have to be 

evaluated all, i.e., if we were in the last state (executing the last row, i.e., sub-

behavior NIGHT-LIFE), we would be iterating through all if-then conditions‘ 

checks before arriving to the last rule that would execute the sub-behavior. In the 

case of Fig. 124, the situation is different because the space root is floating; we 

always check only single condition.  

Another important point is, that the BDL primitive State (Fig. 75) is using soft-

switch transition of a behavior path 
(Def. 31)

. Therefore, it does not terminate the 

running sub-behavior but soft-switch it instead. The running sub-behavior can 

therefore control this switch-out by performing any clean-up or transition behaviors 

if necessary. Again, this feature is not economically available in any ASMs discussed 

as they do not allow for propagating SWITCH signal, i.e., they are not featuring F4 

nad. 

10.2.2 Gardening Sub-behavior 

A plan for the gardening (Fig. 125) contains three sub-behaviors: checking the state 

of the garden [3]), for the gardening itself [5-7] and plan for relaxing in a garden [4]. 

Additionally, there is an reference for the garden clean up [2]. 
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Fig. 125. A virtual gardener’s plan for gardening. It is formulated as a plan that can be 

internally reordered by the means of reasoning (execution of PlanWork() script). 

LBDC(plan) = 23. 

The idea behind the implementation is, that we first check the state of the garden 

in [3]; walk around the garden and note what needs to be done in the given day. 

Then, if there is a work to be done
66

, we trigger reasoning routine PlanWork() to 

plan the order of steps we will perform during this sub-behavior execution [5] and 

then loop through these steps [6, 7]. Finally, if we are forced to exit the behavior, we 

execute a garden clean up sub-behavior [2] using OnExit feature that can be bound 

with any persisting BDL primitive (Fig. 77). 

Apart from the OnExit feature, we are also using chaining (Fig. 80) that allows 

the point to be replaced upon its success or failure (i.e., to provide either a sequence 

in the case of a success or an alternative in the case of a failure). 

                                                 
66

 If it was a real garden, than this condition would be pointless… 
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Plan Remarks 

First, we exemplify a transition behavior in [1, 2]. The plan‘s root is using OnExit 

feature known from sFSM; it is executing a cleaning up sub-behavior [2] once we 

wish to exit the plan (either due to the sub-behavior failure or the switch). This also 

shows the use of the BDL primitive State [1] without any transitions defined; the 

name of the primitive, ―State‖, is also fitting. We mark that the behavior execution 

reached the state that requires clean up. 

Second, we show how reasoning and decision-making can cooperate to create 

flexible ordering of sub-behaviors. In [5] we invoke a reasoning that plans the work 

to be done
67

. Once having the plan, we set out on its execution [6,7]. The reasoning 

over the plan can take the results of checking the garden [3] and plan units of work 

optimally. 

Third, we show how easily we can express replanning [6]. The loop also features 

chaining and upon failure it just replace itself with the planning point [5], to trigger 

the routine PlanWork() again. 

10.2.3 Gardening Work Sub-behavior Types 

Once we select some gardening work to be performed in the previous behavior plan, 

we have to call appropriate plan; this is done by the gardener‘s Garden-Work plan 

(Fig. 126). 

                                                 
67

 Any form of planning is considered slow in video games (even path-finding is typically 

implemented to be able to run over multiple simulation frames to allow for load balancing and fine 

scheduling of work that needs to be done in the limited time of one frame). Therefore, executing [5] 

may threaten to eat up too much time if executed synchronously. However, we can compensate for 

that in BDL as script may simply return running (thus effectively allowing for cooperative multi-

tasking). 
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Fig. 126. A virtual gardener’s plan for selecting a plan for the given gardening task. 

LBDC(plan) = 17. The plan connect to Fig. 125, where we marked what work we need to 

do in[6]. 

The plan resembles the way we have modeled the AgentSpeak(L) select-

plan function (e.g., Fig. 92). We have multiple implementations for ―Garden-Work‖ 

plan and given a context (work variable stored in, e.g., agent memory, as filed in by 

the Gardening plan, Fig. 125, in [6]), we select concrete implementation for it. 

We are providing details only for the sub-behavior Watering. 

10.2.4 Watering Sub-behavior 

Finally, we present the most detailed plan of a virtual gardener that deals with 

watering the garden (Fig. 127). 
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Fig. 127. A virtual gardener’s plan for watering the garden. It is not further 

decomposed into sub-plans, it is referencing agent body actions directly (even though 

they would be broken down into multiple atomic actions by their implementations in 

practice). LBDC(plan) = 61. 

The watering sub-behavior (Fig. 127) consists of three parts: 1) the watering 

itself [9-20], 2) selecting a dry bed [7,8] and 3) sub-behavior clean up [2-6].  

The idea is to loop the watering of respective beds as long as there are any; the 

loop is performed between [20 → 7]. 

Plan Remarks 

First, the looping between dry beds is expressed using scattered plan structuring DM 

feature (F6) as we do not have a loop arbiter. Instead, whether to loop is decided 
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when the ―Water the bed‖ action [19] is to be switched-out. Once this action should 

exit, we perform an additional check [20] if the reason is not that ―the bed has been 

fully watered‖. In such a case, we do not switch-out, but we loop instead. This 

pictures the complex interaction allowed by BDL. The action should be terminated, 

but we can turn the termination into the looping based on the ad-hoc decision! 

Second, we are using the BDL primitive Atomic (Fig. 96) [14] to resolve 

perceptual aliasing problem. Point [12-16] should resolve the situation when the can 

becomes empty during the watering or when we first pick the can up (condition of 

[12]). In such a case, we find the source of water in the garden [13] and fill the water 

[14-16]. The problem is, that once we drop down the can to fill it [15], the condition 

of the higher priority becomes true [9]. If we would be using standard scripting, the 

condition [9] would interrupt us and dictates the gardener to pick up the can again 

[11], only to find out that the can is empty and we have to fill it thus closing the 

endless loop of picking up and dropping down the can.  The BDL primitive Atomic 

(Fig. 96) [14] solves this problem as it prevents anything to soft-switch out the 

behavior path it is referencing. Therefore, in fact the switch [9] will try to switch-out 

the filling of the can, but the atomic [14] will prevent this switch-out, therefore, we 

will succeed in filling the can. Once the can is full, the action [16] will succeed, so 

will the atomic [14] and the switch-out finishes and the switch [9] will order the 

gardener to pick the can up [11]; the exact scenario what we were hoping for after 

filling the can! 

Third, we use delayed rule switching (Sec. 9.1.3) for ensuring that the action 

―Water the bed‖ [19] is not needlessly interrupted. If, e.g., a day schedule try to 

interrupt us after the very beginning of the watering (i.e., after we start watering the 

bed [19]), we would not interrupt it immediately. That‘s because the BDL point 

Sticky [18] would postpone the switching while ―can is not empty and the bed is still 

dry‖; i.e., we would proceed with the switch-out only if a gardener empties the can or 

it succeeds with watering this particular bed. 

Finally, the clean-up behavior shows how the scattered plan structuring together 

with allowing a space to be a directed graph eases a plan development. Instead of 

duplicating the action [3], we can reference it from multiple points; this spares the 

user of defining the same point twice within the plan and in this particular example it 

makes even sense as the action [3] is the ultimate clean-up action we want to perform 
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if there is a reason for that. Those reasons are pictured by the fact that there are two 

different behavior paths how to get to the clean up action [3] ([2,3] and [2,4,5,6,3]). 

10.2.5 Performance-wise Implementation 

One thing that is not visible at first is the performance wise implementation of the 

virtual gardener behavior. If we revisit the plans and count how many decision-

making points (i.e., not actions) are forming behavior‘s running behavior path, than 

the longest path is 7 (we do not count committing points, which are never part of an 

active behavior tree 
(Def. 53)

). The top plan (Fig. 124) is contributing only one point 

(one active state), the gardening sub-behavior (Fig. 125) three, the selection of a 

garden work plan (Fig. 126 nad) zero and the watering four (Fig. 127 nad if we 

consider the path that is leading to action [21]). This contrasts to the number of 

behavior points that are on the ―space path‖ between the space root (Fig. 124) and 

the end of the longest behavior path (Fig. 123 [21]), which is 22 (if we consider 

gardening that happens between 1PM and 7PM in Fig. 124). As no other ASM (if 

hsFSM are left out as they have problems of their own) features F4 nad the behavior 

path there would be at least that long every action selection frame; i.e., BDL is (on 

this particular behavior path) 3 times faster (theoretically speaking)
68

. 

10.3 Summary 

In this chapter we have presented an example behavior using BDL plans. We show-

cased primitives and features that are not available economically in other ASMs  as 

they do not support DM features required for their economic encoding. Specifically, 

we used set of primitives that are not supported completely by any ASMs discussed 

in this work: State and OnExit, Script-once, Decide, Switch, Atomic, chaining 

(sequences and alternatives). We specifically show-case a heavy use of the behavior 

path soft-switch transitions. We also used scattered behavior plan structuring for 

behavior looping. 

                                                 
68

 This estimation hold quite accurately for scripting, GOAL and SPOSH. In Behavior trees 

we could use sequences to alleviate from this (but not entirely) and the situation for AgentSpeak(L) 

would be very different as the structuring of plans is very different there (we would have hard time 

specifying different switch-out scenarios as pictured by virtual gardener‘s BDL plans). 
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11 Controlled Experiments for Comparing Action-

selection Mechanisms
69

 

Controlled experiments as a way for establishing productivity of different ASMs 

objectively. 

Recently, me and my colleagues had the chance to participate in an AI design 

process for an upcoming AAA game title. 

Our view of the industry requirements is based mainly on our tight cooperation 

with a game studio that was newly founded but many of the developers have history 

in making AAA game titles (Operation Flash Point, Mafia 1 & 2). However, 

although we have worked with a single game studio, discussions with industry 

representatives at conferences and experiences of other AI researchers indicate that 

the requirements are very similar in most of the industry. 

Alex J. Champandard pointed out that the industry yields to the argument ―You 

will ship your game free months earlier.‖ (Champandard, 2010). Applying this to our 

perspective, industry simply needs to produce reliable NPC behaviors quickly. 

However, as NPC behaviors can be scripted and some tools for behavior 

specification already exist, the industry is skeptical towards adopting new ideas and 

related tools.  

The first thing to note is that every AI tool related to the game development has 

to be usable under different use cases; each use case is having its own purpose: 1) 

reading/understanding how concrete behavior works during the design time, 2) 

debugging existing behaviors at runtime, 3) extending existing behaviors and finally 

4) creating new behaviors. 

 Those four situations will be referred to as the ―game development use cases‖ 

(GDUCs). Secondly, and on a related note, a game development studio does not need 

only good tools, but also a well thought-out workflow that integrates design, 

prototyping, development and quality control. If a tool cannot cope with such a 

workflow, it is not likely to be adopted. 

Thirdly, it is strongly desirable to redirect as much development effort as 

possible to a less qualified workforce. This is also true for an NPC behavior design 
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 The present chapter is heavily based on the paper (Gemrot et al., 2014). 
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as it is impossible to always use senior programmers for the behavior production 

only as they are rather scarce and expensive resource. Thus a tool (as well as the 

language) should be usable by less experienced programmers or game designers as 

well. 

Generally speaking, development of a computer game is to a large extent a 

software engineering task. The comprehensibility, maintainability and reusability of 

the code and data produced play an important role and adoption of complicated 

algorithms is avoided if it is not having a great impact. Simple solutions are preferred 

as they facilitate debugging and keep the system predictable. To conclude, the game 

studio will typically fear that the new tool will not fit into the game production 

seamlessly as tools in the academy are not used in the whole context of the game 

production and thus the negatives might well outweigh the positives. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: First we discuss various non-

obvious requirements the game industry imposes on AI tools and deal with the notion 

of productivity (Sec. 11.1), then we discuss literature related to tool evaluation (Sec. 

11.2) leading to an overview of our methodology in Sec. 11.3. Sec. 11.4 describes 

user studies we have conducted and Sec. 11.5  discusses their results. Finally, Sec. 

11.6 discusses the conclusions we have drawn from our experiences. 

11.1 Productivity as Performance Indicator 

If the industry is to adopt anything, it needs many proofs. Firstly and the most 

importantly, a fully working prototype
70

 of the technology that proves the industry 

that they need it must exist. This serves as an opening for the discussion about 

technical considerations, such as the time and the memory impacts of the tool during 

the game runtime or complexity of the tool integration into the game engine a studio 

is working with. If those are found acceptable, the discussion will turn to the debate 

about the productivity of the tool. Unless the tool allows the designer to achieve 

something that was previously unachievable, one has to prove that accomplishing a 

task using the tool is easier compared to not using any special tool at all or using a 

different tool that the company currently works with. 

The term productivity should not be confused with usability. While usability and 

productivity are strongly related, they are not the same. A tool may prove to be very 
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 Unfortunately, BDL has not been fully prototyped yet. 
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productive even though it has multiple usability issues. On the other hand a tool may 

be perfectly usable but may turn out to bring no practical benefit to the user, because 

the same task can be easily accomplished with a different workflow. However, an 

increase in usability almost certainly results in an increase in productivity. 

How to formally prove that one tool is more productive than the other in the 

context of NPC behaviors is hard and rigorous research faces serious methodological 

as well as practical issues. In contrast to the tool internals, which can often be 

evaluated by running the tool on a large set of test cases, it is not clear how to 

evaluate the usability or the productivity of the tool itself. The way users are working 

with the tool is bound strongly to the tool internals and thus any evaluation 

effectively evaluates the tool itself, its usability and productivity at the same time. 

Also the evaluation is strongly influenced by the user‘s ability to understand and 

apply the concepts the tool is built upon and correctly utilize the tool‘s workflow in 

terms of correct embracement of decision-making patterns the tool‘s ASM supports. 

11.2 Related Work 

To my knowledge, the only published evaluation of productivity of an AI tool is a 

purely qualitative (one subject) case study of using an agent-based language in a non-

trivial setting (Píbil et al., 2012). The study notes that the Jason language is in some 

aspects inferior to plain Java. The ScriptEase AI tool (Cutumisu et al., 2007) was 

evaluated by letting students design their own interactive story in the Neverwinter 

Nights computer game. However, the study measured only the number of various 

language constructs the students used and did not focus on usability or productivity. 

Neither was ScriptEase compared to the default tool for the respective environment. 

Some work has been done in determining the usability of specific general purpose 

programming language constructs (Sadowski & Kurniawan, 2011) or to evaluate 

how quickly novice programmers learn language constructs (Stefik, Siebert, Stefik, 

& Slattery, 2011). None of the works known to us deal with evaluating usability or 

productivity of development tools for a language. We are also not aware of a work 

that would quantitatively evaluate an agent-oriented language. Since our focus is on 

the tools as well as the specific language, we cannot directly reuse any of the 

methodologies of the above papers. 

An insight to the evaluation problematic can be gained from the academic 

research on human computer interaction. A classical paper of Jeffries et al. (Jeffries, 
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Miller, Wharton, & Uyeda, 1991) compares four different techniques for the 

usability evaluation of software. They conclude that the best performance is achieved 

by letting a group of humans test the application in a realistic setting. Among user 

groups, user-interface (UI) experts following the methodology called heuristic 

evaluation are better at testing UI than regular software beta testers. Two other 

methods were also tested - validating the UI against expert-designed guidelines and 

cognitive walkthrough which is a structured analysis of the program by developers. 

However, techniques not involving testing with humans fared much worse at 

determining usability deficiencies. 

Further studies confirmed the findings of Jeffries et al. (Karat, Campbell, & 

Fiegel, 1992; Nielsen & Phillips, 1993). A good overview paper on usability testing 

methods is (Hollingsed & Novick, 2007). This overview suggests that the most cost-

effective results are obtained by combining internal evaluation within the 

development team early in the design process with user studies later on. Even though 

the methods in these studies are not directly concerned with the tool productivity and 

are thus not fully transferrable to our case, we consider them as strong evidence that 

to obtain data on the tool productivity it is necessary to involve actual human users 

working on realistic tasks in the evaluation process.  

Due to the lack of previous research on the topic it is also difficult to design 

guidelines or other formal approaches to productivity evaluation. 

11.3 Methodology 

Based on insights from the related work and the experience from our studies we 

propose a general research methodology for comparative controlled experiments that 

should validate both usability and productivity of AI design tools. Proposed 

methodology is certainly neither complete nor bullet-proof and is open for 

discussion. We think that the relation between the practice of comparative controlled 

experiments for AI design tools and the respective methodology is similar to 

chicken-egg problem. As there is no methodology well thought out to follow, it is 

hard to conduct experiments yielding fruitful data about the tools productivity within 

the whole context of the game development. As there is a lack of experiments 

conducted and presented in papers, it is hard to formulate any methodology 

whatsoever. Although some of the individual steps might seem trivial, doing 
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everything correctly without any reference methodology is not trivial as we have 

learned through trial and error. 

11.3.1 Methodology Steps 

Methodology steps could be summed up as: 1) choose a problem design and design a 

solution, 2) implement the solution and test it by yourselves, 3) design tasks that 

should serve to evaluate your solution productivity and suitability for solving tasks 

from the problem domain, 4) perform an experiment with human subjects (Fig. 128), 

5) iterate. 

 

Fig. 128. Summarization of methodic steps. 

 

1.1 Choose the game AI problem you plan to solve, e.g., behavior specification 

of game NPCs in the context of first-person shooters (FPS). 

1.2 Think about tasks the team of game developers will face during the problem 

solving utilizing existing tools. 

1.3 Find a technology that is promising in solving the problem, e.g., SPOSH (J. J. 

Bryson, 2001) that was successfully used in robotics and shown to be usable 

for NPCs of FPS games. 

2.1 Implement the tool internals and create a simple UI that should support not 

only the solving of the problem but (ideally) also the spectrum of tasks from 

the Step 2. 

2.2 Work with the interface yourself or within the development team to determine 

the most obvious deficiencies and fix them. Think and stress (at least) 

different GDUCs that your tool will undergo during the game development: 

a) reading/understanding of the data it produces (e.g., is your colleague able 

to quickly grasp what you have done/created with the tool?), b) debugging 

existing data (e.g., is it easy to diagnose and correct an error you have 
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made?), c) extending the data (e.g., is your colleague able to continue with a 

half-done work?) and d) creating the data. Some of the structured approaches 

mentioned in the related work might prove useful. Long-term student projects 

or bachelor theses using the tool have also shown to be useful for initial 

evaluation. 

3.1 Design a realistic set of tasks that your tool should help in solving but limit 

their complexity to allow for controlled experiments in a lab. Ideally, users‘ 

solutions should yield quantitative data so the solutions can be compared. The 

set of tasks should sample tasks from the Step 2. 

3.2 Do a ―pilot study‖: solve the task set by yourself and entice a few colleagues 

to solve it as well in order to predict the time your users will need to solve the 

task set and to ―debug‖ the experimental setting. 

4.1 Gather two groups of users to solve the task set. Assign them randomly to one 

of the two groups: one will use your tool the other will use a baseline tool or 

no specific tool at all (e.g., only standard IDE for underlying programming 

language the NPCs are implemented in). Since involving actual game 

development teams is usually not feasible, we did our evaluations with 

students of AI courses. We think evaluating on students is reasonable, 

because a) many of our students are of high skill, already working part-time 

as junior programmers, b) behavior developers in games usually are not 

programming experts and c) this is accepted practice in other branches of 

science (e. g. many psychological experiments are performed with students). 

4.2 Let all users pass a preliminary test that confirms they have a sufficient 

experience using any tool, platform or game engine they will need to utilize 

for your tasks successfully. 

4.3 Let each user solve the task set. Measure their time required to solve 

respective tasks and quality of the solution. Gather their feedback—what was 

easy and/or difficult to achieve? What features of the tool were used? 

Distinguish between features the tool offers during the game runtime and the 

design time carefully. Setting up a software that would capture one frame per 

second of a computer screen a participant is working with is a good way for 

obtaining a data that allows you to distinguish between 

designing/observing/debugging. 
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4.4 Optionally prepare a second set of tasks and swap groups to mitigate the 

probability that the groups were not balanced with respect to a variable that 

could influence the outcome (e.g., different average programming experience 

between user groups). 

4.5 Analyze the results and see which group performed better and what obstacles 

users faced. Be careful to distinguish between artifacts of the experimental 

setup (e.g. users became fatigued from the overly long study, computers used 

for the study were misconfigured), artifacts of the assigned task (e.g. users 

misunderstood the assignment, users spent too much time figuring out an 

unobvious trick not related to your tool) and the actual effect of the tool. 

4.6 Analyze source code / data that solves the task set to gain insight which 

features of your tool were used the most, whether subjects used decision-

patterns of your ASM well, which were avoided and which were misused. 

Perform post-hoc (but as soon as possible) interviews with users that misused 

your tool to gain additional information. 

4.7 If the tool did not improve user performance sufficiently, alter the tool and its 

user interface to mitigate the difficulties that were faced most often. If 

necessary, also change the experimental setup so that it really tests user 

performance with as little noise as possible. 

5. Reiterate to the Step 4.  Having the same group of users for the next 

experimental run can bring valuable insights about the difference between the 

two versions of the software, at the cost of not gathering data about the 

performance of novice users. 

11.4 Three user-studies: from SPOSH to yaPOSH 

We now present three user-studies (Gemrot, Brom, et al., 2012; Gemrot et al., 2014, 

2013) that were conducted to gain insight into the productivity of the academy tool 

SPOSH in the context of NPC behavior design. The first two studies were done with 

SPOSH and the last study was done with its improved version yaPOSH. The 

presented methodology was formed based on our experience gained from the studies. 

SPOSH is a dialect of POSH action selection developed by Bryson in late 1990s 

(Sec. 8.5). POSH specifies clear action selection semantics capturing NPC behavior 

in a tree. Roughly speaking, every edge in the tree is annotated with a sense (or 

multiple senses) - a condition that must hold in the environment for the edge to be 
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active. The children of nodes are ordered by priority. To determine the action to 

perform, the highest-priority child of the root node connected by an active edge is 

chosen. If it is a leaf, an action or an action sequence associated with the leaf is 

executed, otherwise the node is searched recursively. SPOSH behavior primitives 

(senses and actions) serve as a communication interface between the SPOSH engine 

and the rest of the NPC. Senses and actions are user-defined and implemented in the 

same language as the SPOSH engine (in our case Java). Behavior primitives are 

implemented as (class) methods of a specific signature. The SPOSH language syntax 

is Lisp-like. As Lisp-like syntax has been found confusing to our users, we have 

developed a simple drag & drop graphical editor for SPOSH plans and integrated it 

into NetBeans Java IDE (Fig. 129) . The 

same NetBeans Java IDE is used for behavior primitives coding in Java. 

 

Fig. 129. Screenshot of the yaPOSH Plan Debugger ((Havlíček, 2013)). The debugger 

allows a developer to see what senses are being evaluated and actions executed. It also 

allows to specify breakpoints over behavior plan elements. 

 

11.4.1 Studies Setting 

All studies focused on creation of NPC behaviors in game-like tasks. Their design 

precedes the formulation of decision-making patterns described throughout the thesis 

and those patterns can be seen as one outcome of those experiments. 

 Originally, we were interested in comparing performance of users using Java 

with SPOSH (yaPOSH) tool to users using Java only. Users were given necessary 

low-level primitives (turn, move, navigate, shoot, speak, do-i-see, do-i-hear, etc.) and 
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they were asked to create high-level plans for the NPC, which should solve game-

like tasks. We have been working with three tasks. The first task was to create a 

simple HunterBot behavior, where an NPC had to explore its environment, gather 

weapons and hunt down an enemy NPC. The second task was a GuideBot behavior; 

to search the environment for other friendly NPCs and guide them home. The NPCs 

were programmed to follow the bot after a request and to stop following whenever 

they lost visual contact with the bot. The third task was to alter the existing GuideBot 

behavior and turn it into the GuardBot behavior that protected the friendly NPC 

while guiding it as hostile NPCs were added to the environment. Studies were always 

done as a part of the semester test of the course on intelligent virtual agents; during 

the course, students were taught how to create NPCs behaviors both in plain Java and 

using our SPOSH (yaPOSH) tool. Users were given 3.5 hours to finish a single task. 

We currently measure the productivity by the total time a subject needs to 

accomplish a given task. Future research should aim on the question how to 

distinguishing between different development use cases during the subject‘s work, as 

they are usually mixed together. 

11.4.2 The First Study - Java vs. SPOSH + Java 

The first study (Gemrot, Brom, et al., 2012) was a pilot where we have designed a 

comparative controlled experiment in order to answer a general question about the 

SPOSH tool suitability for the specification of NPC behaviors. Its theme was focused 

on the subjective language preference not the actual productivity of the tool. The 

hypothesis was that the Java IDE NetBeans featuring graphical SPOSH plan editor 

plug-in will prove to be better than NetBeans alone. The pilot consisted of two tasks; 

HunterBot and GuideBot. 30 students have participated in the study.  

The main findings were: 

a. SPOSH was favored for the HunterBot task, but not for the GuideBot task 

(quantitative answers). 

b. Students argued that GuideBot task could have been easily solved with event-

driven approach, which could have been easily captured in Java but not in 

SPOSH (qualitative answers). 

c. As no user of any group had a problem finishing both tasks, it raised 

questions about tasks complexity and relevance of users opinions. 
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Students‘ comments also revealed that their language preference correlated with 

the difficulty they had with its actual use. The HunterBot behavior was reported to be 

better expressible within SPOSH than the GuideBot behavior and thus the preference 

for the SPOSH language differed between these two tasks. 

11.4.3 The Second Study - Java vs. SPOSH + Java 

The second study (Gemrot et al., 2013) used GuideBot and GuardBot tasks. This 

time we introduced a twist into the setting for the second task; all users received 

implementation of GuideBot from someone else and they were asked to extend it into 

GuardBot. This was intended to raise difficulty of the second task and to test the tool 

under different GDUC; users were forced to read alien code and extend it. The study 

was hard for students, but brought crucial data. Only two out of 22 students were 

able to finish the second Guard-Bot task. Qualitative data were also more fruitful, as 

users were commenting on the code of someone else. The necessity to alter existing 

(not always well thought-out) behavior plan/code revealed strong and weak points of 

SPOSH. However, the study‘s findings regarding productivity of the tools used were 

rather inconclusive: 

a. The average time required to solve the GuideBot task by subjects working in 

Java was 2:42 hours (sd = 28 minutes). 

b. The average time required to solve the Guide-Bot task by subjects working in 

SPOSH+Java was 2:50 hours (sd = 33 minutes). 

c. It was impossible to extract data from the Guard-Bot task as it was finished 

by only two students.  

But the study still brought some interesting insights: 

d. High-level SPOSH plans helped users to quickly grasp the general idea 

behind the code created by someone else. Understanding behavior written in 

plain Java was found to be more difficult. 

e. Both user groups had similar opinions about the suitability of their tool for 

the assignment. 

f. There was a shift of users‘ opinions to dislike SPOSH after they failed the 

2nd task. 

g. The lack of parameterization of SPOSH plan constructs limited the amount of 

logic present in the plan. 
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h. SPOSH users complained about the complexity of custom actions they 

implemented in Java. The complexity was imposed by the SPOSH engine 

implementation that forced users to track the action state (action initialization 

/ execution / finalization) by themselves. 

i. Usability issues of SPOSH plan editor were reported; most notably a problem 

with the plan debugging that relied on text logs only. 

j. This study revealed an area where SPOSH (if improved) can beat Java and 

thus its features may be relevant to the industry. 

11.4.4 The Third Study - Java vs. SPOSH + Java 

Based on the findings from the 2nd study, we altered SPOSH and created yaPOSH. 

Changes: 1) yaPOSH plan primitives were made parameterizable. 2) New yaPOSH 

debugger was created that allowed users to place breakpoints on plan nodes. 3) 

yaPOSH engine was improved to track the state of executed actions. 

The third study (not published yet) used the same setup as the second one. Given 

the same setting, we decided to have only single group of users who were using 

yaPOSH+Java. We recruited 18 students different from those that participated in the 

second study. 

Results of the study were encouraging: 

a. All students successfully completed both tasks. Students finished the first task 

in 1:29 +/- 0:31 hours on average and the second task in 3:15 +/- 0:47. 

b. All yaPOSH changes were picked by almost all users, especially yaPOSH 

debugger and plan constructs parameterization that allowed pushing more 

logic into yaPOSH plans in contrast to the SPOSH. 

c. Users shifted their opinions to like yaPOSH more after they finished the 2nd 

task. 

d. Users still commented on usability issues of yaPOSH plan editor. 

11.5 Discussion 

The results of the 3rd study (Gemrot et al., 2014) show how proper tool support can 

boost productivity. Students from the 3rd study using yaPOSH+Java have finished 

the first task around 1.8 times faster than students from the 2nd study (both tools 

counted, as the times were very similar). Additionally, all students from the 3rd study 
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were able to finish the second task in the given timeframe. Unfortunately, due to the 

nature of studies, it 

is hard to isolate, which new feature contributed the most to such productivity 

improvement. We believe it is a strong evidence that standard programming 

languages (such as C++/Java or Lua) are not sufficient as a tool for NPC behavior 

creation. However one can object that changes done in SPOSH might have helped 

specifically in GuideBot and GuardBot tasks (even though we did not design 

yaPOSH this way and we are using it in different contexts as well) and thus the 

productivity improvement might not generalize to other tasks. But even if this was 

the case, our results would still be applicable to industrial practice as game studios 

are always adapting existing tools and engines to suit the needs of the particular 

project Theky are working on. Therefore, we suggest that AI experts should be part 

of the game design team since the early pre-production stage in order to have the 

time to tailor and test the AI tools before the production stage starts. 

11.6 Methodology Detailed 

Based on experience from conducted studies, we now discuss some of methodology 

steps in a greater detail to provide a cook-book of useful ingredients for a good 

experimental design. 

11.6.1 Designing Task Sets 

Choosing right tasks for the evaluation (Step 4) is critical. Simple tasks might not let 

users use the full power of the tool or provide only small differences between the 

groups, e.g. the 1st study.  

A task too complex may uncover weaknesses of tools used (e.g. the 2nd study), 

but such study will not provide relevant data about the tool productivity (e.g. students 

failed to finish the 2
nd

 task of the 2
nd

 study). When multiple tasks can be assigned, it 

is a good idea to choose them from the whole spectrum. Another alternative (yet to 

be tested) is to design a lot of simple tasks and ask users to complete as many as 

they can in a given time frame.  

Various tool advantages and disadvantages manifest themselves under different 

use-cases, e.g., the 2nd tasks of the 2nd and the 3rd study. Thus the task set should be 

designed to test how users work with the tool under different GDUCs. If possible, 
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each task should be designed to target a single use-case (complex tasks can be 

broken down to several steps, each step analyzed separately) and the whole task set 

should cover them all. 

It is also important to minimize the amount of work needed to solve the task that 

does not directly involve your tool, e. g., when testing a behavior tree debugger, the 

user should not be forced to fix errors that stem from the inaccurate NPC navigation 

as she would spend a large part of the time on the tinkering of the navigation and not 

the plan debugging. 

The scale of the tasks is also important. If the task set can be completed in 

several hours, it allows for a controlled experiment in a lab, which lets the researcher 

to gather data without much noise and to monitor individual user progress. On the 

other hand, such a time frame often precludes realistic problems as they frequently 

cannot be solved that quickly. In our research we have focused on controlled 

experiments, but the length of the experiments necessary for proper evaluation was 

on the border of manageability; in 8 hours long experiment, users became seriously 

affected by fatigue throughout its second half. It is always beneficial to let a few 

colleagues to solve the experiment tasks during a pilot study. We have observed, that 

(the mix of bachelor and master) students required 2-4 times more time to complete 

given tasks than our colleagues experienced in behavior development. 

To seek a fitting task, one can use the notion of behavior plan development cost 

(Def. 14)
. Given two tools (two languages) that can be used for NPC behavior 

specification, we can estimate behavior development cost and therefore try to come 

up with three types of behaviors: a behavior that should be more easy to develop by 

using the first tool, a behavior that should be more easy to develop with the second 

tool and a behavior that should be implementable in both tools with similar effort. 

That is, for every given behavior, we can establish a hypothesis why their 

development should be faster, slower or roughly the same according to the tool used. 

If the hypothesis is not proven, we should look in detail into why as that it would 

suggest that a new tool is lacking some feature an old one has or its new features are 

too hard to use. 

11.6.2 The Users 

Recruiting users to test the tool is probably the most difficult part of the study.  

Obviously the more users the better, but even in case of a few users, methods of 
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qualitative research allow the researcher to extract valuable data from the test group. 

In an academic setting we have found it useful to let students of a relevant course test 

the tool as a part of their semester evaluation test. 

Unless very focused test group is available (such as a development team from a 

specific studio) it is necessary to account for differences in skills and background 

knowledge of individual users. Pre-test questionnaires determining relevant previous 

experience of the users are very useful to this end. If possible, a within-subject 

experiment design also helps to alleviate those issues.  

The users should also be already familiar with the tool they will test so that they 

understand all of its features necessary for solving the task. This is especially the 

case if they are already proficient with a baseline tool. One should bear in mind that a 

tool might be of different value to novice users and to advanced users and - if 

possible - experiments should be conducted with both novice and advanced users 

present. 

11.6.3 Collecting Data 

There are two major classes of data to collect: objective and subjective. The 

objective data include the actual performance of the user at the tasks, especially the 

time it took the user to finish individual tasks, logs of user activity (even screen 

capture) allowing for deeper analysis of the resulting creations of the users. This is 

where there is the largest benefit of controlled experiments - they allow to gather 

much more objective data than field studies. 

Subjective data include the individual user experiences. The most convenient 

way to gather them is through questionnaires and by structured interviews with the 

users. While objective data are usually good at showing ―what‖ happened, the 

subjective data often help to clarify ―why‖ it happened or to filter out biased users. 

If the user group is large enough, all of the data should be statistically analyzed. 

So far, we do not have other metric for the tool productivity than the total time 

required to solve the tasks. 

11.7 Summary 

We have presented our position on the AI tool design, in particular we have stressed 

the importance of user evaluation of the tools. We believe that comparative 

controlled experiments should become the main academic approach how to 
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demonstrate AI tools usefulness to the game industry and how to drive the tool 

improvements. 

In general, designing proper comparative experiments for usability and 

productivity evaluation is tricky as there are many factors that affect user 

performance, which are difficult to control. Since this research area is relatively new, 

there are no definitive ―best practices‖ to follow. In this paper we have presented 

what we consider a candidate for such ―best practice‖ in the case of languages and 

tools for design of game AI. We believe that our experience is to a large extent 

transferable to other real world applications of AI and supporting tools. 

The experience we have gathered throughout the development of SPOSH and 

yaPOSH have let us understand limitations of behavior plan structuring and 

qualitative data has indicated that understanding decision-making patterns various 

tools allow to encode is of the primary importance for quick behavior development. 

It therefore triggered the work on BDL and the analysis of other ASMs from the 

perspective of decision-making patterns. 
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12 Conclusion 

What we have done? And where to go next. 

In this work we have ventured into the world of reactive behavior plan specification. 

We have described new theoretical model of reactive planning, the decision space. 

The decision space is interesting from the decision-making point of view as it does 

not enforce any decision-making schema onto the development and structuring of 

behavior plans. It simply describes an agent decision-making as a series of decisions. 

The decision point within such a space is used as the central idea for the rest of the 

thesis; it constitutes a point that can encapsulate a decision-making code of a high 

complexity. If we encapsulate such a code into a reusable point (a primitive), we are 

able to use it without the need of reimplementation, we save time. This idea was then 

followed in new behavior language, BDL, for which we were able to model many 

decision-making patterns with BDL primitives.  

We also described a general mechanism for performing switches between 

behaviors based on the propagation of signals through running behavior paths. Using 

this mechanism we were able to distribute the decision when and how to perform the 

switch. The most beautiful part of this mechanism is that it does not require a 

developer to do anything to make it work; it is just a part of BDL and there are BDL 

primitives that are ready to utilize this mechanism. We have shown that this 

mechanism generalize several decision-making patterns concerning behavior 

transitions. 

Finally, we discussed in depth decision-making features and patters of six 

action-selection mechanisms: scripting, hierarchical sequential finite-state machines, 

AgentSpeak(L), GOAL, SPOSH and behavior trees. We dissect them and include 

them within BDL all. We have therefore created a behavior language that is highly 

versatile. 

In the last chapter, we have proposed a methodology for comparing productivity 

of different action-selection mechanisms. 

The future work is to create a prototype implementation of the BDL language 

paired with a decent editor and compare its productivity with other ASMs discussed 

as we previously done with yaPOSH. 
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As such, the original question from the beginning of the thesis: What action-

selection system should be used for the development of non-player characters‘ 

behaviors in order to achieve higher productivity while sustaining quality of result 

behaviors at least? Was left unanswered. 

However, we created a language that is adaptable and that already features all 

decision-making patterns favored by the industry (as encountered in scripting, 

hsFSM, behavior trees) while including a new ones that originate from the academy 

(as encountered in AgentSpeak(L), GOAL and SPOSH). As such, a developer will 

not make a mistake to use it. 
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